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   Prologue: Revolution in the Middle East 
Will Be Digitized   

   On Friday, June 12, 2009, Iran voted. On Monday, June 15, Tehran erupted. 
With implausibly fast ballot counting and high levels of electoral support 
credited to Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the dense urban centers and Azeri 
communities known to back the opposition candidate Mir Hossein 
Mousavi, the country exploded in demonstrations and violence. Over the 
next few days, Tehran and other major urban centers saw the largest street 
protests and rioting since the 1979 Revolution. And the wired world was 
drawn in. 

 Domestic politics has often interfered with the administration of elec-
tions in Iran, where even competing in elections requires the blessing of 
the ruling circle of mullahs. The 2005 presidential election that brought 
Ahmadinejad to power also had irregularities and media blackouts. But 
this time, civil society groups, social movement leaders, and disaffected 
youth had access to an information infrastructure largely independent of 
the state. Armed with mobile phones and the internet, trusted networks 
of family and friends spread the news of electoral fraud and escalating 
tensions. 

 New information and communication technologies (ICTs), such as the 
internet and mobile phones, have had clear roles both in starting new 
democratic processes in some countries and in entrenching them in others. 
Activists in Indonesia effectively used mobile phones to mobilize to topple 
Suharto in 1998. During Kyrgyzstan’s Tulip Revolution of March 2005,  mobile 
phones were again used to organize activists to join protests at key moments, 
helping democratic leaders build a social movement with suffi cient clout to 
oust the president. Kuwait’s women’s suffrage movement was much more 
successful in 2005 than it had been in 2000, in part because it was able to use 
text messaging to call younger protesters out of school to attend demonstra-
tions. In Egypt, Tunisia and Kazakhstan opposition groups that face state cen-
sorship simply move their online content to servers in other countries. Recent 
elections in Turkey and Malaysia have demonstrated that blogs have a role in 
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entrenching democratic institutions: challenger candidates who blogged on 
the campaign trail tended to prevail over incumbents from ruling parties who 
did not run information-rich campaigns. 

 Civil society in Iran is incredibly wired, but the political impact of digital 
media there is diffi cult to assay. Estimates of the number of blogs in Iran 
range from 40,000 to 700,000. But if the usual ratio of active blogs to 
registered blogs holds, there are still upwards of 100,000 active sites in the 
Persian blogosphere. Once the universal character became widely used, Farsi 
rose to be the tenth most popular blogging language globally. And for several 
years, the government has been arresting and fi ning opposition bloggers 
based within the country. Even the Revolutionary Guard developed a strategy 
to generate 10,000 blogs, though the Basij militias have not proven up to this 
particular task. The Bureau for the Development of Religious Web Logs 
offers blogging workshops to Iran’s clerics. During the protests, even the 
most apolitical bloggers covered the demonstrations, and traffi c at the dom-
inant blogs swelled. 

 There is one mobile phone for every two people in Iran, though in urban 
areas the vast majority of residents have a mobile phone. There are over 80 
internet service providers operating throughout the country. About one-
quarter of the Iran’s 70 million people have used the internet, around 10 
million are regular users, and the large cohort of youth is particularly sophis-
ticated with digital technologies. So the country has one of the world’s most 
vibrant social media communities and the most concentrated broadcast 
media system in the Muslim world. Why, then, has the digital revolution in 
Iran not had the type of clear political outcomes or institutional conse-
quences seen in other authoritarian regimes? 

 The answer, in part, is that while such information technologies have 
become a fundamental infrastructure for journalists and civil society groups, 
they are a necessary but not suffi cient causal condition for contemporary 
regime change. So based on real-world experience, what is the causal recipe for 
democratization, and are information technologies an important ingredient? 

 For scholars of political communication and social movements, Iran is an 
interesting case: it is one of the most wired of Muslim countries and has an 
organized and articulate democratic movement, yet no democratic revolu-
tion appears in sight. If new information technologies have a role in democ-
ratization elsewhere, why not in Iran? Indeed, much of the research on ICTs 
and politics in Iran fails to demonstrate much in the way of democratic out-
comes, preferring to say instead that the internet is important for providing 
rhetorical space for dissent. In many authoritarian states, political parties 
are simply outlawed, while in others they are tolerated but must identify 
themselves instead as “organizations” or “social movements.”  
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    CAMPAIGNING   

 In recent years Iranians have come to expect their political candidates to be 
online—candidates without a web presence simply do not appear modern. 
Challenger candidates usually avail themselves of more than just websites, 
however. Ahmadinejad’s campaign blog (Ahmadinejad.ir) kept his supporters 
up to date, responded to political spin, and took donations in support of his 
campaign. Mousavi’s use of digital campaign tools was a strategic response to 
his exclusion from coverage by state-run television and newspapers. He used 
Facebook ( www.facebook.com/mousavi ) to reach out to voters, alert them of 
his public appearances, and help them build a sense of community. Months 
after the election, he maintained a dedicated YouTube channel and Twitter 
feed. Iran watchers have noted that women were particularly active in civic 
discourse during the elections, engaging in political conversations at new 
levels and in ways rarely seen in offl ine public interaction. 

 The vocal Persian diaspora has long been able to express its interests 
through broadcast media based in London and Los Angeles, but social net-
working applications have allowed even small enclaves to create content and 
reconnect with friends and family in Iran. Within Iran, clerics such as 
Mohammad Ali Abtahi used Facebook to help organize supporters and host 
political debates. Facebook was blocked by Iranian authorities soon after it 
went live in 2004. In a move they probably regret, however, Iran’s Council for 
Determining Instances of Filtering allowed site access early in 2009, and 
young Iranians took to it quickly. They reconnected with cousins overseas, 
and they used Facebook applications to socialize with friends living down 
the street. Opposition campaign managers in Iran consistently say that such 
internet applications allow them to get messages out as never before and 
thereby organize bigger and bigger campaign rallies. Without access to broad-
cast media, savvy opposition campaigners turned social media applications 
like Facebook from minor pop culture fads into a major tool of political 
communication. 

 Several days before election day, a group of employees from Iran’s 
Interior Ministry issued an open letter revealing that they been authorized 
to change votes. These days, “open” means distributed by email and hosted 
on websites both inside and outside the country. So the ministry’s offi ce of 
internal affairs was unable to recover the leaked documents. In response, 
former president Rafsanjani developed a plan for ad hoc exit polling by 
mobile phones. Deliberative democracy theorists argue that independent 
exit polling is a key logistical feature of healthy election practices. This 
probably explains why disabling mobile phone services is so important for 
discouraging any organized measurement of how rigged a contemporary 
election may be.  
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    VOTING   

 SMS traffi c surged on the eve of the election, but in the early morning hours 
before the polls opened on June 12, the text messaging systems went dark, 
and many mobile phone subscribers found service disrupted. Key opposition 
websites also went offl ine, including those of the two high-profi le opposition 
candidates, Mousavi and Karoubi. Foreign news sources, such as the BBC 
website, are usually blocked from access within Iran, but the list of blocked 
sites grew signifi cantly that morning. The government began jamming the 
frequencies of Farsi-language satellite broadcasts from the BBC and Voice of 
America as well.  

    PROTESTING   

 Late in the day, government offi cials declared that Ahmadinejad had defeated 
his more moderate challenger, triggering massive street protests by Iranians 
who doubted—or did not like—this outcome. For many, the outcome was sur-
prising, and the vote tabulation had been implausibly fast. 

 People took to the streets of Tehran and Esfahan immediately. There was 
a fl ood of digital content from the Iranian street: photos, videos, blog posts, 
tweets, and SMS messages fl owed between protesters and out to the interna-
tional community. While this content was fl owing, the government closely 
inspected digital traffi c to try to identify social movement leaders. To regain 
the upper hand in political communication, the government-run Data 
Communication of Iran disabled internet access for 45 minutes late in the 
afternoon on the 13 th  to initialize its “deep packet” inspection system. The 
process of inspecting the traffi c, however, choked bandwidth to the rest of 
the world, such that Iran was effectively off the global grid for almost 20 
hours between Saturday night and midday Sunday. 

 To support network communications, the Iranian opposition organized a 
supply of proxy servers unknown to government censors and coordinated 
attacks on pro-Ahmadinejad websites and state media portals. Free online 
tools provided encryption, anonymizers, and other secure communication 
networks. Despite government interference with digital services, SMS, 
Twitter, and other social media were used to coordinate massive turnout at 
protests across the country for Monday, June 15. By Monday, the cyber-war 
was also was well under way. The attacks were launched not only by a few 
university students well versed in the dark arts of hacking, but by an army of 
amateurs eager to learn the few basic skills that would collectively over-
whelm the government information systems. Parts of the information infra-
structure of major government agencies were rendered unusable, from the 
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Ministries of Justice and Foreign Affairs to the offi cial websites of the police 
and Supreme Ruler Khamenei. 

 A few days into the protests, the international community of tech-savvy 
digerati also began working to disable the government’s information infra-
structure and support social movement leaders. Volunteers around the world 
contributed by turning their home computers into proxy servers for users 
based in Iran, allowing such users to bypass the government’s censorship 
efforts. Pro-democracy activists on the web traded notes on how amateurs 
could launch denial-of-service attacks on government servers and suggested 
which targets would be most important. Within Iran, bloggers learned how 
to get their content around government censors. Tip sheets offered helpful 
links on how to use Twitter securely and effectively. 

 Both Facebook and Twitter were used by many young people for street-
level communications during the protests. On June 16 the U.S. State 
Department asked Twitter to delay a network upgrade that would have shut 
down service for a brief period during daylight hours in Tehran. Over 90 per-
cent of Twitter users in Iran live in Tehran, and 25 percent of the current 
Iranian user base created accounts during the last three months of political 
campaigning. State Department spokesman Ian Kelly rejected the accusa-
tion that by meddling with the development of Iran’s information infrastruc-
ture, the Obama administration was taking sides in Iran’s disputed elections. 
“This is about giving their voices a chance to be heard. One of the ways that 
their voices are heard are through new media,” he told reporters. 

 Twitter was used to help street protesters fi nd safe hospitals, where 
injuries could be treated without drawing the attention of Basij militias. As 
these militias moved through neighborhoods and gunshots were heard, 
alerts went out. When intelligence agents raided an apartment or took a 
family member, the incident was shared with family and friends. Protest 
leaders also used Twitter to recruit more international cyberactivsts. 

 Barely a week after the protest marches had begun, Google fast-tracked 
the development of a Farsi-language translator, and Facebook rushed out a 
beta translation of its content into Farsi. Both companies were hoping to 
serve the Persian—and global—online audience eager to communicate about 
events in Iran. 

 On June 20, Neda Agha-Soltan was shot dead at a demonstration, and her 
death was caught on several mobile phone cameras. Just as in-country pro-
tests were cooling, the videos of her blood pooling on the street were uploaded 
to YouTube. Her death, digitally captured and distributed over the internet. 
became one of the iconic global images of the protest, turning her into a 
martyr who inspired (rekindled) protests 40 days later. 

 Twitter user persiankiwi had 24,000 followers by day 6 of the protests. 
Mousavi11388 was engaging 7,000 followers. #StopAhmadi kept more than 
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6,000 followers alert to photos streaming up to Flickr. The Twitter service 
itself was registering 30 new posts a minute with the #IranElection identi-
fi er. Specialty Persian news channels in Los Angeles received hundreds of 
digital videos daily, and YouTube became the repository for the digitally cap-
tured, lived experiences of the chaotic streets of Tehran. #CNNfail let the 
global audience for political clashes in Iran gripe about CNN’s paltry cov-
erage. Between June 7 and 26, an estimated 480,000 Twitter users exchanged 
over 2 million tweets, with Twitter streams peaking on election day at over 
200,000 per hour. 

 Digital media sustained protests well beyond what pundits expected. Indeed, 
this new information infrastructure gave social movement leaders the capacity 
not only to reach out to sympathetic audiences overseas but also to reach two 
important domestic constituencies: rural, conservative voters who had few con-
nections to the urban chaos; and the clerical establishment. The unprecedented 
activation of weak social ties brought the concerns of disaffected youth, cheated 
voters, and beaten protesters to the attention of the mullahs. The result was a 
split within the ruling establishment on how to deal with the insurgency, how 
to proceed with counting ballots, and how to credibly authorize Ahmadinejad 
to take power.  

    CENSORING   

 In some ways the regime’s response was decidedly old media: expelling 
foreign correspondents, blocking phone lines, preventing the publication of 
daily newspapers, and accusing enemy governments of spreading misinfor-
mation. They did not count on the large number of Iranians eager to submit 
their own content to international news agencies, and, perhaps more impor-
tant, they did not realize that large numbers of Iranians would use social 
media to share their own personal stories of beatings, tear gas inhalation, 
and protest euphoria with each other. 

 Almost as quickly as protesters took to Twitter and Facebook, the govern-
ment’s security apparatus began using these applications to spread disinfor-
mation. It is estimated that more than 5 million websites are inaccessible 
from within Iran. Websites run by the Basij collected digital video and photos 
of protesters and asked Iranians online to help identify particular protesters. 
And to the surprise of many technorati, it became apparent that the Iranian 
government had built a single choke point for traffi c to the rest of the inter-
net and a deep packet inspection system that would slow traffi c to allow for 
content analysis. Most countries have such monitoring centers, but their use 
is governed by some public policy oversight designed to identify the lawful 
circumstances for intercepting traffi c. Once built, however, the owners of 
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such equipment get to decide what those circumstances are and set the 
 keywords that will alert authorities about who is communicating what over 
the nation’s digital infrastructure.  

    EVALUATING   

 Overall, it is not clear that the international cyberactivists had more than a 
symbolic effect on the infrastructure of the Iranian government. It may be in 
the interests of the ruling mullahs to have opposition venting online, rather 
than through some other form of political resistance. Many of the tools for 
attacking government servers, such as BWRaep, also effected the bandwidth 
available to other users in Iran. 

 Millions of people took to the streets in the week after the election results 
were announced and certainly not all were using Twitter. The majority of 
them, however, were responding to both strong and weak network ties and to 
the digital technologies designed to maintain those ties. Even with the 
blackout on domestic broadcast media and censorship of digital traffi c, the 
social movement leaders were able to circumvent the state’s choke hold on 
information fl ows. Traditional radio and televised appeals did not fi gure in 
the mobilization, and they are not very important to understanding what 
happened in Iran last summer. 

 With few reporters on the ground, the “technology revolution” was an 
easy peg for coverage by Western news agencies. Twitter was an impor-
tant communications tool during the heated days of protest, but an 
unknown number of the new accounts created in those days belonged to 
external supporters who identified themselves as being in Tehran; there 
were also local users who self-identified as being elsewhere in hopes of 
evading regime censors. Moreover, these tweets reflected the chaos and 
uncertainty of the time: Iran’s supreme mullah Ayatollah Khamenei did 
not shave his head and attempt to flee in a blue suit. While it is likely that 
government interference caused disruptions in network communications 
services, some services would have been crippled by unusually high 
demand. 

 Yet, the Iranian government continues to take the threat of digital rev-
olution seriously. On election day, Mousavi had 10,000 fans. A month later 
he had 10 times that, and a genuinely global campaign. In July the Iranian 
Parliament began debate on a measure to add websites and blogs pro-
moting “corruption, prostitution and apostasy” to the list of crimes pun-
ishable by death. Security offi cials have detained the webmasters of 
reformist websites and shut down servers. Several high-profi le bloggers 
remain in prison.  
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    EVOLVING   

 In the Middle East, elections—even rigged ones—have increasingly become 
moments of political crisis. Several countries in the region hold legitimate, 
competitive elections. A few simply ban political parties altogether. Some 
have elections with open competition at lower levels of offi ce, while the out-
come of elections for the executive branch of government are never really in 
doubt. And even countries allowing party competition can be divided bet-
ween those in which licensed political parties stand a reasonable chance at 
achieving electoral victory and those in which offi cial recognition comes 
with no opportunity to take offi ce. Many ruling elites have managed their 
country’s development for decades. What has radically changed in just the 
last decade is the information infrastructure of political communication. 

 At key moments in a political crisis, it is possible for the state to disrupt the 
supply of newsprint and ink or shut down the broadcast towers of radio and 
television stations. It is much more challenging for governments to disable 
networked information infrastructures. Cutting the power to some internet 
service providers or mobile phone towers often means that information 
packets fl ow to other network nodes. Network traffi c in and out of a country 
can sometimes be stopped by disabling the internet exchange points in port 
cities, but doing so can have broader consequences for the national economy, 
constraining the capacity of the state organization itself. Regimes that delib-
erately create choke points in their packet-switching infrastructure are better 
able to censor, but such points are themselves a security risk for the regime. 
Technology design can actually involve political strategy and be part of a 
nation’s “constitutional moment.” In Iran’s case, the ruling elites tried to con-
stitute an information infrastructure that could be closely managed in times 
of crisis.  

    NETWORKED EFFERVESCENCE   

 Street protests are the result of and conduit for collective effervescence, a rare 
spirit of energy that grips people hungry for change. In contemporary systems 
of political communication, citizens turn to the internet as a source of news 
and information in times of political crisis. It is not only that online social net-
working services are infl uential as a communications media; rather, they are 
now also a fundamental infrastructure for social movements. And the internet 
globalizes local struggles. Authoritarian regimes always conduct propaganda 
battles over broadcast media. But what is the regime countermeasure for the 
chilling effects of a plea from someone in your social network who has been a 
victim of police brutality? 
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 Cyberactivism is no longer the unique provenance of isolated, politically 
motivated hackers. It is instead deeply integrated with contemporary social 
movement strategy and accessible to computer and mobile phone users with 
only basic skills: it is a distinguishing feature of modern political communica-
tion and a means of creating the élan that marks social change. Twitter may 
have been the branded information tool of choice for some of Iran’s opposi-
tion opinion leaders, and other tools will emerge in the years ahead. The ser-
vice routes messages from many sources to many users through varied outlets 
from webpages, mobile phones, and many other kinds of consumer elec-
tronics. But it is the networked design that is a distinguishing feature of social 
media that will be ever more threatening to authoritarian rule. 

 Information and communication technologies are the infrastructure for 
transposing democratic ideals from community to community. They support 
the process of learning new approaches to political representation, of testing 
new organizational strategies, and of cognitively extending the possibilities 
and prospects for political transformation from one context to another. It 
does not matter that the number of bloggers, twitterers, or internet users 
may seem small, because in a networked social moment only a few “brokers” 
need to be using these tools to keep everyone up to date. These are the com-
munication tools for the wealthy, urban, educated elites whose loyalties or 
defection will make or break authoritarian rule. Indeed, it is probably more 
useful to evaluate applications such as Twitter through the communities 
they support, rather than through tool features. Twitter communities have 
leaders and followers, and tweets supply them with information, misinfor-
mation, and disinformation. During the protests, the top 10 percent of users 
generated over 65 percent of the tweets. 

 Limited by 140-character bursts of content, Twitter would not be the tool 
for sharing nuanced political critiques. But it would be a mistake to tie any 
theory of social change to a particular piece of software. In the summer of 
2009 the Iranian insurgency was very much shaped by several digital com-
munication tools, which allowed social movements within the country to 
organize protests and exchange information and made it possible for those 
groups to maintain contact with the rest of the world. Most important, the 
internet gave the social movement access to the clerical establishment 
through weak ties of social networks that connected mullahs to Iranians on 
the street. Social movement scholars write that elite defection usually marks 
the end of an authoritarian regime. And in addition, in the West, democracy 
advocates with an internet connection can support an international social 
movement by contributing bandwidth and computing resources just by 
running a piece of software. 

 If Iranians have grown accustomed to clerical interference in elections, 
why did they take to the streets in such force? If new information  technologies 
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such as mobile phones and the internet provided the communications infra-
structure for mobilization, was the lack of democratic transition a technolog-
ical or social failing? 

 In the language of fuzzy sets ways, Iran’s postelection insurgency was 
 almost  an example of a digital revolution. In is unlikely that protests would 
have lasted as long, raised so much international support, and had such an 
impact on domestic politics had it not been for mobile phones and the inter-
net. The internet did not cause the insurgency, and it is probably a truism to 
say that no contemporary democratic revolution in the Middle East will hap-
pen without the internet. In times of political crisis, banal tools for wasting 
time, like Twitter and YouTube, become the supporting infrastructure of 
social movements. As one ethnic Azeri blogger told me, the regime has 
learned that the internet makes collective action possible. 

 Technology alone does not cause political change—it did not in Iran’s case. 
But it does provide new capacities and impose new constraints on political 
actors. New information technologies do not topple dictators; they are used 
to catch dictators off-guard. Today, being an effective social movement 
means utilizing social media. However, the world has seen interest in change 
expressed from within Iran, and this may prove to be the most destabilizing 
outcome of the protests. The regime’s brutalities streamed around the globe. 
The world saw the dissent; the regime knows the world saw the dissent. 

 In the summer of 2009 we learned that Islamic democracies will be born 
digital. The initial conditions for social movement organizing are very different 
from those of the pre-internet era. Iran’s street protests failed to topple their 
government. But just as important, the world’s most technologically advanced 
censors failed to manage the government’s election crisis. And the region’s 
 dictators have a new concern: their own tech-savvy, disaffected youth.     
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    Introduction: Political Communication 
and Contemporary Muslim Media Systems    

   Is democracy advanced through the diffusion of new information technol-
ogies? Among the diverse countries with large Muslim communities, how do 
such technologies provide capacities and constraints on institutional change? 
In this book, I demonstrate that over the last fi fteen years, technology diffu-
sion has had an important causal role in democratization. New information 
and communication technologies, such as mobile phones and the internet, 
have provided new infrastructural conditions, with distinct outcomes for 
systems of political communication and broad consequences for the institu-
tions of democracy. 

 I accept two foundational assumptions proposed by many Islamists: that 
Islam is not inherently incompatible with democracy; and that information 
and communication technologies (ICTs) have, in the past, played a signifi cant 
role in the institutional evolution of political cultures in the Islamic world 
(see  Allawi  2009  ;  Nasr  2005  ;  Abou El Fadl, Cohen, and Chasman  2004   for an 
introduction to these propositions). I argue that the introduction of digital 
ICTs provides an occasion for signifi cant change in how political culture is 
produced and consumed around the world. My goal for this book is to pre-
sent and assess the evidence about the introduction of digital ICTs and 
changes in the production and consumption of political culture in devel-
oping countries with signifi cant Muslim communities. 

 The internet has had a notable impact on relations between peoples and 
nations. In particular, ICTs allow people to learn about each other, and often 
also about themselves. In the West, major news media often peg stories about 
ICTs on one of two hooks. The “technologies of freedom” peg appears in 
news stories that celebrate the use of information technologies such as mo-
bile phones in allowing democratic activists to organize effective public 
rallies. For example, when protesters in Indonesia out-maneuvered Suharto’s 
police and ended his autocratic rule, news stories were quick to highlight the 
fact that email and mobile phones had signifi cantly improved the organiza-
tional capacity of that country’s democratic leaders. The “technologies of 
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  oppression” peg appears in news stories that examine the ways that authori-
tarian regimes use the very same ICTs to oppress their populations. For 
example, news stories highlight the ways that Iraqi insurgents coordinate 
military campaigns, spread political messages we dislike, and publicize 
beheadings. When such news stories are specifi cally about how the internet 
improves the organizational capacity of terrorists, such groups are called 
“e-jihadis,” “cyber-terrorists,” and “dot-extremists.” 

 Despite what the news coverage might suggest, cyber-terrorism is not the 
primary online activity in the Muslim communities of the developing world. 
Most people use the internet to watch movies and sports events, to play 
video games, to keep in touch with family and friends, to chat and fl irt, and 
to shop. These other domains of social activity can become small political 
acts and specifi c expressions of political culture, especially under state-run 
censorship. Unlike in the advanced democracies, political engagement online 
in many of these countries is not about voting online, reviewing legislative 
proposals, and discussing public policy options. It is about discussing the 
personal politics of sexuality and relationships. It is about getting news and 
information, sometimes about the West, but more often about neighboring 
Islamic countries. In large part, these other realms of social activity online 
are  made  political because of the active censorship in the more authoritarian 
Islamic regimes. Thus, the topic of “Muslim politics online” is not simply 
about news consumption or political discussion over the internet—the areas 
of concern to many mainstream political communication researchers—but 
about the multiple spheres of social life that are interesting for their cultural 
politics. Thus, in this book I will often use the term “political culture” to refer 
not just to the most obvious political content, news, and information, but 
more broadly to the range of social activities that take on political impor-
tance in societies where ruling elites work hard to manage cultural interac-
tion. Cyber-terrorism is not even the most important of the obviously political 
aspects of internet use in these communities and countries. In this book, 
I argue that a much more signifi cant, but much less understood phenomena 
is the development of relatively mainstream, civic discourse over Muslim 
media systems. 

 Research on the impact of new information technologies in the devel-
oping world is becoming ever more sophisticated, though it is encumbered 
in three ways: a focus on metrics, indicators, and digital artifacts over the-
ories and explanations; more exuberance about potential social transforma-
tion rather than understanding observed changes; and the urge to periodize 
digital-divide scholarship. This fi rst stage of research often involves trying 
to map trends in culturally disaggregated ways. Developing indicators can 
be a sensible fi rst step in social science research: deciding who or what to 
measure, and how, will have a long-term impact on the data that later 
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  scholars have to work with. Yet debates over the methods of measurement, 
on their own, rarely generate new theories about the causes and conse-
quences of the digital divide. During the research for this book, it was fasci-
nating to see how many scholars rely on a few data sources, chiefl y the 
International Telecommunications Union, the World Bank, and the World 
Resources Institute. Indeed, these organizations often just duplicate each 
other's poor quality data. Many researchers rely heavily on this data for 
their comparative or single-country case studies, rather than collecting 
original observations or combining data in interesting ways. The same data 
tables appear over and over again. This dependency has shaped our under-
standing of the digital divide, by tightly binding the concept of the digital 
divide to levels of internet and mobile phone use per capita. As argued in 
this book, there are much better ways of measuring and conceptualizing the 
digital divide, the conditions of information infrastructure, and outcomes 
in political institutions or processes. Wherever possible, the tables in this 
book assemble data from original scholarly sources that are categorical and 
comparable, rather than only reproducing abstracted indicators. There is 
another scholarly approach that involves critically reading Islamic digital 
artifacts, such as websites, videos and emails, for meaning. But it can also be 
useful to assess the impact of meaning, evaluate how meaning is used in the 
service of power, and generalize beyond the critic’s interpretation to the 
experience of internet users in multiple Muslim communities. 

 Second, much of the early academic work has been concerned with stat-
ing the potential path from technology diffusion to social transformation. 
Authors defi ne an archetype of e-government, e-democracy, or e- commerce, 
and review the potential opportunities or challenges to authoritarian rule 
and economic wealth. Invariably, authors fi nd more potential challenges 
than opportunities, because the archetype itself is based on standards 
and expectations defi ned by the advanced democracies and economies in 
the West. 

 Third, even though the research into ICT diffusion in the developing 
world is a relatively new fi eld, some scholars have been overeager to peri-
odize the literature. The most common way of doing this is to organize the 
literature on the digital divide into early, middle, and late periods, across 
which assumptions have changed. At fi rst, researchers thought the digital 
divide was about inequality in the distribution of hardware and software; 
then, researchers thought it was about inequality in the distribution skill 
sets; and later, researchers thought the digital divide was about the distribu-
tion of hardware, software, skills, and the strength of key cultural institu-
tions needed for ICT diffusion. In fact, looking over a wide swath of literature 
for this book, it is hard to fi nd anyone who ever really thought that the digital 
divide was just about hardware and software distribution. Quite the  contrary, 
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  all researchers go to great pains to say that their theoretical contribution 
goes beyond the digital-divide-is-about-hardware-access rubric. Scholarly lit-
erature should only be periodized once in a while because doing so rarely 
advances our understanding in original ways; it can be a tedious task for the 
author, and it can result in a tedious text for the reader. 

 Scholarly endeavors aside, the internet has certainly had a role in shaping 
Western perceptions of Islam. Based on news coverage alone, readers in the 
West might think the internet is mostly for helping Islamic terrorists orga-
nize, the object of strategic interest in confl ict between Muslim groups, and 
a useful means of censorship by Muslim governments. Propaganda from 
Islamic fundamentalists has gone online, and the internet is used to circulate 
videos of beheadings by violent extremists. For example, in 2004, the savage 
beheading of Nick Berg was recorded and distributed online, providing inter-
national news coverage for the terrorists’ activities. Digital communications 
infrastructure is a key asset that parties involved in confl ict will fi ght over. 
Lebanon’s Hezbollah has developed a private network of fi ber-optic cables, 
which it considers a crucial part of its security infrastructure, and attempts 
by the Lebanese prime minister to disassemble the communications grid 
caused the worst gunfi ghts in Beirut since the end of that country’s civil war. 
News stories also highlight government censorship in Muslim countries. In 
December 2007, police in Tehran warned 170 cybercafés that they ran the 
risk of being closed down. Subsequently the police closed 24 cafés and 
arrested 23 people for “immoral behavior.” Eleven arrested were women, 
with two charged with publishing false information, disturbing public 
opinion, and publicity against the Islamic Republic. In May 2009, the Iranian 
government banned local access to Facebook, presumably because of the 
fear that opposition leaders were using the social networking site to organize 
voter turnout in elections. Yet the internet in Islamic countries is more than 
just a conduit for fundamentalist propaganda, an infrastructure that warring 
Islamic factions fi ght over, or a tool for state censorship. 

 Melvin Kranzberg wrote that “technology is neither good nor bad, nor is it 
neutral” (  1985  , 50). Both democratic activists and authoritarian dictators use 
digital technologies for both good and evil. At the same time, we know such 
technologies are designed with specifi c applications in mind and have an 
impact on the structure and content of political communication. Thus, there 
must be a way of assessing the overall impact of new technologies across many 
countries—digital technologies are not neutral. Elsewhere I have argued for a 
moderate analytical frame, between the technological determinist perspec-
tive (purporting that communications tools cause social changes) and the 
organizational determinist perspective (purporting that society causes tech-
nological changes) ( Howard  2006  ). I believe it is more useful to take a posi-
tion of “soft determinism” in which technology designers and policy makers 
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  make decisions that provide capacities for and impose constraints on users. 
And every once in a while, social groups have the opportunity for collective 
action that allows for a reshaping or undoing of these design capacities and 
constraints. The argument that technologies are simply good or bad is rarely 
convincing, but it would be a mistake to argue that across the diverse Islamic 
cultures of the developing world, technologies are neutral. 

  Figures  0.1   and   0.2   chart the rising levels of media use among Muslim 
households in the countries included in this study. The mass media that 
dominated systems of political communication in Muslim communities were 
often controlled by the state or cultural elites. These broadcast media were 
most often used for approved content that small groups of  people produced 
for the large groups of people who consumed culture. The new digital media, 
including the mobile phones and the internet, are used both for cultural con-
sumption and personal communication, are not as easily managed by states 
and cultural elites, and are tools that provide people with the opportunity to 
produce and consume cultural content. I argue that these systems of political 
communication are different enough that it is crucial to study the Muslim 
experience with information technology and democratization in a focused 
way, and that the comparative method is the best approach to understanding 
the diverse and shared experiences across Muslim communities. Additionally, 
I argue that the political internet is an important object of inquiry, and many 

    Figure 0.1  Mass Media for Communication and Culture, 1990–2010     
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  of the existing approaches to such inquiry have been biased by the tendency 
to be more interested in Islamic fundamentalism than civil society.   

 The number of countries with complete data varies from indicator to 
indicator. Averages are always computed from the countries with available 
data, and since 2000 the majority of countries analyzed in this study report 
this data.   1    The number of Muslim households in each country was computed 
by taking the estimated percentage of the national population practicing 
Islam and the estimate of the number of households in each country. In 
particular countries, Muslim households may be larger or smaller than the 
national average, but the assumption for this fi gure is that the national 
proportion of Muslim populations is similar to that of Muslim households. 
The household is a sensible unit of analysis for this data because many of 
these media are resources shared among kin. In wealthy economies it makes 
sense to collect information on “personal computers” because many people 
have access to at least one computer, often for personal use, and these com-
puters are replaced every few years. But in many developing countries, 

    Figure 0.2  Information Technologies for Communication and Culture, 1990–2010  

 Sources : Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources: percentage of population 
Muslim (CIA 2010); number of households, internet users, mobile phones, households 
equipped with televisions, households equipped with radios ( ITU  2006  ); internet hosts 
( Internet Software Consortium  2010  ).

   Notes : Mobile phones, computers, internet users, and home satellites are calculated per 100 
Muslim households around the world. Both radio and television are calculated as the 
percentage of Muslim households equipped with a radio or television. Internet hosts are 
calculated per 10,000 Muslim households.     
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   mobile phones and computers are shared resources, available for use by 
 several family members and not discarded or replaced as quickly. 

 To distinguish those technologies that allow for decentralized cultural 
production,  Figure  0.1   includes mass media technologies such as, home 
satellite systems, radio, and television.  Figure  0.2   includes several measures 
of ICT diffusion, including mobile phones, computers, internet hosts, and 
internet users. Radio and television diffusion is measured as the percent of 
households with at least one of these media. Personal computers, home 
satellite feeds, mobile phones, and internet users are measured as the 
number of these items per 100 households. 

 Overall, these graphs reveal how rapidly new media technologies have 
diffused in comparison with more traditional media. Even though the units 
of each trend are different, measures for mobile phones, internet users, and 
hosts per Muslim household over the last 10 years have very steep slopes. 
Measures for the proportion of Muslim households equipped with a radio or 
television are high, though the slope for these trend lines is not as steep over 
the full 15-year period for which there is data. There is a radio or television 
in 80 percent of households; at least one person in 60 percent of Muslim 
households has used the internet, though this person is not always a regular 
user. There is at least one mobile phone in almost every household. 

 This graph also reveals that the television and radio are important means 
of cultural consumption for most households around the developing world. 
While satellites are prevalent in every urban skyline, the diffusion rate of 
home satellites has been low and stable for several years. Like computers, 
these resources are sometimes collective resources, tapped to serve multiple 
households. Thus it is likely that the proportion of households with unregis-
tered satellite access is higher than reported here. 

 Yet these graphs also suggest that new media—technologies that allow 
users signifi cant control in cultural production—have steep diffusion curves 
and increasingly rival the reach of television and radio media. In 2000 there 
were approximately 20 mobile phones per 100 households, and today there 
are 144 mobile phones per 100 households. Although this data cannot be 
strictly interpreted to mean that 20 percent of households in the year 2000 
had a mobile phone, it is safe to say that today, there is a mobile phone user 
in almost every household, and that many Muslim households have several 
mobile phone users. 

 It is interesting that computers and internet users had a similar diffusion 
curve until about 2001, at which point the number of internet users per 100 
Muslim households began to outstrip the number of computers per 100 
Muslim households. How can there be more internet users than computer 
users per household? There are likely two explanations for this trend. First, 
as mentioned above, computers are more often than not a collective resource, 
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  so a national estimate of user population must include people who have 
access through a friend or family member’s computer. Second, internet 
access points such as cybercafés and libraries are an important means of 
connectivity in Muslim countries, so this number must also include the 
number of people who use the internet outside the household.  

    WHY STUDY THE MUSLIM EXPERIENCE WITH INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY AND DEMOCRATIZATION?   

 There are 75 countries with signifi cant Muslim communities: 48 countries 
where Muslims are in the majority and at least 50 percent of the population 
is Muslim; 27 countries where Muslims are an important minority and at 
least 10 percent of the population is Muslim. Despite the obvious diversity of 
these countries, three attributes make all 75 countries a useful comparison 
set: most of these countries have been slow to democratize, compared to the 
rest of the developing world; most of these countries have more rapid rates 
of technology diffusion than the rest of the world; social elites in most of 
these countries use technologies to censor political culture and manage 
information fl ows in ways not often found in the rest of the developing world. 
For readers only interested in the hypothesis that technology diffusion can 
cause democratic outcomes, these 75 countries represent a good conserva-
tive sampling of cases to study. 

 The goal of this book is to analyze the ways in which new information tech-
nologies have contributed to democratic entrenchment or transition in coun-
tries with large Muslim communities. Consequently, the comparative method 
recommends coverage of countries where technology diffusion may have 
made some countries more authoritarian, along with countries where tech-
nology diffusion has been rapid but without clear democratic outcomes. By 
analyzing the range of experiences across the countries with signifi cant 
Muslim communities, some of the necessary or suffi cient conditions for con-
temporary democratization can come to light. Since there is a dearth of com-
parative data on the diversity of political life in many of these countries, the 
tables and graphs are oriented around relevant subgroups of countries: those 
that have experienced democratic transitions, those that have experienced 
democratic entrenchment, those that have remained authoritarian, and those 
in a liminal state of crisis, war, or collapse. Moreover, there are several good 
reasons for treating these particular countries as a valuable analytical set. 

 First, there are several modular political phenomena across nations with 
signifi cant Muslim populations: political action based in signifi cant part on 
the emulation of successful examples from others. Such imitation occurs 
through policy emulation and coordination among many Muslim countries, 
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  especially concerning telecommunications standards, technology-led 
economic development, and internet censorship. For several decades, the 
interior ministers of Arab countries have held an annual conference to dis-
cuss successful ways of securing their regimes, and in recent years their 
agenda has extended to the best ways of handling media and internet cen-
sorship. But such imitation also occurs among communities of social elites 
and the leadership of democratization movements. As will be demonstrated 
in the chapters ahead, ruling elites learn about and imitate the successful 
strategies of their autocratic neighbors. At the same time, successful democ-
ratization strategies in particular countries are transported into the collective 
action strategies of movements in other countries. Through regionalized 
processes of elite learning and defection, Muslim countries seem to democ-
ratize in similar ways, not necessarily following the recipes for democratiza-
tion that have been followed in other regions and other time periods. Across 
many Muslim countries, democratization movements appear to be learning 
to use information technologies from each other, linking up to share experi-
ences, and transporting successful organizational strategies. Yet modular 
political phenomena are not just found among social movements: state 
bureaucracies learn censorship strategies from each other; political parties 
in Muslim countries learn how to use ICTs from affi nity parties in other 
countries; and journalists learn new online research and publishing strat-
egies from each other. 

 Second, many Muslim countries have shared technology diffusion pat-
terns and similar systems of political communication, which are together 
distinct from those in other developing countries. Holding economic wealth 
constant, Muslim countries have among the highest rates of technology 
adoption in the developing world. Moreover, many Muslim governments 
have responded to the new information technologies in consistent ways: 
censorship strategies have been developed with similar objectives of cultural 
control; internet service providers are held legally responsible for the 
content that fl ows over their networks; government agencies work aggres-
sively to support (Islamic) cultural content online. This combination of 
policy responses is unique to the countries that are home to large Muslim 
communities. 

 Since the diversity of experience in Islamic countries is as striking as the 
similarities, we are faced with the problem of creating appropriate categories 
to distinguish types of Muslim countries. What are sensible categories for 
types of Islamic countries? Obviously, every country has some distinct attrib-
utes, but rather than always presenting data on all countries in which a 
signifi cant portion of the population is Muslim, is there a more parsimonious 
way of comparing and contrasting attributes and trends? Individual coun-
tries can be treated as case studies, but it is useful to look for patterns and 
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  trends that exceed a single country’s experience with a multitude of digital 
technologies and the many attributes of democratization. 

 To illustrate this diversity, there are categories in which Muslim countries 
could be organized into geopolitical regions and institutional groupings. In 
Central Asia, there are several post-communist regimes governing large, lin-
guistically diverse Muslim populations, where religious expression has 
simply been illegal for 80 years and dictators maintain strong control over 
the development of political institutions and natural gas wealth. In contrast, 
much of Muslim North Africa speaks Arabic as a primary or secondary lan-
guage. While this region is also home to countries with ruling elites, some of 
these countries can be described as emerging democracies, with higher levels 
of income and diasporia communities across southern Europe. The Gulf 
States include several strong constitutional monarchies, regimes bolstered 
by signifi cant oil revenues, and countries where the primary concerns of 
political security include a resolution of the Palestinian-Israeli confl ict and 
the suppression of local democratic initiatives. Several of these regimes also 
see themselves as guardians of holy sites and texts for particular variations of 
Islam. Iran is an Islamic republic, without an Arabic culture, which sees itself 
as a political instantiation of a particular variation of Islamic  governance. It 
too has oil resources, but it also has a rapidly growing population a history of 
rebellious cohorts of youth bent on regime change. 

 On the Indian subcontinent, Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh are home to 
very large and very poor Muslim populations. In recent years, democratic 
practices in Pakistan have appeared fl eeting, practices in Bangladesh have 
stabilized, and practices in India have deepened. Still, these regimes govern 
populations with signifi cant income inequalities. These states must also 
manage a unique set of security issues: environmental degradation regularly 
becomes a threat to population health and stability; the resolution of the 
Kashmiri confl ict is of primary importance to India and Pakistan (two nuclear 
states); and military elites are active participants in the political life in 
Bangladesh and Pakistan. Southeast Asia is also home to linguistically diverse 
Muslim cultures, wealthy and multiracial Malaysia and Singapore, and the 
populous but poor emerging democracy of Indonesia. In Russia, Islam is the 
largest minority religion, and politically dispossessed Muslim communities 
have been able to put religion on the national agenda through violent insur-
gencies in several regions. 

 In terms of economic wealth and geopolitical alliances, it would also be 
possible to divide the Muslim world into Arabic- and non–Arabic-speaking 
populations, oil-producing and non–oil-producing countries, Arab League 
and non–Arab League countries, secular and Islamist regimes, or by the 
Sunni, Shia, or Wahhabist perspectives of ruling elites. In southeastern 
Europe, Turkey, and the Caucasus, politicians increasingly look to the West 
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  for political support and economic opportunities. And every country in the 
West has communities of all the aforementioned nationals, communities 
with their own interesting diasporic politics, and different levels of engage-
ment with political life in their adopted countries. Since this study is partic-
ularly interested in technology diffusion, the primary task of the introduction 
is to develop a new, more meaningful way of categorizing patterns of tech-
nology diffusion. 

 Given the diversity of political structures and institutions and the levels 
of confl ict and disagreement between some Muslim countries, there is not 
much evidence that the “Muslim world” is a meaningful political category. It 
is a term of generalization, about as useful as the “Christian world” or “the 
West.” In important ways, Western countries are more homogenous than 
Muslim countries. Almost all are democracies; almost all have the same high 
standards of living; English is the language of business; the majority of citi-
zens trace their ancestry to other Western countries; and the majority of 
citizens travel only to other Western countries. It is not a stretch to argue, as 
some have, that major urban centers in the West—such as London, New York, 
and Toronto—have more in common with each other than they do with geo-
graphically contiguous secondary cities and rural communities. Yet many 
would also argue that there is enormous variety in the economic, political, 
and cultural attributes of these countries; those of us who live in the West 
know something of this diversity. Similarly, I argue that there is enormous 
diversity in the economic, political, and cultural institutions of Muslim coun-
tries; it is crucial that we try to know something of this diversity. 

 To describe these countries as homologous—shared economic, historical, 
cultural, and technology diffusion patterns—is not to say that these coun-
tries are culturally homogenous. The 75 cases studied here are a set of homol-
ogous countries with similar levels of economic development, some shared 
history, some shared cultural norms, and a shared media ecology. Moreover, 
these countries share patterns of ICT diffusion, and there are similar pat-
terns of public use and policy response. Many of the countries in this study 
share a history shaped by the spread of Islam, but that does not make them 
all the same; as I argue in the chapters ahead, these important cultural dif-
ferences help explain differences in the diffusion of technical innovations. 

 However, to use this category critically, it must be deconstructed through 
the illustration of common trends, examples that illustrate differentiated 
experience, and subcategories that have meaningful integrity. For example, 
the comparison of trends in Muslim countries with trends in other developing 
countries and highly developed countries reinforces this category by defi ning 
it relative to other aggregated groups. Similarly, the comparison of trends bet-
ween types of Muslim countries deconstructs this category by illustrating the 
diversity of experience within the Muslim world. In practical terms, this 
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   critical deconstruction occurs through the presentation of meaningful sub-
categories in tabular data, and by privileging evidence and examples from 
Muslim communities. There is a vast and growing literature on the impact of 
ICTs in the developing world, but I favor theoretical insights that have been 
gleaned from lived experience in developing Muslim communities. 

 In this analysis I will often refer to the Muslim experience and will often 
deconstruct trends to illustrate the diversity of experience in types of Islamic 
polities. I conceive the Muslim experience in the developing world as an ana-
lytical category that has many meaningful and coherent subcategories. 
Sometimes this means describing trends across all the countries sampled, or 
discussing cultural and historical differences. My approach highlights and 
explains continuities and uniformities, and pays special attention to change 
and variety. The case evidence in the chapters ahead is organized around 
four kinds of institutional change: a group of countries that experienced a 
democratic transition; a group of countries that experienced democratic 
entrenchment; a group of countries that experienced very little institutional 
change and remained somewhat or largely authoritarian; a group of crisis 
states where the circumstances of political, military, or security crisis make 
them unlikely to reveal much about the recipes for democratization. 

 Yet accepting a sample frame always means making some strategic 
exceptions. There are several important countries, such as China, 
Thailand, and the Philippines, in which a small minority of practicing 
Muslims have put cultural and religious issues on the national political 
agenda through political activism, violent insurgency, and the effective 
use of information technologies. China is not in the set of countries ana-
lyzed here. Even though its Uyghurs have a violent separatist movement, 
this Muslim community is relatively small in size. These cases may share 
some of the features of other cases in the study, but they are excluded 
from comparative analysis because of the relatively small size of their 
Muslim communities. 

 Along with some special exceptions, some special inclusions need to be 
made. Russia is in the set of countries analyzed here. Between 15 and 20 per-
cent of Russia’s population is Muslim, with Chechnyan insurgents an impor-
tant part of the country’s domestic political problems. Russian political life is 
strained by interfaith, security, and state-mosque tensions. Several countries 
are included in the set at different points for different reasons: Djibouti, the 
Maldives, Suriname, and Western Sahara have just under 500,000 residents 
but relatively large Muslim communities; Georgia has a politically signifi cant 
Muslim population, measured at 9.9 percent of the total population. Western 
Sahara and the West Bank are not often considered states but are often treated 
as political units in the large social science data sets about technology diffu-
sion. ICTs have an increasingly important role in politics in these countries, 
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and the status of these political units is   extremely important in the community 
of Muslim nations, so these are included as political units. 

 This study of the Muslim countries of North Africa, the Middle East, 
Central, South, and East Asia is important for several reasons. Many are 
middle income countries, occupying a level of development between the 
poorest countries of Africa and Asia and the wealthiest in North America 
and Europe. They represent a kind of developmental mid-point. Understanding 
technology diffusion and politics in these countries may help us understand 
how poor countries will develop. Yet at the same time, this is a unique cohort 
of countries. The existing research on democratic transitions in countries 
with signifi cant Muslim populations suffers from two seemingly contradic-
tory conditions: much of the existing literature either ignores the political 
diversity among these countries or is too narrowly comparative to make 
helpful generalizations. Large-scale, quantitative, and cross-sectional 
studies must often collapse fundamentally different political systems— 
autocracies, democracies, emerging democracies, and crisis states—into a 
few categories or narrow indices. Such studies must also diminish the role 
of cultural diversity among the populations who practice Islam. Area studies 
that focus on one or two countries get at the rich history of technology dif-
fusion and political development, but rarely offer conclusions that can be 
useful in understanding some of the seemingly intractable political and 
security crises in other parts of the world. Finally, Muslim countries have 
some of the fastest technology adoption rates in the world, high levels of 
literacy, computer-savvy populations, and informational sophistication. 
Many governments are carefully balancing state and individual security 
concerns, and the balance of security in these countries has implications for 
stability in neighboring countries and the developed world. Indeed, the 
information policies of Muslim governments have signifi cant implications 
for information access not only for their own citizens but for the rest 
of the world. 

 There are, of course, some peculiar things about technology diffusion in 
these countries. The countries with the highest levels of internet use, such as 
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, are regularly labeled “not free” by 
international observers. In some Central Asian countries, governments that 
have received foreign aid have been forced to develop more open information 
access policies, while governments with signifi cant income from natural 
resources have been able to retain tight regulatory control over ICTs. 
Moreover, many Muslim countries are now at a crucial transition point. 
Economically they are doing well, but since economic wealth is increasingly 
dependent on information infrastructure, will the economic benefi ts 
accruing through open ICT access for citizens outweigh the risks of cultural 
exposure?  
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      WHY A SET-THEORETIC, COMPARATIVE METHOD?   

 Islamic scholars and country specialists may feel that treating countries with 
signifi cant Muslim populations as an analytical set oversimplifi es the diver-
sity in political life and technology use. However, the goal of a comparative 
method is to carefully simplify events and patterns so that we can see the 
shared attributes of many countries, rather than be overwhelmed by the 
contingencies and details of each case or damage the way that particular 
community experiences are represented. The current research on new media 
ICT and international development tends to be single-country case studies, 
studies of particular technologies, or cross-case comparisons of several coun-
tries selected for their similarities in culture, geography, and stage of 
economic development (many of these studies are identifi ed in  Appendix 
 B ) . Currently, scholars are posing several questions about the role of ICT in 
international development, questions that require comparative analysis to 
answer meaningfully. 

 Yet efforts to explain democratization are often least convincing when 
they are reliant on traditional statistical modeling techniques and large 
aggregated datasets which explain variation in a sample but do not reveal 
causal recipes. For example, we know that a democratic transition in one 
Muslim country may have derived from a similar, earlier change in a neigh-
boring country. Social movement leaders consciously emulate prior exam-
ples in neighboring countries, and political leaders deliberately formulate 
responses based in some part on the recent experiences of regional leaders. 
Destabilization in one country may have a spillover effect on a neighboring 
country; policy leaders across countries often form international coalitions 
based on prior experience together and cultural affi nities. In the digital 
arena local events on the other side of the planet are often monitored daily, 
such that even though not all political phenomena are modular, it may not 
be useful to strive for a statistical model in which economic wealth, demog-
raphy, or cultural factors functionally explain contemporary democratic 
transitions ( Beissinger  2007  ). To get the causal recipes, the approach taken 
here is cross-national and comparative. 

 This research is cross-national in four respects. First, I will often treat a 
country as an  object  of study. The nation-state is the primary unit of analysis 
for much of the narrative in this manuscript, but also for the organization of 
tabular data. This will be particularly apparent in  Chapter  2  , in which I dis-
cuss e-governance in states where a majority of the population is Islamic. 
While it would be useful to have data that were more grounded in social cat-
egories for which people fi nd affi nity, the nation-state is often the best 
aggregate for people within a territorial space. Second, I treat the country as 
the  context  of study. Many of the social movements I discuss are organized 
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  and embedded within particular political environments. Third, I develop 
theory about technology diffusion and democratization by building on exist-
ing studies of single countries, or studies that compare a few cases in detail. 
This allows me to generalize from many of the small set comparisons in a 
qualitative, comparative manner. Finally, this research is  transnational  in 
character, in that the linkages between states and substate actors are of key 
interest, especially in that such linkages provide a source of identity for 
Muslims within particular countries ( Kohn  1987  ). 

 There have been a signifi cant number of single-country case studies in 
which ICTs have been part of the contemporary narrative of both democracy 
and dictatorship. The comparative perspective taken here will not be limited 
to the standard cases, or even to the situations that stand out as incidents of 
technology driven, enhanced, or enabled regime change. Instead the com-
parative perspective taken here will embrace situations in which information 
technologies most assuredly had no role in democratic transitions, situations 
in which information technologies were successfully used by authoritarian 
elites to become better better bullies, and situations in which information 
technologies played a role in modest improvements in regime transparency, 
but not sudden democratic transitions. Thus, the comparative approach is 
anathema to those who would generalize from singular studies in which 
information technologies had a central role in a grand democratization 
project, and those who would generalize by only relying on statistical models 
of international data on government effectiveness in terms of internet pene-
tration. Methodologically, the comparative approach is a powerful and pro-
ductive one that confronts theory with data. 

 Sometimes this approach is called “set-theoretic,” in that attention is 
given to the consistent connections across a set of cases, especially the caus-
ally relevant commonalities that are uniformly present in a given set of cases 
( Ragin  2009  ). The set of cases at hand is the population of countries with 
large Muslim communities, and there are 75 of these. There are many plau-
sible paths to democratic transition and entrenchment, and the argument of 
this book is that in recent years, information technologies have opened up 
new paths to democratization in some Muslim countries. Indeed, the lack of 
technology diffusion may have closed off opportunities for democratization 
in other Muslim countries. Quantitative researchers often turn “democrati-
zation” into an indicator for which the Western democracies are the stan-
dard. In this set-theoretic approach, I assume that democratization among 
these countries is best calibrated according to a more grounded standard, set 
at the high end by countries such as Turkey and Indonesia and at the low end 
by Libya and Turkmenistan. This calibration does not preclude the theoret-
ical possibility of an Islamic democratic ideal type. But it does assume that 
healthy, functional Muslim democracies may not look like Western 
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   democracies. If there is to be such a thing as a democratic Islam, I assume 
that it will have distinctive features, and that only some of the 75 countries 
with large Muslim populations will have all of these features. Many of the 
countries will have many of the features. Set-theoretic reasoning allows for 
fi ne gradations in the degree of membership in the set of Muslim democ-
racies, and it requires evidence about each country’s degree of membership 
in the set of countries that have experienced democratic transition or 
entrenchment. 

 Moreover, a set-theoretic explanation of the role of ICTs in contemporary 
democratization requires that we identify a consistent set of causal relations 
between technology diffusion and democratic outcomes. The explanation 
must provide a high proportion of cases with a given set of causes that also 
display democratic outcomes. To construct this explanation requires fuzzy 
set logic, which does not explain variation in a sample through reductive cor-
relational statistics. Instead, fuzzy set logic produces general knowledge 
about the role of information technology in contemporary democratic tran-
sitions through the accumulated experience of particular countries where 
rapid technology diffusion among political actors such as the state, parties, 
journalists, and civic groups had an observed impact on the domestic balance 
of power, the opportunity structure for social mobilization, or the “cognitive 
liberation” of citizenry. 

 Fuzzy set logic offers general knowledge through the strategy of looking 
for shared causal conditions across multiple instances of the same out-
come—sometimes called “selecting on the dependent variable.” For large-N, 
quantitative, and variable oriented researchers, this strategy is unaccept-
able because neither the outcome nor the shared causal conditions vary 
across the cases. However, the strategy of selecting on the dependent vari-
able is useful when researchers are interested in studying necessary condi-
tions, and very useful when constructing a new theoretically defi ned 
population such as “Islamic democracy.” Perhaps most important, this 
strategy is most useful when developing theory grounded in the observed, 
real-world experience of democratization in the Muslim communities of 
the developing world, rather than developing theory by privileging null, 
hypothetical, and unobserved cases.  

    WHY STUDY THE POLITICAL INTERNET?   

 New ICTs such as the internet have had a very important role in creating 
new patterns of political communication in advanced democracies 
( Chadwick and Howard  2009  ). Do they also have a role in the development 
of political discourse in the developing nations with signifi cant Muslim 
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  communities? Al Gore, who worked hard to promote the development of a 
national information infrastructure, used the rhetoric of technological 
determinism to promote a global information infrastructure to the 
International Telecommunications Union in 1994: “To promote, to protect, 
and to preserve freedom and democracy, we must make telecommunica-
tions development an integral part of every nation’s development” ( Gore 
 1994  ). Looking back, to what degree have new information technologies 
undermined authoritarianism and promoted democracy? Has the internet 
had an important role in creating new patterns of political communication 
in Muslim countries? 

 In the Western news media, ICTs have been blamed as tools for Islamic 
fundamentalism. On the other hand, it is easy for regimes to censor news 
production, and the internet appears to be the best or only way for many 
citizens to access uncensored news. Online news sources allow Muslims to 
read about other Muslim communities. Satellite news services have done 
much to help create a pan-Islamic identity, but since such services require 
major capital investment, they are only built by governments and wealthy 
elites. Although internet use is affected by literacy, education, and costs, 
the ability of citizens to both produce and consume political culture online 
is a signifi cant change in the pattern of political communication in many 
Muslim cultures—especially in the emerging democracies and authoritarian 
regimes. 

 Broadcast radio and television provide the staples of news and cultural 
content for citizens. Yet a growing amount of broadcast content is streamed 
online, reconnecting diasporic communities with political events, security 
issues, and daily life in home countries. The internet is the way that the West 
learns about life in Muslim countries, and the way that Muslims in many 
countries learn about each other and about the West. 

 Political leaders in Muslim countries face important challenges in both 
regulating and promoting internet use. The study of political issues around 
internet use reveals much about larger political issues in modernizing 
Muslim countries. And even though leaders in these countries are consid-
ering the political, economic, and cultural implications of the internet, it 
may be diffi cult to predict the full impact of the information revolution.  

    ORIENTALISM ONLINE   

 Edward Said’s well known accusation is that Western scholars, policy makers, 
and journalists read the East in a way that actively reproduces tropes, 
including the homogeneity of Islamic identity and the burden of religious 
fundamentalism. Interestingly, both the journalistic and scholarly coverage 
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  of the role of technology in the development of political Islam has continued 
this trend. 

 In the English languages news media, stories about how the internet is 
used for terrorism outnumber the stories about how the internet is used for 
civic discourse ( Kelley  2002  ;  Rozen  2003  ). Special terms are fashioned to 
reveal the clash of modernity with anti-democratic intent: young Muslims 
with internet access are most likely to be “e-jihadis,” organizing “online 
fatwas,” and coordinating “cyber-terrorists.” Indeed, scholars and pundits 
have also been focused on “terror online” ( Weimann  2006  ;  Dartnell  2006  ; 
 Cragin et al.  2007  ;  Giustozzi  2001  ) and “internet jihad,” often missing the 
importance of the aggressive, systematic and successful campaigns to draw 
young Muslims into civil society (  Economist   2007  ). The internet, I argue 
here, has a much more important and understudied role in the development 
of civil Islam. Yet a critical review of the incidence of such attacks, at least 
against the United States, reveals that few may even qualify as what is com-
monly understood as cyber-terrorism. If cyber-terror is a politically, reli-
gious, or ideologically motivated attack against a national information 
infrastructure that instills fear through destruction or disruption, then (for-
tunately) we have only fi ctional scenarios and sensationalist headlines that 
set up cyber-terrorism as a prognostic—not diagnostic—analytical frame 
( Cavelty  2007  ).   2    

 Cyberterrorism is certainly worthy of study but must not be treated 
without equal attention paid to civic Islam online. At the very least, any 
sample of terrorist emails, websites, or other digital artifacts is made prob-
lematic by the active production of such content by Western security agencies 
attempting to sow dissent, as well as distrust among militant organizations 
( Schmitt and Shanker  2008  ). Moreover, Giustozzi’s close study of the Taliban 
in Afghanistan revealed that many of the ICTs adopted were, in fact, quickly 
abandoned for lack of electrical power, computer training, and the risks of 
physical exposure ( Giustozzi  2001  ). While there certainly are individuals 
using the internet to produce anti-Western rhetoric and to loosely support 
terrorist activities in the West, the actual connection between these individ-
uals and armed resistance fi ghters in the Middle East is tenuous. 

 Along with the news trope of terror online, the “network” concept itself 
was appropriated by the U.S. administration—and then echoed by the press—
for use as a narrowly defi ned, onerous, and insidious organizational form 
synonymous with Islamic dissidents ( Stohl and Stohl  2007  ). For these policy 
makers, networks were treated as information systems for uniplex and ahis-
torical social relations that were hierarchically organized, top-down command 
and control structures, with globalized reach connecting homophilous 
groups. Most important, this orientalized version of network theory stipu-
lated that specifying the boundaries of networks would reveal politically 
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  meaningful relations. In contrast, research on network dynamics has dem-
onstrated their multifaceted nature as communication systems. The network 
form of organization is held together by historically constructed—and lim-
ited—relations that allow for dynamic, emergent, adaptive, and fl exible asso-
ciations. Ultimately networks are constructed from other heterogeneous 
networks that can be described as local s global, or both ( Stohl and Stohl 
 2007  ). By using the network metaphor in these unusual ways, crucial con-
duit of modern terrorist networks is the internet, which in the initial reac-
tion to 9/11 was quickly characterized as the fundamental infrastructure of 
anti-Western, Islamic fundamentalist activity. 

 Thus, both news coverage about the role of the internet in global politics 
and a new network metaphor for peculiar organizational forms have helped 
reproduce orientalist tropes. Bunt’s work on the translation of Islamic culture 
to digital media has done much to illustrate how the internet can support 
civil dialogues, and the next steps are to demonstrate how much of this is 
happening, to demonstrate specifi c political outcomes, and to identify gen-
eral institutional consequences (Bunt 2000,   2003  ,   2009  ). The intellectual 
object of this book, then, is to disabuse us of these tropes by investigating the 
multifaceted aspects of contemporary political communication in Islamic 
media systems and highlighting the impact of the internet on civic life in the 
developing countries with large Muslim communities.  

    BOOK OUTLINE   

 This book is about political communication and democratization in Muslim 
countries. Some scholars have argued that the internet does not reach 
enough of a mass audience in the Middle East to warrant comparing its effect 
to more accessible mass communication media such as radio, television, 
satellite television, books, and newspapers ( Rugh  2004  ). There are four 
major reasons why this position is no longer tenable. First, in many Muslim 
countries internet use has increased rapidly, to the point where it is a widely 
used information technology, whether access is at home, work, or a public 
internet access point such as a library or cybercafé. Second, the rubric of 
“mass communications” is probably no longer suitable, given that ICTs 
enable both the production and consumption of political culture and given 
that they distribute personal communications between networks of family 
and friends. Third, technology access has become a touchstone for modern-
ization in almost all of the countries studied here. Public policy goals are 
geared toward stimulating IT industries; modernization is equated with tele-
communications infrastructure; cybercafés spring up in cities and rural 
areas alike. Fourth, the arrival of new information technologies is providing 
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  opportunities to reinterpret Islamic texts, discuss gender politics, develop 
collective identities, and articulate shared grievances and aspirations. 
 Chapter  1   offers a conceptual framework and some useful indicators for 
studying technology diffusion and political institutions. 

  Chapter  2   addresses two important questions: Which governments are 
online, and what is the relative capacity of their information infrastructure? 
There are many aspects to the information society, and this chapter reviews 
the e-government literature relevant to Muslim countries. It traces the recent 
history of technology adoption by Muslim governments and presents some 
unique data, collected by the World Information Access project (wiaproject.
erg) and the Project on Information Technology and Political Islam (pitpi.
org), which allows for the comparison of wired states. This chapter has two 
important fi ndings. First, there is a surprising amount of  dependency  in the 
global information society, with much of the information infrastructure of 
Muslim countries actually residing in advanced democracies such as the 
United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada. Second, while information 
technologies seem to be at the heart of newfound effi ciency, transparency, 
and accountability in emerging democracies, pursuing economic benefi ts 
and extending state capacity have forced even the most authoritarian states 
to make policy trade-offs that create the conditions for transparency and 
accountability. 

 Which political parties are online, and what is the capacity of their 
information infrastructure? Chapter 3 reveals that political parties play dif-
ferent roles in Muslim countries. In some, parties participate in competitive 
elections; in others, a single political party manages the state apparatus; and 
in yet others, political parties are hollow and ineffectual. The majority of 
these political parties support a vibrant secular political discourse online. 
This chapter traces the recent history of technology adoption by political 
parties and presents two fi ndings. First, whereas in the past political parties 
could easily own, control, and incapacitate the news media, today it is much 
more diffi cult for them to maintain the same control over digital media. 
Second, contrary to received wisdom, the internet has not been taken up sig-
nifi cantly by minor parties and radical challenger groups. Rather, it is the 
large, long-standing political organizations that have invested in ICTs in a big 
way.  Chapters  2   and   3   explore the innovative ways that states and political 
parties use ICTs to offer more said services and opportunities for a political 
voice to citizens. 

 Perhaps one of the most important changes over the last decade has been 
in the business and practice of journalism in countries with large Muslim 
communities.  Chapter  4   reviews the ways in which the internet has changed 
the organization of the newsrooms and the resources available to journalists. 
It documents the rise of an important new political actor—citizen-journalists. 
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  Equipped with a cell-phone camera or blog, they have had tangible impacts 
on the local and global news supply during political and security crises. 

  Chapter  5   develops grounded theory about the role of information and 
communication technologies in civil society development. Civic groups are 
important for democratization because they are, by defi nition, social organi-
zations independent of the state. Across the Muslim world, civic associations 
are sprouting up as a result of the new, supportive information infrastruc-
ture provided by ICTs. Relatively cheap consumer electronics allow such 
civic groups to fi nd new members and build affi liations with groups in cities 
and other countries. Such groups are particularly important in Muslim coun-
tries where political parties are illegal, and this chapter reviews the ways in 
which the internet has had an impact on the political pacts negotiated bet-
ween social elites and authoritarian regimes, pacts that determine the pace 
of political change. 

 In contrast,  Chapter  6   explores the more pernicious applications of ICTs, 
which are used in many Muslim countries not simply for censorship but for 
actively managing collective identity. The fi rst part of the chapter explores 
the ways that political culture is now produced and consumed in Muslim 
countries. A review of the most recent fi ndings about techniques for political 
censorship and the efforts of activists to overcome these constraints follows. 
This chapter then demonstrates how political elites have effectively used the 
new media to construct and manage a transnational Muslim identity for 
people with signifi cantly different cultural backgrounds. Through digital 
technologies, social elites attempt more than news censorship and email sur-
veillance. They work to manage particular domains of Islamic political 
culture and identity formation for youth. 

 In the concluding chapter, I take a transnational approach to answering a 
crucial question: What role does the internet have in the democratic transi-
tions of Muslim countries? The previous four chapters review the impact of 
ICTs on four principal political actors: states, political parties, citizens, and 
journalists, exploring the causal pathways that particular countries have 
taken to becoming strong, resilient democracies. This chapter puts it all 
together using an innovative new statistical approach—fuzzy set logic—to 
summarize the real-world relationships between technology diffusion and 
democratic change. Using original data, and using data from established 
sources in original ways, I demonstrate that technology diffusion has had a 
crucial  causal  role in improvements in democratic institutions. 

 I fi nd that technology diffusion has become, in combination with other 
factors, both a necessary and suffi cient cause of democratic transition or 
entrenchment. For the majority of Muslim countries, the closest thing to 
civic debate is occurring online. Blogs and online multimedia content, pro-
duced both by diasporic communities and by activists within authoritarian 
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  states, form the oppositional narratives in countries like Iran, Saudi Arabia, 
and Pakistan. Neither state bureaucracies nor political parties can monopo-
lize the production of political culture: civic groups and individuals now 
contribute in signifi cant ways. New ICTs are used for debates over the inter-
pretation of Islamic texts, gender, and security issues. While there is cer-
tainly a strong presence of radical Islamic sects and terrorist propaganda 
online, the number of civic groups and political parties using the internet 
for democratic discourse and activism is more impressive (and in need of 
support). Protests and activist movements have led to successful democratic 
insurgencies, insurgencies that depended on ICTs for the timing and logis-
tics of protest. Sometimes democratic transitions are the outcome, and 
sometimes the outcome is slight improvement in the behavior of authori-
tarian states. Clearly the internet and cell phones have not on their own 
caused a single democratic transition, but it is safe to conclude that today, 
no democratic transition is possible without information technologies.  

    A NOTE ON PRESENTATION OF COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE   

 This argument is made from a qualitative, comparative perspective. In 
practical terms, this means that much of the data about developing coun-
tries has been recalibrated with other developing countries as reference 
points, rather than using the advanced democracies of the West as refer-
ence points. Instead of relying on absolute counts of internet users per 
capita, or daily newspapers per country, values are indexed across the 
comparison set. In other words, online news in a country is said to be 
important not just because it has many online news sites compared to the 
rest of the world, but because it has a relatively large share of the all the 
online news sites, and a relatively large share of the internet user base 
found across the full sample of 75 countries. In this way, the evidence mar-
shaled here is grounded in the most sensible comparison set. Moreover, to 
standardize the comparison, tables in the chapters ahead use a common 
set of icons. Many of the icons are intuitive, and serve to help summarize 
lots of case-specifi c knowledge in a comparable manner.    Other symbols are 
used for topic-specifi c comparative attributes that are described in the text 
accompanying each chapter. 

 Re-calibrating data in this way is a important epistemological advance-
ment. Rather than comparing the Muslim experience with technology diffu-
sion, democratic politics, or economic productivity to the ideal as represented 
by Western countries, it is possible to compare the experience among Muslim 
communities. This means that instead of using a metric of internet use 
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  relative to the highest values in the West, the metric should be relative to the 
high and low values of neighboring Muslim countries and communities. 
Much of this calibration is done through indices based on ratios of ratios 
( Howard et al.  2009  ). For example, we already know that economic wealth is 
the best predictor of how many computers are in a country. So it would be 
most useful to index the level of computer diffusion across all the countries 
in the comparison set, holding wealth constant. First, the ratio of a country’s 
economic output to the output of all countries in a given year is calculated. 
Then the ratio of computers in a country to all the computers in all the coun-
tries is calculated. The ratio of these two ratios, after some mathematical 
adjustments, reveals whether a country has about the proportion of ICTs it 
should given its productivity. Expression A reveals the level of computer dif-
fusion in a country, given its share of economic output, relative to all the 
other countries in the study. 

 Expression A: Ratio of Two Ratios
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 Half the distribution of possible values from this ratio of ratios ranges 
from 0 to 1 (disproportionately small share of computers in a country, given 
its GDP) and the other half ranges from 1 to +infi nity (disproportionately 
large share of computers in a country, given its GDP). However, by taking the 
natural log of the ratio of ratios, the index will become more balanced: from–
infi nity to 0 becomes less than proportionate share, and from 0 to +infi nity 
becomes more than proportionate share. 

     Table 0.1:  Presenting Comparative Data   

  Table Symbols  Meanings  

  ▲, ▼, ✕  Improving, declining, no change  
  �, �, �  Small, medium, large  
  �,�, �  Low, moderate, high  

  +, +, ✚  Slow, moderate, rapid growth rate  
  □, �, �; ○, 	, ●  Poor, modest, good or other categorical 

attributes as described in specifi c tables  
     Known to have attribute  
  �  Known to not have attribute  
  ..  Missing data  
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   Expression B: Technology Diffusion Index
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 Expression B creates a value for how far above or below a country is from 
the technology diffusion and economic productivity norm of the countries 
in the study. Where ever possible, GDP is reported as purchasing power 
parity. Computing such values for all 75 countries yields an index of how far 
each country is from this grand mean. 

 Much of the data used in this study will be recalibrated so that the major 
points of comparison are set by other Muslim countries. It is particularly 
useful to do these kinds of calibrations to help weight for economic wealth or 
population. Per capita income in the United Arab Emirates is 200 times that 
in Somalia, so these two countries represent the upper and lower bounds of 
wealth in the set of countries. For more on this calibration, see Philip Howard, 
Laura Busch, Dawn Nafus, and Ken Anderson, “Sizing up Information 
Societies—Towards a Better Metric for the Cultures of ICT Adoption,”  The 
Information Society  25, no. 3   (2009)  : 208–219.  Appendix  A  and  B   provide 
technical notes and a case-specifi c reference list. For replication data, photos, 
digital copies of this manuscript, and fs/QCA syntax, please visit www.
wiaproject.org and www.pitpi.org.          
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           Chapter 1  

 Evolution and Revolution, Transition 
and Entrenchment   

   Since the early 1990s, 23 Muslim countries have developed more democratic 
institutions, with fairly run elections, energized and competitive political 
parties, greater civil liberties, or better legal protections for journalists. Some 
of these transitions have resulted in more durable political systems, a few 
have not. In some countries, evolution rather than revolution best describes 
the hard-fought, incremental improvements in democratic practices. And in 
a few countries, this evolution has really just meant a change from very 
authoritarian to somewhat authoritarian governance. 

 The ways in which people in the Muslim communities of the developing 
world communicate with family and friends and produce and consume 
culture have radically changed over the last decade. In 1996, 80 percent of 
the population in 50 Muslim countries did not have regular access to a tele-
phone. By 2006, this proportion had dropped to 20 percent. The diffusion 
rates for other information and communication technologies are also high, 
generally higher than those in non-Muslim developing countries: between 
2000 and 2010, the compound annual growth rate of internet users was 32 
percent, compared with 24 percent for the rest of the developing world. 

 Perhaps a more telling fi gure is that of the “doubling time,” a fi gure used 
by demographers to refer to the amount of time it takes for a country’s 
population to double. Applied to technology diffusion, a similar measure 
reveals particularly rapid trends: between 2000 and 2010, the internet 
population in Albania, Nigeria, and Syria doubled every year. On average, 
since 2000, the number of internet users in Muslim countries doubled every 
8 months. In non-Muslim developing countries, the internet population 
grew at a somewhat slower pace, and doubled every 16 months.   1    Logically, 
the doubling time of a country’s internet user base will eventually be mea-
sured in years, but for a fi xed period of study, it is a useful measure of how 
rapid the diffusion of technologies has been. Simply reporting percentage 
increases in the internet user base is less meaningful information, since such 
growth would be measured in tens of thousands of percent.   2    
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 Scholars are understandably careful in the use of words like “revolution,” 
especially in studies of socio-technical change. But to describe the impact of 
ICTs in some countries, revolution might not be a misnomer. In some Muslim 
communities, democratic activism would barely exist without the internet. 
In many countries, political opposition has long taken the form of govern-
ments in exile, or political parties that risk being co-opted or suppressed by 
ruling elites. In many of these countries, the internet has actually provided 
the enabling infrastructure for secular, civic, and democratic discourse that 
formerly had no such infrastructure. In some Muslim countries, the only site 
of political discourse is online. 

 In 1998, Suharto’s rule over Indonesia was broken by a student movement 
that successfully used mobile phone infrastructure to organize their pro-
tests. During Kyrgyzstan’s Tulip Revolution of March 2005, mobile phones 
were again used to organize activists to join protests at key moments, helping 
democratic leaders build a social movement with suffi cient clout to oust the 
president. Kuwait’s women’s suffrage movement was much more successful 
in 2005 than it had been in 2000, because it was able to use text messaging to 
call younger protesters out of schools to attend demonstrations. With little 
more than the online publication of a position paper in 2007, Turkish mili-
tary leaders let it be known that they would act to protect the secular 
character of the country if voters elected too many Islamists—what several 
Turkish commentators called a “coup by website.” In 2004, when the Egyptian 
government cracked down on opposition parties, the banned newspapers of 
the Labour Party and Muslim Brotherhood reappeared as websites with the 
additional capacity to help coordinate opposition candidates running for 
offi ce. On several occasions, when authoritarian regimes shut down opposi-
tion websites, political organizations easily move their content to servers in 
other countries: Tunisia’s online news site TUNeZINE.com was able to 
migrate to internet hosts in France; in Kazakhstan, political parties were able 
to relaunch from new locations after being banned just before elections in 
October 2007. Such authoritarian regimes are especially sensitive to investi-
gation by citizen journalists, who use digital technologies to research and 
expose graft. In 2008, bloggers reconstructed fl ight paths for the Tunisian 
president’s plane using photos from plane watchers across Europe—at times 
when the Tunisian leader was known to be in-country. The research revealed 
that the president’s wife had been using the plane for shopping trips, greatly 
eroding the leader’s credibility. 

 Multiple blogs in Iraq, Iran, and Afghanistan provide alternative sources 
of news and photos, and often help mainstream media break news stories. 
Al-Qaeda uses the internet to organize and publicize its attacks, and for 
some fundamentalist organizations it is only electronic networks that hold 
them together. In 2005 it was estimated that there were more than 4,500 
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terrorist websites ( Weimann  2006  ). Yet even at that time there were over 
500 major political parties online and over a thousand online newspapers, 
200 major libraries, and over two thousand civic groups online. It can be 
diffi cult to assay the number of “terrorist websites” actively maintained 
and read. But it is certain that today, the volume of citizen blogs, online 
newspapers, and mainstream political content is signifi cantly greater, is 
more widely read, and is a constituent component and defi ning feature of 
civic Islam. As both Giustozzi and Dartnell demonstrate, ICTs are valuable 
to those who want their propaganda to reach the political leaders of an 
enemy army ( Giustozzi  2001  ;  Dartnell  2006  ). When ICTs play a role in 
more democratic transitions, threatened political elites in authoritarian 
regimes and emerging democracies try to strip social movements of com-
munications tools. Both Iran and Albania, for example, have blocked inter-
net gateways and mobile phone networks during politically tumultuous 
periods.  

    THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON ISLAMIC 
POLITICAL CULTURE   

 It has been diffi cult to establish a causal link between the diffusion of 
information technology and the democratization of political cultures. On a 
case by case basis, scholars acknowledge that information technologies are 
part of many recent democratic transitions, whether these transitions take 
the form of sudden surges in social protest and rapid political turnover, or 
incremental improvements in the effectiveness of democratic institutions 
and practices. The leaders of social movements have used ICTs such as mo-
bile phones and the internet to mobilize public opinion, organize mass pro-
tests, project their demands onto national and international agendas, and 
challenge authoritarian regimes. 

 What has been the overall political impact of the internet on the Muslim 
countries of the developing world? Have information technologies played a 
part in making Islamic countries a little more democratic? These kinds of 
questions about the political impact of ICTs are not asked just by political 
communication scholars in the West; they are being asked by Muslims as 
well. In 1997, as the Saudi government was considering the introduction of 
public internet use, several intellectuals argued that the internet was in fact 
the primary tool of globalization. “Since you have agreed to adopt this civili-
zation’s instruments,” opined a columnist in  Al-Yawm , “including its fac-
tories, its weapons, and its computers, then you are forced to adopt its ideas 
and values” ( Teitelbaum  2002  ). In what ways is the internet a Western tech-
nology, and how is its design and content being reshaped by Muslim political 
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culture? Does the internet homogenize, Americanize, or democratize 
political culture? 

 First and foremost, I argue that the internet has had a crucial role in 
bringing about contemporary currents of democratic Islam. I also argue that 
the new media technologies, such as mobile phones and the internet, have 
radically transformed the means of political communication in Muslim 
countries. ICTs have mediated an extensive transnational Islamic identity, 
one that is constituted by  both  the production and the consumption of 
political culture by Muslims around the world. Thus, I argue that the inter-
net has had a causal role in the formation of contemporary transnational 
Muslim identity. Spiritual iconography and the shared text of the Koran have 
always provided the basis for Muslim collective identity. International inci-
dents, such as foreign military intervention (Russian or U.S.) in Afghanistan 
and the ongoing confl icts between Israel and its neighbors, have also provided 
a source of shared grievances and a collective sense of persecution. Specialized 
news services, such as the Interpress wire service, BBC Arab service, and Al 
Jazeera, have been instrumental in constructing a transnational news audi-
ence. But there are forms of social interaction and cultural content that are 
unique to the internet and that have created the conditions and opportu-
nities for contemporary transnational identity. The formation of transna-
tional Islamic identity began with satellite and specialized cable TV services, 
but these unidirectional elite-owned infrastructures for political communi-
cation did not offer opportunities for user-generated content and the 
permanent connectivity that mobile phones and the internet now provide. 

 New media technologies support signifi cant community debates about 
gender politics, international security, and Koranic interpretation. A number 
of scholars have argued that for every new information technology, a battle 
over the presentation and interpretation of Islamic texts ensues. The history 
of Koranic interpretation is beyond the scope of this book, but it is within the 
scope of this book to analyze the mediated structure over which such inter-
pretation occurs online. In recent decades, the Muslim diaspora in the West 
produced a signifi cant amount of politically critical content via mass media 
such as radio, television, fi lm, and newspapers, but such content was con-
sumed in the diaspora and rarely in-country. Now this critical content does 
reach the home country as webpages and digital media streams, and some of 
it is actually produced in-country. I argue that the internet has a causal and 
supportive role in the formation of democratic discourse in the Muslim com-
munities of the developing world. 

 Participation in the political economy of information societies has become 
a policy goal for most governments in the developing world. ICTs have 
enabled many of these countries to participate in the global information 
economy in new ways. Some of these economic opportunities come as 
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 outsourcing, for example when the Bibliothèque Nationale de France con-
tracted a Moroccan company to digitize government archives. The docu-
ments were scanned in France and edited in Rabat. Though this kind of 
informational outsourcing, the technology sector in many Muslim countries 
is expanding, with local entrepreneurs and engineers who design their own 
software and hardware. Craftspeople sell their wares online. A growing 
number of governments announce tenders for public works projects online, 
as they do in Algeria and Tunisia. In Senegal, local fi shermen use mobile 
phones and PDAs to improve the distribution, pricing, and marketing of their 
catches; in Tanzania, mobile phones help fi shermen identify endangered 
species and deliver sustainable harvesting information by SMS; when police 
payroll systems in Afghanistan began distributing monthly pay through 
SMS, many offi cers discovered their real salaries were 30 percent higher 
than what local bureaucrats had been giving out. Information and commu-
nication technologies enable the transfer of signifi cant amounts of remit-
tances back to home countries from the diaspora. 

 Finally, information technologies themselves have a symbolic role in con-
temporary political life and a discursive role in the formation of modern 
political identity for many Muslims—especially the youth. Political parties 
without websites simply aren’t considered modern. Challenger candidates in 
Iran use Facebook to help their supporters fi nd a shared sense of community, 
and in Malaysia both challengers and incumbents actively blog around 
election time. Since 2002, almost every Muslim president and prime min-
ister has developed a national ICT action plan to satisfy international and 
local business interests—and multilateral lending agencies. 

 Perhaps more subtle is the way that technology itself increasingly shapes 
people’s political identities. In the West, for example, video games are helping 
to shape young players’ understandings of the world in which they live 
( Machin and Suleiman  2006  ;  Souri  2007  ). NovaLogic created “Delta Force” 
using terrain maps from declassifi ed U.S. Department of Defense imagery 
and scenarios; it was designed by the same fi rms that create simulations of 
military air and ground operations. Video game players become immersed in 
virtual environments where they conduct military “missions” into Islamic 
countries. To “contest the view of Arabs and Muslims being portrayed as ter-
rorists in Western games and introduce the Resistance to the young people” 
( Karouny  2003  ), the video game “Special Force” was designed. In this video 
game, a group of Islamic resistance fi ghters must defeat Israeli commandos 
to return water diverted from villages in southern Lebanon. Whereas “Delta 
Force” sourced its imagery and scenarios from the U.S. Department of 
Defense, “Special Force” sourced its imagery and scenarios from Hezbollah’s 
Central Internet Bureau. These two games share striking similarities: both 
have overt political messages; both promote violent military solutions to 
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social problems; both are digital artifacts designed to help shape the political 
identity of youth ( Machin and Suleiman  2006  ).  

    ICT ACCESS IN THE MUSLIM COMMUNITIES OF THE DEVELOPING 
WORLD   

 Currently, there are approximately 1.4 billion Muslims living in the 75 coun-
tries where Muslims are known to be a majority (more than 50 percent of the 
population) or a sizable minority (more than 10 percent). If we assume that 
internet use rates for a country are consistent across the country’s subpopu-
lations, then across these 75 countries, some 141 million Muslims are online.   3    
Based on these numbers, about 10 percent of the global Muslim population 
is online. This is almost certainly an underestimate, since there is evidence 
that internet access in developing Muslim countries is not only a personal, 
home, or work-based information service for wealthy elites. A much larger—
and diffi cult to assay—population uses public internet access points such as 
cybercafés and libraries.   4    

 As in many other countries, new information and communication tech-
nologies were fi rst available to the social elite across Muslim Europe, North 
Africa, Central Asia, the Arab peninsula, the Indian subcontinent, and 
Southeast Asia. Technologies such as mobile phones and the internet were 
for the wealthy and well educated, business and political leaders who often 
traveled to the world’s urban centers. Not only did internet users in these 
parts of the world need to be computer literate, they needed to be able to 
read English and afford the high cost of international dial-up connections. 
Since 2000, however, the cost of computers and internet use has dropped, 
mobile phones have become an additional platform for connectivity, and 
many people have access to information technologies through family and 
friends. To understand how Muslims go online is both a question of history 
and modalities. How has information infrastructure in these countries devel-
oped? How do people now use this information infrastructure? 

 Before 1990, only a few hospitals and universities in these countries had 
some form of internet connection, primarily for distance education and tele-
medicine. Indeed, the fi rst signifi cant Muslim communities online were émi-
grés living in the West; based in London, Los Angeles, Toronto, and New 
York, they had established ethnic broadcast networks and quickly found 
created community online ( Nafi cy  1995  ). “They created mailing lists, news 
groups, and Web sites dealing with topics ranging from Arabic music to 
searching for cheap tickets to the Middle East, from looking for wives to fi nd-
ing Halal grocers and the nearest mosque or church” ( Ghareeb  2000  ). 
International development projects sometimes outfi tted urban community 
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centers or rural schools with computers and internet connections, but they 
rarely achieved project goals because of irregular electricity supplies, the 
high costs of landline connections, bureaucratic blockages, and the fact that 
most computer donations came in the form of older models unable to run 
contemporary software. Such early projects often succeeded in generating 
interest in computer use, getting teachers to communicate using email and 
to use pedagogical materials from the internet, but they rarely succeeded in 
improving the computer literacy of students, drawing the community into 
education or technology policy issues, or increasing the local production of 
digital content, learning materials, or curricula ( Sluma, Brode, and Roberts 
 2004  ). Across a range of projects to build youth cyber clubs or put computers 
in schools during the 1990s, one of the most consistent fi ndings was that 
internet access did most to improve the organizational capacity of school 
teachers and education administrators—student learning of computer skills 
or internet search skills occurred in some of the projects but was diffi cult to 
correlate with project funding amounts or design elements ( Thioune and 
Camara  2004  ). 

 During the 1990s, state policy makers reacted differently to the perceived 
opportunities and risks of new ICTs. In many countries, the publicly owned 
telecommunications provider monopolized the provision of such services. 
The organization that provided telecommunications services also regulated 
content and reported directly to the executive branch of government. This 
provider determined the pace of national ICT development, almost always 
with direct political supervision. Singapore became a hub of ICT design and 
manufacture. Other countries simply banned new information technologies: 
Tanzania initially banned computers; Syria and Saudi Arabia banned inter-
net access. But as the economic value of computer access became evident to 
the Tanzanian government, and Saudis began using dial-up services in 
Bahrain and Syrians began using dial-up services in Jordan, even the most 
recalcitrant bureaucrats began crafting policy regimes for permitting and 
regulating internet access. Over time, international development agencies 
learned that their connectivity projects had to include training, build in 
incentives to attract boys and girls equally, and work out technical solutions 
that did not burden schools and community centers with old equipment or 
onerous phone bills ( Katahoire, Baguma, and Etta  2004  ). 

 Established democracies in the Muslim world responded somewhat 
more quickly than other regime types, often allowing open competition in 
the market for consumer electronics, and sometimes allowing competition in 
the market for telecommunications services. Constitutional monarchies 
were somewhat slower to organize, and when they did they built in censor-
ship mechanisms. For example, planning for Saudi Arabia’s fi rst internet 
node began in 1997.  Both the information infrastructure and the  organization 
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for connecting to the internet were guided by the principle that, with proper 
planning, Saudis could have the benefi ts of information access, without the 
risk of cultural corruption from the West. The social risks of internet access 
could be minimized by building both the information infrastructure and the 
cultural habits of internet use. Through a combination of public education, 
advertising, and internet regulation, the state would train Saudi users to not 
partake in illegitimate uses such as viewing pornography, gambling, sending 
or receiving coded information, using the network to cause “annoyance, 
threats, or spreading rumors,” and activities that violated the “social, cultural, 
political, media, economic, and religious values of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia” ( Teitelbaum  2002  ). Over 200 subcontractors applied to provide inter-
net access within the Kingdom, but they had to share the responsibility of 
managing internet exposure, and promise to only allow customers to con-
nect via the censoring proxy servers of the King Abdulaziz City for Science 
and Technology. The state co-opted commercial operators to participate in 
ideologically safeguarding state power. By building both infrastructure and 
the culture of use, ruling elites can involve citizens in self censorship, and 
today Saudis themselves can nominate words and websites they world like 
blocked by the government fi rewall. 

 Autocracies, especially those with signifi cant oil and natural gas revenues, 
were the slowest governments to develop a national internet service pro-
vider (ISP) and internet access policies. Because they were less beholden to 
multilateral lending agencies such as the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (EBRD) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), they 
were less obliged to meet the policy reform conditions of loans. In petro-
leum-rich Central Asia, for example, ruling elites have been able to retain 
fi rm control of the media and telecommunications infrastructure, because 
they have not faced the pressure to privatize public assets ( Mcglinchey and 
Johnson  2007  ). 

 In many small communities, telecenters provide ICT access to photo-
copying, telephony, and training in computer hardware, software, internet 
access, and word processing. Faxing, document design, processing, and 
printing and email services are often also available. If the connections are 
speedy, internet users also download movies and software and make voice-
over-internet-protocol (VoIP) phone calls. The range of services in multi-
purpose community telecenters is often greater than in private telecenters 
or cybercafés. In many developing Islamic countries they are run by NGOs, 
international aid agencies, and secular or religious madrasahs. 

 Gomez and colleagues (1999b) identify fi ve types of telecenters. The most 
basic telecenters are usually located in rural marginalized areas, where there 
is limited access to basic services in general and where training of potential 
users is a popular service in addition to internet access. Telecenter franchises 
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are independently owned and managed, or are supervised by a local organi-
zation, which offers technical and, on occasion, fi nancial support. Civic tele-
centers, the most common, are established where a public organization such 
as a university opens up its facilities, like computers, for use by the public. 
These telecenter services tend to be an addition to the other day-to-day activ-
ities of the organization. Commercial cybercafés are often found in affl uent 
neighborhoods or hotels in major towns and cities. Finally, the multipurpose 
community center, one of the newer models recently introduced in a number 
of countries, offers more specialized services such as telemedicine. In the 
Muslim communities of the developing world, however, where internet use 
is often a culturally managed practice, many youth have internet access at 
their madrassa. The secular madrassas offer telecenter services not unlike 
the civic telecenters, but the more religious madrassas allow for more cultur-
ally bounded technology use. 

 In many rich countries, there is a generational divide between older peo-
ple who cannot or do not choose to use the latest information technologies 
and younger generations for whom these technologies provide not only com-
munications options but status markers. In recent years, the gender divide 
has closed, such that the internet user population in most wealthy countries 
is a balanced population of men and women. This gender imbalance in public 
places where technology is available is anecdotally consistent in many 
Muslim communities. In 2000, women usually made up a fraction of the user 
population in public internet access points: 30 percent in Mozambique and 
Uganda, 23 percent in Mali and India, and only 6 percent in Jordan ( Etta and 
Parvyn-Wamahiu  2003  ;  Hafkin and Taggart  2001  ). Today, the gender gap in 
such public internet access points is still noticeable, but women have taken 
to the internet from access points at home or work. In Egypt, some 60 per-
cent of the popular Facebook group “Yeah, We Are Seculars and We Are 
Proud” are women. Although it is diffi cult to assay the gender distribution of 
online groups, it is certain that women are active in many corners of the 
Islamic internet ( Fleishman  2008  ). 

 Telecenter use, for the most part, seems to involve more social and cultural 
activities than economic activities. The most frequently used services are 
contacting friends and family for email, preparing documents for social 
events such as weddings and funerals, streaming cultural content from radio 
and television stations, viewing fi lms that have been digitized for online dis-
tribution, and reading online newspapers. Often, professional and economic 
needs, such as fi nding agricultural information, tax rules, or banking, are 
only a secondary reason to use a telecenter. For example, in Uganda, only 10 
to 20 percent of telecenter users reported making a commercial transaction. 
Often telecenters are meeting places, places of shelter and safety, and places 
for training groups of people ( Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu  2003  ).   5    
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 If cultural production and consumption is the primary purpose of tele-
centers in the developing Muslim world, economic activity a close, secondary 
purpose. Project reports in Senegal suggest that telecenter computers are 
most frequently used for offi ce tasks, to capture or store data by business-
people and small groups (e.g., artisans and other micro-enterprises), and for 
recordkeeping by community associations ( Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu  2003  ). 
It is likely that different kinds of telecenters are used for different things: 
those established by aid agencies and libraries may see more of these 
professional and business-oriented activities; those commercial and less reg-
ulated telecenters may see more entertainment and social activities. Given 
the various modalities of internet access in Muslim countries and the wide 
range of activities online, how can we compare technology diffusion and 
democratization across these very different countries?  

    INDEXING DEMOCRACY AND ICT DIFFUSION   

 Poor countries have computer and internet penetration rates that are a 
fraction of those found in wealthy countries, but among these, some rates of 
change are high. By 2010, 8 out of every 1,000 people in Mali, 8 out of every 
100 people in Georgia, and 8 of every 10 people in the United States had used 
the internet. However, the proportion of countries with a small fraction of 
the world’s internet users has not changed much over the last 10 years. Since 
there is a strong link between economic wealth and ICT access, expressing 
internet use per dollar of GDP, rather than per capita, makes the inequality 
in the distribution of ICTs between and within countries—the digital divide—
much less dramatic ( Fink and Kenny  2006  ). Of course, the digital divide is 
not simply between countries, but within countries; in rich countries the 
digital divide by categories of race, gender, and income is slowly closing 
( Youngs  2002  ;  Hoffman and Novak  1998  ;  Howard, Rainie, and Jones  2001  ; 
 Margolis and Fisher  2002  ;  Howard and Massanari  2007  ). 

 Research suggests that economic performance is the strongest single pre-
dictor of a country’s technology adoption rate ( Nour  2002  ). Although some 
researchers determine ICT diffusion through simple counts of computers or 
mobile phones per capita, a more revealing method is to look at whether a 
country has more or less ICT than reasonably expected, given its economic 
performance. Economic wealth is not the only predictor of a country’s tech-
nology adoption rates and does not explain all of the variation among differ-
ent countries. Many of these secondary factors, such as education, language, 
public policy, and level of corruption, are all components of a country’s 
political culture. This secondary category of explanatory variables is large, 
and in any particular country these variables will be relevant in different 
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ways. Thus an index of technology diffusion in Muslim countries should 
offer a way of classifying countries that in some way controls for the impact 
of economic growth and isolates the impact of political culture. This method 
must allow distinctions among the diverse political cultures that make the 
rate of technology adoption in Muslim countries high considering their 
wealth, about what can be expected given their wealth, or unusually low 
given their wealth. 

 To better weight for the impact of economic wealth and isolate the impact 
of political culture on technology diffusion, it is possible to formulate a 
weighted index of technology diffusion. This index relates the number of 
internet users to the GDP of each country in a way that allows us to identify, 
for example, countries where the number of internet users is more or less 
than what would be expected. For instance, countries with a lower GDP may 
have surprising numbers of computer, mobile phone, and internet users, 
while countries with high levels of GDP may have fewer such users. 

 Countries with an index score of around zero have about the levels of ICTs 
expected, given the size of its economy. Consequently, a country with a high 
ICT diffusion score has a surprisingly high number of computers, given its 
GDP. A country with a low index score has a lower number of computers 
than expected, given its GDP. Missing data does not affect the rankings, 
though countries with several low levels of some ICTs are also those with 
missing data for other ICTs. 

 Many Muslim countries in Central Africa and Central Asia have low index 
values because computers, mobile phones, and internet access have been 
slow to come to these parts of the world. India has about the number of 
internet users it should have, given its economic productivity, but it may 
seem surprising that it has such low index scores in other ICT categories, 
given the amount of news reporting on that country’s booming technology 
industries. Since this index is a ratio of ratios, however, India’s low scores 
suggests that it actually has fewer computers, mobile phones, secure servers, 
and internet hosts than would be expected, given its economic productivity. 
Its index values suggest that, given how large India’s economy is—some $3.9 
trillion in 2010—it should actually have more ICTs than it currently does. 
The number of internet users in India is in keeping with its economic pro-
ductivity, but the proportion of computers, mobile phones, secure servers, 
and internet hosts is disproportionately small. 

 Of the six different ICT indicators indexed this way, many countries have 
a positive value for mobile phones. This gives quantitative evidence for the 
anecdotal observations that in many of these countries, mobile phones seem 
to be in every hand. It is easy to claim that there are lots of mobile phones, 
on a per capita basis, in these countries. This index allows the additional ana-
lytical purchase of revealing that some countries have a surprising number 
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of mobile phones, given their economic performance. To assess the impact of 
ICTs on Islamic political culture, an index of institutionalized democracy is 
also needed.  

    DOES INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE ENHANCE DEMOCRACY?   

 Perhaps the most pernicious theoretical problem for scholars of development, 
communication, and international relations is the question of whether 
information and communication technologies “cause” societies to become 
more democratic. In theory, we might also be interested in the possibility 
that democracy causes technology diffusion. This causal possibility, how-
ever, has been examined elsewhere and found to be weak. As explained 
above, economic wealth has a much more distinct and direct impact on ICT 
diffusion. It might be that democratic countries are more likely to be wealthy, 
and therefore also will be rapid technology adopters. Yet when technology 
adoption is weighted by economic wealth and treated in time series analysis, 
the effect of being a democratic regime has little statistical signifi cance 
( Howard and Mazaheri  2009  ). Indeed, it is specifi c types of policy reforms 
that provide the most useful insight into the causes of technology adoption, 
and these reforms have been enacted by both dictatorships and democracies 
( van Dijk and Szirmai  2006  ). So there is little evidence that generally 
democratic institutions will cause greater levels of technology use in a 
country. Is it plausible that technology use might cause political institutions 
to become more democratic? What would evidence of this causal relation-
ship look like? 

 There are several methodological approaches to answering this question: 
a quantitative approach using large-N datasets and statistical tools that dem-
onstrate how variation in democratic outcomes are correlated with variables 
that serve as proxies for theoretically interesting explanatory factors; a 
qualitative and comparative approach using specifi c cases and narrative 
arguments that trace out causal connections in a more direct and nuanced 
manner. Visualizing real cases as data points that deviate from a grand theo-
retical trend could mean graphing trend lines for ICT use and democratiza-
tion. Visualizing real cases as having degrees of membership in a theoretically 
interesting set—the set of countries where technology diffusion has led to 
democratization—could mean graphing cases as being fully in, partly in, or 
fully out of the set. 

 One approach has been to use qualitative evidence and single case studies 
about the importance of communications media in democratic transitions 
( Horwitz  2001  ). Scholars build carefully formed and nuanced arguments 
about democratic transitions in a single country, with detail about causal 
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connections and narratives of change over time. Unfortunately, while single 
case studies help generate theories about the importance of ICTs in 
democratic transitions, such theories cannot be meaningfully tested on a 
single case alone. When such detailed causal theories are transported to 
other countries, invariably some factors lose relevance, and new factors seem 
important. 

 Once equipped with some theories about the role of ICTs in a country’s 
transition to democracy, comparative research is the next step to test which 
theories apply most broadly and under which conditions. Thus, comparative 
research often works with multiple cases and a reduced set of properties for 
each particular case ( George  2006  ;  McMahan and Chesebro  2003  ). Studies 
such as these successfully argue that over time, democratic transitions occur 
as media systems modernize. Unfortunately, authors using this approach 
must forfeit strong language about causal connections. As more cases are 
added, more caveats, nuances, and variations are added. They fi nd strong 
correlations between attributes of media systems and political cultures, and 
their knowledge of the cases gives credibility to their claims of causality. 
Such comparativists work to generalize trends and form transportable theory 
about how technologies can drive drive the evolution of democratic political 
practices.  Appendix  B   identifi es the useful single case and small set compar-
ative studies of technology use and regime change used in this study. 

 The third approach to studying the role of technology in democratization 
has been quantitative, working with many if not all available cases and 
severely reduced sets of properties for each particular case ( Milner  2006  ; 
 Howard and Mazaheri  2009  ). This approach seeks parsimonious models of 
the impact of country case attributes on scales of democratic performance. 
The models are used to test theories of how communication technologies 
bring about democratic processes, theories that are usually developed by the 
qualitative and comparative researchers. Unfortunately, many of the tradi-
tional statistical techniques do not lead to conclusions about causal connec-
tions. Instead, they lead to models of “explained variation,” a different thing 
altogether. To explain the variation in a range of country experiences, 
researchers often have to pool data from multiple years, artifi cially expand-
ing the number of case studies they have so that the assumptions of tradi-
tional statistical methods can be met. 

 To accommodate correlational analysis, researchers often have to make 
signifi cant sacrifi ces in the amount of variation a model can explain. 
Regression analysis takes into account the impact of variables on a given out-
come, but the resulting explanation is fi tted for only a few real cases. Indeed, 
qualitative researchers are very good at explaining nuanced, causal path-
ways; through in-depth case studies, comparativists must privilege some 
causal pathways shared by multiple countries; quantitative researchers have 
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yet to develop the toolkit for analyzing causal pathways. To an eye trained for 
seeing correlations, the points of data in Figure   1.1   are important inasmuch 
as they are some distance from a central tendency. (In this fi gure, a linear 
trend line is provided, but a nonlinear trend line could also fi t within the dis-
tribution of cases.) 

 Correlational statistical techniques help explain the observed variation 
from a central tendency. If there is a plausible theoretical relationship bet-
ween the diffusion of digital information technologies and democratization, 
a simple correlational approach reveals that 6 percent of the variation in 
democratization can be explained by technology diffusion. This means that 
94 percent of the variation remains unexplained. A host of additional explan-
atory variables could be added, interactive effects could be tested, and out-
lier cases could be cut out of the sample. Ultimately, a Nonlinear model 
would probably make for a better fi t. Yet the outlier cases are usually very 
interesting, and it is rare that this extra work yields more explained variation 

    Figure 1.1  A Trend Line for Technology Diffusion and Democratization, 2010  

   Source : Based on author’s calculations with data from Polity IV (2007) and the World Bank 
(2007).  

   Notes : The index for technology diffusion was created from World Bank data, 
transformed as described in the text to be weighted by economic wealth, then turned 
into a fuzzy set variable and calibrated to distribute cases across the theoretical set of 
countries where information and communication technologies have diffused. The 
index for democracy was taken from Polity IV, adjusted for particular countries as 
described in  Appendix  A  , then turned into a fuzzy set variable and calibrated to 
distribute cases across the set of countries with signifi cant Muslim communities.     
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    Figure 1.2  Degrees of Membership in the Set of Countries Where Technology Diffusion 
Caused Democratization

 Source : See Figure 1.1.  

   Notes : See Figure 1.1.     

than unexplained variation. Some would argue that any explained variation 
is better than none at all. But to reveal how ICTs may be an ingredient for 
democratization—as experienced by Muslim communities around the devel-
oping world over the last 15 years—a qualitative and comparative approach 
is even better.   

  Figure  1.2   charts the degree of membership for 75 Muslim countries in 
two theoretically important sets: the set of countries that experienced a 
democratic transition between 1994 and 2010; and the set of countries that 
experienced rapid technology diffusion over this period. The points of data 
are the same as those in the previous fi gure. Membership in the set of coun-
tries that experienced a democratic transition is defi ned by having at least a 
3-point change in the index of democratic institutions offered in the Polity 
IV dataset.   6    The set is constructed according to the magnitude of the 
transition so that countries which experienced signifi cant democratic 
 transitions are given high index values, countries that experienced little 
change are given median values, and countries that receded into dictator-
ship are given low values. Comparatively, Indonesia experienced the most 
sweeping transformation of these countries, a democratic transition in 1998–
1999 that is graded as an 11-point rise in the Polity IV index, so with full 
membership in the set of countries experiencing a democratic transition, 
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Indonesia is valued at 1.0. In contrast, Pakistan experienced a slide into 
authoritarianism, graded as a 13-point drop, so it is fully out of the set of 
countries experiencing a democratic transition and is valued at 0.0. In terms 
of membership in this set, the other countries fall in between these high and 
low values. 

 The index of technology diffusion was computed using the expression 
described in the introduction, for mobile phones, internet users, internet 
hosts, personal computers, national internet bandwidth, and broadband 
internet users, and then averaged and transformed into set-theoretic values 
(a process of calibration that is described in  Appendix  A ) . A few countries 
are full members in the set of countries experiencing rapid technology diffu-
sion in recent years: Bosnia, Morocco, Singapore. Others are out of the set 
because they have comparatively smaller information infrastructure than 
would be expected, given the size of the national economy: Iraq, Turkmenistan, 
and Yemen. At the midpoints are countries such as Eritrea and Kuwait; 
though they have very different levels of economic development, they have 
about the level of information infrastructure expected, given the level of 
economic development they do have. 

 To introduce this comparative study of the role of information infrastruc-
ture in democratic transitions in the Muslim communities of the developing 
world,  Figure  1.2   organizes countries according to their membership in these 
two theoretically interesting sets. There are many recipes for democracy, 
and there are clearly some countries for which technology diffusion has 
been a key ingredient. 

 Cases appearing at the top right of the fi gure, in the dark grey circle are 
those that are fully in the theoretical set of countries where technology dif-
fusion contributed to democratic outcomes. There are only a few of these 
countries, but in important ways they help defi ne the set. Moving below the 
threshold of full membership in the set reveals a much larger number of 
countries that are mostly in the set—though membership values vary. This 
larger collection of cases, which appear over a grey background, are coun-
tries that have high levels of technology diffusion and high levels of democ-
racy. Another threshold, sometimes called the transition point, distinguishes 
these cases from those that are not members of the set. These cases may have 
high levels of technology diffusion but low levels of democracy, or vice versa. 
Either way, these cases are mostly out of the theoretical set, and they appear 
in the light grey area.. Finally, there are a handful of cases that are defi nitely 
out of the set. Countries such as Saudi Arabia and Turkmenistan are defi -
nitely not members of the set of countries where technology diffusion has 
contributed to democratization. Cases at the bottom left of the fi gure are 
countries where the absence of technology diffusion probably contributed 
to a lack of democratization. 
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 Countries with high levels of democratization but low levels of technology 
diffusion probably democratized for reasons unrelated to the availability of 
information technologies to state agencies, political parties, journalists, and 
civil society groups. These cases do not undermine the theoretical relation-
ship between information technology and democratization, because they are 
not directly relevant. In other words, whereas the democratization recipe for 
the cases in the top right of the fi gure includes technology diffusion as an 
ingredient, the democratization recipe for the cases in the top left of the 
fi gure is probably different. 

  Figure  1.2   also helps us think about how technology diffusion may be a 
suffi cient or necessary cause of democratization. Imagining a diagonal line 
from the point 0,0 to 1,1 separates the cases into two groups. For countries 
above the diagonal, information infrastructure may have been a suffi cient 
causal condition for the democratic transition, because all values for the 
causal condition are less than or equal to their corresponding outcome 
values. Cases in the upper-left corner of the plot may be there because of 
other causal conditions, suggesting that information infrastructure may be a 
suffi cient but not necessary condition for democratization. However, this 
relationship is not consistent across all cases, because those below the imag-
ined diagonal are ones in which information infrastructure is a necessary 
but not suffi cient cause of democratic change. For these countries, the set of 
countries experiencing a democratic outcome is a subset of those experi-
encing rapid technology diffusion, meaning that all the values for the out-
come are less than or equal to the values for the causal condition. 

 In conventional correlational explanations, cases in the lower right corner 
are considered errors that undermine the correlation between the causal 
condition of information infrastructure and the democratic outcomes. These 
cases are still substantively valuable, however, because they reveal much 
about how information infrastructure could be a necessary causal condition 
that must be combined with other causal conditions. When is information 
infrastructure a necessary or suffi cient causal condition for a democratic 
transition? 

  Appendix  A   presents evidence about technology diffusion and political 
transformation in a way that allows for easier comparison among countries; 
1994 is a sensible start date because internet use in these countries would 
have been minor before 1994, and many of the political transitions just 
before 1994 were part of the wave of democratization that followed the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union. It is reasonable to expect that there are no cases of 
political transformation prior to 1994 in which internet, mobile phone, or 
other ICT use had much of a role. 

 The regime type rankings from the Polity IV dataset offer a full spectrum 
from very authoritarian (scored as –10) to very democratic (scored as +10). 
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If the range –10 to –6 is considered authoritarian, –5 to –1 somewhat author-
itarian, 0 a transitional rank, 1 to 5 somewhat democratic, and 5 to 10 
democratic, then it is possible for a country to have a signifi cant shift in sev-
eral directions: it can become more authoritarian, more democratic, a little 
less authoritarian, or a little less democratic.  Appendix  A   presents countries 
that have undergone such shifts, the period in which the transition occurred, 
and the point shift over this period. Many countries have improved or 
regressed only one or two points since 1994, or did not change rank at all; a 
few experienced more complex changes. Some countries had several transi-
tions of more than three points, but only transitions begun after 1994 are 
included. 

 The democratic transition regimes include countries that underwent a 
3-point transformation in the level of institutionalized democracy, between 
1994 and 2010. The regimes that experienced democratic entrenchment had 
young democratic institutions that became more effective and durable. 
There are no examples of high ICT diffusion countries that became more 
authoritarian, and the only countries that became much more authoritarian 
had average or low levels of information infrastructure. There are many 
countries that became more democratic and had average or high levels of 
information infrastructure. There were no examples of democracies that 
became less democratic, at any level of technology diffusion. Moreover, 
countries that were authoritarian and became less so tend to be countries 
with average or below average levels of ICT diffusion. In some cases, the tran-
sitions were meaningful but took a long time—as much as a decade in coun-
tries such as Georgia and Algeria. In other cases, the transformations were 
rapid, with signifi cant improvements in democratic policies and practices. 
Some countries, such as Somalia, probably have relatively high technology 
diffusion because of the infl ux of foreign aid workers ( Ein-Dor, Goodman, 
and Wolcott  2000  ). 

 For countries such as Bosnia, Georgia, and Indonesia, good ICT infra-
structure supported strong democratic movements. For Azerbaijan and the 
Central African Republic, the lack of technology diffusion has allowed for 
deepening authoritarianism. For countries such as Benin, Eritrea, and 
Gambia, technology diffusion has not been particularly rapid, and democra-
tization movements in these countries have had little success. Several of the 
states that did not go through political transitions are in crisis, where both 
war and institutional collapse make democratization and technology diffu-
sion impossible.For explanatory purposes, these cases are irrelevant. Some 
countries have had very low levels of technology diffusion and became more 
democratic anyway. Information technologies probably have little to do with 
political change in Algeria, Comoros, and Liberia. Yet a causal argument 
cannot be neatly composed from this evidence alone. Ideally, the countries 
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would be clearly distributed into two batches: a group with high levels of ICT 
diffusion that became more democratic over time; and a group with low 
levels of ICT diffusion that became more authoritarian or made little 
democratic progress. Unfortunately, real cases cannot be grouped so easily. 
Instead, there are many countries with high levels of technology diffusion 
that had little change in democratic institutions, and many countries with 
low levels of technology diffusion that had little change in authoritarian 
institutions. And there is a long list of countries that had only a one- or two-
point improvement over time. 

 The goal of this chapter has been to introduce some of the complexities of 
studying the impact of new information technologies on political life in 
countries with large Muslim populations. Indexing countries by level of 
democratization and level of technology diffusion suggests that there might 
be a statistical model for explaining the variation of countries from hypo-
thetical trend lines, but a theoretical argument for why democracy enhances 
technology diffusion or why technology diffusion enhances democracy is 
still needed. Treating countries by cross-case comparison allows for some 
theorizing along the way: any connection between information infrastruc-
ture and democratization is not just theorized, it is observed. A large-N 
quantitative approach, with its assumption of well-defi ned categories and 
populations and quest for the net effects of independent variables in linear 
models, is the least appropriate template for this research. Therefore, this 
argument will use one of the new alternatives available in the social sciences: 
analysis of relations among the set of countries with large Muslim popula-
tions experiencing political transitions and technology diffusion, between 
1995 and the present. 

 Perhaps the best reason to proceed in a qualitative and comparative way 
is that the categories of “democracy” and “technology diffusion” are them-
selves aggregates and proxies for other measurable phenomena. Separate 
assessments could be done for different components that built the democra-
tization index: how regulated or independent are the heads of state; how 
open and competitive is the process to replace the head of state; how regu-
lated political participation is. Separate assessments could also be done for 
the different parts of a country’s information infrastructure: mobile phones, 
internet users, internet hosts, personal computers, internet bandwidth, 
broadband internet subscribers. Researchers have assessed the role of  mobile 
phones in executive turnover in Indonesia and Kyrgyzstan, the importance 
of websites for civil society groups in Bahrain and Turkey, and the restric-
tions on internet users in Saudi Arabia and Tunisia. To preserve the nuances 
of cross-case comparison while seeking generalizable knowledge, the 
argument in this book proceeds in a comparative manner. Moreover, the 
book is organized in chapters dedicated to types of political actors, largely 
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because the single country studies and small set comparisons that form 
much of the knowledge base also make these causal distinctions. How does 
information infrastructure enhance or support democratic transitions? 
Answering this question with confi dence in generalizable conclusions and 
being respectful of the diversity of experience among Muslim countries is 
the goal of this book.         
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           Chapter 2  

 Lineages of the Digital State   

   Governments develop their national information infrastructure so as to 
improve the management capacity of the state and provide economic oppor-
tunities for businesses. Through strategic investments in public information 
infrastructure and policy reforms in the telecommunications sector, many 
governments hope to expand the consumer market for communications 
products and services, to encourage entrepreneurs in other sectors to start 
new businesses, and to make global innovations in science and engineering 
available in-country. Using ICTs to take advantage of these perceived bene-
fi ts of globalization is a key priority for governments in countries with large 
Muslim communities, though at the same time, such governments work hard 
to prevent internet exposure from affecting public morals. Over the last 
 fi fteen years, the internet has become a a tool of governance. 

 In the 1970s and 1980s, many developing countries feared the impact of 
new information technologies. Some communist countries, such as Tanzania, 
simply banned computers; and some dictatorships, such as Libya, required 
that all computers, telephones, fax machines, and other communications 
devices be registered with the government. Even in the 1990s, some author-
itarian countries, such as Saudi Arabia, were unwilling to allow private inter-
net service providers. Ruling elites in many Muslim countries developed 
policies for monopolizing information technologies so that the state could 
better manage citizens and resources. Yet governments allocated signifi cant 
amounts of money to ICTs to build their own administrative capacity, and 
they aggressively solicited multilateral lending agencies for computers, 
satellite systems, and other technology support. At the same time, private 
businesses and citizens were actively discouraged from importing new 
information technologies. Among government agencies, the revenue 
authority and human resources agency were usually the fi rst to benefi t from 
technology spending. They acquired commercial software for automating 
tax, import or personnel record keeping and sometimes designed software 
for their own bureaucratic needs. The key parastatals that accounted for 
signifi cant amounts of state income—the telephone, cement, oil, and power 
utilities—were the next to acquire mainframes and microcomputers 
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( Danowitz, Nassef, and Goodman  1995  ). Increasingly, telecommunications 
licenses became a source of state revenue, though with international pres-
sures for privatization, much of the rent from public resources such as the 
wireless spectrum ended up in private hands. Additionally, the new ICT 
capacity enabled the state to detect graft, measure organizational effi ciency, 
and sometimes to make government records available to journalists and civil 
society actors. Both technologies and services were imported; there were few 
initiatives or incentives for local computer vendors, and little encourage-
ment for the local capacity to repair technology, train IT workers, or design 
customized hardware and software applications. 

 An increasing amount of research is focused on development communi-
cation and the role that ICTs have in improving the capacity of the state to 
solve social problems and offer public services ( Dunleavy  2006  ;  Fountain 
 2001  ;  West  2005  ). Evidence suggests that public health services, environ-
mental impact assessments, agricultural research, distance education, and 
micro-credit loan services became signifi cantly more effective when ICTs 
were employed ( Edejer  2000  ;  Grant  2000  ;  Jimba  2000  ). Yet there has been 
signifi cant variation in success between types of e-government projects. 
Those designed as service portals for citizens in countries where few citizens 
are online are not as successful as the portals designed in countries with 
large numbers of internet users; service portals designed for the internal use 
of government agencies generally have a positive impact ( Akther, Onishi, 
and Kidokoro  2007  ;  Macueve  2008  ;  Waema  2009  ). 

 In addition to the specifi c goal of improving the logistics of development 
work, researchers often harbor a hope that ICTs will help developing coun-
tries leap-frog over some of the diffi cult political, cultural, and economic 
problems that developed countries have already overcome. Whereas devel-
oped countries have had to make signifi cant infrastructure investments in 
wired telecommunications, for example, developing countries may be able 
to avoid this investment by building an infrastructure of wireless communi-
cation technologies ( Butler  1999  ;  James  2001  ). In democracies, there is some 
evidence that effective state services online breed trust and confi dence 
among citizens in their government ( Tolbert and Mossberger  2006  ;  Welch, 
Hinnant, and Moon  2005  ). ICTs such as mobile phones, listservs, and intra-
nets improve internal communications within and between branches of 
government, and the use of computers makes many government depart-
ments more effi cient and better at record keeping. 

 Perhaps even more than the internet, policy makers in many developing 
countries associate mobile phone use with economic growth. In Egypt, 59 
percent of the small businesses surveyed reported that mobile phone use was 
linked to increased profi ts, even when the cost of calls increased. Economic 
forecasters and industry advocates report that across Africa,  countries with 
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an average of 10 more mobile phones per 100 population between 1996 and 
2003 had 0.59 percent higher GDP growth than an otherwise identical 
country. The causal connection is not as simple and unidirectional as this 
kind of modeling suggests, but such industry research fi ndings get signifi cant 
play across communities of government economists in the developing world 
( Vodaphone  2005  ). In Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, 
Tanzania, and Uganada, surveys of medium-sized enterprises in both the 
formal and informal sector report high returns on ICT investments ( Esselaar 
et al.  2007  ). In Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), information technologies have supported the rise of Islamic banking 
products such as the Ijarah (leasing agreements), Murabaha (cost-plus or 
markup contracts), Musharaka (equity participation arrangements), and 
Mudharabah (profi t-sharing contracts) ( D’Orazio  2007  ). 

 Assessing the digital state in the Muslim world involves answering three 
important questions about how Muslim governments work to build the 
management capacity of state bureaucracy through information infrastruc-
ture: What information infrastructures are in place in nation-states with 
signifi cant Muslim populations, and what is their capacity? What ICT pol-
icies have been put in place, and how do such policies contribute to tech-
nology diffusion or political transitions? Is it possible to distinguish the 
impact of information infrastructure investment, e-government services, 
and telecommunications policy reform on development?  

    ICT POLICIES IN THE MUSLIM WORLD   

 Research suggests that holding economic wealth constant, several key policy 
reforms in the telecommunications sector are among the most important 
causal conditions for technology adoption. Worldwide, many countries have 
sought to improve their information infrastructure through policy reform. 
Muslim countries are no exception. While some scholars argue that new tech-
nologies diffuse when there is a good foundation of publicly owned infrastruc-
ture and the state maintains supportive technical standards ( Mendoza  2005  ; 
 Howard  2007  ), others argue that new information technologies spread more 
quickly when there is limited government involvement in setting standards 
and investing in infrastructure. Information technologies spread in complex 
patterns and are shaped not only by engineers’ assessments of technical 
advantage, but also by the needs of users and the design of the underlying 
infrastructure ( Rogers  2003  ;  Hughes  1983  ;  Fischer  1992  ). Altogether, states 
have tried a wide range of public policy initiatives to achieve some combination 
of four outcomes: using ICTs to increase  remittances coming into the country; 
using domestic ICT industries to spur economic development; using ICTs to 
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control cultural life; and using ICTs to improve the effectiveness and effi ciency 
of government bureaucracies. 

 Most of the research suggests that economic growth and regime type are 
associated with rapid technology adoption, but there is a debate over what 
role privatization might have in the adoption of new communication tools. 
Whereas early research into the digital divide found economic factors to out-
weigh others ( Norris  2001  ), more recent research illustrates that political 
and social variables also contribute ( Milner  2006  ;  Howard and Mazaheri 
 2009  ).  Wallsten ( 2005 )  found that regulatory regimes, such as agency 
independence and transparency, explained growth in the number of inter-
net users and internet hosts in 45 countries in 2001. In contrast, for 1997–
2001, internet use in 61 countries increased among countries that privatized 
their telecommunications provider, introduced competition for consumer 
telecommunications services, were democratic, and were core members of 
the world system ( Guillén and Suarez  2005  ). Unfortunately, such quantitative 
modeling lacks parsimony, and the main point of consensus is that a coun-
try’s degree of modernization explains its degree of internet use. The use of 
Western technologies, often with policy conditionalities currently imposed 
on developing countries, has complex political, economic, and cultural impli-
cations ( Canclini  1996  ;  Arunachalam  1999  ). Beyond the obvious logistical 
benefi ts of observing elections, documenting crimes against humanity, and 
providing disaster relief, these technologies are often used by challenger 
groups to project their political grievances onto the international stage 
( Cleaver  1998  ;  Kalathil and Boas  2003  ). 

 For several decades, governments in the developing world, including 
Muslim countries, have been encouraged to reform their telecommunica-
tions sector through four primary reforms. By privatizing the national tele-
communications provider, a government would sell its majority stake in the 
public information infrastructure, changing the mission from national ser-
vice to investor profi ts. By legally separating the agency that regulates the 
telecommunications sector from both the service provider and the executive 
branch of government, governments would transfer public oversight from 
politicians to technical experts. Making the legal separation through consti-
tutional changes, however, still allowed political leaders to control the 
regulatory authority by making political appointments and interfering with 
standards setting. Thus, many governments have also been pressured to 
meaningfully depoliticize their telecommunications agency by leaving 
appointments and decisions to technology experts. Finally, governments 
have been encouraged to liberalize the markets for consumer electronics and 
communications services by breaking the monopoly status of the national 
telecommunications provider and allowing competition between fi rms. 
Although other policy interventions are possible, these four are the most 
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commonly chosen and the most often promoted by multilateral lending 
agencies ( Howard  2007  ). To infl uence internet use, nation-states can develop 
comprehensive privacy policies that protect the rights of citizens to use 
information technologies. 

  Table  2.1   presents the policy reforms attempted by Muslim countries. 
There are four common reforms, and on their own or in combination they 
have had varied effects in different countries. By 2008, 26 countries had 
privatized the state telecommunications provider, 52 had separated the 
regulatory authority from the executive branch, only 18 had meaningfully 
depoliticized the regulatory authority, and 36 had liberalized their 
commercial communications markets. Of the 75 countries with signifi cant 
Muslim communities, only 5 had comprehensive privacy policies by 2007. 
Only 36 countries were openly providing information on the rules and fees 
for using the public broadcast spectrum, and who was using which 
frequencies. As might be expected, countries with only a few means of 
reforming their telecommunications industries in recent decades have 
ended up with lower levels of technology diffusion, while many of the 
countries attempting several reform strategies in the late 1990s had average 
or high levels of technology diffusion. For many countries in the devel-
oping world, it is diffi cult to learn about offi cial government policies online. 
But it is very revealing that a large number of countries where it can be 
confi rmed that no policy reforms were attempted have had little improve-
ment in the democratic nature of their regimes.   1    These reforms have 
diverse consequences: mobile phones become widely available in many cit-
ies, long-distance calls become cheaper than ever before, and many local 
entrepreneurs have started new businesses in this sector. 

 The number of countries pursuing these types of reforms has increased. 
Policy reform in Muslim countries has outpaced that of other developing 
countries. By 1990, only fi ve small countries had attempted any telecommu-
nications reforms: Benin, Brunei, Liberia, Mauritius, and Niger. By 2000, 
more than half of the Muslim countries had reconfi gured this sector, and by 
2007 fully three-quarters of the countries had tried at least two types of policy 
reform. The rest of the countries in the developing world have lagged behind. 
By 2007, only two-thirds of 134 developing, non-Muslim nations had enacted 
some policy reform. Telecommunications reform is not only outpacing the 
developing world, but most of these reforms were enacted after 2000. 

 However, Muslim governments tend to prefer some types of policy reform 
over others. Three are worth noting. First, Muslim governments have been 
more inclined to liberalize the local markets for ICT goods and services 
rather than meaningfully depoliticizing the regulation of the media and 
communications sector. Across the developing world, 40 percent of  countries 
have liberalized domestic communications markets, but only 20 percent 
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have effectively depoliticized the appointment of regulators. In most coun-
tries—even wealthy countries such as the United States—such offi ces remain 
political. 

 Second, Muslim countries are less likely than other developing countries 
to experiment with privatizing the national telecommunications provider. 
Whereas 42 percent of 132 other developing countries have privatized the 
national phone company, only 30 percent of 60 Muslim countries have done 
so. There are two plausible reasons for this. Privatization is encouraged, if 
not demanded, by multilateral lending agencies. Many poor countries may 
only borrow from agencies such as the EBRD and the IMF if they meet 
specifi c policy reform conditions; in recent years it is common for these 
agencies to make the privatization of profi table state assets a loan condition. 
Muslim states with oil revenues are able to secure loans in private bond 
markets and are not dependent on multilateral lending agencies. Many of 
the oil-producing states identifi ed in  Table  2.1   have done little to bring 
transparency to their telecommunications sector. In addition, many Islamic 
political leaders see the national telecommunications provider as a cultural 
asset and a culturally strategic resource. Although privatizing the state tele-
communications provider does not automatically mean surrendering 
regulatory oversight, it does mean surrendering control of day-to-day 
operations. 

 Third, Muslim countries at all stages of democratization are much more 
likely than other countries to separate the regulatory authority from the 
executive branch of government. Whereas 68 percent of Muslim countries 
have made their telecommunications regulator independent, only 58 per-
cent of other developing countries have implemented this reform. Indeed, 
this is the most popular policy reform, probably because it is easy for govern-
ments to change the formal administrative lines of authority than to end 
the informal structures of patronage and co-option. Moreover, since many 
Muslim countries are constitutional monarchies or authoritarian regimes, 
governments in these countries often have a easier time of cosmetic 
 constitutional changes than energy democracies where such changes are 
contested. 

 Interesting patterns in telecommunications reform in the Muslim 
world emerge with comparative analysis. In recent years, compared to the 
rest of the developing world, Muslim countries have more aggressively 
enacted multiple types of policy reform. However, they are less likely to 
embark on full privatization and more likely to give the media and com-
munications regulator some limited independence. While most wealthy 
countries have implemented most of these reforms, depoliticizing 
regulatory authorities remains diffi cult. In the vast majority of Muslim 
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countries, the regulator of the telecommunications industry has been 
given some independence from the executive branch. But governments in 
the Muslim world are much more reluctant to fully privatize the national 
telecommunications company; only 30 percent of Muslim governments 
have done this. 

 Critically, it is not always possible to determine which types of reform 
have an impact on technology diffusion and democratization. While sev-
eral high-profi le indexing projects, by the International Telecommunications 
Union and Davos World Economic Forum, reveal simple correlations bet-
ween indices of economic wealth and policy reform, there is limited evi-
dence that implementing such policy reforms either causes economic 
growth or explains the variation in economic growth patterns around the 
world. 

  Table  2.1   compares the ways in which different countries have sought 
to develop the conditions of their telecommunications sector. In part, 
this has been done by making telecommunications markets more trans-
parent and accessible to industry and consumers. It has also meant 
develop ing a suite of policies encouraging the use of new information 
technologies, including explicit privacy policies or open rules about spec-
trum allocation.  

 Separating the regulatory authority from direct control by the executive 
branch has been the most common reform, but many of the countries that 
initiated multiple reforms also belong in the set of countries that experi-
enced a democratic transition. This reform in particular was a common 
condition for receiving loans from multilateral lending agencies in the 1990s, 
so many of these countries committed to this reform before many ICTs were 
commercially available in their countries. And in an important way, this 
reform is one of the easiest of the four to enact—a straightforward constitu-
tional change can remove an explicit line of administrative authority without 
actually removing the behind-the-scenes political authority over the tele-
communications industry. While legally making the telecommunications 
regulator independent is an important step, it is interesting to note that the 
number of countries who have effectively depoliticized the telecommunica-
tions regulator is always less than the number of countries who have made 
cosmetic legal changes. Very few countries with above average levels of tech-
nology diffusion have privatized their national telecommunications pro-
vider. In terms of internet policy, only two countries in this group have 
developed comprehensive privacy policies, and only six countries allow 
unrestricted internet access. The countries that were most aggressive with 
telecommunications reform—and did not restrict internet use—were pur-
suing specifi c outcomes.  



     Table 2.1:  Conditions—Telecommunications Reform and ICT Policies in the Muslim 
World, 1960–2008   

  Country  Privati-
zation 

 Regulatory 
Separation 

 Regulatory 
Depolitici-
zation 

 Market 
Liberali-
zation 

 Privacy 
Policy 

 Spectrum 
Policy  

    Transition    

  Albania  �  1998  1998  2000  ○  �  
  Algeria  ..  2001  ..  ..  ●  �  
  Bahrain  �  1996  �  2004  ○ �
  Bosnia  �  1999  1999  2006  ●  �  
  Comoros  1997  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Djibouti  ..  1998  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Egypt  ..  1998  ..  ..  �  �  
  Georgia  ..  2000  �  1994  ●  �  
  Ghana  1996  1996  1996  1997  �  �  
  Indonesia  �  1993  �  2003  �  �  
  Kenya  2004  1999  1999  1999  �  �  
  Kuwait  �  �  �  �  ..  �  
  Kyrgyzstan  ..  1997  �  2003  ..  �  
  Lebanon  �  2007  ..  �  ..  ..  
  Liberia  1962  2006  ..  1962  ..  �  
  Macedonia  2000  2005  2005  ..  ●  
  Maldives  �  2003  �  2003  ..  ..  
  Mauritania  2001  1999  1999  2001  ..  �  
  Montenegro  2005  2001  ..  �  ..  �  
  Niger  1963  ..  ..  1963  ..  ..  
  Nigeria  1999  1992  1992  2004  �  ..  
  Senegal  1997  1997  ..  2004  ..  �  
  Sierra Leone  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Suriname  �  2004  �  1999  ..  �  
  Tanzania  2001  1994  1994  2005  �   �
  Uganda  1998  1997  1997  1998  ●  �  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  �  2002  �  1998  �  �  
  Benin  1963  ..  ..  1963  ..  
  Bulgaria  2004  1998  �  2003  ●  �  
  Cyprus  ..  2001  �  2003  ○  �  
  Guinea-Bissau  1989  1999  ..  ..  ..  
  India  ..  1997  1997  1994  ●  �  
  Israel  �  �  �  �  ●  ..  
  Malawi  2006  1998  1998  1999  �  
  Malaysia  ..  1998  �  1996  ○  �  
  Mali  ..  .. ..  2002  ○  
  Mauritius  1968  1988  1998  1968  ●  
  Mozambique  ..  1992  ..  ..  �  
  Turkey  2005  2000  �  2004  ●  �  
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    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  �  �  �  ..  �  �  
  Brunei  �  2003  1960  ..  ..  �  
  Cameroon  ..  1998  1998  ..  ..  
  CAR  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Chad  ..  1998  ..  ..  ○  
  Eritrea  ..  1998  ..  ..  ..  
  Ethiopia  ..  1996  1996  ..  �  
  Gambia  ..  ..  ..  ..  ○  
  Guinea  1996  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Iran  �  2003  �  ..  ..  
  Jordan  2006  1995  1995  2005  �  �  
  Kazakhstan  �  2003  �  2004  ..  ..  
  Libya  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Morocco  2001  1997  ..  ..  �  
  Oman  �  2002  �  �  ..  �  
  Pakistan  �  1996  1996  2004  ●  �  
  Qatar  ..  ..  ..  �  ..  �  
  Russia  �  �  �  �  �  ..  
  Saudi Arabia  �  2001  �  �  ..  �  
  Singapore  2001  1992  1992  1997  ○  �  
  Sudan  1994  1996  ..  2004  ..  
  Syria  �  �  �  �  ..  �  
  Tajikistan  �  �  �  ..  ○  ..  
  Togo  ..  1999  ..  ..  ..  
  Tunisia  ..  1995  ..  2002  ○  
  Turkmenistan  �  �  �  �  ..  .. 
  UAE  �  2004  ..  2004  ○  �  
  Uzbekistan  �  1997  �  �  ○  ..  
  Yemen  �  �  �  �  ..  �  

    Crisis    

  Afghanistan  2002  2003  �  2003  ..  ..  
  Burkina Faso  1998  1999  ..  ..  ..  
  Côte d’Ivoire  1997  1995  1997  1996  ..  
  Iraq  �  �  �  �  ..  ..  
  Somalia  1995  ..  ..  1995  ..  
  West Bank & Gaza  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  
  Western Sahara  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  

  Sources:  Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources: Henisz, Zelner, and Guillen 
 2005  ;  Howard  2007  ; Banisar 2006;  Howard and World Information Access Project  2007  ; 
Sandvig 2008.  

  Notes: Missing data means evidence could not be found for the country. Privatization, 
regulatory separation, regulatory depoliticization or market liberalization indicated by the 
year of that reform, or as having not occurred by 2007 (�). Privacy policy indicated as being 
non-existent (○), pending (�), or comprehensive (●) in 2007. Spectrum allocation policy indi-
cated (�) indicated if the state was making information on spectrum regulations, assignments, 
and fees publicly available, and indicated (�) if it was not doing this by 2007.  Acronyms 
provided for the Central African Republic (CAR) and United Arab Emirates (UAE).   
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    GOVERNMENTS ONLINE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD   

 With the myriad forms of political organization in the Muslim world come dif-
ferent ways of using new information technologies to make governance more 
effi cient, provide more services to citizens, and give government agencies an 
online interface. In some countries, using ICTs to improve state capacity has 
resulted in greater organizational transparency, in others it has resulted in 
improved capacities for censorship and social control. The use of ICTs by state 
bureaucracies in the Muslim world varies with the forms of governance in 
place, but it is not simply that more authoritarian states use information tech-
nologies for more forms of social control. One of the more consistent outcomes 
of policy reforms has been in encouraging government agencies to develop 
digital infrastructures for their own organization and service delivery. 

 The world’s 1.4 billion Muslims live within a range of political systems: 
democracies, emerging democracies, constitutional monarchies, Islamic 
republics, dictatorships, and crisis states. Each type has slightly different 
approaches to the development of ICTs for state capacity and the regulation 
of public ICT use. Countries with large internet user populations have been 
more interested in committing resources to new ways of interacting with 
government. States develop e-democracy tools partly in response to demand, 
but the process of making these technology investments varies by regime 
type. These different types of governments have taken different approaches 
to investing in information infrastructure, using the infrastructure for 
economic development, and designing e-government services and telecom-
munications policies. 

  Table  2.2   compares the informational infrastructure of states in the 
Muslim world, for fi ve important branches of government. Almost every 
nation-state has these fi ve major branches of government: a revenue 
authority to collect taxes and manage state fi nances; an executive branch to 
support the head of state; a legislative branch that contributes (sometimes 
modestly) to the formation and enactment of laws; a foreign affairs 
department responsible for diplomatic relations with other states and for 
serving citizens abroad; and a judiciary for interpreting and applying the law. 
Whether or not these major government agencies have websites indicates 
how each regime type values information infrastructure. States are grouped 
by regime type, their type of political transition, and their level of technology 
diffusion. In addition, the overall averages for states in the Muslim world are 
compared with the averages for other developing, non-Muslim countries, the 
averages for wealthy developed countries, and the global average. Comparing 
evidence about which types of regimes develop websites for which domains 
of governance reveals much about how political leaders value information 
infrastructure and its role in building state capacity. 
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 While many government branches have an online information infrastruc-
ture, not all these agencies have the capacity to actually manage their own 
infrastructure—they rely on commercial hosting services in other countries. 
Tracing the route that Internet Protocol Packets take reveals the location of the 
nation-state’s informational assets.   2    For example, among the 24 emerging 
democracies in the Muslim World, 20 states have an online portal for their 
revenue authority, but half of these websites were actually hosted on servers in 
other countries. Hosting services in the United States, Canada, and Germany 
actually have the capacity to manage fi nancial information for nation-states 
that do not have this capacity themselves. Mapping out which government 
agencies have websites and, subsequently, which government agencies have the 
capacity to maintain their own information infrastructure reveals the relative 
weight of priorities for different regimes, nations with different levels of institu-
tionalized democracy, and different levels of technology diffusion. Perhaps the 
most wired of these states is Singapore, where 9 out of 10 people have had some 
transactionwith government over the internet, by SMS, an automated phone 
system or stand-alone information kiosk ( Government of Singapore  2006  ).  

 This table also offers an evaluation of the kinds of e-government services 
developed in each country as of 2008 ( West  2008  ). About a dozen countries in 
this comparison set offer no publications on their government websites, nor 
offer access to large databases. The vast majority of governments do offer these 
things, and through the internet or mobile phones, government-citizen trans-
actions can include applying for offi cial documents like passports, registering 
for unemployment insurance, paying taxes, or applying for government jobs. 
Thirty of the seventy countries for which there is data offer none of these 
things. But forty countries do, and it is in these countries that citizen expecta-
tions for government responsiveness and transparency are on the rise, and it is 
here that governments are making efforts to meet these expectations. 

    Democratic Transitions   

 In contrast, transition states have much more tentative exercises in repre-
sentative governance: decisions on diffi cult public policy questions are not 
always considered by the wider public or in legislatures; civil society groups 
may be small, inexperienced, or excluded from the political process; and the 
ruling elites must sometimes rely on military authority to maintain stability. 
In Egypt, for example, only the lower levels of government have competitive 
elections, and signifi cant opposition groups are excluded from the election 
process. These countries are administered by strongmen who make most of 
the top administrative appointments and curtail many democratic freedoms 
in the name of protecting democracy. Several countries that call themselves 
Islamic republics, such as Pakistan and Mauritania, are such in name only; 



     Table 2.2:  Government Offi ces Online in the Muslim World, 2008   

  Country  Revenue  Executive  Legislature  Foreign 
Affairs 

 Justice  E-Government 
Services  

    Transition    

  Albania  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  �  
  Algeria  �  ●  �  �  �  �  
  Bahrain  ●  ○  ○  ●  ●  �  
  Bosnia  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  �  
  Comoros  ○  �  �  ○  ○  □  
  Djibouti  ●  ●  ●  ○  �  �  
  Egypt  �  ●  ●  �  ●  �  
  Georgia  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  □  
  Ghana  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Indonesia  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  □  
  Kenya  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Kuwait  ●  ●  �  ●  ●  �  
  Kyrgyzstan  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Lebanon  ●  ●  ●  �  �  �  
  Liberia  �  ○  ○  �  �  �  
  Macedonia  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ..  
  Maldives  ●  ●  �  ○  ●  □  
  Mauritania  �  �  �  �  ○  □  
  Montenegro  ●  ●  ●  ..  ●  �  
  Niger  ○  �  ●  ○  ○  □  
  Nigeria  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Senegal  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Sierra Leone  �  �  �  ○  �  □  
  Suriname  ○  �  �  ○  ●  □  
  Tanzania  ●  �  ●  �  �  �  
  Uganda  �  �  ●  �  �  □  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  ●  ●  �  �  ●  �  
  Benin  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  □  
  Bulgaria  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  □  
  Cyprus  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Guinea-Bissau  �  ○  ○  ○  ○  □  
  India  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Israel  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Malawi  ●  �  �  �  �  �  
  Malaysia  ●  ●  �  ●  ●  �  
  Mali  ○  �  �  �  �  □  
  Mauritius  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Mozambique  ●  �  ●  �  ○  □  
  Turkey  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
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    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  □  
  Brunei  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Cameroon  ●  �  �  �  �  □  
  CAR  �  �  �  �  �  □  
  Chad  �  �  �  �  �  □  
  Eritrea  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  □  
  Ethiopia  ●  ○  �  �  �  □  
  Gambia  �  �  �  ●  �  �  
  Guinea  ●  ●  �  ○  ●  □  
  Iran  �  ●  �  ●  �  �  
  Jordan  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Kazakhstan  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Libya  ○  ●  �  �  ○  □  
  Morocco  �  ●  ●  �  ●  �  
  Oman  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  �  
  Pakistan  �  �  �  ●  �  �  
  Qatar  �  ●  ●  ●  ○  �  
  Russia  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Saudi Arabia  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  �  
  Singapore  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Sudan  �  ●  ●  �  �  □  
  Syria  ●  ●  ●  ●  ○  �  
  Tajikistan  ○  �  �  ●  ○  □  
  Togo  ○  �  ●  �  ○  □  
  Tunisia  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Turkmenistan  ○  ●  ○  ○  ○  □  
  UAE  ●  ●  ●  ●  ..  �  
  Uzbekistan  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  □  
  Yemen  ●  ●  ●  �  ●  □  

    Crisis    

  Afghanistan  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Burkina Faso  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  □  
  Iraq  ○  �  �  �  ○  �  
  Ivory Coast  �  �  ●  �  �  �  
  Somalia  ○  �  �  ○  ○  □  
  West Bank 
& Gaza 

 ..  ..  ..  .  ..  ..  

  Western 
Sahara 

 ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  ..  

   Sources :  Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources: Howard and World 
Information Access Project  2008  ;  West  2008  .  

  Notes : Route tracing conducted in March 2007. A URL was sought for each type of government 
offi ce, and then if an URL was obtained, the IP address was traced to fi nd a physical location. 
Government agency websites are indicated as being not found (○), found but not hosted 
in-country (�), or found and hosted in-country (●). E-Government Services indicated as 
poor (□), modest (�), or good (�) in 2007.  
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they are more accurately described as emerging democracies. Some coun-
tries, such as Kyrgyzstan and Georgia, have political cultures with increas-
ingly democratic norms, but remain functionally democratic at the pleasure 
of their military leaders. When political gridlock is imminent or Islamist 
interests become too powerful, military leaders have been known to weigh in 
and adjust the course of national politics. 

 Transition democracies often have mixed administrative systems that simul-
taneously constrain political dialogue and yet remain sensitive to public opinion. 
In recent years, governments in countries such as Morocco and Tanzania have 
become more transparent. In contrast, countries such as Egypt and Pakistan 
show signs of moving in the opposite direction. By defi nition, transition democ-
racies have made important changes to the way politics is conducted, but some 
aspects of political culture may still refl ect older autocratic traditions. Some 32 
percent of the global Muslim population, around 459 million people, live in 26 
polities that have recently shown signs of democratic transition.   3    Many 
government agencies in these types of regimes have websites, but overall only 
41 percent of government portals from these countries are hosted in-country. 

 In the rest of the developing world, the fi rst government bureaucracies to 
benefi t from new information technologies are the revenue authorities—
these states always invest in technologies that improve their ability to collect 
and manage fi nancial resources. But among strong and emerging democ-
racies, election administrators are often also the benefi ciaries of ICT pro-
grams. Modern elections are a technology intensive enterprise, and ICTs in 
emerging democracies are often used to register voters, collect and count 
votes, and report results. 

 In these states, the internet has become a tool for economic development: 
government agencies encourage small entrepreneurs to develop new tech-
nology businesses and telecenters. It is common for these types of states to 
make investments in public ICT infrastructure, rather than deregulating the 
telecommunications sector and leaving its development to the vagaries of 
the market and international investors. Such states also tend to be dependent 
on foreign aid to subsidize internet access through public access points in 
libraries and community centers. For emerging democracies, the information 
infrastructure of the legislative branch is a priority. Overall, 84 percent of the 
major ministries in emerging nations have a website, but only 34 percent of 
these agencies can maintain their information infrastructure in-country, the 
lowest among regime types.  

    Democratic Entrenchment   

 At the most democratic end of the spectrum are strong, stable polities 
where citizens participate in political discussion and run for offi ce, the 
executive branch is composed of people who are elected, and there are 
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clear constitutional checks on the executive branch. Some 27 percent of 
the global Muslim population, around 392 million people, live in 13 coun-
tries where democratic institutions and practices are increasingly 
entrenched. In the established democracies of the Muslim world, the 
majority of voters and political candidates are Muslim, and elections are 
competitive and regular events. International monitoring agencies usually 
judge these countries’ elections to be free and fair, and changes in political 
leadership do not involve violence or require military intervention. There 
are several examples of strong, stable democracies in the Muslim world. 
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Turkey have held successful elec-
tions with candidates and parties that represent diverse ideological per-
spectives and different positions on the role of Islam in the state. However, 
even in established democracies, political leaders must sometimes negoti-
ate—and even share power—with military commanders who feel the need 
to guard the secular state, Islamic fundamentalists who command mass 
appeal and seek greater involvement in governance, and student activists 
who have their own policy perspectives and special political clout among 
young Muslim populations. Just as in the most advanced democracies, 
established Muslim democracies have an active civil society, with public 
debates about the distribution of wealth, the role of religion in the state, 
the concentration of power, and the impoverishment of minorities. For the 
most part, civic conversations about these diffi cult issues takes place 
through proven political processes, such as elections and referenda, and in 
accepted political institutions, such as legislatures and courts. 

 Democracies prioritize their executive and legislative branches for ICT 
resources, and their revenue authorities are most likely to receive signifi cant 
investment in domestic information infrastructure. Established democracies 
also use the internet as a tool of economic development, but compared to 
other types of regimes, these states are much more tolerant of political 
expression online and are less concerned about public exposure to Western 
culture. Digital information infrastructures are paid for by states but devel-
oped through private fi rms, though the states often initiate public-private 
partnerships to extend connectivity and to encourage household technology 
use. Turkey and Egypt in particular have had success with these kinds of 
partnership ( Bennett and Howard  2007  ).  

    Authoritarian Regimes   

 In authoritarian regimes, the competition for political positions is restricted 
by political elites, chief executives are chosen through a regularized process 
within a small community of power brokers, and there are few constitutional 
checks on the executive branch. Autocratic regimes sharply restrict or 
 suppress competitive political participation, there are few institutionalized 
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 constraints on ruling elites, and often (though not always) these ruling 
political elites exercise control over cultural and economic activity. 

 In Central Asia, North Africa, and parts of Southeast Asia, political strong-
men run personal fi efdoms that extract wealth from their country’s natural 
resources and labor. Such wealth enriches the dictators and ruling elites and 
is used to help the state co-opt political leaders or oppress social movements, 
as needed. In many of these countries, religious practices are simply illegal. 
Dictators may claim that banning Islamic observance is part of moderniza-
tion; however, the real objective is ensuring the separation of church and state 
so that the authority of the state is clearly centralized and embodied in the 
dictator. In such countries, new media technologies are closely regulated, if 
not banned or directly owned by ruling families or administered by the state. 
This effectively prevents other sources of cultural and political authority 
from any mechanism of disseminating news, information, or other cultural 
content. Over the last 15 years, 29 regimes that have neither become 
entrenched democracies nor transitioned toward democracy in some 
substantive way: under these regimes, 35 percent of the global Muslim 
population, some 509 million people, live diffi cult lives.   4    

 Among dictatorships, the executive branch is prioritized for ICT resources. 
Justice and revenue authorities get limited investments, largely because 
state capacity and transparency in these domains is anathema to the ruling 
elite. To contrast democratic and authoritarian states, democracies are more 
likely to invest in internet infrastructure for their bureaucracies but less 
likely to want to build that technology capacity in-country. Yet in many dic-
tatorships, especially those with signifi cant natural resource wealth, the state 
has little incentive to build a national information infrastructure, much less 
one that can improve state capacity to serve citizens. These states employ 
some means of censoring internet use, but it is more often the paucity of 
infrastructure and the culture of surveillance that effectively discourages 
the use of new information technologies. The national ownership of broad-
cast media and reluctant construction of digital media infrastructure allow 
dictators to maintain control of the means of political conversation. Whereas 
the authoritarian ruling elites in Islamic republics and constitutional monar-
chies use ICTs to manage a broad range of cultural interactions, in many 
dictatorships ICTs are used to specifi cally restrict political opposition and 
organization. The ICT infrastructure that is available is often the only con-
duit for news about the outside world, the only means of exchanging 
information with diasporic communities, and the primary tool for political 
organizing. The markets for consumer electronics tend to be small or nonex-
istent. Until very recently, most shipments of computer hardware arrived in 
Central Asia’s post-Soviet dictatorships on overland truck routes from 
Moscow or Tehran. 
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 While countries such as Saudi Arabia and Bahrain have legal traditions 
similar to those of the Islamic republics, in these countries the aristocrats 
prevail: ruling families rather than clerics provide the central guidance to 
the state. As with all monarchies, the ruling families have legitimacy as long 
as they appear to be working for the best interests of their subjects and pro-
tect the Islamic culture that bequests their power. The constitutions of these 
countries legitimize the centralization of political authority in ruling fam-
ilies, but often also empower legislative bodies and courts that serve the 
executive branch but prevent complete dictatorship. The power of political 
appointment and veto authority usually resides with a handful of princes or 
emirs, and through the state these political leaders often control signifi cant 
oil and natural gas wealth. 

 Like the Islamic republics, the constitutional monarchies have been slow 
to allow internet access for their citizenry. The state bureaucracies themselves 
use ICTs for propaganda purposes and to endorse interpretations of the Koran 
that reinforce their hold on power. Saudi Arabia in particular moved quickly 
to develop online portals for key Islamic texts, spiritual practices, and holy 
landmarks. Many of the ruling families retain tight control over the apparatus 
of state, especially through control of media and telecommunications sys-
tems. But unlike the clearly authoritarian states, these ruling families do have 
to work under some constitutional checks and balances. 

 In terms of regime type, the constitutional monarchies seem to put 
signifi cant resources into the internet portals for their government minis-
tries. Most branches of government are online, and for the most part these 
states have built up their own capacity to host their own information 
 infrastructure. Evaluating 45 government agencies—5 branches of govern-
ment from 9 constitutional monarchies—reveals that 40 are online. More-
over, the vast majority of these are hosted in-country, suggesting that the 
 constitutional monarchies are the regime type with the most comprehen-
sive, national information infrastructures. 

 Islamic republics are governed by Sharia law, and while several countries 
are Islamic republics in name, Iran is perhaps the best example of one. Just 
as France and its former colonies are administered by the legal traditions of 
the Napoleonic Code, and England and its former colonies are administered 
by the legal traditions of Common Law, the government of Iran practices 
interpretations of Sharia law. Republics are usually defi ned as states that 
protect and preserve individual liberties and reject governance by an aristo-
cratic class. While the Islamic republics do not give individual liberties a 
high priority, they have eliminated aristocratic rule in favor of governance 
through the spiritual wisdom of mullahs. 

 In these states, new information technologies are heavily regulated and 
used by the state as a means of spreading propaganda. Internet access is 
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heavily controlled and cultural content heavily censored: foreign news sites 
are often blocked. Perhaps in response to these restrictions, most of these 
countries have active blogging communities. Online cultural tools that are 
beyond regime control and independent of the paltry domestic information 
infrastructure, such as YouTube and Flikr, are popular. Diasporic commu-
nities of Syrians and Persians—living in Los Angeles, New York, Toronto, and 
London—have long been sources of news content that contradicts government 
sources and cultural content with more liberal and Western values. Radio and 
television programs produced overseas have rarely been available in-country, 
but this is changing with ICTs that allow digital content to cross platforms. 
Moreover, mobile phones and the internet allow some of this content to actu-
ally be produced in-country. These ICTs also allow news and cultural content 
production from unoffi cial sources within these countries, resulting in mul-
tiple perspectives on contemporary events: political views from ruling elites 
as expressed through state media; critical responses from dispossessed 
political voices in the Western diaspora; and underground critiques of both 
ruling elites and Western diaspora from critical voices in-country.  

    Crisis States   

 Most functioning regimes in the Muslim world fall into the three types 
described so far. There are several countries, however, that are in the midst of 
chaotic political transitions and turmoil. Some countries are being ravaged by 
civil war, or have been destabilized by neighboring countries, while others 
have been consistently unable to form a state bureaucracy. In some cases, 
governance is temporary and fl eeting, or limited to the territory surrounding 
large cities. Crisis states are labeled such if foreign military powers have dis-
rupted local governance structures, if the country is in a period of inter-
regnum or anarchy with no apparent lawful governance, or if the country has 
no clear political leader. Social revolutions can bring about the collapse of 
central political authority and a fundamental transformation in the norms of 
governance. Sometimes social revolutions change the character of government 
without actually collapsing the state. But often there are transitional years in 
which the institutions of governance are particularly fragile, and the state is 
in crisis. Afghanistan, Iraq, and Somalia are certainly examples of countries 
in crisis, where the government is not capable of ensuring security for citizens 
or regular provision of public services. Six percent of the global Muslim 
population, some 86 million people, live in seven regimes that are best 
described as crisis states.   5    States in crisis have been largely incapable of 
extending their management capacity through information infrastructure 
and have less domestic capacity to maintain such infrastructure for their 
government offi ces. 
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 Some 86 million people live in crisis states with nominal and ineffective 
governments and have experienced revolution, civil war, invasion, or natural 
disasters. Basic human needs are so wanting that ICT policies are only impor-
tant inasmuch as they impact the work of aid agencies working on complex 
humanitarian disasters. Even though such states barely have the capacity to 
maintain an informational infrastructure, these technologies are vital to 
nascent political life. The information technologies available are often used 
by journalists who report events to the international community; by UN aid 
workers who observe elections, investigate human rights abuses, and con-
duct peacekeeping activities; and by members of civil society desperate to 
reconstruct their political institutions. Just as important, new technologies 
allow diasporic communities to follow crises at home.  

    Other Levels of Comparison   

 Across several regime types, wiring up the revenue authority and executive 
branch of government seems to be a priority, while ministries of justice are 
the lowest priority. By comparison, crisis states have paltry information 
 infrastructure, constitutional monarchies the best. 

 There are interesting patterns in the way states in the Muslim world invest 
in internet infrastructure for their administrative branches. At the same time, 
there are important points of contrast between the digital state in the Muslim 
world, other developing states, and the wealthy states. The “developed world” 
is a term often reserved for the 24 high-income members of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The “developing 
world” refers to the low- and middle-income countries, along with high-in-
come countries who have unique economic profi les with oil wealth or large 
economics, but are not members of the OECD.   6    Wealthy countries can main-
tain a public digital infrastructure, regulate the telecommunications industry 
with reasonable and consistent policies, and promote high rates of technology 
diffusion. In comparison with the developed world, of course, the ICT invest-
ments of all developing countries seem modest. Almost all OECD member 
states have almost all of their government agencies online. Non-Muslim devel-
oping nations seem to be making different kinds of strategic investments in 
information infrastructure. Non-Muslim nation-states are more likely to 
invest in improving the effi ciency of revenue authorities, and more likely to 
develop their own infrastructure for foreign affairs and justice branches of 
government. 

 By 2007, all fi ve types of government agencies in all developed countries 
had e-government services of some kind, and all were hosted in-country. On 
several occasions, these wealthy countries even had mirror websites in the 
United States. Not only do wealthy countries have the capacity to maintain 
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their own information infrastructure, but these government agencies attract 
so much use by citizens that additional hosting services are required. 

 The priorities that different kinds of Muslim states have for their own infor-
mational capacities are reinforced by the ICT policies these states develop to 
encourage—or discourage—ICT use by their own citizens. Whether government 
agencies have been equipped with websites to provide information, organize 
public records, and publicize policy documents is a good proxy for the overall 
informational capacity of the state. Along with investing in the information 
infrastructure of government agencies, many political leaders have used tele-
communications policy as a way of shaping the development of their 
information societies. What are the various tools of policy reform in the 
Muslim world, when are they used, and what have they achieved?   

    OUTCOMES: REMITTANCES, ICT-LED GROWTH, 
AND STATE CAPACITY   

 States in the Muslim world have used telecommunications policy to develop 
different kinds of information societies.  Table  2.3   compares the outcomes 
from the various policy strategies that governments have pursued. Data on 
remittances per capita are given for states where using ICTs for remittances 
has been an important policy objective. For many of the poorest countries, 
and those with a large diaspora, the state has encouraged ICT use as a way of 
increasing connections to family and friends who supply remittances. Such 
remittances can be a signifi cant proportion of a country’s income, so states 
will encourage programs that make it easy to send funds from overseas over 
communication networks. Keeping these networks open and unrestricted 
has signifi cantly increased the amount of remittances being wired home 
each year. Countries with signifi cant oil revenues are less dependent on 
remittances and have been less active in encouraging their populations to 
maintain overseas contacts with friends and family. Some states have also 
sought to develop their local software and hardware industries, with varying 
levels of success. Data on exports of computer and information services are 
given for countries where the state has sought to provide some incentives for 
this economic sector.  

 State capacity is a measure of the quality of public service provision, the 
quality of bureaucracy, the competence of public servants, and the 
independence of the civil service from political pressures. Several interna-
tional governmental agencies have ways of measuring the ability of govern-
ments to effectively deliver public services and make policy, through metrics 
for the effi ciency and impartiality of the civil service and the quality of public 
infrastructure and the bureaucratic framework. Indeed, the capacity of the 
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state to identify and meet public policy goals requires a civil service that is 
independent from political pressures and well trained to formulate and imple-
ment policy. Today, all of these aspects of state capacity depend on an 
information infrastructure that allows for competent record keeping and 
channels of communication between government offi ces. By combining data 
from 2000—when many governments began developing national ICT strate-
gies—and today,  Table  2.3  . offers comparative detail on how effective each 
national government is currently, and how much improvement there has 
been over time. In some countries, especially the Islamic republics, constitu-
tional monarchies, and dictatorships, improvements in bureaucratic effi ciency 
also result in more effective management of culture and communication.  

    CONCLUSION: WIRED STATES   

 New information technologies are playing a signifi cant role in public sector 
management, even in the least-developed Muslim countries. There are pat-
terns in the ways that governments in the Muslim world have used technol-
ogies such as the internet to extend their own state capacity, as well as the 
ways that these governments regulate public technology use. The diffusion 
index developed in the introduction enabled a ranking of countries by ICT 
diffusion, weighted for economic performance. This index sorted countries 
into three groups: those with less ICT capacity than expected, given their 
economic productivity; those with about the ICT capacity expected, given 
their economic productivity; and those that surpass expectations with a sur-
prising amount of ICT capacity. In this chapter I have made a comparative 
analysis of the informational infrastructure of all countries with large Muslim 
communities and reviewed the impact of policy reform on remittances, ICT-
led economic growth, and state capacity. I conclude that  telecommunications 
reforms have set the causal conditions for some outcomes. Chief of these—
from the point of view of state capacity—are the rise in remittances, improve-
ments in government information infrastructure, and the overall ability of 
the state bureaucracy to service citizens. Although states often seek economic 
growth from a home-grown ICT sector, this outcome is less frequent. 
Countries that have neither invested in e-government services, built their 
capacity to host their own government websites, nor modernized their tele-
communications policies have relatively fewer ICT resources—even if their 
economies are booming. 

 Comparing the evolution of e-government in Muslim countries has 
uncovered the different ways that political elites negotiate the perceived 
benefi ts and risks of developing information infrastructures.  Burkhart and 
Older ( 2003 )  call this the “dictator’s dilemma” of technology-led economic 



     Table 2.3:  Outcomes—Remittances, ICT-led Growth and State Capacity, 2010   

  Country  Remittances  ICT-led 
Growth 

 State 
Capacity 

 ICT and IP Policy 
Effectiveness  

    Transition    

  Albania  517  1  �, ▲  ..  
  Algeria  162  ..  �, ▲  □  
  Bahrain  ..  ..  �, ▼  �  
  Bosnia  504  ..  �, ▼  □  
  Comoros  119  ..  □, ▼  ..  
  Djibouti  ..  ..  □, ▼  ..  
  Egypt  45  23  �, ▼  �  
  Georgia  328  ..  �, ▲  □  
  Ghana  37  ..  �, ▼  �  
  Indonesia  17  ..  �, ✕  �  
  Kenya  ..  0  ..  �  
  Kuwait  ..  ..  �, ✕  ..  
  Kyrgyzstan  160  1  �, ✕  ..  
  Lebanon  1,496  0  �, ▼  ..  
  Liberia  51  ..  □, ▲  ..  
  Macedonia  253  5  �, ▲  □  
  Maldives  ..  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Mauritania  31  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Montenegro  5,319  ..  �,▲  ..  
  Niger  16  0  □, ▲  ..  
  Nigeria  40  ..  □, ▲  �  
  Senegal  53  0  �, ▼  ..  
  Sierra Leone  27  ..  □, ▲  ..  
  Suriname  718  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Tanzania  8  0  �, ✕  �  
  Uganda  21  4  �, ▼  �  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  54  5  �, ▼  □  
  Benin  33  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Bulgaria  164  15  �, ▲  �  
  Cyprus  ..  86  �, ▲  �  
  Guinea-Bissau  ..  ..  □, ▲  ..  
  India  22  11,366  �, ✕  �  
  Israel  ..  3,657  �, ▲  �  
  Malawi  7  ..  �, ✕  �  
  Malaysia  95  216  �, ▲  �  
  Mali  62  0  �, ▲  �  
  Mauritius  285  9  �, ▼  �  
  Mozambique  27  0  �, ▼  □  
  Turkey  105  ..  �, ▲  □  
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    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  230  ..  �, ▲  ..  
  Brunei  ..  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Cameroon  15  ..  □, ▼  ..  
  CAR  17  ..  □, ▼  ..  
  Chad  14  ..  □, ▼  □  
  Eritrea  90  0  □, ▼  ..  
  Ethiopia  8  0  �, ▲  □  
  Gambia  52  ..  �, ▼  �  
  Guinea  29  0  □, ▼  ..  
  Iran  31  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Jordan  443  ..  �, ▼  �  
  Kazakhstan  327  1  �, ✕  ..  
  Libya  22  ..  □, ▲  ..  
  Morocco  181  ..  ▲, ▼  �  
  Oman  ..  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Pakistan  38  34  �, ▼  □  
  Qatar  ..  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Russia  98  175  �, ▲  □  
  Saudi Arabia  ..  ..  �, ▼  ..  
  Singapore  ..  334  �, ✕  �  
  Sudan  20  0  □, ▲  ..  
  Syria  36  50  □, ✕  ..  
  Tajikistan  146  0  □, ▲  ..  
  Togo  25  1  □, ✕  ..  
  Tunisia  152  19  �, ▼  �  
  Turkmenistan  70  ..  □, ✕  ..  
  UAE  ..  ..  �, ▲  �  
  Uzbekistan  105  ..  �, ▲  ..  
  Yemen  37  ..  □, ▼  ..  

    Crisis    

  Afghanistan  78  ..  □, ✕  ..  
  Burkina Faso  35  0  �, ▼  ..  
  Côte d'Ivoire  118  ..  □, ▼  ..  
  Iraq  16  2  □, ▼  ..  
  Somalia  87  ..  □, ▲  ..  
  West Bank & Gaza  305  ..  □, ▼  ..  
  Western Sahara  ..  ..  ..  

   Sources :  Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources: International Fund 
for Agricultural Development  2007  ; Banisar 2006;  UNCTAD  2005  ;  Kaufmann, Kraay, 
and Mastruzzi  2008  .  

   Notes : Remittances given per capita in 2007. ICT-led growth given as exports of com-
puter and information services in millions of U.S. dollars in 2003. State capacity 
indicated as poor (□), modest (�), or good (�) in 2007, and as improving (▲), no 
change (✕), or in decline (▼) between 2000 and 2010. Law making effectiveness in 
the area of telecommunications regulation and intellectual property (IP) protection 
indicated as poor (□), modest (�), or good (�) in 2007.   
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growth: building the information infrastructure for government and 
commerce raises the risk of expectations for access to information and 
personal freedoms, along with the risk of exposure to the norms and content 
of other cultures. Political elites operate in every type of state, and the 
opportunities for and consequences of ICTs use vary. Many of the democ-
racies studied here are wired and promote government services online and 
also develop telecommunications policies for encouraging political 
conversation through unrestricted personal and public communication. 
The technologies themselves are not reserved for specifi c forms of cultural 
or Islamic content; indeed, telecommunications policies can be designed to 
promote diversity. But political elites often treated ICT development in 
terms of three kinds of trade-offs: some public ICT infrastructure was 
designed for business but not politics; some countries are wired for personal 
but not public communications; and some are wired for Islamic but not 
Western culture. 

    Wired for Business, but Not Politics   

 Turkey, Singapore, and Malaysia in particular have realized the economic 
benefi ts of having a modern information-rich economy. They have encour-
aged technology remanufacturing industries and have provided fi nancial 
incentives to start-up software and hardware businesses. They build 
economic zones for the high-tech sector, where companies are exempt from 
customs duties and pay fewer taxes. At the same time, they work actively to 
contain ICT use within the economic sphere. They develop policies for 
improving price signals and the transparency of markets; they aggressively 
discourage the use of ICTs to improve the transparency of the political pro-
cess, or to support public opinion formation online. They recognize the 
economic benefi ts of a modern information infrastructure. 

 Saudi Arabia, for example, uses ICTs to brand itself online as the center of 
Islam, the home of Mecca, and the source of Islamic exegesis. It uses ICTs to 
protect the ruling family’s control over both economic resources and politics. 
Many of the countries that are wired for business but not politics have strong 
central governments, such as Islamic republics, constitutional monarchies, 
and dictatorships, and are able to impose and ban technologies and uses. 
They have government agencies with practice at policing political culture; 
their citizens are used to living in a political culture with few privacy guaran-
tees and restricted information access. Such governments want the business 
benefi ts of a modern information infrastructure, but do their best to prevent 
communication of political critiques. They may liberalize their consumer 
markets in limited ways to signal that they are “open for business.” They 
make the legal statement of separating the telecommunications provider 
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and regulator from direct control by the head of state. Yet functional control 
is rarely surrendered by privatization, and the management of these 
regulatory agencies is usually retained for political appointees. Political elites 
in these countries see the state communications infrastructure as a political 
asset and are recalcitrant about depoliticizing bureaucratic oversight, reluc-
tant to separate the regulator from executive management, and fearful that 
privatization of the infrastructure might make it harder to regulate cultural 
content. 

 To this end, Muslim countries are often eager to develop the informa-
tional infrastructure of the executive branch of government. These kinds of 
states build websites and maintain them in-country. Muslim democracies 
invest in the informational infrastructure of their legislatures. Revenue 
authorities in Muslim countries are a secondary priority when it comes to 
information infrastructure, though in the rest of the developed world, 
building the capacity of the revenue authority seems to have been as much 
a priority as building the capacity of the executive branch. Ministries of 
foreign affairs are also a secondary priority across the Muslim world; inter-
estingly, many of these websites are not hosted in-country. This is in keep-
ing with the idea that most of the users of such infrastructure are in fact 
overseas, so the websites are more likely to be designed and hosted in coun-
tries where journalists, business leaders, members of diaspora communities, 
and outsiders are eager to learn about a country and diaspora communities 
to need consular services. Perhaps most revealing is that the informational 
capacity of justice ministries seems to be the lowest priority among the fi ve 
types of bureaucracies. Emerging democracies put the most effort into the 
informational capacity of state legal systems, but creating or maintaining 
such resources in-country is a relatively low priority for authoritarian and 
crisis states. Countries that are wired for business will use ICTs to extend 
the capacity of the state to collect taxes and make regulations available 
online, but will also use this capacity to monitor and restrict political 
conversation.  

    Wired for Personal but Not Private Communication   

 Political elites in some Muslim countries are committed to encouraging 
personal but not private communications. To do this, they allow mobile 
phones and internet use for communicating with family and friends, but will 
monitor networks and will not enact privacy policies. As we will see in 
 Chapter  4  , many of these states crack down on digital expression. For example, 
the Iranian government may encourage the personal use of information 
technologies, but discourage the consumption of public content and content 
from outside the country. Some of these countries have been open to 
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 privatizing the national telephone company, but more often they simply lib-
eralize long-distance telephone markets and domestic competition among 
internet and mobile phone service providers. At the same time, they actively 
regulate the use of cable news, work hard to restrict access to international 
websites, and limit the speed of internet access so that news and other 
streaming media are diffi cult to use. 

 There is an important relationship between state capacity, regime trans-
parency, and the regulation of the media and telecommunications sector. 
Countries that have taken steps to depoliticize and open up the telecommu-
nications sector, developing comprehensive privacy policies and unrestricted 
internet use, are likely to be among the group of countries with signifi cant 
remittances and an informationally sophisticated state bureaucracy.  

    Wired for Islamic, but Not Western Culture   

 States that choose to regulate the internet heavily, by not enacting privacy 
policies and by monitoring or restricting internet use, usually do so to prevent 
the distribution of critical content from outside the country, and discourage 
digital forums for political debate within the country. Among the Islamic 
republics and constitutional monarchies, such restrictions are ostensibly to 
protect the political leadership, but they are enacted in the name of safe-
guarding cultural values. Some states enact restrictions but actively develop 
an information infrastructure precisely so that volumes of ideological content 
can be distributed over multiple media. Some states even work to “brand” 
Islamic content online through national libraries that hold sacred texts, web-
sites for sacred sites within territorial boundaries, and the digitization of 
archives belonging to particular Islamic sets. Thus, states whose identity and 
political order is closely tied to particular interpretations of Islamic tradition 
will quite actively use new media to fi ll out the information infrastructure for 
that tradition. Concomitant with using state information infrastructure to 
privilege certain Islamic sects is using such infrastructure to exclude cultural 
content, news, and other information from Western sources.  

    In Sum   

 In adopting and adapting new ICTs, many state bureaucracies have made 
policy choices that result in better internal record keeping and accounting, 
and more open fl ows of information between administrative offi ces and with 
the outside world. The management and human resource practices from 
wealthy countries have not always been easily adapted for use in developing 
countries, sometimes proving to be unstable and unsustainable ( Mellahi and 
Frynas  2003  ). But overall, information technologies seem to be at the heart of 
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newfound effi ciency, transparency, and accountability in developing coun-
tries with large Muslim communities. Some governments have built their 
information infrastructure in-country, while others remain dependent on 
hosting services in other countries. In the pursuit of the economic benefi ts of 
either using ICTs to improve their state capacity or building a high-tech sector 
for their economy, even the most authoritarian states make policy trade-offs 
that create the conditions for transparency and accountability. In important 
ways, these decisions are not ones made by ruling elites, but by upper level 
bureaucrats with training in information management. And ultimately, 
reforming technology policy has immense implications for other political 
actors, particularly parties, journalists, and civil society groups.           
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           Chapter 3  

 Political Parties Online   

   Mobile phones and the internet have been a boon to political parties in many 
Muslim countries, most notably in the Arab world. Six Gulf countries ban 
political parties outright, forcing such groups to use other monikers, and 
most of the other Gulf countries have serious restrictions on party activities. 
In advanced democracies, political websites evolved in parallel with 
commercial design trends and the affordability of browsers and bandwidth 
( Foot and Schneider  2006  ;  Howard  2006  ). In advanced democracies, fi rst 
generation websites of the late 1990s were called “brochure ware” because 
they merely reproduced content from print sources. It was only during the 
2000 U.S. presidential campaign that websites were used as organizational 
tools with content specifi cally designed for coordinating volunteers, campaign 
staff, and candidate schedules. And only by 2004 did political parties develop 
data-mining tools, turning their party portals into a means of pushing news 
content and collecting data on voters. Political party websites in Muslim 
countries also went through stages of evolution. 

 For many political parties, the early investments in information infra-
structure came in claiming a website address that clearly identifi ed the party 
name and in producing content that made party sponsorship clear. First-
generation websites were often built and maintained for extended periods 
by individuals who—with or without the blessing of party leaders—just began 
putting political content online. Using free Yahoo or Geocities accounts, 
these independent webmasters went ahead of party leadership to get content 
online; for some parties their offi cial online presence was maintained for 
years by a solitary webmaster, the son or daughter of a party offi cial, using 
free services or working from overseas. These informal websites represented 
party organizations online, but rarely were they at a named Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) that clearly identifi ed a party name and clear offi -
cial sponsorship. Websites had this irregular status for for much of the 1990s, 
until party leaders realized that there was a large enough online audience of 
journalists and citizens to produce online content more formally. 

 This fi rst change, renaming the website and claiming a branded URL, was 
a small administrative change but a signifi cant symbolic step. It signaled new 
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value in the role of the party website. Instead of being run by party youth on 
free hosting services, it would be professionally maintained on dedicated 
hosts. The homepage would not just be for party insiders who happened to 
know the obscure URL. The new domain name would be intuitive and easily 
fi ndable on search engines. Moreover, staking a claim to a named URL 
allowed for clear sponsorship, a clear assumption of responsibility for 
content, and clear identity markers in the iconography of webpage design. 
Since political parties in many autocratic and crisis states are illegal, or the 
political situation does not make it conducive for all political parties to main-
tain a domestic information infrastructure, a signifi cant number of parties in 
these countries maintain content overseas and where it can be managed by 
webmasters in diaspora communities. Such political infrastructure is diffi -
cult to build under authoritarian regimes, but not impossible. Political orga-
nizations in countries such as Bahrain or Tajikistan call themselves unions or 
social movements, and websites are valuable precisely because they can be 
diffi cult for authoritarian regimes to control. 

 The second stage of formalizing the role of party websites came when 
party leaders began to increase the organizational role of the website. Instead 
of being just an online portal for propaganda, parties began to give their 
websites a central organizational role. Committing substantial resources to 
website development meant creating original content not produced for other 
media, developing cross-platform applications, and turning the site into a 
comprehensive news portal for members. It also meant offering content in 
multiple languages, and making the site accessible to international visitors—
supporters and critics in other countries, foreign journalists, and members 
of diaspora communities. Reaching the diaspora proved an especially 
valuable way to raise fi nancial support for group activities. But what created 
the initial conditions by while political parties in closed regimes could have 
such an opportunity?  

    ECONOMIC STRATEGIES WITH POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES   

 Encouraging the use of information technologies has become a major 
national development goal in many Muslim countries. Beginning in the 
1980s, many developing countries focused on building free-trade economic 
zones and port facilities to attract international industries. Since 2000, many 
Muslim governments have focused on building high-tech zones with cyber 
infrastructures that attract direct foreign investment in the ICT sector. Dubai 
has its Internet City, Kuala Lumpur has its Cyberjaya, and Baku has its 
Regional Innovation Zone. Since many Muslim countries are “middle 
income” countries, they are able to take on development goals beyond the 
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basic health and dietary needs. For these countries, public policy goals 
include equipping schools and libraries with computers, building e-government 
services, and subsidizing the cost of ICTs or raising the size of the subsidies 
given to citizens to underwrite their purchase of household ICTs. To attract 
high-tech industries and reap the perceived benefi ts of internet connectivity, 
many governments developed telecommunications policies that indirectly 
allowed minor and unregistered parties to claim a small part of cyberspace. 
Malaysia and Egypt are examples of countries that have worked hard to bring 
a dot-com boom to their countries and for the most part have kept their 
promise to not create burdensome regulations on content. 

 Yet promoting technology use without content regulation is a signifi cant 
compromise for many ruling elites. The benefi ciaries of this compromise 
include political parties, who see opportunities for political organizing and 
propagandizing that might not be available in newspapers and state-owned 
television or radio stations. Email and electoral databases are powerful tools 
for campaigning, raising funds, and communicating with constituents and 
the news media. So political parties—legal and banned—are quick to go 
online. In the developing countries with large Muslim communities, what 
kinds of political parties are online, what kinds of information infrastructure 
do they have, and what kinds of content are offered? What explains the dis-
tribution of infrastructure and content between political parties, types of 
parties, and countries? 

 In newly wired countries, the fi rst internet users are usually university 
faculty and students, civil servants, and the employees of large foreign-
owned fi rms ( Johari  2002  ). They tend to be social elites and to be well edu-
cated—often with higher degrees from schools overseas. In almost all Muslim 
countries, the fi rst internet users are social elites: people in urban centers 
and key regional capitals who, by virtue of their socioeconomic status, are 
engaged with political life. In crisis states and countries with autocratic forms 
of government, such internet use enabled people to get international news. 
In emerging and strong democracies, these elites use the internet not only 
for news: checking online for information about campaigns and elections is 
not an activity restricted to stable, entrenched democracies. In countries 
where elections are often rigged, the internet is used to get international 
news coverage and to confi rm local suspicions that elections are rigged. 
Political party websites, such as those run by Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood, 
Pakistan’s People’s Party, and Kazakhstan’s Ak Zhol (Right Path) have been 
able to issue news releases detailing electoral mishaps. They provide 
information that helps voters make decisions on how to vote and information 
about specifi c policies or issues of domestic political interest. Sites with more 
multimedia content allow complex searching, online debates, and custom-
ized news feeds. Political communication is never the only activity online, 
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and rarely the most frequent one. But in Muslim countries where this type 
of communication over broadcast media has been restricted, the internet 
provides the enabling infrastructure through which political parties become 
better organized, raise money from supporters, and draw more people into 
political conversation.  

    FROM PROPAGANDA TO LOGISTICS   

 In those Muslim countries where political parties are permitted, the major 
or ruling political parties have very close ties to mass media outlets. In some 
cases the ties are direct—the party owns its own media mouthpiece in news-
papers, radio stations, or television channels. In countries like Pakistan and 
India, the ties are indirect: certain media outlets and journalists are given 
preferential treatment when it comes to licensing or having access to political 
leaders. In other cases the ties are broadly ideological; parties do not control 
media resources or editorial content, but the political and media elites are 
closely aligned on public policy questions. 

 In many of the countries included in this comparative study, media out-
lets are closely guarded resources belonging to political elites, with formal 
control vested with the state or the ruling political party. In authoritarian 
countries, media outlets are assets held by ruling families and are heavily 
regulated by the state. In emerging democracies, media outlets can be 
directly owned by or indirectly affi liated with a political party. The internet, 
however, is less easily controlled by political elites and established political 
parties. The important distinction here is that while political elites can both 
own mass communications infrastructure and produce content for dissemi-
nation over this infrastructure, such close management of the new 
information technologies is rare. Autarks, political elites, and established 
political parties can produce content for the internet, but rarely do they own 
the infrastructure. They might have administrative control over the interna-
tional internet exchange points in major cities, but little infl uence over the 
content hosted in other countries. Sometimes censorship software can pre-
vent access to this content from within a country, but such software is expen-
sive and not always effective. Moreover, challenger groups, political outsiders, 
and new political parties are able to produce internet content to critique and 
rival that produced by political elites. 

 In many advanced democracies, it is common practice for political parties 
to use new media information technologies, such as the internet, for data 
mining purposes. Especially in the run up to elections, political parties will 
purchase large datasets that, supplemented with their own records, allow 
them to “redline” constituents who are clear supporters in safe districts, 
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 constituents who should be targeted by the campaign, and constituents who 
are committed opponents ( Howard  2006  ). Such practices are increasingly 
common among political parties in the Muslim world. 

 For example, as early as 1993, the Yemen General People’s Congress devel-
oped an Oracle-based voters list from government records to assemble 
personal information and demographic profi les. By 1996, this dataset was 
available over secure internet connections; party analysts built a successful 
campaign strategy for the 1997 elections with it. Close races were targeted; 
candidates who were sure to lose were abandoned. The data predicted vic-
tory in 167 of 301 seats in the House of Representatives. In the event, they 
won 183 seats, even though fewer than half the registered voters had openly 
declared for the General People’s Congress. After the election, party elites 
believed that the majority of weak supporters were correctly identifi ed and 
that the effective use of ICTs by its campaign workers had accounted for 40 
percent of the votes it received ( Goodman et al.,  1998  ). 

 ICTs have been used to entrench democratic practices through voter reg-
istration, and ICTs have been particularly helpful in registering women 
voters for the fi rst time and surveying them for their political opinions. For 
example, in Egypt’s poor communities, girls are rarely registered at birth, 
which prevents them from getting the identity cards needed for receiving 
inheritances, registering for school, voting and receiving pensions later in 
life. The Egyptian Center for Women’s Rights and the World Bank developed 
an effi cient IT system for providing women in the greater Cairo area with 
identifi cation cards, giving many women access to public services—and the 
ability to vote—for the fi rst time. 

 The logistical benefi ts of such technologies accrue to political parties dur-
ing elections, referenda, and in times of military crisis. For the countries 
transitioning to democracy or those political systems with entrenched 
democratic practices, new information technologies such as SMS allow for 
additional ways to monitor elections administration. In terms of statistical 
odds, among the hundreds of the party candidates for Malaysia’s 2009 
parliamentary election, the blogging candidates had a better chance of 
defeating non-bloggers, and challenger candidates who blogged had better 
chances of defeating incumbent candidates who blogged ( Gong  2009  ). 
During Montenegro’s critical referendum on independence, SMS was the 
primary reporting tool for 200 elections monitors who reported on an hourly 
basis on the conduct of voters and elections offi cials. Such just-in-time 
reporting has also been used by political party observers to monitor elec-
tions in Indonesia in 2005, in the West Bank and Gaza in 2006, and Sierra 
Leone in 2007 ( Schuler  2008  ). Along with exit polls, this digital infrastruc-
ture allows political parties both to activate members and to contribute to 
monitoring the election itself.  
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    THE GROWTH OF POLITICAL PARTIES ONLINE   

 Political parties in the Muslim world have been quick to adapt to the new 
information and communication environment, and today more than 350 
political parties from these countries are online. In Saudi Arabia, inter-
net users can donate money to the Green Party. In Indonesia, internet 
users can sign petitions on the website of the National Awakening Party. 
Major parties, such as Turkey’s Adalet Kalkinma Party, or governing coa-
litions, such as Malaysia’s Barisan Nasional, have complex sites with video 
feeds, news items of interest, and schedules of leadership visits to small 
towns. Minor parties in these countries rarely attract many votes, but still 
use the internet to circulate policy papers and advertise strategic alli-
ances with other parties. Over time, more and more political parties have 
come online, put more content online, and developed more complex web-
sites. All political parties are able to use the internet to research each 
other’s ideological positions and policy alternatives. But political leaders 
also use the internet to investigate what state bureaucracies are up to. 
Indeed, in Turkey, the political parties look to the internet for signs 
of how military leaders react to any perceived threats to Ataturk’s secu-
larism. 

 Party websites provide basic positions on both domestic and foreign con-
cerns, though as in the West they rarely provide direct opportunities for dia-
logue with party leaders. The development of such websites often occurs 
during intense electoral contests. Indeed, the quality and quantity of political 
information available online for use by journalists, citizens, and foreign 
observers makes for more intense electoral contests, and contemporary 
democratization proceeds apace with the production and consumption of 
political content online. A good way to analyze the growth of political life 
online in the Muslim world is by looking at political party websites, their 
increasingly complexity over time, and the diversity of ideological perspec-
tives offered on political issues. For comparative purposes, a political party 
website is defi ned as content at a specifi c domain clearly produced or 
sponsored by the offi cial party organization. 

    Political Parties Online in the Muslim World   

 Websites reveal much about the evolving system of political communica-
tion in countries with large Muslim communities. Overall, the proportion 
of Muslim political parties with websites increased from 18 percent in the 
year 2000 to 39 percent in 2007. In terms of raw numbers, the growth is also 
impressive. In 2000, 450 parties were found among 48 Muslim countries; 
in 2005, 587 parties among 62 countries; and in 2007, 1,153 parties among 
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71 countries. During this time, the capacity of political parties to host their 
own websites in-country also grew. In 2005, only 16 percent of Muslim 
parties could do this; by 2008, 25 percent could. Still, many political parties 
do not have the information infrastructure to host their own content. Given 
that a user can view internet content from any where in the network, why 
does it matter where content is hosted? First, there is an important 
difference between having a website, and having the capacity to maintain 
a website. A surprising number of political parties around the world rely 
on commercial hosting services in the United States to maintain their 
communications infrastructure. Political parties are dependent on the 
commercial services of businesses in wealthier countries, though some 
countries have built suffi cient information infrastructure to manage their 
own websites. In times of crisis it can be useful to have a website hosting 
service out of country (or at least mirrored) where power supplies are 
stable and authorities cannot seize equipment. Having parties that are able 
to maintain their own information infrastructure within the country is a 
sign that the system of political communication there is relatively advanced. 
Being dependent on hosting services in other countries can signal a party’s 
poor fi nancial resources, lack of priorities in this arena, or fear of state 
reprisals. In 2008, 41 percent of the political parties in countries with large 
Muslim populations actually hosted their websites using commercial 
services in the United States. 

 Yet the political internet in the Muslim world has also become more 
interconnected: in 2005, 19 percent of political parties hosted their websites 
in other Muslim countries; by 2008, 25 percent did this. Similarly, the lan-
guage offering on many of these websites has changed, signaling an impor-
tant transition from a time in which party websites were for social elites or 
the outside, English-speaking world. In 2005, 37 percent of websites loaded 
in English when viewed from the United States, and fully 50 percent of party 
websites were available in English. But by 2008, only 23 percent of websites 
loaded in English, and the proportion offering English-language content had 
dropped to 43 percent. Moreover, 33 percent of Muslim party websites had 
content in two or more languages. Hosting websites in-country or in neigh-
boring Muslim countries, de-emphasizing English, and raising the amount of 
multilingual content is evidence that over this period of a few years, political 
parties in the Muslim world found a new audience—supporters in their own 
countries. 

 In 2008, 46 percent of all the websites studied belonged to major political 
parties and large coalitions of groups. Major parties were more likely to be 
online and have domestic capacity to host their own websites. The rest of the 
sampled websites belonged to minor parties, suggesting that the internet has 
been able to serve minor political parties that previously had little or no 
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capacity to reach a distributed audience. All in all, major political parties in 
the Muslim world are likely to be wired, more so than their equivalents 
in other developing countries. Whereas 69 percent of major political parties in 
the Muslim world have a website, only 56 percent of such political parties 
in the rest of the developed world have a website. But those that do have 
 websites are much less likely to have their own website servers. 

 Political parties in crisis states and authoritarian regimes are particularly 
interested in building multilingual websites and websites with English lan-
guage content. This is interesting because usually the online public in their 
own country is somewhat small, so this online performative work is for the 
benefi t of the international community—political leaders, journalists, the 
diaspora, and citizens of other countries. The fact that more websites in 
these regimes are available in English than are multilingual reveals the 
extent to which some parties go online for an international audience. 

  Table  3.1   reveals that in 2000, 39 percent of the world’s political parties 
had websites; in 2008, this had increased to 46 percent. By this time, there 
were over 4,000 political parties, a quarter of which were in countries with 
large Muslim communities. The proliferation rate for party websites from 
Muslim countries is higher than that of other developing countries, and 
today the number of party websites online in Muslim countries is slightly 
higher than that of the rest of the developing world. Between 2000 and 
2008, the proportion of political parties with websites increased from 33 to 
37 percent in non-Muslim countries. In comparison, the proportion of 
political parties with websites increased from 18 to 39 percent in Muslim 
countries over the same period. This increase represents a signifi cant growth 
in political content available online and suggests that in important ways, 
political life in many Muslim countries is more evolved than in many other 
developing countries. Most political parties in developed countries have 
websites, though this appears to have diminished slightly over time. In 2000, 
85 percent of the political parties in wealthy countries had websites; in 
2008, only 68 percent. This reduction is likely due to the disappearance of 
many joke parties from the sample and the aggregation of minor parties 
into coalitions and umbrella groups.  

 Among the different types of regimes in the Muslim world, by 2008, 31 
percent of the political parties in transition regimes have websites; 53 per-
cent of the parties in entrenched democracies have websites. Interestingly, 
the pace at which political parties in authoritarian regimes have built online 
portals is greater than that of parties in counties experiencing major political 
transitions. Of all the political parties in the Muslim constitutional monar-
chies around the world, only a fi fth are online. Perhaps more surprising is 
that the level of information infrastructure behind political parties in 
Islamic republics, dictatorships, and crisis states is so high. This may be 
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because such regimes provide little support for, or even disallow, open 
political communication through newspapers, television, and radio. The 
internet may now be the primary media face for many unoffi cial political 
parties that are based in diaspora communities, are critical of regimes, or 
consider themselves governments in exile. 

 The countries that became more democratic over time did so, in part, 
because the major and minor political parties took to the internet. Strong 
institutionalized democratic practices permitted an open information 
culture that allowed political parties to develop websites. By expanding their 
information infrastructure and contributing to the amount of political 
content online, these political parties strengthened democratic practices. 
Simultaneously, having a website became a priority in countries that did not 
experience much democratization and those that slid into authoritarianism. 
Such parties were latecomers to the internet, but once the capacity to host 
services in other countries was available, even authoritarian regimes or states 
in crisis could not prevent online political content and discourse. In other 
words, for many of the countries that experienced no democratic transition 
or became more authoritarian, it was precisely the lack of open media and 
accessible information infrastructure that forced parties to develop party 
representation online.  

     Table 3.1:  Political Parties Online in the Muslim World, 2000–2008   

  Number of Political Parties, and Percent with a 
Website (Italics)  

  2000  2005  2008  Percent 
Change 
2000–2007  

  All Muslim Countries  446  18  588  37  1,154  39  20  
   Transition  145   19   196   35   418   31    13   
   Entrenched Democracies  132   28   183   46   256   53    25   
   Authoritarian Regimes  165   10   182   26   397   34    23   
   Crisis States  4   25   27   52   83   57    32   
  Other Developing Countries  570   33   803   42   1,870   37    4   
  Developed Countries  261   85   253   83   1,043   68    −17   
  All Countries  1,277   39   1,641   46   4,047   46   7  

   Sources : Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources:  Norris  2000  ;  Howard and 
World Information Access Project  2008 ,  2007  .  

   Note : The number of countries sampled each year of study increased from 139 in 2000 to 
165 in 2005 and 209 in 2008. Lists of political parties were re-created each year and cross-
checked from a variety of sources: the previous year’s list, Lexus-Nexus news reports, 
Wikipedia, and regional experts.   
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    The Growing Infrastructure for Ideological Diversity   

 Having compared whether parties are online by regime type, level of tech-
nology diffusion, and in contrast with other developing and developed coun-
tries, the next step is to examine the information infrastructure of the 
political sphere in Muslim countries in terms of ideologies. Party competi-
tion is a key feature of deliberative democracy, so what kind of ideological 
diversity can be found online? What are the relative informational capacities 
of different kinds of parties?  Table  3.2   compares the total number of parties, 
the percent of these online, and the percent that have the capacity to actu-
ally host their websites in-country. While cataloguing the number of URLs 
available and locating their host servers reveals little about how often such 
websites are used, this is still good evidence of the signifi cant growth of 
online political party portals in the Muslim world. 

 The diversity of ideologies online is a key feature of  Table  3.2  , which is 
organized by four ideological categories found in most countries in the 
world: liberal, conservative, socialist, and communist parties. Additionally, 
many Muslim countries have secular and fundamentalist Islamist parties. 
Since many political organizations in authoritarian regimes try to function 
as political parties, it can be diffi cult to categorize them by ideology. Many 
of the countries in this study have Green parties, or parties that claim to be 
free of ideology but are very much personality cults for a country’s dictator. 
Some countries also have Christian fundamentalist parties. In 2000 and 
2005, parties that were diffi cult to classify —and organizations that function 
as parties in political systems where formal parties are illegal were labeled 
as “Other.” In 2008, the category of “Unknown” was disaggregated. In the 
year 2000, data were collected on the number of political parties and 
whether they had websites. In 2005, this information was collected again, 
along with information about where each party’s hosting services were 
located. In 2008, data on party websites and hosting services were collected. 
In addition, each party website was downloaded and assessed for its number 
of links, fi les, and size.  

 Proportionally, liberal and other parties are among the most wired, while 
Islamic parties are the least wired. This is true not only in terms of the num-
bers of parties online, but is refl ected in the complexity of website links, the 
number of fi les, and the volume of content. Comparing the fundamentalist 
and secular political internet in the Muslim world reveals that on the whole, 
communist, socialist, liberal, conservative, and secular Islamic parties are 
more digitally connected than fundamentalist Islamic parties. 

 There is a great deal of ideological diversity among the political parties 
of the Muslim world, so while this typology of political party ideologies 
uses the categories familiar to observers of political life in Western 
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democracies, unfortunately the category of “Other” aggregates much of 
this diversity. Most of these other parties are unions or social movements 
that cannot legally self-identify as parties, but perform similar political 
functions. Yet they are an important category, because they are among 
the fastest technology adopters. In 2000, liberal and socialist parties had 
set up many websites, but a third of these unregistered or difficult-to-la-
bel parties had established a web presence. Even when the “Other” cate-
gory was disaggregated from “Unknown” in the 2008 sample, these other 
groups had 16 percent of all the URLs, 20 percent of all the domestic 
hosting capacity, 16 percent of all the files, the largest volume of digital 
content, and made significant linkages to other government, party, and 
news sites. 

 One reason the internet is a supporting infrastructure for democratiza-
tion is that new political parties are not so easily silenced, whether by the 
state or larger established parties. When newspapers become too critical, 
authoritarian governments can respond by raising taxes on ink and paper, or 
by blocking imports altogether. Television stations that broadcast critical 
news reports or images of social protest can have their licenses revoked and 
suffer from deliberate power blackouts. But when party infrastructure and 
organization is targeted by the state, party leaders can move content out of 
country and keep the production of news and commentary up. When the  Al 
Shaab  newspaper, an organ of a the Labour Party of Egypt, was banned, it 
went online and continued publishing critiques. A newspaper belonging to 
the Muslim Brotherhood, once shut down, also went online. Along with 
offering news and commentary, the new website became a means of logis-
tical coordination for candidates running as “independents” in local elec-
tions in Egypt. 

  Table  3.2   reveals the ideological diversity of political parties in many 
Muslim countries. The relative proportion of Islamic fundamentalist 
parties is small—not surprising, given how much effort is being put into 
extinguishing them. But more important is that this evidence suggests 
there is ideological competition in many countries. In democracies, this 
competition occurs within respected and institutionalized rules of political 
play; in emerging democracies, this competition occurs, but the rules of 
political discourse are still being worked out and there are occasional 
abuses of democratic norms. But even in the constitutional monarchies, 
Islamic republics, and dictatorships, political parties are springing up from 
very diverse ideological backgrounds. They may unite for the purpose of 
securing power for themselves, or for the purpose of establishing democratic 
rules for party competition, but the diversity is there. By 2008, the distri-
bution of web resources by party ideology was much more balanced than 
seven years prior.   
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    OUTCOMES: DEMOCRATIZATION AND THE INFRASTRUCTURE 
OF MODERN POLITICAL DISCOURSE   

 Over the last decade, the Muslim world has developed an enormous, main-
stream, political discourse online and this is due in large part to the prolifer-
ation of political party websites. The political web sphere, even in countries 
where formal political parties are banned, is increasingly vibrant and com-
petitive.  Table  3.3   compares countries on the basis of party information 
infrastructure and content, organized by level of technology diffusion and 
type of political transition.  

 In some countries, having a strong infrastructure of political parties has 
made a difference in democratic discourse. Parties compete for the attention 
of journalists and voters, they communicate with observers overseas when 
elections are questionable, and they look for creative ways of engaging their 
communities online. Other countries experienced a democratic transition 
without much improvement in the information infrastructure for political 
parties or growth of political content online. For example, the countries with 
the most political content online—Morocco, Turkey, and Macedonia—are not 
all countries that have had high technology diffusion and a signifi cant 
democratic transition. Still, a nuanced argument can be made about the 
 connection between democratization and technology diffusion. In these 
countries the pressure to include Islamists in national political life is very 
high, and ICTs have allowed the political system to accommodate competing 
interests and discordant voices in a way that allowed for stability in the 
democratic institutions they do have. Morocco’s political parties are very 
active online, but internet use is not as widespread as it is in other countries, 
and so authoritarian control remains strong. Turkey’s political parties are 
very active online, information technologies are prevalent, the country has 
a democratic history: in recent years elected leaders have faced down chal-
lenges from the military and Islamist interests have been moderated. 
Macedonia has become more democratic, and even though it only has 
average levels of technology diffusion, having this basic information infra-
structure has proven key to building the capacity of independent political 
voices that constructively contribute to national policy debates. 

  Table  3.3   compares the ways in which political party infrastructure and 
content online have contributed to political transitions in Muslim countries. 
Depending on how many political parties a country has, how many of those 
came online and when, and how many of those host their websites domesti-
cally, countries are judged as having weak, modest, or strong political party 
information infrastructure. In addition, the countries are assessed for having 
little, some, lots, or substantial amounts of political content online. The fi rst 
judgment is based on a comparison of three ratios: the ratio of online parties 
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to all parties in 2000; the ratio of online parties to all parties in 2005; and the 
ratio of online parties with domestically hosted websites, to online parties 
and then to all parties in 2008. To evaluate the kinds of political content 
available across countries,  Table  3.3   also compares the total number of giga-
bytes of political content found at party websites. Data on the number of 
links and number of fi les at each website were also collected, but since these 
three things are highly correlated, only the volume of data is presented. 

 Countries where political parties have a strong supporting ICT infrastruc-
ture have developed websites that do more than provide policy papers and 
party manifestos. They offer text (and sometimes recordings) of speeches 
from party offi cials, biographical information on leaders and electoral candi-
dates, and the voting records of legislators. They have dedicated areas for 
party members and offer news feeds with particular ideological spin. These 
websites are the most accessible and detailed sources of party information, 
unmediated by the news editors, state regulators, or media broadcasters. 

 India and Tunisia stand out as countries with signifi cant Muslim popula-
tions and a signifi cant political sphere online, with a strong political party 
information infrastructure and good content provided for internet users. 
But even by 2007, very few of the political parties in countries other than 
India and Tunisia had the capacity to host their own website within their 
own country. Among the Muslim countries that had democratized, Bosnia, 
Lebanon, Montenegro, Russia, and Tanzania stand out as countries with 
wired political parties. Yet even in the countries with a reasonably good 
information infrastructure of hosts and a proportional number of internet 
users given national economic productivity, few parties hosted their own 
websites in their own countries. 

 Among the countries with high levels of technology diffusion, Indonesia, 
Israel, and Turkey had a vibrant online public sphere as early as 2000. By 
2005 most of the countries with high levels of ICT diffusion and democratiza-
tion had several political parties online. Organized political parties in many 
Gulf states were still not visible. Two years later, by 2007, only Indonesia’s 
political parties were diffi cult to trace online, probably because that country’s 
irregular power supplies and internet connections have had a serious impact 
on its online public sphere. At least half the political parties in every other 
country were online, and Bosnia, Georgia, Malaysia, and Turkey had signifi cant 
indigenous capacity to host their own political spheres online. 

 Many political parties in countries with low levels of technology diffusion 
still choose to develop complex websites because they are eager to get their 
ideas out to an online readership. Even though the low diffusion countries 
have little domestic capacity to host such websites, a few of the major political 
parties in each country have undertaken the expense of hosting websites. 
Pakistan became more authoritarian over time, and while many of its political 
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    Transition    

  Albania  1/10  3/12  2/6/17  �  
  Algeria  3/10  8/13  4/11/17  �  
  Bahrain a   0/0  5/14  2/6/7  �  
  Bosnia  2/7  2/2  1/15/30  �  
  Comoros  0/0  0/0  0/1/7  �  
  Djibouti  0/3  4/8  1/4/9  �  
  Egypt  1/6  6/6  4/9/9  �  
  Georgia  0/7  0/11  0/5/16  �  
  Ghana  0/4  3/3  0/0/9  �  
  Indonesia  9/21  0/4  1/4/8  �  
  Kenya  1/11  4/4  0/6/9  �  
  Kuwait a   0/0  0/1  0/0/2  �  
  Kyrgyzstan  0/0  0/0  0/1/14  �  
  Lebanon  0/10  7/18  7/20/28  ●  
  Liberia  0/6  3/18  0/0/7  �  
  Macedonia  0/0  7/9  1/8/24  ●  
  Maldives  0/0  0/0  0/4/5  �  
  Mauritania  0/3  3/7  0/6/20  �  
  Montenegro  0/0  0/0  1/10/33  �  
  Niger  0/5  0/3  1/2/13  �  
  Nigeria  2/3  2/9  0/7/27  �  
  Senegal  3/11  2/3  0/8/15  �  
  Sierra Leone  0/13  2/3  0/3/9  �  
  Suriname  5/24  5/20  0/2/25  �  
  Tanzania  1/5  2/23  1/3/6  �  
  Uganda  0/0  5/9  0/5/8  �  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  1/6  4/6  3/6/8  �  
  Benin  0/9  3/23  0/3/30  �  
  Bulgaria  1/7  14/23  14/22/23  ●  
  Cyprus  4/5  6/8  1/14/26  �  
  Guinea-Bissau  0/8  4/5  1/2/16  �  
  India  10/38  4/5  12/16/21  �  
  Israel  11/23  17/28  10/13/15  �  
  Malawi  1/3  1/3  0/0/14  �  
  Malaysia  0/0  12/21  9/14/37  ●  
  Mali  0/8  1/13  0/2/21  �  
  Mauritius  2/10  2/12  2/3/10  �  
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  Mozambique  0/7  2/17  0/1/16  �  
  Turkey  7/8  14/19  11/19/23  ●  

    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  0/6  0/3  0/1/26  �  
  Brunei  0/0  0/3  2/2/4  �  
  Cameroon  1/12  2/9  0/2/8  �  
  CAR  0/11  3/14  0/2/13  �  
  Chad  0/10  2/16  0/1/8  �  
  Eritrea  0/0  1/6  0/6/6  �  
  Ethiopia  1/26  3/24  0/6/10  �  
  Gambia  0/4  2/6  0/1/7  �  
  Guinea  0/9  1/7  0/1/8  �  
  Iran  0/4  0/7  0/6/11  ●  
  Jordan  0/0  0/0  1/2/31  �  
  Kazakhstan  0/5  0/2  3/3/10  �  
  Libya a   0/0  0/1  0/0/1  �  
  Morocco  2/15  5/6  0/12/38  ●  
  Oman a   0/0  0/0  0/0/1  �  
  Pakistan  0/0  8/20  2/13/32  ●  
  Qatar a   0/0  0/0  0/0/1  �  
  Russia  10/31  9/13  1/30/34  ●  
  Saudi Arabia a   0/0  0/1  0/1/1  �  
  Singapore  1/5  0/0  5/7/12  �  
  Sudan  0/0  1/7  0/5/10  �  
  Syria a   0/6  6/13  0/8/41  �  
  Tajikistan  0/6  1/6  0/1/10  �  
  Togo  0/2  1/3  0/3/11  �  
  Tunisia  1/6  1/4  0/3/8  �  
  Turkmenistan  0/0  0/1  0/1/4  �  
  UAE a   0/0  0/0  0/0/1  �  
  Uzbekistan  0/5  0/5  0/1/8  �  
  Yemen  1/4  2/5  1/3/6  �  

    Crisis    

  Afghanistan  0/0  7/13  0/9/71  �  
  Burkina Faso  1/4  0/3  0/2/20  �  
  Iraq  0/0  0/0  1/14/27  ●  
  Ivory Coast  0/0  3/5  0/4/8  �  
  Somalia  0/0  2/3  0/1/8  �  
  West Bank & Gaza  0/0  2/3  0/0/0  �  
  Western Sahara  ..  ..  0/0/0  �  

  Source :  Howard and World Information Access Project  2008  . 

   Notes : The volume of content provided by political parties for citizens is indicated as small 
(�) if less than 0.1 gigabyte, moderate (�) if between 0.1 and 1.0 gigabytes, and large (●) if 
more than 1.0 gigabytes. Montenegro and Bosnia are credited with the same ratios for 
party infrastructure, but not for content. (a) Indicates a country where political parties 
are legally or in practice banned, but operate in exile or as informal “associations.”   
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parties started aggressively using the internet for their activism, few have 
built out their domestic infrastructure. In this country, and perhaps in 
Azerbaijan, the deliberate choice to host party websites overseas probably 
had more to do with fear of reprisals than fi nancial constraints. 

 It is surprising that so many political parties in authoritarian regimes are 
online. This is probably because in these regimes the internet is one of the 
only media through which political parties  can  present themselves. Major 
parties in emerging democracies also seem to value the internet as a means 
of political communication with domestic and foreign supporters and jour-
nalists. Among most authoritarian and transition regimes, political parties 
are eager to develop an online presence but are unable to do so domestically 
Whereas most major parties in emerging democracies have a website, only a 
fraction of these can provide their own hosting services; in authoritarian 
regimes and low diffusion countries the fraction is even smaller. As in author-
itarian regimes, many of the political parties in crisis states are organization-
ally based overseas, and their information infrastructure is actually in 
London, New York, and Toronto, where political leaders in exile have better 
resources for building a web presence. 

 Political party websites tend to engage the most politically active people—
and those with easy internet access. Given the rapidly growing population of 
internet users and the public sphere online, party websites serve more and 
more people with political content. During elections or political crisis, they 
draw in a wider population. In part, this means that websites contribute to 
the democratic practices within parties. Communications among party mem-
bers, archives of meeting minutes, membership records, and recordings 
speeches all supplement the information available to the party base. Such 
infrastructure is key when parties need to mobilize their membership or 
organize local meetings.  

    THE CONSTRUCTION OF MUSLIM POLITICAL OPINION   

 For the most part, public opinion in countries with large Muslim commu-
nities has been a construction of ruling elites and state agencies. By so con-
straining the media diets of citizens, the ability of journalists to investigate 
popular sentiment, and the ability of researchers to survey the public, the 
boundaries of what constituted the “public” were fundamentally constrained 
and knowledge of “opinion” deliberately kept vague. Today, political parties 
are using the internet to construct political opinion in a different way. By 
deeply integrating digital tools such as mobile phones and the internet into 
their systems of political communication, parties are able to reach and acti-
vate much larger numbers of people. In this way, the internet is actively used 
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to challenge the basic relations of power, because political parties use it to 
amass publics that were not previously reachable. 

 In countries where a handful of state agencies own the major media out-
lets, it is possible to defi ne the public through the selection of topics covered 
in the news, through the framing of stories, and through the gender and 
ethnic representation of people who appear as journalists and as subjects in 
news stories. It is rare, for example, to have immigrant Bengalis canvassed 
for opinion in the nightly newscasts in the Gulf countries. Increasingly, the 
internet has become an alternative information source, one which holds 
content related to those minority voices. But public opinion is not shaped by 
the internet in the sense that lots of citizens fi nd interesting new public 
policy options online, but in the sense that these major media outlets have 
added the internet to their tool kit for measuring—and manipulating—public 
opinion. Autocrats, by defi nition, work to constrain the size and diversity of 
their publics through media systems that distribute limited amounts of 
information, to carefully defi ned groups. And it is the political parties, legal 
or not, that make the best use of the internet for extending the defi nition of 
who the public is by expanding their membership and increasing the rate of 
active contact. 

 Recent constitutional changes in Kuwait provide a good example of how 
technological changes in a media system provide opportunities for new def-
initions of a public. While women gained the right to vote and run for parlia-
ment in 2005, it was 2009 by the time female candidates actually secured 
elected offi ce. When they did, it was in large part because political party 
organizations behind these candidates were able to use the internet, mobile 
phones, and fax machines to reach out to women who were effectively new 
citizens. Many were voting for the fi rst time, and for the most part public 
opinion prior to 2005 was formally constituted by men. Most political parties, 
because they actively compete for members and fi nancial resources, were 
aggressive about drawing in new people. This process of extending the 
number of people who constitute public opinion can diminish the effective 
power that comes from having a small, concentrated public defi ned in many 
authoritarian regimes as the ruling elite who are connected through familial 
ties, went to the same schools, and serve in a small number of government 
offi ces. 

 Public opinion in the Muslim world was for the longest time constituted 
by its political and economic elites. Public opinion fl owed top-down, as 
political leaders expressed the sentiments of their states to other parts of the 
Muslim world. Such leaders did not ignore public opinion, but instead mea-
sured it through traditional techniques of consultation that often involved 
kin and friends of ruling families. There are multiple ways that people in 
Muslim countries now receive their news and entertainment, often despite 
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the best efforts of government censors. The polling sciences are increasingly 
able to measure public opinion, but a fundamentally different unit of anal-
ysis and sampling frame can now be used, with public opinion aggregated 
from respondents regardless of their cultural importance. Public opinion 
polling in Muslim countries is a relatively new fi eld, and while ICTs alone do 
not render perfect measures of public attitudes, they provide better methods 
than the more traditional ways of having political leaders extrapolate public 
opinion by interviewing the male heads of important households. The 
political parties actively use mobile phones, especially SMS systems, to acti-
vate people as voters or protesters at key moments when the parties need 
“public opinion” to be more than the expression of interests by ruling elites 
in capital cities. 

 Perhaps one of the most interesting trends is the construction of “Arab 
public opinion” or “Muslim public opinion” by news agencies in the West. As 
Herbst and Howard have shown, the construction of public opinion is in part 
a process by which policy makers and politicians, in need of evidence about 
how different policy options will be received, imagine different ways of 
grouping the public ( Herbst  1998  ,  Howard  2006  ). These studies cover the 
construction of public opinion in the United States, but a similar process has 
occurred in many countries with large Muslim communities. Yet public 
opinion construction is not just something done by ruling elites or political 
parties nor is it just Muslim political leaders who have a vested interest in 
managing their publics. Western news agencies, polling offi ces, and politi-
cians also construe “Muslim public opinion” for their own uses. 

 On key issues, this means that public opinion now forms with observable 
gaps between what ruling elites want and what the politicized, wired citizens 
want. For example, whereas the Sunni Arab political establishment is con-
erned about Iran’s arc of infl uence through Iraq, Syria and into Jordan, 
online polling tools demonstrate that a more representative sample of citi-
zens do not fear Iran’s infl uence in the same way ( Kiernan  2007  ). Mobile 
phone penetration means that it is now possible to survey populations in 
ways that allow for more careful sampling, often by random digit dial survey 
instruments with interviewers calling in from overseas. Such sampling strat-
egies more accurately gauge differences between “public opinion” and that 
of governing elites, but can also gauge fundamental differences in cultural 
values within and between Muslim communities around the developing 
world ( Pew Global Attitudes Project  2006  ). 

 Beginning in the 1990s, Muslim public opinion was constructed by 
Western news agencies seeking to describe international opposition to the 
U.S. sanctions and military action in Iraq. Thus, it is not an opinion with a 
core ideology that brings it coherence, but it is a public opinion with a core 
set of shared grievances. Journalists in the West have easy access to these 
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grievances when they are expressed online, which may explain why Western 
news coverage of internet use in many Muslim communities tends to high-
light the voices of Islamic fundamentalism. Similarly, in the West, Muslim 
public opinion is often portrayed as transnational and unifi ed. More impor-
tant, this false unity of Muslim public opinion was presented to Western 
leaders in the lead up to the second Gulf War.

  The United States saw a clear Iraqi threat and assumed that its private commu-
nications with Arab allies would secure their public cooperation despite their 
public opposition. . . . The surprisingly strong and vocal opposition to the war 
plans from even the closest Arab allies of the United States demonstrates the 
power of this evolving public sphere and its transformative impact. ( Lynch 
 2003 , 91 )   

 Perhaps the best evidence of how public opinion is constructed in many 
Muslim communities can be found in the variability of survey results from 
“the Arab street.” In the statistical sense, public opinion in many countries 
with large Muslim communities is just now being constructed because the 
sample frame and frequency distribution for gender and ethnicity is still to 
be gauged. Who counts as a surveyable citizen in Saudi Arabia, and what 
are the best mechanisms for reaching that citizen? If random digit dialing 
mobile phone numbers within a country reaches a portion of the population 
that is not allowed to vote, is it worth querying their opinion? How should 
researchers evaluate instrument error or effects if state censors accom-
pany interviewers or if self-censorship prevents citizens from answering 
honestly? 

 The governments in many countries with large Muslim populations have 
a history of reporting public opinion survey results without the methodolog-
ical details needed to understand how sample methods, questionnaire 
design, and government sponsorship might have impacted the fi ndings. 
Moreover, in more authoritarian regimes, public opinion is congruent with 
the political attitudes of fairly small groups of people within Muslim soci-
eties: business leaders and educated elites, the clergy and military, and rad-
ical Islamists ( Pollack  2008  ). It used to be that these cultural elites were able 
to defi ne public opinion. Now there are mechanisms for at least allowing 
some contrasts and divergence of opinion. The internet and mobile phones, 
in some modest respects, have freed public opinion from being narrowly 
constituted as the opinion of a small elite ( Zayani  2008  ). 

 It remains to be seen, however, how long it will take for pollsters and 
political parties to develop appropriate means of measuring and represent-
ing this expanded public opinion. But by using the internet and mobile 
phones to expand the public arena and take it out of the easy control of the 
state, political parties have successfully constructed a public whose approval 
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they must vie for, even in regimes where electoral contests have yet to be 
meaningful. In almost all of the countries with signifi cant Muslim commu-
nities—some Central Asian countries might be the exception—political 
parties have successfully used the ICTs to change the criteria for member-
ship in the public sphere and expand the population that constitutes public 
opinion.  

    CONCLUSION: WIRED POLITICAL PARTIES   

 The internet does not transform political parties and instantly turn dictator-
ships into democracies. Writing at the height of the dot-com boom in 2000, 
pundits proclaimed that internet-based technologies would revolutionize 
politics in the Muslim world, and scholars offered forceful corrective ( Peled 
 2000  ). But in the years since, we have observed that the internet does have 
an impact on political parties, even in regimes that are effectively one-party 
governments and where elections are usually rigged. Along with other ICTs, 
the internet does level the playing fi eld among political actors by facilitating 
ideological and programmatic competition, building the party’s capacity to 
organize resources around policy objectives and contributing perspective 
and critique to the political discourses dominated by governments and elite-
controlled media. Across all regime types, ICTs provide the contemporary 
infrastructure by which political parties organize, communicate with sup-
porters, and challenge state propaganda. Such activities were always pos-
sible with newspapers and broadcast television and radio, but now they have 
international reach over an infrastructure that governments have a harder 
time controlling. 

 Whereas large political parties can own and manage television and radio 
stations or newspapers, they cannot control the internet or mobile phone 
networks the same way. Dictatorships have long been able to manage the 
supply of newsprint and to regulate radio and television through licensing 
and power cuts. Strategic power cuts are still a means of media control in 
times of crisis, but it is harder to completely shut down the decentralized 
mobile and internet networks than it is to disable a television or radio 
 broadcast station. 

 ICTs are powerful tools for political parties. In regimes that are 
democratic, ICTs have a role in making parties more competitive. Email, 
computers, and mobile phones are used to reach out to supporters, raise 
funds, contact journalists, negotiate political strategies, and muster voters 
at election time. In regimes that are more authoritarian, ICTs still have a 
role in organizing like-minded dissidents, though without the pressure to 
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compete with other parties for votes. In these regimes, ICTs have the addi-
tional role of keeping dissidents in touch with the international communi-
ty—foreign journalists, sympathetic members of diaspora communities, and 
international civil society groups. Such linkages are much easier to main-
tain using networked, digital, communication technologies, and such link-
ages are especially important in times of political or military crisis and 
during democratic transitions. 

 The data analysis in this chapter revealed several interesting things. First, 
political parties in the Muslim world have been fast to adopt and adapt to 
digital media, though the reasons for doing so vary by regime type. On average, 
political parties in Muslim countries were slow to move online compared to 
other developing countries, but in recent years they quickly caught up. Even 
states in crisis or run by dictators, with proportionally fewer internet users 
and paltry internet infrastructure, have aspiring political parties developing 
 websites. Parties value the internet as a means of reaching their own citizens, 
though in emerging democracies, autocracies, and crisis states they realize 
that much of their audience may be outside the country. This is evidence that, 
even in the Muslim countries that are struggling to become information soci-
eties, the leaders of political parties consider being online a priority—part of an 
effective, modern political communications strategy. 

 More than other media, new ICTs support both party logistics and party 
propaganda. Moreover, the vast majority of parties online are providing a 
relatively mainstream volume of political content for internet users. A tiny 
fraction is Islamic fundamentalists, while traditional socialist, liberal, and 
conservative parties are found everywhere. In fact, the online political inter-
net in the Islamic world is strongly secular. Of the 406 political parties found 
online in these Muslim countries, 80 percent, including those self- identifying 
as Islamic but secular, believe in a political discourse not governed by Sharia 
law.   1    Islamic fundamentalists use more obscure parts of the internet to post 
their vitriol. Muslim politics online is dominated by relatively mainstream 
content from traditional ideological camps, produced by political parties 
with ever improving information infrastructure. 

 Several factors explain the burgeoning political content online among 
Muslim countries. It is much too diffi cult for governments to completely cut 
off party websites, and many minor parties can afford to have websites. For 
minor parties, access to broadcast media may be prohibitively expensive or 
simply prohibited. But party websites can be found through search engines 
and news portals, and the costs of gaining a branded address has diminished 
signifi cantly, as have the costs of hosting services. The mass media that party 
elites can control in-country are rarely used by diaspora communities and 
journalists. Today, the online public sphere of a Muslim country includes 
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these external actors, and many political parties seem to court this audience, 
inviting external eyes into domestic politics by producing multilingual and 
English content on their websites. 

 In recent years, savvy use of the internet, mobile phones, and other ICTs 
has become a high strategic priority for political parties. In crisis states, autoc-
racies, and emerging democracies, websites are the primary organizational 
means for reaching the international public; domestic users may have a lower 
priority than foreign journalists, citizens, and governments. Increasingly, 
political parties in Muslim countries are developing content that is multilin-
gual, not necessarily available in English, and sited on servers that are either 
in-country or in neighboring Muslim countries. In democracies, websites are 
an increasingly important organizational means for interfacing with the 
domestic public. Being without a website is taken as a sign of not being a 
modern party with high-tech development priorities. 

 Contemporary democratization, by defi nition, means developing a 
public sphere online. Most of the time, people use ICTs for forms of social 
interaction that are not very political, though  Chapter  6   argues that cen-
sorship regimes can politicize even the most banal uses of information 
and communication technologies. During elections, or in times of military 
and political crisis, these technologies help citizens make effective 
electoral decisions, quickly pass information to family and friends, and 
monitor events. For the emerging democracies, ICTs help voters evaluate 
candidates for offi ce and cast more informed ballots. Technologies such as 
mobile phones and the internet also provide more diverse sources of 
political information, expanding the range of available content to include 
domestic and foreign news, government and party propaganda, and raw 
unmediated documentation for those who want the full text or audio of 
speeches, party manifestos, and policy papers. 

    In Sum   

 The informational capacity of political parties has greatly increased in recent 
years. The ability to organize party activities, present a public face online, 
and tactically use ICT at sensitive moments in electoral campaigning is 
increasingly important for competitive parties. In some cases, this means 
that countries that are essentially single-party governments with more 
capacity for ideological control. Dominant parties used to be able to both 
own the infrastructure and control the production of political culture. Such 
parties have a much more diffi cult time owning ICT infrastructure and 
controlling the production of political culture online. The result has been a 
proliferation of minor and moderate parties. 
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 Democratization now proceeds hand in hand with technology diffusion. 
Representative democracies are strengthened by political parties that can 
use digital technologies for content and organizational affordances. In doing 
so, they advance their own interests, and the outcome is new forms of 
political engagement, greater diversity in ideological voices, and improved 
organizational capacity for political actors independent of the state. Overall, 
technology diffusion often results in improved competition among political 
parties and enriched democratic practices.           
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           Chapter 4  

 New Media and Journalism Online   

   In Muslim countries where the state has traditionally dominated media, 
journalists have started using the internet to bring international stories to 
national audiences, to give national stories a global reach, and to publish 
content that could not appear locally. By improving the capacity of journal-
ists to research and publish, the internet has become a crucial democratic 
information infrastructure. 

 Independent journalists play a critical role in every healthy democracy. In 
many different kinds of Muslim countries, new media technologies are trans-
forming the way news is both produced and consumed. Journalists use the 
internet to do research and to publish their content outside the reach of 
government censors. Professional associations of journalists, such as the al 
Urdun al Jadid Research Center in Jordan, run online training sessions to 
teach journalists about how to use the country’s new access to information 
law. Citizens use the internet to learn about public affairs outside their 
country, and some even become amateur journalists by providing photos, 
videos, and text describing political and security crises as they live through 
them. In many Muslim countries, the internet is used for news during times 
of particular social crisis, when citizens need to verify national news stories 
with international reports, or when domestic journalists are so constrained 
that independent journalism—and certainly oppositional editorializing—is 
only conducted online by writers living in other countries.  

     THE CHANGING WORK AND FORMS OF JOURNALISM    

 Unfortunately, journalists in many Muslim countries rarely have much 
independence and often face persecution or perverse incentives for doing 
their work. Journalists should be accountable and responsive to their readers, 
while also generating content that challenges citizens—and political leaders—
to think in new ways about the responsibilities of governance. Given these 
essential roles, many journalists in the Muslim world adapted to the internet 
quickly, using it as a research resource that allowed for fact checking, sharing 
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stories with colleagues in other countries, and publicizing stories that would 
not make it into the domestic broadcast or print news cycle. Journalists have 
also been known to use the internet to crib content, recycling stories from 
international sources for local consumption ( Hamdy  2009  ). And as in news 
organizations around the world, some journalists echo the analytical frame 
of their sources by uncritically using keywords and photos in stories. For 
example, Indonesian journalists turned directly to Laskar Jihad’s website for 
news and information about the Maluku confl ict in that country. These print 
media used the website’s images and discourse in their own news coverage, 
thus lending credence to the fundamentalist group’s framing of the confl ict 
( Lim  2005  , 23). 

 As in many countries, news organizations are adapting to the new political 
economy of digital news. Large news organizations in the Muslim world fi nd 
that they must provide some free content and are struggling to fi nd stable 
revenue sources. Yet contemporary newsrooms can also be small, agile, and 
distributed organizations. Even traditional television newsrooms, many of 
which developed professional practices suited for maintaining the ideolog-
ical control of ruling elites, have evolved new practices because of the capac-
ities and constraints of the internet. Whereas news organizations in the Arab 
world were once described as “stagnant, centralized, monolithic, and apa-
thetic to audience views,” the launch of multimedia commercial news orga-
nizations has helped raise standards of professional and pluralistic approaches 
to news production ( Ayish  2002  ). In part, these changes have come because 
the internet has supported widespread conversation among journalists about 
professional ethics. As in the West, ethics codes in southern Europe, North 
Africa, the Middle East, and Muslim Asia, embodied by professional codes of 
conduct and taught in journalism schools, hold that truth and objectivity 
should be central values of journalism. One difference may be that Islamic 
journalism is normatively geared toward protecting the private sphere over 
the public sphere ( Hafez  2002  ). Much online debate has broken out over the 
degree to which and the ways in which journalists must respect or tolerate 
political, national, religious, or cultural boundaries to their work. Moreover, 
for the journalists who do not accept professional socialization about what 
these boundaries should be, the internet is a means of internationally dis-
tributing content that could not be shared domestically. 

 Digital technologies are being used not only to change the work of jour-
nalists, but the meaning and form of journalism. Contemporary journalism 
takes advantages of digital platforms, delivering news as a continually 
updated service. Moreover, the structure and content of news changes with 
readership. Popular stories get referred to more readers and achieve more 
prominence in search engine results; stories are based on remixing of data 
from multiple sources, including individual readers. Stories themselves are 
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subject to network effects, whereby the information infrastructure shapes 
patterns of dissemination along friendship and family ties. Sometimes this is 
called “Journalism 2.0,” “participatory journalism,” or “citizen journalism,” 
terms which refer to the fundamentally interactive presentation of content 
and a dynamic relationship between the producers and consumers of news. 
Internet users generate content and comment on what they fi nd online: 
increasingly, Muslim internet users expect this of their online news sources 
( Abdul-Mageed  2008  ). Email, instant messaging, and really simple syndica-
tion (RSS) feeds and social networking sites such as YouTube, Flickr, and 
Myspace are not just means of distributing stories, but are themselves tools 
upon which journalists increasingly depend. Blogs have also become sources 
of news, largely because they are free.  

    CHANGING NEWS DIETS: CRISIS, FALSE, AND DIASPORIC NEWS   

 Television is the most dominant source of news, and holding socioeconomic 
status and demographic factors constant, attention to television news cov-
erage is a signifi cant driver of (anti-U.S.) public opinion, particularly in the 
Middle East ( Nisbet  2004  ). As in most countries, the internet is primarily 
used for entertainment purposes. Still, the internet is an increasingly impor-
tant part of the news diet of many Muslims, especially for wealthy elites, 
government policy makers, civic leaders, and students. 

 Al Jazeera is probably the most widely read single online news source in 
the Muslim world. Content is frequently updated and is thematically consis-
tent across English and Arabic versions ( Abdul-Mageed  2008  ). Yet, compared 
to Western media, there are defi nite differences in the frames used. Websites 
for the  New York Times  and the  Guardian  consistently framed the Iraq war as 
a project in rebuilding the country. In contrast, Al Jazeera and  Al Ahram —the 
newspaper of record for the Egyptian government—framed the Iraq war in 
terms of confl ict and strife using negative tones and terms ( Dimitrova and 
Connolly-Ahern  2007  ). Online news sources still exhibit cultural biases: news 
sources from the United States and “Coalition of the Willing” produced 
positive content, human interest stories, and media self-coverage; news 
sources in Egypt, Malaysia, Pakistan, Turkey, and the UAE framed the war in 
terms of responsibility ( Dimitrova et al.  2005  ). For many Muslims, online 
news sites are not just an alternative to state-run or state-censored sources, 
but are an alternative to Western news sources. Regular Muslim readers fi nd 
Al Jazeera online more respectful of religion, culture, and tradition than the 
CNN and BBC websites ( Barkho  2006  ). 

 As such, the internet is a particularly important part of the news diet in 
three ways: during times of political or military crisis; as a tool for confi rming 
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or disabusing false news reports from government agencies; as a way of 
 getting news from the diaspora to a home country, or from a home country 
to the diaspora. It is true that large majorities of the population do not have 
internet access. However, in times of political crisis, social elites often do 
have access to information technologies that can channel news and perspec-
tives from multiple domestic and international sources, and for better or 
worse it is these social elites who often constitute civil society and are key 
actors in domestic political affairs. In many Muslim countries, especially the 
more authoritarian ones, the internet has become the primary source of 
news in times of political crisis. During times of political and military crisis, 
news supplies can be especially constrained, whether by infrastructure 
failure or tightened government oversight. 

 In many countries, online news consumption peaks during times of 
political or military crisis, environmental catastrophe, or complex humani-
tarian disaster, and countries with large Muslim communities are no 
exception. Sometimes these crises are very real—affecting the lives and live-
lihood of citizens. Even when only a small proportion of the public was 
online in Pakistan, internet use spiked during the nuclear tests in the spring 
of 1998 and the political coup in October 1999 ( Wolcott and Goodman  2000  ). 
This phenomenon is not unique to the Muslim world—internet use in the 
United States, Spain, and the United Kingdom also peaked during terrorist 
attacks on their national soil. But going online during crises is a much more 
politically risky tactic in regimes where news production is regulated by rul-
ing elites. Many countries have a censorial political culture (see  Chapter  6  ), 
which can mean that journalists face explicit extra-organizational censor-
ship, put up with internal organizational surveillance or fi nd themselves cen-
soring their own work. In times of crisis, journalists are often drafted into 
service of national propaganda while undermining such propaganda by pub-
lishing with transnational media outlets ( Amin  2002  ). The events of 
September 11, 2001, were reported very quickly, and not just within the 
online news sphere of Islamic countries—prominent news sites in China had 
photos and commentary online 10 minutes after the fi rst plane hit the World 
Trade Center tower ( Xu  2007  ). 

 Thus, while large majorities of the population do not have internet access 
themselves, in times of political crisis, new information technologies such as 
the internet remain an informational lifeline. Whereas part and parcel of 
political crisis often meant disruption in the fl ow of information over mass 
media such as radio, television or newspapers, or the corrupted use of mass 
media for propaganda purposes, new ICTs are more likely to keep information 
channels open in times of crisis. Moreover, since it is usually the social elites 
who have internet access, it is actually the media diet of social elites that is 
diversifying the most quickly. Sometimes these crises are falsely constructed 
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by national news agencies, and the consumption of internet news peaks 
because citizens are checking other international news sources to verify 
what they have heard or read locally. For example, the use of the internet for 
news in Azerbaijan peaks when the national newspaper publishes stories 
that the United States is bombing Tehran.  

    CHANGING NEWS PRODUCTION: BLOGGERS, LITTLE BROTHERS, 
AND CITIZEN JOURNALISTS   

 Muslim bloggers and citizen journalists are an increasingly important part 
of the system of political communication in many countries. As blogger 
Alaa Abd El Fattah observes, “with the pervasiveness of mobile phone 
cameras, it is rare to hear of a human rights violation, a political event or 
a major incident that isn’t accompanied with a mobile phone video pub-
lished on YouTube” ( Fattah  2008  ). Not only do bloggers write their own 
essays on news and current events, but they generate story ideas and even 
break news that eventually gets picked up by professional journalists. 
Moreover, blogger activities are the subject of international news stories. 
Unfortunately, one sign of the growing importance of bloggers in political 
communication is the increasing frequency of their arrests. These non-
professional pundits, often called “citizen journalists,” had been jailed for 
posting content online deemed offensive by cultural elites. Thirty seven 
of these had occurred in Muslim countries, and most of these within 
Egypt.  Table  4.1   identifi es the major arrests as reported in major English-
language news media, with details on the type of activity and the type of 
punishment.  

 Bloggers often expose corruption or human rights violations. Sina 
Motalebi, one of the fi rst bloggers arrested in a Muslim country explicitly for 
blogging, embarrassed Iranian offi cials in 2003. But other kinds of opinions 
about or evaluations of political fi gures, even if there is no accusation of 
corruption, can also earn time in jail. Since 2005, seven bloggers have been 
arrested for violating cultural norms, and another eleven have been arrested 
for debating public policy options such as constitutional amendments or 
foreign policy online. While blogs are often used for posting personal opinion, 
they are also used to coordinate and report on social protest, and doing these 
things can attract the attention of national security offi cials. Even blogging 
about the arrest of other bloggers has been known to result in jail time. 
Authoritarian regimes, such as Iran and Egypt, are particularly vigilant about 
surveilling bloggers during times of elections—or pseudo-elections. That the 
reasons for arrests are diffi cult to document is itself evidence of how the 
state is beginning to monitor this domain—casually and clumsily. 
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 Even countries that have experienced some moves in the direction of 
democratic openness will assign security services to harassing bloggers. In 
part, this is because bloggers have been known to break news stories, provide 
fresh photos, and maintain diverse ideological positions or the voices of women 
and minorities who are not represented by established political interests. In 
Kuwait, much of the momentum behind the women’s suffrage movement was 
maintained online ( Al-Roomi  2007  ). Bloggers report on organized protest in 
Egypt, mob violence against women, and the heavy hand of response from 
state security. As the table suggests, bloggers can be just as eligible as journal-
ists and political opposition leaders for fi nes and imprisonment. 

 In important ways, digital technologies allow citizens to surveille the 
activities of state. During Kenya’s tense elections in December 2007, amateur 
journalists who were passionate about life in their rural communities but 
unable to access traditional media used mobile phone cameras to upload 
video interviews from the countryside. During Israel’s attack on Gaza in 
December 2008, Al Jazeera developed an application for collecting incident 
reports from the ground, using SMS and Twitter (Al Jazeera 2009; Ramey 
2007). As Anderson and Eikelman conclude, online Arab newspapers “col-
lectively constitute a new community of communication that is transna-
tional, open to more participants, and interactive in a way that traditional 
broadcasting has not been” (1999). 

 For example, analysis of articles published during the second Iraq war on 
 Al Arabiya ’s site and reader responses to those articles reveal that that Arabs 
not only challenged the views of the  Al Arabiya  site about the war, but they 
also offered their own versions of events (Al-Saggaf 2006). Moreover, in their 
responses, readers also posted news about the events covered that they 
obtained from other satellite television stations, such as Al Jazeera, or from 
websites in which news was reported by people who witnessed or were 
involved in the events themselves (Al-Saggaf 2006). Turkey, Iran, and Egypt 
have vibrant blogospheres.   1    

 Both news websites produced by professional journalists and blogs pro-
duced by citizens have an increasingly important role in domestic political 
life. In Kyrgystan, the “samizdat” or unoffi cial blogs provided a signifi cant 
amount of political news and information not available through mainstream 
media. These online sources were essential in articulating opposition to 
authoritarian rule and provided a crucial infrastructure for coordinating the 
Tulip Revolution ( Kulikova and Permuter  2007  ). In these ways, blogs have 
had a role in democratic transitions, by supplying the information needed by 
elites in deciding whether to back an autocrat or defect in favor of a plural-
istic or democratic pact. Internet access is often limited to wealthy social 
elites, but these elites have a key role in either accepting or rejecting author-
itarian rule. 
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 Access to the perspectives and information produced by international 
news media and cultural diasporas is increasingly important. Diasporic com-
munities increasingly produce their own news, news that is both for their 
community and in part addressed to the homeland. And increasingly, the 
new ICTs have allowed news sources within these countries to address more 
than a local or regional audience, but to project their news (and perspec-
tives) internationally. This overseas reach has had the effect of helping to 
maintain fl ows of information within and between diasporic groups, but also 
has had the effect of putting slightly more and slightly different news cov-
erage into the news diet of non-Muslims.  

    THE CHALLENGES OF JOURNALISM ACROSS THE MUSLIM WORLD   

 Researchers comparing journalistic practices around the Muslim world fi nd 
multiple challenges facing professional journalists. First and perhaps most 
obvious, some countries do not have the tradition of free speech that enables 
citizens and journalists to use information technologies for news and political 
research. The allocation of broadcast licenses should be open, fair, and apo-
litical, but such processes rarely are (see  Table  2.2   on openness of spectrum 
allocation). Ideally, a country’s libel laws should be clear but not onerous, 
government offi ces should be good at keeping records, and journalists should 
have unrestricted access to these records. 

 Second, some countries do not have a professionalized cohort of journal-
ists, editors, and news managers. In some countries, journalists are barely 
able to use information technologies for their investigative reporting: some-
times their informational literacy is low and they lack search skills; some-
times they simply do not have access to the physical resources of computers 
and steady connections that are needed for research online. There is evi-
dence that such skills come with practice, and there are a host of journalist 
training programs that attend to information skills. Computer training 
courses serve to professionalize cohorts of aspiring journalists, a process 
that includes exposure to the norms of practice in other countries and an 
introduction to the forums for debating journalistic practice itself. A 
professional community of journalists develops the norms, rules, and pat-
terns of behavior that encourage ethical practices. Moreover, it allows for 
some diversity and specialization in the topics reported on, and even allows 
members to organize for decent levels of pay (which diminishes the temp-
tations of corruption). 

 Some countries do not have news managers with the experience necessary 
for motivating and editing journalists, negotiating for independence from 
political elites in times of crisis, and managing the business well enough to 
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provide newsrooms with ICT resources. Whether print, newspaper, radio, 
television, or online, such newsrooms require experienced management to 
work well, and countries with only a few independent newsrooms have few 
opportunities for professionalization. Such management skills include savvy 
with the multimedia aspects of the news business, but also the ability to pro-
duce research on a news market, to tailor the news to audience needs, and to 
produce reliable broadcast or circulation data. Often, being a well-managed 
business, with revenues that are not dependent on government subsidy, 
allows for editorial independence. 

 Third, some countries do not have multiple, competing news organiza-
tions that work to represent the diversity of interests within a country and 
critique the public policy options offered by political leaders. Having access 
to radio and television broadcasts, print newspapers, and the internet makes 
for a more diverse news diet. In the most autocratic of Muslim countries, it 
is actually domestic news that is in limited supply: in Iran, Persian-language 
content is censored more than English-language content; in Central Asia, 
people report having easier access to news in English or Russian than content 
in regional languages on regional affairs. In general, having a plurality of 
news sources is especially important for access to international news and 
debate over Koranic interpretation. Among non-Arabic speaking countries, 
such a plurality is important for news content relevant to minority language 
groups. 

 Fourth, online journalism is subject to many of the constraints and pres-
sures that can beleaguer the production of news in print or for broadcast. 
Sensational stories are given the most type, broadcast time, or screen space. 
Research on Al Jazeera’s site has consistently revealed that military and 
political violence, politics, and foreign relations are priorities for its editors, 
and these stories in turn receive the most comment from online readership. 
Branded news organizations like to maintain control of their website content. 
So while blogs and specialized news portals may allow for more web 2.0 
content, sites such as Al Jazeera’s only allow readers to contribute textual 
responses ( Abdul-Mageed  2008  ). 

 Finally, many of these countries do not have supporting institutions for 
a modern, wired newsroom. Such institutional reinforcements include 
legal protections for reporters, trade associations to represent the inter-
ests of private media owners, and professional associations to represent 
the interests of journalists, or civic groups that produce public policy 
options to compete with those of political elites or the states. It also helps 
to have institutions of higher learning to train journalists and open market 
access to the machinery of news production (newspaper suppliers, 
printers, power suppliers, and radio and television transmitters). Clear tax 
and ownership reporting rules make it easier to track the activities of 
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media owners, so that consumers can judge the objectivity of news and 
assess media concentration. 

 However, new ICTs are having a signifi cant impact on the institutional 
arrangements that can constrain or support effective journalism in Muslim 
countries. Research by the BBC into journalistic practices in nine Muslim 
countries in Africa demonstrated that even though the vast majority of the 
population did not have a news diet that included the internet, the internet 
was a key research tool for modern journalists. Policy and regulatory 
research was becoming easier. Members of national media unions used the 
internet to communicate and organize when physical meetings were logis-
tically or politically impossible. The internet allowed journalists to stay 
abreast of global media developments and to issue alerts about media free-
dom violations. In times of crisis, news teams that were forced to operate 
with no permanent offi ces used the internet to write and submit to dead-
line ( African Media Development Initiative  2006  ). Radio broadcasters that 
lose power or have their analog transmission equipment destroyed have 
been known to continue broadcasting online in the interim. Thus, for even 
radio stations, television broadcasters, and print newspapers, journalists 
and editorial staff increasingly depend on the digital information infra-
structure of mobile phones and internet connectivity. Put another way, it is 
this digital infrastructure that signifi cantly improves the organizational 
capacity and effi ciency of offl ine news outlets. Indeed, one of the impor-
tant lessons learned from this cross-national study is that improving the 
informational sophistication and digital literacy of journalists resulted in 
better content through enhanced research skills, the involvement of female, 
rural, and marginal voices in the authorship and production of local news, 
and the improved organizational effi ciency of newsrooms ( African Media 
Development Initiative  2006  ). Global news agencies, such as AP, AFP, 
Reuters, and IPS still provide many of the photographs used by non-Eng-
lish news organizations such as the Arabic-language newspaper  Al-Hayat,  
but regional journalists defi nitely employ their own frames within the body 
of news articles ( Fahmy  2005  ).  

    DIVERSITY IN MEDIA OWNERSHIP: BIG, SMALL, AND NEW MEDIA   

 Ultimately, media ownership imparts control, and for most Muslim coun-
tries in recent decades, the mass media has been owned by the state. Even 
today, across the 15 largest Muslim media systems, ownership patterns vary 
in interesting ways. In many Western countries, there is less and less diver-
sity in the ownership of media assets because these assets are being concen-
trated among fewer and fewer corporate actors. In some Muslim countries, 
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     Table 4.2:  Media Concentration in 15 Largest Muslim Media Markets, 2010   
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  Afghanistan  ●  �  �  ●  �  
  Algeria  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Bangladesh  �  ●  �  �  
  Egypt  ●  �  �  �  
  Indonesia  �  ●  �  �  �  �  
  India  ●  �  ●  �  �  �  
  Iran  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Iraq  �  �  ●  �  �  �  
  Morocco  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Nigeria  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Pakistan  ●  �  �  �  �  
  Saudi Arabia  �  �  �  �  �  
  Sudan  ●  �  �  �  �  �  
  Turkey  ●  ●  ●  ●  �  
  Uzbekistan  �  �  �  �  �  

   Sources :  Howard and WIA Project  2008  .  

   Notes : Concentration indicated as media assets held by a small (�), medium 
(�), or large (●) number of actors. State dominance in media markets through 
direct ownership or indirect organizational control indicated as low (�), 
moderate (�), or high (�).   

media assets are also concentrated, but among state actors such as ministries 
of communications, government secretariats, or publicly traded companies 
in which state agencies still hold controlling shares. In other Muslim coun-
tries, there is modest competition among the state and private owners of 
television stations, radio stations, mobile phone service providers, newspa-
pers, and internet service providers.  

  Table  4.2   compares the degree of media concentration in the 15 largest 
media markets in the Muslim world. In the past, media concentration has 
referred to the lack of ownership diversity among media assets such as news-
papers, radio stations, and television broadcasters. However, contemporary 
media concentration must also be evaluated in terms of digital infrastruc-
ture such as internet and mobile phone service providers. Over the last 
decade, these critical information infrastructures have proven to be a key 
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means of both organizing political insurgencies and maintaining ideological 
control. In this chart, state dominance of the media is assessed using data on 
the ownership of the top fi ve daily newspapers and top fi ve television stations. 
These 10 media organizations were evaluated for both the percentage con-
trol by state actors and the degree of market share that state agencies 
command with their media outlets ( Djankov et al.  2003  ). This original data 
was collected in 1999, and the 15 largest media markets were reassessed in 
2008 ( World Information Access Project  2008  ). 

 Comparatively, Indonesia, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Turkey have a large 
number of competing internet service providers. Overall, Nigeria and 
Turkey have the most media diversity, while media assets in Algeria, Iran, 
Morocco, and Saudi Arabia remain concentrated. Yet among these latter 
countries, Morocco’s media industry is comparatively less dominated by 
state agencies. In advanced democracies of the OECD, media assets are 
often concentrated by a few private fi rms, while in these 15 large media 
markets the problem of concentration concerns the state: in Uzebekistan, 
Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, Iran, and Algeria, state agencies dominate the pro-
duction of news. This contrast is important because media systems that 
seem to have a large number of newspapers, television stations, and inter-
net service providers may still be dominated by state ownership, an infl uence 
that can signifi cantly shape public opinion. Thus, while Nigeria has large 
numbers of different organizations producing media content and running 
information infrastructure and Iran has few of these organizations, state 
dominance of the media system is comparable. Similarly, Pakistan and Iraq 
have fewer distinct media and infrastructure operators, but the state does 
not play such a strong supervisory role. Of the fi fteen largest media mar-
kets, only Turkey has a system of political communication that might be 
considered best equipped to support independent, competitive news jour-
nalism—it has a diverse number of media and infrastructure organizations, 
few of which are managed by state agencies. 

 Media in many developing countries are owned and operated by the state, 
but in the Muslim world the state newspaper and radio and television broad-
casters are additionally tasked with safeguarding Islamic culture and legiti-
mizing elite control. In the constitutional monarchies and strong autocracies, 
media are given the straightforward responsibility for maintaining the ideolog-
ical basis for elite rule, but even in the most secular of democracies, journalists 
and editors have run afoul of content guidelines designed to “maintain sta-
bility.” In times of crisis, enforcement of such guidelines can depend on the 
degree of outrage and insult felt by a country’s most devout Muslim commu-
nities. Through these mass communications media, write Eickelman and 
Anderson, “establishments articulate their visions for education, worship, social 
services, politic and entertainment. Emanating from a center, they provide an 
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authorized, top-down pattern of communication so that competing voices are 
more likely to emerge through the alternative small media” (1999, 9). Mobile 
phones and the internet, on the other hand, do not support such centralized 
sourcing of political communication. Indeed, the opposite may be now be true: 
ICTs support a system of political communication in which multiple visions of 
social order are forced to compete in ways that do not always support the repli-
cation of cultural norms. Whereas mass media such as radio and television are 
the traditional provenance of the state, the internet and mobile phone support 
more individuated processes of identity formation. 

 One way to weight the importance of online news is in comparison with 
print media, and to distinguish between the online news sources that are set 
up in-country and those that are hosted overseas.  Table  4.3   brings some 
 comparative perspective to the qualities of online news production in coun-
tries with large Muslim populations and illustrates the different degrees to 
which state dominance of a national media system has driven journalism 
online. As in previous tables, countries are organized in three groups: those 
which experienced a democratic transition over the last decade; those which 
experienced democratic entrenchment over the last decade; and those which 
collapsed, are in interregnum due to war, experienced little institutional 
change, or have remained authoritarian over time. Many of these countries 
have vibrant print media industries, with many daily, weekly, and monthly 
newspapers and magazines. The best comparable data, however, is counts of 
daily newspapers. While imperfect, this serves as a proxy for the overall size 
of the print media industry across countries and is taken from UNESCO and 
additional sources ( UNESCO  2007  ;  African Media Development Initiative 
 2006  ). Online news sites are defi ned as content at a specifi c domain clearly 
produced or sponsored by a professional news organization in 2008. These 
sites can include major national print newspapers with websites, and the 
websites of news organizations that only produce content online.   2    

  The online news websites are sometimes the portals of the large daily 
newspapers, but sometimes they are independent news sources without 
offl ine publications or broadcast systems. In countries as diverse as Somalia, 
Sierra Leone, and Tajikistan, the online production is more robust than print 
media. A high ratio of online news sites to daily newspapers does not strictly 
mean that the online news industry has greater market share than print 
media. Indeed, many of the countries in this study have very vibrant weekly 
news magazines, and some news websites are only irregularly updated. 
However, in countries where there are many more online news sites than 
daily newpapers, it is safe to say that the internet plays a relatively important 
role in providing the most diverse, fresh news content. 

 The online news supplies may be more important for countries that are 
suffering under authoritarianism or experiencing a democratic transition 
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    Transition    

  Albania  ..  9/18  1/9  �  
  Algeria  �  29/16  0/29  �  
  Bahrain  �  12/6  1/12  �  
  Bosnia  ..  20/..  ..  �  
  Comoros  ..  3/2  0/3  �  
  Djibouti  ..  4/..  ..  �  
  Egypt  �  37/0  4/37  �  
  Georgia  �  13/15  ..  �  
  Ghana  �  10/11  0/10  �  
  Indonesia  �  29/790  17/29  �  
  Kenya  ..  31/..  ..  �  
  Kuwait  �  16/8  1/16  �  
  Kyrgyzstan  �  5/2  ..  �  
  Lebanon  ..  56/14  6/56  �  
  Liberia  ..  9/3  0/9  �  
  Macedonia  ..  13/  0/13  �  
  Maldives  ..  12/3  0/12  �  
  Mauritania  ..  3/3  0/3  �  
  Montenegro  ..  20/..  ..  �  
  Niger  �  2/1  ..  �  
  Nigeria  �  31/45  0/31  �  
  Senegal  �  7/10  0/7  �  
  Sierra Leone  ..  9/0  0/9  �  
  Suriname  ..  4/3  0/4  �  
  Tanzania  �  9/12  2/9  �  
  Uganda  �  7/6  0/7  �  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  �  57/20  0/57  �  
  Benin  �  3/27  0/3  �  
  Bulgaria  �  33/59  29/33  �  
  Cyprus  �  21/8  2/21  �  
  Guinea-Bissau  ..  0/0  0/0  �  
  India  �  208/1681  37/208  �  
  Israel  �  50/..  33/50  �  
  Malawi  �  2/2  1/2  �  
  Malaysia  �  24/33  22/24  �  
  Mali  �  1/9  1/1  �  
  Mauritius  ..  8/8  0/8  �  
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  Mozambique  ..  3/14  0/3  �  
  Turkey  �  74/565  52/74  �  

    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  �  17/23  1/17  �  
  Brunei  ..  2/2  0/2  �  
  Cameroon  �  11/10  0/11  �  
  CAR  ..  1/0  0/1  �  
  Chad  �  4/0  0/4  �  
  Eritrea  ..  2/0  0/2  �  
  Ethiopia  �  3/3  0/3  �  
  Gambia  ..  1/2  ..  �  
  Guinea  ..  2/2  0/2  �  
  Iran  �  36/130  7/36  �  
  Jordan  �  10/5  1/10  �  
  Kazakhstan  �  21/0  14/21  �  
  Libya  ..  10/4  0/10  �  
  Morocco  �  32/23  4/32  �  
  Oman  ..  9/5  0/9  �  
  Pakistan  �  143/197  7/143  �  
  Qatar  ..  8/5  0/8  �  
  Russia  �  170/229  136/170  �  
  Saudi Arabia  �  26/11  8/26  �  
  Singapore  �  18/11  13/18  �  
  Sudan  �  12/20  1/12  �  
  Syria  �  14/4  4/14  �  
  Tajikistan  ..  2/0  0/2  �  
  Togo  �  4/1  0/4  �  
  Tunisia  �  6/8  2/6  �  
  Turkmenistan  �  3/2  0/3  �  
  UAE  ..  14/9  4/14  �  
  Uzbekistan  �  5/4  3/5  �  
  Yemen  ..  19/5  0/19  �  

  Crisis  

  Afghanistan  �  8/19  0/8  �  
  Burkina Faso  ..  1/5  ..  �  
  Iraq  �  40/0  0/40  �  
  Ivory Coast  �  0/20  0/0  �  
  Somalia  ..  12/6  0/12  �  
  West Bank & Gaza  ..  40/..  ..  �  
  Western Sahara  ..  2/..  ..  �  

   Sources :  Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources: UNESCO  2007  ; World 
Information Access Project 2008;  African Media Development Initiative  2006  ; 
 Djankov et al.  2003  ;  Howard and WIA Project  2008  .  

   Notes : State dominance in media markets through direct ownership or indirect 
organizational control indicated as low (�), moderate (�), or high (�). Relative 
importance of online news industry indicated as low (�), medium (�), or high (�).   
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than those that are already strong democracies with relatively free presses. 
Most of the countries with large online news spheres are in these two groups. 
Moreover, countries experiencing transition or authoritarianism are more 
likely to have news websites that are hosted overseas—half the countries in 
these two categories have little or no domestic capacity to host news web-
sites. This is probably both a practical and strategic choice. The entrenched 
democracies tend to have more balanced ratios of news sites to dailies, and 
more of these news sites tend to be hosted in-country. 

 Journalists in the Gulf report that if the country in which they work will 
not tolerate their activities, the internet allows for online publication where 
leading civic fl outers go for news anyway ( Al-Obaidi  2003  ).  Table  4.3   pres-
ents trace route data for the websites of major news organizations, data col-
lected in the same way as that presented for political parties and government 
agencies in previous chapters. Of the 3,001 online news sites analyzed, 1,468 
were based in Muslim countries. Of these, hosting information could be 
found on 1,313 news websites: 31 percent of online news sites were hosted in 
the Muslim world though not necessarily in the same news market they 
served; 54 percent of online news sites were actually hosted in the United 
States. 

 This table is also interesting because it reveals how state dominance of the 
media can drive up demand for online news in many countries. First, in many 
of the countries where the state dominates the media, the ratio of online news 
sites to daily newspapers is relatively high. Moreover, many of these same 
countries have relatively few online news sites hosted in-country: they tend to 
be hosted overseas. Indeed, state dominance of the national news industry 
often drives journalism online. Facing strict controls in the newspaper or 
broadcast industries, journalists will form their own online news agencies, or 
will contribute content to such sources while formally remaining employees 
of state agencies. The dominance of state-owned big media drives journalists 
to develop small and new media alternatives, and drives citizens to seek this 
kind of content—especially in times of political transition. 

 The importance of online news is a qualitative comparative judgment 
based on several important metrics: the relative size of the internet-using 
population; the number of online news sites compared to print media; and 
the number of online news sites hosted in-country. These multiple, nuanced 
measures are crucial because online news can be important for different rea-
sons. Comparatively speaking, new media journalism is valuable in Algeria, 
Egypt, Iran, Morocco, Russia, and Saudi Arabia because it is the primary 
forum for independent and critical journalism, generated both by professional 
and citizen journalists. In these countries, online news is produced by loose 
organizations of journalists, sometimes writing from outside the country, 
producing content that has no “hard copy” or broadcast equivalent, and 
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content that may not even be hosted on servers located in-country. New 
media journalism is important in Indonesia in that many news outlets have 
found the freedom to build a multimedia news infrastructure: content may 
appear in digital and analog formats, hosted on a domestic information 
infrastructure by a formally incorporated news organization with a dedi-
cated full-time staff. This country has a rapidly growing, politically active, 
internet user base. In Iraq, Lebanon, Nigeria and Pakistan, online journalism 
is crucial for supplying its literate, far-fl ung diasporas with news about home, 
and for providing news and information during the frequent security crises 
in these countries. Bangladesh, India, Israel, and Turkey have vibrant civil 
societies, and the online news industry provides fresh interactive content for 
communities at home and abroad.  

    DIVERSITY IN NEWS CONTENT: HARD NEWS, SOFT NEWS, 
IDENTITY NEWS   

 Research in other authoritarian regimes has demonstrated the way in which 
online public opinion plays an important role in transforming local events 
into nationally prominent issues. Internet users in a country have actually 
helped frame local events. Professional journalists will adapt stories framed 
by bloggers; in countries dominated by state-owned news agencies, these 
professionals will reinterpret events in favor of authoritarian rulers and 
soften a blogger’s critique. Moreover, mainstream media coverage of political 
and security issues does not set the frames used in online discourse, though 
state-owned media outlets are often successful in reframing news for mass 
audiences ( Zhou and Moy  2008  ). Evidence from Argentina suggests that the 
frequency and volume of news produced in the modern wired newsroom 
dissolves the distinctions between hard and soft news ( Boczkowski  2009  ). 
Either thesis—that online publics help frame news and that modern news-
rooms produce different kinds of content—has yet to be tested across the 
diverse news agencies of Muslim communities. Yet anecdotal evidence from 
Iran, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia supports the conclusions that internet users 
can turn local news issues into national concerns, infl uence the frame used 
by national media, and resist attempts by the government or state-owned 
media to reframe and reinterpret evens—at least in online forums. And evi-
dence from studies of journalism across several countries suggests that the 
internet has allowed news agencies serving large Muslim communities to 
produce what might be best called “identity news.” 

 Indeed, one of the primary impacts of the internet on journalism and 
news diets in many Muslim countries is the production of news valued for its 
ability to defi ne and reinforce Muslim, sectarian, or nationalist identity. 
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There are three types of identity news that are on the rise in the Muslim 
community media diets: fi rst, international items that come over digital 
news feeds that are selected for rebroadcast or reprinting specifi cally because 
they are stories that involve Islam or life in other Muslim countries; second, 
news items that come over digital news feeds that are selected because they 
involve life in a country’s diasporic community; third, news items that are 
generated by individual citizens, using personal digital media, that form an 
additional pool of domestic news content from which national editors and 
journalists increasingly draw. Topically, items about the plight of Palestinians, 
the treatment of prisoners being held in Guantanamo, and U.S. relations 
with Iran top the list. At the same time that these news services offer more 
information and a diversity of opinions to Muslim viewers, news cultures in 
these countries are themselves changing, becoming more and more reliant 
on Western news norms of speed, newness, crisis sensationalism, and com-
modity news ( Ghareeb  2000  ). 

 The overtly jihadist media sources—organizations that explicitly try to 
relay text, audio, and video from fundamentalist groups—usually give pri-
ority to the confl ict zones in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Somalia (Kimmage 2008). 
Groups such as Ansar al-Sunnah, the Global Islamic Media Front, and the 
Al-Fajr Media Institute both produce and distribute content, by recording 
the speeches of terrorist leaders and producing short videos from confl ict 
zones. Such groups do not qualify as news media for the vast majority of 
Muslim audiences, but exclusion from the major news media systems around 
the world drives them to distribute what content they can across the network 
of like-minded affi nity groups. Indeed, for the global jihadist movement, 
these organizations function as both producers and distributors of news, 
which is a capacity they have mostly because of digital communications 
infrastructures (Kimmage 2008). 

 Since editors and journalists can now choose from a great variety of topics 
and incidents, summarized by international news wires, they will often 
select items specifi cally related to Islam. Even in countries where the majority 
of the country is non-active Muslim, or the state is proudly secular, the news 
items that are pulled off the international news wires tend to be items on life 
in other Muslim countries. Since diasporas are also increasingly able to gen-
erate news stories, this category of identity news does not just include news 
and information from other Muslim countries, but also items involving dias-
poras in other countries. 

 The information infrastructure of the internet is often owned and oper-
ated by private fi rms. Despite this, the internet itself is the infrastructure for 
a culture of freely exchanged information. Even though a particular auto-
cratic state may not have the tradition of free speech or strong legal institu-
tions for promoting such conduct, new media technologies are serving as the 
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conduit for cultural content that promotes such values. For this reason, peo-
ple in many developing Muslim countries admit that they trust the internet 
as a news source more than print, television, and radio mass media.   3    If true, 
this means that Iranians perceive the medium of the internet to be the con-
duit of trustworthy information—not just foreign news sources—because 
other conduits of international news content such as satellite channels and 
foreign-based radio stations are not as trustworthy. 

 Digital information infrastructure has supported the spread of identity 
news across much of the Muslim world, with the notable exception of Central 
Asia. The lack of domestic free speech practices can have different conse-
quences for the peoples’ news diets in different parts of the world. When 
respondents in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan were sur-
veyed about their news consumption, the majority agreed that they had com-
prehensive access to information about national politics. But the same 
proportion of people reported not having comprehensive access to information 
about regional or global politics ( CAICT Project  2006  ). In contrast, Azeris rely 
on the internet to check international news stories that are presented in the 
nationally controlled media. When the  Baku  daily newspaper reported that 
the United States was about to bomb Iran, students used the internet to con-
fi rm that this was a false lead. For some in these countries, the internet is used 
to supplement what people know to be missing or suspect in their news diets: 
in Central Asia, this means relying on the internet for supplementary news on 
international affairs; in the Islamic republics, this means relying on the inter-
net for supplementary news on domestic affairs.  

     THE EVOLVING POLITICAL ECONOMY OF NEW MEDIA 
JOURNALISM    

 The internet has signifi cantly broadened political discourse across borders. 
Not only do citizens in the Muslim world receive more authoritative news 
online, but the internet has become a crucial research tool for community 
journalists. Yet the political economy of online news production in Muslim 
countries is complex. Activists often report that the internet and mobile 
phones are the medium of choice for the youth in their movement, but 
industry insiders report that the consumers of their online content are rarely 
youth. Just as in many advanced democracies, even though young people are 
more avid technology users, it is the older cohort between age 26 and 40 that 
looks for online news. Youth use blogs and chat rooms, while middle-aged 
professionals who feel that they are not getting what they want from the 
highly censored traditional media use the internet for news and political 
information ( Gan  2002  ). 
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 How the political economy of online journalism in the Muslim world will 
evolve is uncertain. Since so much internet infrastructure is international 
and independent of any particular government, there are few ways that 
autocratic governments can regulate content that is hosted overseas. As 
argued in  Chapter  1  , many states are actively promoting telecommunica-
tions growth, and this has meant both increasingly diverse commercial 
media offerings, many of which have online media components ( Abdulla 
 2007  ). Over the last 10 years, the political economy of news has changed sig-
nifi cantly because of digital technologies: from a situation where Muslims 
were mostly consumers of news and culture, to a situation where they pro-
duce news as well, have an infl uence on how news is framed, and have more 
sources to choose from. 

 Yet on the whole, neither the rising number of commercial television, 
radio, print, and online news organizations nor the restricting of govern-
ment-operated media systems has been suffi cient to bring about broader 
political pluralism ( Ayish  2002  ). The countries that have experienced either 
a political transition or democratic entrenchment have had increasingly 
competitive media systems, partnered with increasingly competitive party 
elections and more active civil society groups. In this sense, the evolution of 
journalism online is one aspect of contemporary democratization, one that 
must be coupled or matched by other forms of political change. Many of the 
countries with a small print news media industry have not experienced a 
democratic transition, and in these countries the online news sphere is par-
ticularly important. Indeed, many of the news organizations publishing 
online have no offl ine media product. In contrast, many of the news organi-
zations in transition and entrenched democracies have several news media 
products, with articles appearing in multiple formats, with some original 
content only appearing online and in interactive formats. Many of the coun-
tries with state-owned media dominating the news industry are among those 
with large online news outlets. 

 In the context of many Muslim countries, small media refers to the 
plethora of occasional newspapers that are produced. Some countries have 
incredibly active small newspaper industries, and these newspapers tend to 
have single owners and small circulations. The notion of small media actu-
ally comes from the Mohammadis’ study of the role of tapes in the Iranian 
revolution, but it still is a useful concept today, perhaps better used in refer-
ence to the small online sources of political news and information ( Sreberny-
Mohammadi and Mohammadi  1994  ). 

 Blogs and mobile phones have become something of an antidote to media 
concentration in the Muslim world. One advantage of being small or new 
media is being agile enough to avoid heavy state regulation. Online journal-
ists often do not have to apply for publication licenses. For example, Malaysia’s 
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malaysiakini.com has claimed that its independent contribution to 
democratic debate in that country is possible because the onerous printing 
and publication rules do not affect them. In recent years, the government 
has cracked down on dissent by revoking a newspaper’s right to print or mak-
ing the cost of obtaining newsprint prohibitive. Such restrictions have little 
impact on the website. Heavy state ownership has caused many journalists 
to publish their work online. A growing number of Muslims—not just digi-
rati—use the internet to diversify their news diet. 

 The primary impact of ICTs in many Islamic countries has been to extend 
the depth and breadth of news coverage available. And there is evidence that 
people in these countries are availing themselves of this diversity of news 
sources. ICTs have provided new research tools for journalists and have given 
many citizens the ability to produce their own news and publish their own 
narratives. In many advanced democracies, journalists are struggling to main-
tain their independence, media oligopolies are entrenching their power, and 
news organizations are experimenting with new business models in digital for-
mats. In many developing Muslim countries, journalists are using new ICTs as 
an opportunity to experiment with producing news in formats that are not so 
easily managed by political elites. Political elites have been slow to develop 
ways of regulating news content online, and they have haphazardly applied 
the censorship and security laws that protected them in the mass media age 
but are clumsy means of ideological control in the new media age. These new 
ICTs have had an important role in identity formation for many Muslims, 
allowing insight and editorial commentary into community problems and 
prospects.          
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           Chapter 5  

 Civil Society and Systems of Political 
Communication   

   Democracy—and democratization—can no longer be effectively studied 
without some attention paid to the role of digital information technologies. 
Not only does the character of this infrastructure have an impact on the 
opportunity structures for political change and the range of possible out-
comes, but the technologies themselves support new forums for political 
discussion and are themselves politicized media. Even the process of 
designing information infrastructure can be politicized, such as occasions 
when designers build video games to represent confl ict in Lebanon from 
their perspectives, or when internet service providers are contracted to 
build an information infrastructure with easy choke points ( Machin and 
Suleiman  2006  ). The internet has become a necessary infrastructure for the 
development of civil society in the experience of Muslim communities 
around the developing world. First, it is has become an invaluable logistical 
tool for organization and communication for civil society groups. Second, 
the internet has become an important incubator for social movements both 
radical and secular. It is an information infrastructure independent of the 
state, and civil society groups are by defi nition social organizations 
independent of the state so civic political authors are quick to take advantage 
of the affordances of digital media. Third, the internet has altered the 
dynamics of political communication systems in many countries, such that 
the internet itself is the site of political contestation between the state and 
civil society, and between secularism and Islamism. 

 In recent years, the news has been replete with stories about how 
information and communication technologies have been used to coordinate 
social protest, whether in democracies, emerging democracies, or autoc-
racies. Traditional broadcast and radio are no longer the uniquely pervasive 
forms of media they once were, especially in modernizing capital cities of 
the developing world. This has had immense implications for relations bet-
ween the state and civil society, as well as the meaning of contemporary 
citizenship. 
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 The virtual communities that have taken root are almost always 
independent of state control, though they can be monitored and manipu-
lated by the state. Certainly not all of these virtual communities are about 
politics or even Islam, but their existence is a political phenomenon, partic-
ularly in countries where state and social elites have worked hard to police 
offl ine communities. Thus, even the bulletin boards and chat rooms dedi-
cated to shopping for brand name watches are sites that practice free speech 
and where the defense of free speech is a topic of conversation. The internet 
allows opposition movements that are based outside of a country to reach in 
and become part of the system of political communication within even the 
most authoritarian regimes. Banning political parties simply means that 
formal political opposition is organized online, from outside the country. It 
also means that civil society leaders turn to the other organizational forms 
permitted by network technologies. 

 Different kinds of information technology have long supported discourse 
and activism in the Muslim communities of the developing world and have 
often played a role in the political development of secular Islamic states. 
President Jamal ‘Abd al-Nasir skillfully used the radio to help him strengthen 
his popular base in Egypt, with emotional appeals that fueled nationalist 
pride in the 1960s. Iranian revolutionaries used cassette tapes to spread their 
political messages among networks of students, as have radical Saudi Islamists 
and Yemeni poets ( Sreberny-Mohammadi and Mohammadi  1994  ;  Fandy 
 1999  ;  Miller  2007  ;  Sardar  1993  ). Email was a crucial communications tool for 
the opposition organizers in Indonesia who brought down the Suharto 
government. When the PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan was kidnapped and 
brought to Turkey to stand trial, email and fax communications allowed 
Kurdish organizers to plan dramatic demonstrations at embassies and civic 
centers in 22 different cities across Europe within hours of the kidnapping, 
and a London-based Kurdish television station helped get supporters into 
the streets. 

 Today, there are several countries in which the only examples of mean-
ingful and open discussion about political life are found online. As  Warf and 
Vincent ( 2007 )  document, marginalized political minorities have created 
online communities that allow debate and discussion simply not found 
offl ine, such as the Gay and Lesbian Arabic Society ( http://www.glas.org ). 
Egypt’s Coptic Christians use the internet to publicize their persecution at 
the hands of Muslim fundamentalists, and in Libya, opposition groups pro-
vide websites that effectively function as news portals (Arabic Network for 
Human Rights Information 2004). In London, the Muslim Brotherhood has 
sponsored websites critical of the Jordanian and Egyptian governments since 
1998 ( McLaughlin  2003  ). In countries where political parties are closely reg-
ulated or banned, civil society groups are the surrogate organizations through 
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which some refl ection on government activities can occur. Palestinians, at 
home and in exile, use the internet to overcome political isolation so much 
that the traditional tactics of activists have altered in signifi cant ways 
( Aouragh  2008  ). In Saudi Arabia, the Committee for the Defense of Legitimate 
Rights and Movement for Islamic Reform in Arabia uses their websites to 
document corruption, criticize the royal family, debate the utility of Sharia 
law, and link to content on international websites such as CNN, the New York 
Times, and Amnesty International ( Warf and Vincent  2007  ). Of course, 
many of the digital sites for discourse are not directly focused on public 
policy, but are political in the sense that they enable citizens to discuss topics 
that would be too sensitive to discuss in other forums. 

 Civil society is often defi ned as the self-generating and self-supporting 
community of people who share a normative order and volunteer to orga-
nize political, economic, or cultural activities that are independent from the 
state ( Diamond  1994  ). Civil society groups are a crucial part of all democ-
racies, concerned with public affairs yet autonomous from the state bureau-
cracies so that government policy itself—and government corruption—are 
within their purview. Civil society is constituted by a plurality of groups 
representing diverse perspectives and promoting those perspectives through 
communications media and cultural institutions. Moreover, a key tenet of 
the shared normative order is that no one group can claim to represent the 
whole of society, and that society is best served by a multitude of groups 
that contribute in different ways to the dissemination and exchange of 
information about public policy options and national development goals 
( Diamond  1994  ). 

 Digital technologies are also an infrastructure used by hate groups and 
have been used both to report human rights abuses to the international 
community and to coordinate the groups perpetrating human rights abuses 
( Goldstein and Rotich  2008  ;  Barzilai-Nahon and Barzilai  2005  ). Muslim 
extremists use the internet for organizational communication, fund-raising, 
developing ideological platforms, sending propaganda to members and the 
outside world, and maintaining a sense of community. Email, VoIP, docu-
mentation, and spreadsheet software allow terrorists to keep track of assets 
and strategy. Video clips of bombings, beheadings, and messages from lead-
ership allow for documentation. Fund-raising occurs through online banking 
services, many of which are informal, involve exchanges of value other than 
currency, and appear as donations or remittances. Analyses of terrorist web-
sites often distinguish between the kinds of propaganda meant for insiders 
and that meant for outsiders. The propaganda meant for group members 
usually includes ideological or religious slogans and iconography, dates in 
the political or military history of the group, battle narratives and lists of 
“martyrs,” and structures of leadership and accountability. For outsiders, 
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propaganda is designed to criticize Western media coverage of events usually 
with links to news sources such as CNN and the BBC, offering reinterpreta-
tions of military and political events. The internet even helps support a sense 
of community, through automated mailing lists that distribute announce-
ments, online discussion forums such as chat rooms, message boards, text/
instant messaging, and links to the web ring of affi nity groups with 
like-minded objectives ( Chen et al.  2008  ;  Weimann  2006  ). 

 Yet it is a mistake to treat the jihadist internet as the most vibrant online 
Muslim community, or even the most politically signifi cant. There cer-
tainly are blogs and websites advocating extremist politics, but the internet 
has a crucial role as the infrastructure for civil society in countries with 
large Muslim communities.  Chapter  3   demonstrated that the web of 
political party life online is enormous and energetic. Terrorist organiza-
tions are not the only non-state, organized political actor in Muslim com-
munities of the developing world. Civil society groups also use the internet 
to boost their organizational capacity, offer public policy options, and 
develop political conversations. Indeed, online civic life appears particu-
larly vibrant under two conditions: when the state is so authoritarian as to 
ban formal political parties that would normally provide some collective 
opportunity for engaging with politics and public policy; or when political 
parties are legal but co-opted or operating in a single-party governance 
system that harms the credibility of all political parties, rendering them 
ineffectual organizations incapable of advancing a political agenda for 
their membership. 

 The tool kit of contemporary civic engagement involves a variety of inter-
net-based software applications. Study of social interaction on the Turkish 
site Itiraf.com reveals how much the personal gratifi cation coming from 
discourse online can serve as a bonding agent for civil society ( Ogan and 
Cagiltay  2006  ). In Egypt, Facebook has become an important tool for civic 
organizing. In April 2008, a small planned strike for better wages at a state-
owned textile factory in Mahalla, Egypt, became a nationwide strike through 
a young woman’s Facebook networking strategy. That year there were some 
estimated 160,000 bloggers, and 12 million Egyptians were online regularly, 
using content-sharing and networking services like YouTube, Flikr, Facebook, 
and Twitter (McGrath 2009). By 2009, there were some 800,000 Egyptian 
Facebook members, and it was the third most popular website in that country, 
after Google and Yahoo. Moreover, the movement that began in an effort to 
pull off a local factory strike transformed into the 70,000-member “April 6 
Youth Movement,” made up of young and educated Egyptians, most of whom 
had not been involved with politics before joining the group ( Shapiro  2009  ). 
The group has led successful offl ine campaigns to release journalists from 
jail, helped organize street protests against Mubarak’s diplomatic relations 
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with Israel during Israel’s December 2008 air strikes against Gaza, and 
 conducts active online discussions about government corruption.  

    ISLAMIC CIVIL SOCIETY ONLINE   

 In many Muslim communities around the developing world, the internet is 
now the primary means through which young people develop their political 
identities and articulate their political opinions. This is especially true in the 
urban centers of middle-income Muslim countries, such as Tehran, Kuala 
Lumpur, and Istanbul. Here cybercafés abound, multiple information tech-
nologies provide connectivity, and bandwidth is plentiful at home and work. 
In the less developed nations with large Muslim communities, the youthful 
demographic of internet users is found in both rural and urban settings. And 
even in the most authoritarian regimes, where “civil society” itself is best 
described as a small group of well-educated families living in the capital city, 
the internet provides an information gateway to political news and 
information about the outside world, connection to the political content pro-
duced by a country’s diasporas, and some anonymity for talking about 
politics in ways not easy offl ine. The internet is used to strengthen existing 
political groups, to allow people to bridge communities and form new ties, 
and to create new online communities in which young Muslims discuss—and 
question—social norms. In some countries, technology policy itself is a 
domain that attracts new, dedicated civil society organizations. In the Ivory 
Coast, development practitioners have observed that “fi ve times more NGOs 
came into being since 1988 than in the entire period of 1916–1988, and many 
of these NGOs have been drawn to the issues of internet access” ( Brunet, 
Tiemtoré, and Vettraino-Soulard  2004 , 42 ). In countries where there are 
political battles for more internet exchange points in urban areas or for 
undersea trunk cables to improve bandwidth, engineers are drawn into 
public policy debates. In this way, the process of setting engineering stan-
dards draws civic groups into technical issues: engineers are politically moti-
vated actors in that they have policy preferences on how best to apply 
abstract informational rights in specifi c infrastructure designs, not in the 
sense that they are using their craft to fi ght political battles. 

 Civil society groups have had an important role in developing the 
information infrastructure of many Muslim countries. Before state agencies 
developed programs for providing public internet access, it was usually civil 
society groups that wired up libraries, schools, and community centers with 
internet access points. These domestic groups, along with international 
funders such as the Open Society Institute, Aga Khan Foundation, and the 
State Department’s IREX program, pushed state regulators to work out the 
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terms of service delivery. Often these groups had signifi cant input into the 
engineering and telecommunications standards that states need to set before 
an ISP can even begin to offer service. Telecommunications offi cials did not 
always understand the technologies they were adding to the national 
information infrastructure, and in this ad hoc policy environment, domestic 
civil society groups often had a surprising amount of input. In some coun-
tries, civil society organizations with fi nancial resources and a technology 
evangelist on staff could secure internet connections before many busi-
nesses. Occasionally, civil society organizations themselves became ISPs, 
providing inexpensive internet connectivity to members and creating a new 
revenue source for themselves. 

 If civil society refers to the non-state forms of organization that help over-
come collective action problems, and if new ICTs improve the organizational 
capacity of civil society, how should we measure these things? There are sev-
eral ways of comparing the size of civil societies online across Muslim coun-
tries, and several proxies for measuring the relative importance of the 
internet for civil society organization. A simple measure of the proportion of 
the total population with internet access makes it possible to identify which 
countries have comparatively small, medium, or large online civil societies. 

 In many Islamic countries, the political opposition had an online presence 
before those in power. In part this was because many leaders of political 
opposition reside in London, New York, Toronto, and Los Angeles, where it 
was easier to maintain listservs and set up websites on *.net, *.com or *.org 
domain names. Using their home country’s top level domain name often 
meant negotiating with political elites at home for permissions. For example, 
Saudi opposition groups such as the Committee for the Defense of Legitimate 
Rights and the Movement for Islamic Reform in Arabia managed websites 
from their offi ces in London several years before the Kingdom itself began 
considering offering internet access to its citizens. 

 Not everyone who has internet access will be active members of civic 
forums, members of nonprofi t charities, or participants in social movements. 
But comparatively speaking, it is safe to say that Liberia, with 0.03 percent of 
its population online, has a much smaller online civil society than Nigeria 
(3 percent) or the United Arab Emirates (30 percent). We can assume that 
internet population is roughly congruent with the size of online civil society. 
In a given country, the poorest of the poor rarely have internet access, but 
they are rarely part of a nation’s active civil society. Similarly, a country’s 
social elites are often fi rst to get internet access, so in countries where the 
internet user base is very small, it is safe to assume that these users are 
wealthy families, students and teachers, lawyers, employees of modern busi-
nesses, government offi cials, and intellectuals. While it is diffi cult to pre-
cisely measure the size of civil society online, this measure is suffi cient to 



     Table 5.1 : Civil Society Online, 2008   

  Country  Size and Growth of Civil Society Online  Libraries Online  

    Transition    

  Albania  �✚  �  
  Algeria  �✚  �  
  Bahrain  ●+  �  
  Bosnia  ●✚  �  
  Comoros  �✚  ..  
  Djibouti  �+  □  
  Egypt  �+  �  
  Georgia  �+  �  
  Ghana  �✚  �  
  Indonesia  ●+  �  
  Kenya  �+  �  
  Kuwait  ●+  �  
  Kyrgyzstan  �+  �  
  Lebanon  ●+  �  
  Liberia  �+  □  
  Macedonia  ●+  □  
  Maldives  �+  �  
  Mauritania  �+  ..  
  Montenegro  ●  �  
  Niger  �+  �  
  Nigeria  �✚  �  
  Pakistan  �✚  �  
  Senegal  �✚  □  
  Sierra Leone  �+  �  
  Suriname  �+  �  
  Tanzania  �+  �  
  Uganda  �✚  �  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  �+  �  
  Benin  �✚  �  
  Bulgaria  ●+  �  
  Cyprus  ●+  �  
  Guinea-Bissau  �+  □  
  India  �+  �  
  Israel  ●+  �  
  Malawi  �+  □  
  Malaysia  ●+  �  
  Mali  �+  �  
  Mauritius  ●+  �  
  Mozambique  �+  �  
  Turkey  ●+  �  
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    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  �✚  □  
  Brunei  ●+  �  
  Cameroon  �+  �  
  CAR  �+  □  
  Chad  �✚  ..  
  Eritrea  �✚  □  
  Ethiopia  �✚  □  
  Gambia  �+  �  
  Guinea  �+  �  
  Iran  ●✚  □  
  Jordan  ●+  �  
  Kazakhstan  �+  �  
  Libya  �✚  �  
  Morocco  ●✚  �  
  Oman  ●+  �  
  Pakistan  �✚  �  
  Qatar  ●+  �  
  Russia  ●+  �  
  Saudi Arabia  ●+  �  
  Singapore  ●+  �  
  Sudan  �+  �  
  Syria  �✚  �  
  Tajikistan  �+  □  
  Togo  �+  □  
  Tunisia  ●+  �  
  Turkmenistan  �+  □  
  UAE  ●+  �  
  Uzbekistan  �✚  �  
  Yemen  �✚  �  

    Crisis    

  Afghanistan  �✚  �  
  Burkina Faso  �+  �  
  Ivory Coast  �+  □  
  Iraq  �✚  �  
  Somalia  �+  �  
  West Bank & Gaza  �+  ..  
  Western Sahara  ..  

   Source : Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources:  WIA,  2008  ;  World Bank,  2008  .  

   Notes : Size of online population calculated as proportion of national population online in 
2007, and indicated as comparatively small (�), medium (�), or large (●). Growth of online 
population calculated as the annual rate of growth in internet population from the year 
2000 to 2007, and indicated as comparatively slow (+), moderate (+), or rapid (✚) growth. 
Defi nitions in text. The online library infrastructure of the fi ve largest government, private 
or other public libraries evaluated as poor (□) if none or 1 library was online, modest (�) 
if 2–4 libraries were online, or good (�) if all fi ve libraries were online.   
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make a qualitative, comparative judgment of whether online civil society is 
small, medium, or large.   1    

 Moreover, growth in the internet user base reveals much about how 
quickly civil society has grown online. I defi ne the “digital transition” as the 
point at which a country goes from a condition in which very few active citi-
zens are online to one in which most active citizens have internet access. 
This is a social transformation from high rates of growth in the internet-
using population to low rates of growth. The dynamics of this transition are 
such that in the initial years of internet or mobile phone use, rates of diffu-
sion are not only high but accelerating. Eventually, the rate of acceleration in 
technology diffusion declines, such that the bulk of the population is online 
and the rate of growth dwindles. For example, Singapore currently has a slow 
growth rate in its internet user base, but the vast majority of its citizens are 
online. Singapore has completed an important marker of growth in its online 
civil society: its online population is growing in absolute numbers, but the 
rate of change in its growth rate is negative. In contrast, Pakistan has yet to 
go that a digital transition. For its size, only a small proportion of the people 
in Pakistan are online, but the growth rate is relatively high.   2    

   Table  5.1   compares important features of online civil society across 75 
countries. The comparative size of online civil society is measured by taking 
the proportion of the national population with internet access in 2007. 

 As discussed earlier, the challenges of comparing and interpreting inter-
national statistics on internet use by Muslim communities are multiple. 
First, such data is often reported as a number of internet subscribers, even 
though there can be many users for each subscription. In 2000, for example, 
across the Arab world there were on average 3.8 users for each subscription: 
from a low of 2.5 users per subscriber in the UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait, 
and Oman to 5.0 in Tunisia, Libya, Syria, and the Sudan to as many as 8.0 in 
Egypt ( Franda  2001  , 42). To report growth in these kinds of numbers often 
means measuring change in thousands of percent. Here, I again offer that 
doubling time, a useful measure in demography, reveals something of the 
speed of growth in civil society online and its stage in development. 

 What explains such rapid growth in civic life online in so many parts of 
the Muslim world? The most straightforward explanation of why civil society 
online grows rapidly online is the falling cost of internet access. Countries 
where internet access has become less costly have seen greater use and a 
greater number of civic groups taking to the internet. Some groups are 
long-standing contributors to civic discourse; many are new and exist because 
the internet has facilitated the interaction and organization of like-minded 
citizens.  Table  5.2   demonstrates how much this has changed for the average 
urban dweller in the major cities. In 2000, the average person living in 
Karachi would have spent three-quarters of his daily income on an hour of 
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internet access at a cybercafé, but by 2010 he would spend less than a tenth 
of that daily income.  

 While the costs of internet access may explain much about its diffusion 
as an instrument of political communication, there are some complex 
trends. The cost of internet access is only partly a function of demand. 
The cost of going online at commercial internet access points is also 
shaped by real estate prices. Between 2000 and 2010, the cost of internet 
access for the residents of primary and secondary cities in India, Indonesia, 
Nigeria, and Pakistan fell to under a dollar an hour at a commercial inter-
net access point. These service costs, obviously, have had a signifi cant 
impact on whether or not average citizens could make regular use of the 
internet. 

 The wealthier Muslim countries are able to make their own infrastructure 
investments, and in interesting ways the countries that do not depend on 
World Bank loans do not face the same policy pressures to develop open and 
public internet access. This was observed in Central Asia, where the few 
countries with signifi cant oil revenues were less obliged to international 
lending agencies to take out loans conditional on telecommunications reform 
( McGlinchey and Johnson  2007  ). Countries in Central Asia that did take out 
such conditional loans have been expected to enact telecommunications 
policy reform. In the Middle East and North Africa, over the last decade, 

     Table 5.2:  Cost of Internet Access in 12 Large Cities, 2000 and 2010   

  Percent of Average Daily Income 
Spent on an Hour of Internet Access 

in Major Urban Areas  

  2000  2010  
  Cairo  26  4  
  Delhi  59  8  
  Dhaka  62  7  
  Istanbul  ..  4  
  Jakarta  28  6  
  Karachi  75  7  
  Kolkata  59  5  
  Lagos  ..  15  
  Moscow  137  6  
  Mumbai  89  8  
  Saint Petersburg  38  3  
  Tehran  47  8  
  Average  62  7  

   Source :  WIA  2008   with updates for 2010.  

   Note : See source for listing of primary and secondary cities for each 
country.   
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World Bank lending for telecommunications to borrowers has also grown 
signifi cantly with similar outcomes. Between 1992 and 2001, approximately 
15 percent of all lending was for telecommunications—some 94 million U.S. 
dollars   3   —though the vast majority of that sum was borrowed in the last few 
years for which data is available ( World Bank  2001  ). This amount probably 
underestimates the amount of money borrowed for telecommunications 
development given that other categories of lending, such as public sector 
management, urban development, fi nance and multisector expenditures 
would have included ICT investments. Yet the spread of information tech-
nologies among Islamic countries has not been driven by economic or tech-
nological factors alone, but by civil society.  

    DEBATE AND DISCOURSE ONLINE   

 It is through ICTs such as chat boards, blogs, and YouTube videos, that private 
matters are often brought into public conversation. And in many Islamic cul-
tures, the private matters that are given attention in digital forums are deeply 
political: honor killings, womens’ suffrage, values in education. The internet 
has three roles in supporting civil society in the Muslim world. First, it has an 
ideational function. It is the means of introducing diverse new values, ideas, 
and interests into new social settings. Images—with more or less ideological 
meanings—are available to many people who would not otherwise see them. 
Ideas are tested and questioned. The internet has liberated civil society from 
media production systems run almost exclusively by the state. Thus, its sec-
ond function is organizational, as the infrastructure for social organization 
and collective action independent of the state. Finally, it has a symbolic 
function, as the sign of modernity in civic life and civil discourse. 

 The fi rst Muslim voices online were diasporas in major global cities. Before 
1990, there were only a few research institutions across North Africa, the 
Middle East, and Southeast Asia with internet access. The connections were 
primarily for telemedicine and access to academic journals, and they were 
irregular and limited by the costs and infrastructural problems of interna-
tional dial-up services. As more and more Muslims in London, New York, and 
Toronto came online, they created lifestyle content about music and culture, 
contributed to listservs about political life in the communities they lived in or 
the communities they had left, and shared information about the challenges 
of continuing cultural practices in their adopted countries. Indeed, what 
makes civil society online so unique for the 75 countries in this study is that 
religion has such a signifi cant role in civic identity. Topically, religion domi-
nates the content of civic debate online, with Koranic  interpretation, the role 
of women in society, and relations with other  religions the hot topics of debate 
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( El-Kashef  2009  ;  Bunt  2009  ). Online debate about the divine origins of the 
Koran pits public intellectuals against grand ayatollahs ( Tabaar  2008  ). 
Defending religious precepts is also the regulatory cause of telecommunica-
tions policy makers particularly in the Middle East:

  Two features are characteristic of the Arabic corner of the Internet as it pres-
ents itself today. First, religion has a greater weight than anywhere else in the 
world, and secondly, Arab users are particularly eager to engage in discussion—
not least of politics, religion, and sex ( Hofheinz  2006  , 91).   

 Despite the boom in civic discourse online, there is a tendency for news cov-
erage to frame the Islamic internet as one dominated by and empowering of 
terrorists.   4    Indeed, this frame is supported by a security establishment that 
uses the rhetoric of poorly understood vulnerabilities in our modern, tech-
nology-dependent social world ( Cavelty  2007  ). Terrorist groups use com-
puters, the internet, and cryptography for organizational purposes, but 
terrorists have yet to consistently use cyberspace as an effective weapon or 
target. Instead, security experts identify information infrastructure as poten-
tial targets that can be attacked physically or through communication net-
works by fundamentalists in other countries. This reinforces the threat 
image of Islam, with the political implication that defense against cyberat-
tack must be coordinated by a national security policy, even though private 
industry owns and operates the vast majority of critical information infra-
structure in the West ( Cavelty  2007  ). 

 The capacity for debate has grown signifi cantly in the vast majority of 
Muslim communities around the developing world, and it is this capacity for 
debate that remains the most fundamental challenge to radicalism. 
Historically, the capacity for debate over Islamic texts has expanded when-
ever new information technologies have been introduced ( Miller  2007  ; 
 Sardar  1993  ). More recently, Al Jazeera has helped satisfy a hunger for 
debate in the Arab world by covering Arab issues in depth and hosting 
debates from a diversity of perspectives: from feminists and traditionalists, 
Arab nationalists and non-Arab separatists, mullahs and secular parliamen-
tarians, apostate scholars and authoritarian apologists ( Ghareeb  2000  ). The 
diversity of perspectives and public policy options discussed on these pro-
grams is impressive compared to the narrow range of perspectives repre-
sented in many Western news media. Hofheinz makes a powerful argument 
about how digital media have become broad means and media for socializa-
tion among young Egyptians:

  The socialization that they experience online, through surfi ng and choosing as 
well as through participating in public debate, familiarizes users more than is 
the case in close-knit traditional communities with the concept that people 
have different opinions, that one’s own views are not necessarily self-evident 
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to all, that one has to fi nd arguments to justify one’s beliefs, rationalize them, 
and accept (if grudgingly) that one will not be able to convince everybody. 
( Hofheinz  2006  , 94)   

 While the news media in the West has been quick to cover the ways in which 
Islamic fundamentalists use the internet for organizing and recruiting new 
members, there are many more groups using the internet for their own civic 
goals. These websites easily compete with both state websites, political party 
websites and the websites of radical Islamists for the attention of users. They 
attract young Muslim internet users through their own pool of commenta-
tors, and by acting as information portals to civic life. For example,  www.
islamonline.net  was set up by Egyptian Islamist intellectuals and operates as 
a news portal. Yet it is also a place where Muslims from around the world 
seek advice on spiritual matters and fi nd competing interpretations of 
Islamic jurisprudence as scholars from around the globe weigh in with 
responses. 

    Civic and Scholarly Research Infrastructure   

 For students and the general public, libraries have a key civic function. 
Libraries archive the documents of state such as legislation, tax records, and 
policy rulings. In authoritarian countries, where such documentation may 
exist but may not be archived for public access, libraries still provide a portal 
to the outside world through newspapers and journal subscriptions, and the 
book collections that budgets allow. Internet access has vastly improved the 
quality and quantity of informational resources available in public and 
national libraries. While there are still signifi cant disparities in library infra-
structures, they allow scholars, journalists, and independent thinkers to 
research. 

 While civic groups in many Muslim countries have taken advantage of 
new information technologies for extending their organizational capacity 
and contributing to political discourse, the cultures of research and inquiry 
have also benefi ted from internet access.   5     Table  5.1   compares the relative 
capacity of libraries online, summarizing information on the fi ve largest 
libraries found online for each country: the national library, two most impor-
tant university libraries, and two most important other public libraries. If 
none or only one of these libraries was found online, the country is assessed 
as having a relatively poor online library infrastructure. If two or three 
libraries were found online in 2005, it is assessed as having modest capacity, 
and if four or fi ve libraries were found online, it is assessed as having a good 
capacity online. Library information infrastructure supports a country’s 
aspiring business entrepreneurs and its civil society groups. A country’s 
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national library typically houses information on legislation, historical 
archives, patents, and sometimes court and tax records. University libraries 
store information on research and are often a gateway to international 
information services. But not all library portals are created equal. Public 
libraries serve a broader clientele, often by providing internet terminals and 
access to electronic databases. But not every country’s library infrastructure 
is up to the challenging task of being an information gateway for citizens. 
Not all national, university, and public libraries have the capacity to main-
tain a website, and not all provide website access in the range of languages 
that their citizens read, write, and speak.  

    Cyberactivism and Hactivism   

 In countries such as Turkey, Indonesia, and Georgia, reformist movements have 
not just challenged Islamic fundamentalists with rhetoric online, but have suc-
cessfully converted online rhetorical battles into public policy changes and real 
legislative and electoral victories. At the intersection of political activism and 
internet use is “hacktivism”: the use of hacker skills for political aims. Most com-
monly, hacktivism strategy has been to mount denial of service attacks against 
the ISPs that collaborate in national censorship programs. Having strong fi l-
tering programs often means that states must maintain a few servers for a lot of 
traffi c, making easy targets for hacktivists.   6    Cyberactivism is distinct from infor-
mational warfare and cyberterrorism in that it is not state sponsored, tends to 
be conducted by individuals or groups who are affi liated with a social movement, 
but are most interested in promoting information access. In other words, the 
cyberactivist ideology tends not to be fueled by the perception of historical 
injustices, but by the ideology that information should be free.   7    

 Cyberactivism is the act of using the internet to advance a political cause 
that is diffi cult to advance offl ine. Of course, political discourse online is not 
always tame. The goal of such activism is often to create intellectually and 
emotionally compelling digital artifacts that tell stories of injustice, interpret 
history, and advocate for particular political outcomes. This kind of activism 
is well practiced by extreme Islamists, who distribute videos of beheadings 
or prayers from prominent spiritual leaders ( Darnell  2006  ). And the internet 
is both the object and subject of contestation: citizens and civic groups pro-
mote their points of view online, but also use information infrastructure as a 
tool for resisting state control and battling with opposing points of view. 
Virtual actors, increasingly, cause very real-world political outcomes. 

 When such activities involve are supported by the state and involve inter-
national targets, they are often called “cyberwar” or “cyberterrorism.” Just as 
social movements can operate with or without state support, Muslim hackers 
have taken on many of the high-profi le political and security issues of the 
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day. One of the fi rst cyber confl icts occurred in 1998 when Pakistani intelli-
gence personnel hacked an Indian army website about the status of Kashmir. 
This escalated into more than two years of denial of service attacks and web-
site defacements. In Pakistan, the Hakerz Club, Gforce Pakistan, and M0s 
have defaced hundreds of websites worldwide with pro-Kashmiri, anti-Indian 
content ( Wolcott and Goodman  2000  ). There have been dozens of exchanges 
between Israeli and Arab tech-savvy hactivists. But long-running issues as 
the status of the West Bank and Gaza or Kashmir are not the only ones 
inspiring online activism. After Kurdish leader Ocalan was arrested, the 
Kalamata group hacked the Greek ministry of foreign affairs for its role 
in his arrest ( Wolcott and Goodman  2000  ). There are frequent Turkish inter-
net hack attacks against Kurdish government and media websites (Watson 
2007). 

 Not all such attacks are launched by government agents—they also come 
from technology-savvy activists. Moreover, these politically motivated attacks 
do not just involve a few hacktivists, they can involve thousands of young 
people who use multiple information platforms and are distributed around 
several countries. This is especially true for issue areas that have gone unre-
solved for generations: political confl ict online often erupts between groups 
of Israeli and Palestinian supporters, or between supporters of Pakistan, 
India, and an independent Kashmir. 

 Because of the authoritarian nature of many Muslim governments, insur-
gent groups invariably must develop informational infrastructures in the 
West.   8    Khurdish, Cypriot, and Kashmiri separatists maintain multiple online 
portals. In countries where even defi ning and organizing around an ethnic 
or subnational identity is a crime, using the internet to show cultural leader-
ship, offer alternative histories, and plea for international assistance becomes 
an act of cyberactivism. There are other countries where the democratic 
opposition has come to depend on internet access and mobile phone tech-
nologies for organizational and logistical support, and for the discursive 
space for members to debate public policy options and political strategy. In 
Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the countries of Central Asia, the internet has 
provided a means and a media for political resistance. Regime censorship, as 
will be discussed in  Chapter  6  , also politicizes internet use, turning even the 
consumption of Western culture into a political act. Where political parties 
are absent, there is little shelter for meaningful political conversation other 
than what is provided online.   9    

 Throughout the Muslim world, the internet has become both the site and 
means of opposition. It is not simply that civic activism, popular protest, and 
political opposition can be found online, but that the internet is the means 
by which such social movements have formed. Only a few social movements 
in the Muslim world have come into existence because of the internet. But 
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contemporary social movements would have less cohesion and impact 
without ICTs. Surprisingly, there are similarities between the way that secular 
and non-secular states have treated the internet, especially when it comes to 
permitting civic activism and protest.  

    The State Response to Civil Society Online   

 Many of the more conservative Muslim regimes promote internet access for 
limited modernization: communication that serves business and perhaps 
educational goals, but does not allow the globalization of morals. In this way, 
governments in many Islamic countries hope to use new information tech-
nologies for economic ends without risking the ideological hegemony of the 
ruling elite, irrespective of the whether the ruling elite is secular or claims its 
authority through Islam. Just as new information technologies are tools of 
state oppression, so too are they tools for resistance. 

 It is not only the constitutional monarchies and Islamic republics that have 
ruling elites who work hard to manage political culture by shaping or con-
straining political discourse over the internet. Whereas the House of Saud jus-
tifi es its regulation of civil society in the name of Islam, ruling elites in Turkey 
act out of loyalty to the principles of Atatürk. For example, the Turkish Ministry 
of Internal Affairs has frequently stated that it will shut down cybercafés 
allowing internet users to view pornography or Kurdish nationalist content. In 
some small towns, civic leaders have tried to take additional measures such as 
banning cybercafés from being set up within 200 meters of mosques or schools. 
Perhaps surprising to internet users in other parts of the world, internet users 
in Turkey often accept the state’s role in controlling, regulating, and inspecting 
internet cafés as a public good ( Yesil  2003  ). 

 New moves into censorship are often triggered by international security 
crises. Elections—especially rigged ones—are also occasions where the inter-
net is used by citizens for political discussion and by the state for monitoring 
citizens. Censorship and cultural management is more fully explored in the 
next chapter. But this kind of censorship can take the form of software set-
tings on ISPs and IXPs, but it can also take the form of hacking and denial of 
service attacks. For example, during elections in Kyrgyzstan in 2005, the 
“Shadow Team” of hackers launched denial of service attacks on Kyrgyz 
opposition groups from within the Ukraine, likely with the backing of the 
Kyrgyz government. Other types of attacks interrupted internet access 
through two major Kyrgyz ISPs, Elcat and AsiaInfo.   10    

 For the most part, civic groups in Muslim countries use the internet in 
much the same way that such groups do in the West. They raise funds, and 
increasingly the internet is an important part of many civic groups’ public 
relations and media strategies. But more than propaganda, they try to use 
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the internet in sophisticated ways, such as activating their publics during 
elections or controlling their publics during times of crisis. Blogs are perhaps 
the most obvious example of the ways in which the internet is empowering 
citizens and allowing nongovernmental organizations to discuss and mobi-
lize in ways not previously possible. Blogs, which are online diaries posted by 
individuals, can function as news sites (as discussed in  Chapter  4  ) and as 
sites for discussion and the elaboration of political culture more broadly. 
Indeed, blog content about political culture, when particularly insightful, 
timely, and well written, has been turned into books.   11    

 More than cyberactivism or hactivism, blogging is the best example of a 
set of software, hardware, and discursive practices that challenges linguistic 
and cultural authority. In Islamic republics, this challenge may be most 
serious and most worrying for those who hold power. Thus one of the unique 
things about political opposition in the Muslim world is that it is very much 
a person-to-person opposition. Bloggers, streaming content, listservs, and 
personalized news services are the means by which contemporary political 
ideas spread. Certainly some political ideas spread through newspapers, 
television, and fi lm, but the most controversial, most challenging ideas 
spread over the internet. Thus several Muslim states have begun cracking 
down on bloggers, as documented in the previous chapter. When the inter-
net itself is the site of political protest, cyberactivism and hacktivism tend to 
occur against fundamentalisms of either secular or Islamic forms. Today, 
information technologies are such an important part of civic organizing that 
political elites seeking to manipulate election results must also attempt to 
disable cell phone networks and internet connections. During the 2009 
presidential campaigns in Iran, the regime attempted to black Facebook 
access. When rioting broke out in Tehran, signaling a lack of public trust in 
the outcomes, the regime quickly disabled cell phone networks. As one 
reporter noted: “The text messaging that is the nervous system of the oppo-
sition was shut down, along with universities, web sites and newspapers the 
government regarded as hostile” ( Worth and Fathi  2009  ). Protests online and 
offl ine are most common during elections, which are sensitive times for 
many regimes.  

    Civil Society, Learning Online   

 It is through communication technologies that civil society learns, and within 
many Muslim communities the internet is a tool with which to respond to 
Islamic fundamentalism.   12    A number of scholars have argued that since 1989, 
democratic transitions have been modular and evolutionary, rather than 
singular and revolutionary. Social movements increasingly learn from each 
other, and successful collective action in one country may lead to the emulation 
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of collective action strategies in other countries ( Beissinger  2007  ;  Tarrow  1998  , 
  2005  ). For example, a series of democratic revolutions in post-Soviet countries 
not only have similar features, but democratic challengers learned from the 
strategies of social movement leaders in other countries: the events and tactics 
of the 2000 Bulldozer Revolution in Serbia infl uenced activists leading the 2003 
Rose Revolution in Georgia, and experience from both movements in turn 
infl uenced the leaders of the 2005 Tulip Revolution in Kirgizstan. 

 Not only can regime change happen in small steps, but institutional inno-
vations can diffuse across a neighborhood of states as a kind of contagion 
effect. These are sometimes referred to as modular political phenomena, in 
which the features of a particular case of democratic transition or entrench-
ment look similar to those of previous cases in large part because civil society 
leaders—and state actors—have learned from previous events in neighboring 
countries:

  Modular phenomena are made possible by the sense of interconnectedness 
across cases produced by common institutional characteristics, histories, 
cultural affi nities, or modes of domination, allowing agents to make analogies 
across cases and to read relevance into developments in other contexts. These 
shared characteristics produce the monitoring activity across cases by agents 
in different contexts who see themselves in analogous structural positions. 
Ironically, these very same policies, institutional arrangements, and modes of 
domination which in one temporal context are utilized to uphold order 
become, under the infl uence of modular change, lightning rods for accelerated 
challenges to order across multiple cases. ( Beissinger  2007  )   

 Such modular phenomena appear in large part because of new information 
and communication technologies that undermine the ability of ruling elites 
to manage what civil society learns about political culture in other 
countries. 

 The classic understanding of social mobilization is that it depends on the 
appearance of collective identities, shared motivations and grievances, and 
ultimately a change in the opportunity structure for collective action ( Gurr 
 2000  ). Over the last decade, ICTs have had consistent roles in the narrative 
for social mobilization:

    • Coordinating and publicizing massive mobilizations and non-violent 
resistance tactics against pseudo-democratic regimes after stolen 
elections;  

  • Allowing foreign governments and diaspora communities to support 
local democratic movements through information, electronic fi nancial 
transfers, off-shore logistics, and moral encouragement;  

  • Organizing radical student movements to use unconventional protest 
tactics at sensitive moments for regimes, particularly during (rigged) 
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elections, elite power struggles, or diplomatic visits, to undermine the 
appearance of regime popularity;  

  • Uniting opposition movements through social networking applications, 
shared media portals for creating and distributing digital content, and 
online forums for debating political strategy and public policy options;  

  • Attracting international news media attention and diplomatic pressure 
through digital content such as photos taken “on the ground” by 
citizens, leaking videos and documents to foreign journalists and 
diplomats regarding issues such as human rights abuses, environ-
mental disasters, electoral fraud, and political corruption.     

 Among the regimes that have seen very little political transition, or have 
become more authoritarian over time, civil society has learned to use ICTs 
mostly to attract international media attention by sharing digital content 
that undermines local authority and strengthens civic ties to diasporas. In 
these countries, there is no safe physical space inner as central plazas, school 
auditoriums, or public commons, for civil disobedience. By contrast, in 
regimes where the possibility of civil disobedience is there, information 
technologies are the fundamental infrastructure for protesting stolen elec-
tions, rallying foreign support, radicalizing student movements, and uniting 
opposition groups. In entrenched democracies, such technologies are a 
fundamental infrastructure for the kinds of protest that can deepen 
democratic practices: tracking political corruption, writing opinion pieces 
with wide readership, and proposing public policy options.   

    DIGITIZING ISLAM; ISLAMIZING THE DIGITAL   

 It is both a gross oversimplifi cation and misclassifi cation to argue that the 
internet is mostly a technological tool for tempting Islamic civil society toward 
fundamentalism. It is more accurate—and more useful for policy purposes—
to describe new information technologies such as the internet as a tool for 
debate in the Muslim communities. And it is not simply that civil society in 
Muslim countries is using a Western technology to replicate Western discur-
sive practices on topics valued in the West. The internet and mobile phones 
are being culturally adapted to local needs. In Indonesia and Malaysia, SMS 
texting has led to new literary forms such as the Lebaran SMS Pantun; the Al 
Quran Seluler service streams Koranic voices to mobile phones; and Mobile 
Syariah Banking allows Muslims to conform to local lending practices 
( Barendregt  2008  ). The Islamic laws governing commercial transactions are 
formalized and complex, which some argue makes them ideal problem sets 
for computer modeling. Entrepreneurial Muslim  businesses are looking to 
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information technologies as a way of not threatening traditional lifestyles, but 
invigorating them ( Winn  2002  ). Cultural norms are not just instantiated in 
software, but in hardware as well: a Dubai-based telecommunications fi rm 
offers the Ilkone i800 handset to stream Koranic verse, search religious docu-
ments, and indicate the direction of Mecca for  kiblah . 

 Even within Europe, the internet is not just a network supporting political 
communication between and within Muslim communities, but a network 
supporting Islamic legal traditions. These traditions, while not codifi ed in 
the laws of most countries in the West, can be adhered to by Muslim families 
living in the West. English-language websites such as  www.efatwa.com , 
 muftisays.com , and  askimam.com  offer advice, and both mullahs and muftis 
lead discussions in many other forums and chat rooms in a vast range of lan-
guages. The “FatwaBase” is a downloadable archive of scholarly opinion on 
Koranic interpretation. The internet is the means by which mullahs and 
muftis can be consulted on sub-legal problems. Islam may not be the legiti-
mate source of law in a country, but where digital technologies make it pos-
sible to consult with alternative sources of legal authority, they alter social 
practices and the process of decision making in Muslim communities and 
families ( Sisler  2007  ;  Anderson  2003  ;  Wax  1999  ). Research suggests, how-
ever, that these sites are not used by people who want to learn about the 
traditions of institutionalized Islam, but by people who seek guidance on 
personal, everyday challenges ( Ho, Lee, and Hameed  2008  ). 

 There are several ways in which Western values about acceptable online 
civic behavior have not transported well. First, while the technology has 
been transferred, the cultural practice of tolerating hacktivism and online 
anonymity as a means of civil disobedience has not really transferred ( Rogers 
 2000  ). Second, there are relatively few examples of online political parody: 
joke websites are taken very seriously. Indeed, it was through the internet 
that news of Danish cartoons about the Prophet Mohammed rapidly dissem-
inated around the Muslim world. The ability to include humor as part of the 
process of deliberative dialogue and public policy critique is probably a sign 
of Western democratic practices. The Islamic variant of democracy may not 
share the same sense of humor as that of other advanced democracies. In 
this way, the Islamic internet reproduces several consistent norms about 
how Islamic political culture should function. 

 The internet, mobile phones, and SMS have served to reduce the distance 
between small Muslim communities in the West and homeland audiences 
far away ( Bonde  2007  ). There is a lot of Western content online, and con-
comitantly digital technologies supplement the infrastructure of Islamic 
organizations by providing a site for cultural content and reproducing Islamic 
cultural values in digital forms. At the same time, such diasporas are the 
audiences for digitally produced content from civil society groups in the 
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homeland. New informational linkages between Muslim communities 
around the developing world have done much to construct a transnational 
Islamic identity by sharing grievances, language, history, cultural content. 
Critical Islamists may say there is no such thing as the “Muslim world,” but 
new information technologies have done much to help many Muslims 
 imagine one.  

    WIRED CITIZENSHIP   

 There is a vast amount of civic discourse online, and this is where we fi nd 
politics in the Muslim world today. The internet is valuable during elections, 
especially rigged ones. Online engagement can mean that community leaders 
are adopting Western notions of what democracy should looks like, but also 
that such leaders are building the Islamic variants to civic life online. Today, 
citizenship means something specifi c and new—not just informational 
literacy, but digital literacy. 

 In part, this is because the system of political communication in many 
Muslim countries is very different from that of even a few years ago. The 
meaning and conduct of citizenship is different, especially in countries 
where the internet provides the only infrastructure for civil discourse. Even 
in the democracies where the state does provide some of the infrastructure 
for civic life and acts of citizenship—participation in juries, voting, town hall 
meetings or their equivalent, and the open fora of newspaper editorials and 
effective legislatures—the internet greatly supplements the means by which 
citizens conduct the business of citizenship. In some countries, such as 
Azerbaijan and Bahrain, open political discourse is barely possible without 
the digital tools for coordinating meetings, discussing politics in relative ano-
nymity, and getting news and information from sources other than the state. 
In this way, the internet does not simply enable political discourse. In many 
Muslim countries, the internet embodies political discourse. This has impor-
tant implications for the meaning and conduct of citizenship. 

 Today, several of the most important acts of citizenship are conducted 
online, and for some Muslim communities, they can only be conducted 
online. The representation of women in public political spaces, including 
internet access points, has been shown to be consistently low around the 
Muslim communities of the developing world. Holding such factors as reli-
gion, type of regime, and colonial tradition constant, being in a predomi-
nantly Muslim culture is the single most negative predictor of when a woman 
is elected or appointed to a lower legislative house ( Paxton, Hughes, and 
Green  2006  ). Particularly in the Gulf region, having an online public sphere 
has created signifi cant opportunities for women to participate in civic debate 
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with few offl ine correlates. Civic engagement, in this context, may refer to 
the ability of women to participate in economic and political exchanges 
independent of infl uence from male family members. 

 The internet is used for much more than business and politics. People 
socialize online, they fl irt and arrange dates, and they shop. Sometimes peo-
ple debate cultural politics, discussing why gender segregation is necessary, 
why women should retain the  hajib , and what love means in communities 
that sanction or demand arranged marriage. They meet in online clubs to 
discuss hobbies, play games, or learn the latest strategies in the widespread 
game of circumventing government censorship. In the Muslim world, inter-
net use is effectively extending citizenship to people who were, before 
the internet, unable to access news, read about their government, check 
sources, link with diasporas, talk anonymously. In the most authoritarian 
of countries, the internet provides the infrastructure for citizenship that 
is ot provided by an independent civil society, and new information 
 technologies have allowed residents in Muslim countries to develop new 
citizenship roles. 

 Many online civil society groups actively work to alter the citizenship 
roles proscribed for them by ruling elites. They create cultural and political 
content that can be stored beyond the reach of the state, they engage in 
online activism, and they form groups independent of the state to solve local 
collective action problems. Even in countries that have experienced no 
democratic transition, there exists a small corner of the internet in which 
civil society is nascent. Ruling elites cannot so easily destroy social move-
ments by excluding them from the system of political communication: 
movement leaders move overseas, and the movement goes online. 

 In many Muslim communities, the circle of people who are functioning 
citizens has been effectively expanded through internet access. In most 
Western democracies, the population of active citizens is smaller than 
the number of people.  In most Muslim countries, the population of 
active citizens may be small, but is certainly expanding. It is expanding, 
and it is the internet that is part of the process of expanding the pool of 
citizens. When civil society is online, citizens are given more possibilities 
for memberships in associations that neither the state nor social elites 
approve of. Moreover, people with some informational sophistication can 
participate anonymously if they choose, such that their membership is 
hidden from the state and social elites and beyond restrictions and 
monitoring. 

 An important part of this phenomenon is that information technology in 
many countries outside the West is essentially a collective technology. In the 
West we all know what a “personal computer” is, and measuring the spread of 
personal computers has become the fundamental metric for studies of tech-
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nology diffusion. In Muslim communities around the developing world, such 
communication technologies may be owned but not exclusively held. That is, 
the act of ownership is not one of monopolizing the technology from use by 
others. If anything, the rules of technology ownership are that the owner has 
the right of fi rst use, but also the right to see that the technology can be used 
by friends and family in a set of priorities that the owner gets to determine. In 
Tanzania, for example, the offi cial fi gures in 2005 suggested that 4 percent of 
the population owned a mobile phone, while 97 percent of the population 
said they could access a mobile phone through friends and family. Only 28 
percent of the population said they could access a landline ( BBC  2005  ). 

 The internet is a crucial tool for helping Muslims appreciate the diversity 
in their own national and spiritual communities. The internet supports 
learning about the rich cultural heritage in other countries, hearing the 
variety of musical styles and languages, reading of different political per-
spectives. As Ghareeb cogently argues for countries in the Middle East, “The 
new media are encouraging increasing cultural unity among the Arabs by 
acknowledging their diversity, by helping to refl ect and mobilize public 
opinion on issues of common concern, and by overcoming some narrow 
regional loyalties (2000, 13).” This applies from North Africa to Indonesia. 
Moreover, the internet allows young Muslims to learn about life in countries 
where both faith and freedom coexist.  

    CONCLUSION   

 The major difference the internet has made for civil society groups in all 
Muslim countries has been a vast reduction in the cost of communicating 
across great distances to domestic constituents and international affi liates. 
This has resulted in increased dialogue across civil society groups within 
countries and contacts with international affi nity groups and some degree of 
organizational capacity independent of those international groups. It has 
improved the capacity of civil leaders to activate and engage citizens inter-
ested in specifi c issues to mobilize large numbers of people in times of 
systematic crisis, to present public policy alternatives to social elites, and to 
shape the presentation of news. 

 The internet has also had a moderating, mediating role in many Muslim 
communities. In Kuwait, the internet and mobile phones provided the infra-
structure through which civic conversations about the role of women in 
politics evolved into constitutional changes. In international Muslim com-
munities, young people turn to the internet not to learn about organized, 
institutional Islam, but for spiritual guidance on personal problems. The 
plethora of electronic fora for debating social norms and behaviors in a civil 
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manner have resulted in demonstrable changes in attitudes toward women 
and domestic violence ( Kort  2005  ). Fairbanks has argued that pseudo-demo-
cratic regimes may be most susceptible to upheaval because they are pre-
tending to be something they are not ( Fairbanks  2004  ). The internet provides 
dissidents with an additional tool for exposing the corruption and abuses of 
authoritarian regimes and provides an information infrastructure pretty 
much independent from the other media, which are closely supervised by 
the autocratic state. ICTs make it possible for civil society to expose bureau-
cratic corruption and autocratic practices alike. 

 It is not just that social movements use new information technologies to 
learn about successful democratization strategies in other countries, adver-
tising their plight to cultural diasporas and the global community. They also 
learn how to use new ICTs to improve the organizational capacity and reach 
of their own movements. A successful online mobilization against an author-
itarian regime may only have short-lived outcomes. Or the mobilization may 
cause enough chaos to allow the regime to entrench itself. But usually, such 
online mobilizations have an impact on specifi c aspects of political life: 
improvements in the justice system of courts; increased political competi-
tion within single-party states; more open elections at particular levels of 
government; more meaningful regime transparency and stakeholder partic-
ipation during the policy-making process. All of these features of democratic 
change are very much dependent on the presence and form of information 
and communication technologies. And, in many of the country cases here, 
ICTs have been a structural advantage for massive mobilizations against 
regimes. Foreign support of local democratic movements has taken the form 
of information infrastructure and the capacity to attract and involve mem-
bers, raise funds, and express grievances. ICTs have been crucial for the orga-
nization of radical youth movements and the use of new protest tactics that 
undermine authoritarian regimes. Indeed, even campaigns to unite opposi-
tion movements, monitor elections, and spread word of fraudulent electoral 
results have increasingly relied on new information technologies. 

 Civil society actors participate in politics through activism and protest 
against the West on the basis of shared grievances. However, many Muslim 
communities have grievances against each other, and the information tech-
nologies have done much to bring coherence to groups and claims of wrong-
doing. In important ways, the internet is what has structured the “cognitive 
liberation” of civil society across the Muslim world: the sense that Muslims 
have been collectively wronged and that collectively something can be done 
about it ( McAdam  1982  ). However, this cognitive liberation is much more 
multifaceted than we usually acknowledge. The process of collective identity 
formation online has resulted in plenty of discourse within and between 
Muslim communities, a discourse that is vibrant, mediated by the internet, 
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and on topics that do not always even relate to the West. Most often, civil 
society actors work to demonstrate the relative deprivation of Muslims 
within their own communities, targeting their own political and economic 
elites as much as Western ones. 

 Certainly, the power gains by non-state actors do not necessarily translate 
into a loss of power for the state. Yet for a majority of Muslim countries, the 
closest thing to meaningful civic debate is found online, not in the sited insti-
tutions of the territorial state. Bloggers and online multimedia content, pro-
duced by diasporas and within authoritarian states, are the opposition in 
countries like Saudi Arabia, Azerbaijan, and Singapore. In most Muslim 
countries, neither the state nor political parties monopolize the production 
of political culture: civic groups and individuals now contribute in signifi cant 
ways. New ICTs are part of heated debates over the interpretation of Islamic 
texts. While there is certainly a strong presence of radical Islamic sects and 
terrorist propaganda online, the number of civic groups and political parties 
using the internet for democratic discourse and activism is more impressive 
(and in need of support). There are an important number of cases of protests 
and activist movements that have led successful democratic insurgencies in 
the Muslim countries, insurgencies that depended on ICTs for the timing 
and logistics of protest. It is probably unwise to say that the internet and 
 mobile phones have caused a single democratic revolution. But today, having 
an active online civil society is a key ingredient of the causal recipe for 
democratization.         
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           Chapter 6  

 Censorship and the Politics of Cultural 
Production   

   In many Muslim countries, new information communication technologies 
have signifi cantly improved the capacity of political actors to manage their 
fi nancial and personnel resources and advance ideological projects at home 
and abroad. Information technologies such as the internet and mobile 
phones are also part of the tool kit that political elites use to shape cultural 
interests and infl uence public opinion. Yet new ICTs pose a dilemma for 
government policy makers and mullahs who have developed stringent rules 
for censoring culture that takes the traditional forms of movies, television 
and radio programs, magazines, and newspapers. Such rules are crucial to 
maintaining ideological hegemony, and while the costs of producing these 
mass media are high, the costs of destroying them are low. For many citizens, 
the cost of producing digital content with consumer electronics is relatively 
low. For the state, the cost of destroying such digital artifacts can be high, 
when it is possible at all. State censors have ways of controlling the produc-
tion and dissemination of political culture online: sometimes these methods 
are innovative, sometimes inept. Censors often seem one step behind and 
reactive, developing restrictions in response to creative maneuvering by cit-
izens armed with mobile-phone cameras, portable fl ash drives, and basic 
knowledge of how to use free internet tools. 

 In this chapter, I will discuss the means of producing and consuming 
political culture over various media in Muslim communities of the devel-
oping world, and review the domains of political culture that ruling elites 
attempt to manage. I will also survey the techniques for digital surveillance, 
censorship, and content management. ICTs have two important roles in the 
distribution of authority in Islamic culture. In some countries, citizens are 
using ICTs to alter the patterns of cultural production and consumption. In 
others, these new technologies are giving ruling elites better ways for 
managing cultural production and the formation of political identity online. 
In many countries, both roles can be observed simultaneously, but overall, 
the decentralization of cultural production and consumer electronics is 
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 overcoming elite attempts to manage culture through censorship fi lters on 
centralized national servers.  

    FROM EXPRESSION TO REPRESSION   

 While the internet was certainly an English-language medium in its earliest 
years of use, the demographic and linguistic diversity of online content has 
improved in recent years. Today, the internet is a crucial medium of political 
culture across the Muslim world, despite the limited language options in 
software, online content, and search engines. In 1996 some 80 percent of the 
people communicating over the internet were reading, writing, and recording 
in English; by 2004 this was true for only 35 percent of internet users 
( UNESCO  2005  ). Gauging the linguistic diversity of internet content is a 
complex task, but experts estimate that in 1998, for every eight webpages, six 
were in English, one was in a Germanic or Romance language, and one was 
in some other language. By 2003, for every eight webpages, only four were in 
English, one was in a Germanic or Romance language, and three had content 
in other languages ( UNESCO  2005  ).   1    

 Whereas the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) 
is a set of English alphabet characters, the universal character set makes pos-
sible the production of digital text in many different scripts. In a test of how 
often the universal character set was used in 12 Muslim countries in 2004, 
only fi ve were found to be using it at all. Almost all the content on Tajikistan’s 
top level domain name servers (*.tj) had text content made up of the universal 
character set, but at most half the content on servers with top-level domain 
names in Bangladesh (*.bd), Iran (*.ir), Kuwait (*.kw), and the United Arab 
Emirates (*.ae) used it. In Brunei (*.bn), Kyrgyzstan (*.kg), Palestine and the 
West Bank (*.ps), Syria (*.sy), Turkmenistan (*.tm), Uzbekistan (*.uz), and 
Yemen (*.ye), it was not found at all. Among these Central Asian countries, 
very little content is accessible in local scripts, meaning that internet users are 
either communicating in English or Russian, or transferring much of the 
digital culture they produce onto international *.com, *.org, or *.net servers 
rather than using servers with their country’s top-level domain name. Some 
internet users who prefer to communicate in languages other than English 
simply use the Latin character set to construct words in their own language 
( UNESCO  2005  ). Use of the universal character set has increased signifi cantly 
in recent years, though its use is far from universal. 

 The cultural diversity of digital content increased dramatically with the 
emergence of a multilingual character code standard for software, and also 
with global marketing strategies from software companies that increasingly 
produce versions of their software in other languages. However, the language 
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choices offered by some computer operating systems are not as impressive. 
For example, observers estimate that Microsoft Windows XP’s language 
options cover just over 80 percent of the global population; the remaining 
20 percent would overwhelmingly be speakers of non-European languages 
and be unable to use this software in their mother tongue. Similarly, with 
online search engines a crucial tool for using the internet, the search engine 
coverage is skewed toward the European languages. Not only are instruc-
tions for using search engines offered in a limited set of languages and scripts, 
the content crawled and archived by such search engines is of limited cultural 
diversity. For example, experts estimate that the language offerings in the 
8 billion pages indexed by Google by mid-2005 would cover just over 60 per-
cent of the global population, meaning 40 percent would not be able to fi nd 
content in their mother tongue ( UNESCO  2005  ). 

 While the use of Arabic in software, search engines, and content is 
improving, it is safe to say that the languages of other Muslim populations 
are signifi cantly underrepresented. Some 43 percent of internet users use a 
Latin script, 9 percent an Arabic script. While software, search engines, and 
content are available in major scripts in the Arabic, Hanzi, and Indic  language 
groups, the minor language groups are less likely to be covered. In sum, the 
minor European languages are likely to be well represented, but the minor 
non-European languages, mother tongues of large numbers of Muslims, are 
less likely to be represented ( UNESCO  2005  ). 

 Yet the evolution in technical standards in software code, search parame-
ters, and the universal character set allow some Muslim communities to pro-
duce more culturally relevant content. Improvements in bandwidth and 
memory mean that this content is not limited to textual production and con-
sumption by the literate. Thus, ICTs have not simply altered the way that 
major political actors work. They have allowed for a restructuring in the 
system of cultural production, and many of the people who once could only 
passively consume political culture by watching TV or listening to the radio 
are actively  producing culture online.  

    PRODUCING AND CONSUMING POLITICAL CULTURE 
IN MUSLIM MEDIA SYSTEMS   

 Political culture includes not just abstract values and ideologies, nor can it 
simply defi ned by news content and campaign ads. Political culture is also 
defi ned by material aspects of information technologies, which provide very 
concrete schema that pattern our values and ideologies and, consequently, 
our voting behavior and public policy opinions. The technical standards 
described above and the fi ltering software described below both shape 
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political culture—and are examples of it. At least as important in under-
standing how media stimuli affect public opinion is understanding where 
those stimuli come from and how those stimuli may change with new tech-
nologies of political communication. Networked information technologies 
increasingly alter our habits of learning political information and our abilities 
to express and convey opinions to leaders; our contemporary habits of 
political learning and means of political expression defi ne this new system of 
political communication. 

 Political culture is defi ned by both social relationships and the material 
means of transmitting information about those relationships, but we often 
leave the term undefi ned and avoid the components of material develop-
ment—especially communication technologies—that are the most physical 
manifestations of cultural schema. Everyday cognition relies on cultural 
schema, knowledge structures that represent objects or events and provide 
default assumptions about characteristics and relationships when information 
is incomplete ( DiMaggio  1997  ). Although schema include both representa-
tions of knowledge and information-processing mechanisms, in the social 
sciences we rarely study those mechanisms that are in fact material.   2    
Crediting mechanisms with structuration, a hidden and uncontrollable 
grammar that writes society, is more the task of Harold Innis, Marshall 
McLuhan, and Jean Baudrillard (McLuhan 1944; Innis and Innis 1972; 
 Baudrillard  1978  ;  Innis  1991  ). In other words, research into political culture 
has largely excluded the material dimension of communication technology 
and treated political culture as ideological repertoires, not technological 
structures. Telecommunications standards, whether in the form of software 
search parameters or the fi ltering settings of a censorship program, are key 
structural aspects of modern democracy. 

 Political culture is a set of cognitive and material schema for organizing 
the movement of socially signifi cant objects through scripted political pro-
cess in political events and for organizing the way we remember those 
objects, events, and processes. Political culture consists of cognitive repre-
sentations, concrete social relations, and the information communication 
technologies that mediate these representations and relations. These 
schema, whether ideological or material, constrain some forms of political 
action and provide capacity for other forms of political action. In sum, 
political culture usually refers to ideological frames that help fi lter 
information. However, I argue that political culture is also defi ned by 
material frames—information and communication technologies—that also 
help fi lter political content. Political culture is usually treated as a hard 
deterministic force or as something permitting free will. I argue that political 
culture provides both capacity and constraint for action. This is certainly 
true for political life in advanced democracies ( Howard  2006  ). Increasingly, 
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the political culture of Muslim countries is being structured by the material 
schema of internet architecture. 

 It is diffi cult to compare systems of cultural production and consumption 
in the developing world with those in the developed world. Much more data 
is available on the developed world, where entertainment fi rms, industry 
associations, and governments keep data on the productivity of industries 
that produce books, movies, and cultural content in digital forms. By 2010 
there were, worldwide, approximately 141 million Muslims with some access 
to the internet, and more with access to mobile phones. The internet was a 
collection of over 600 million computers, but just over 3 percent of these 
were registered with the domain name of a Muslim country.   3    However, the 
pace of change is quick, in terms of both the number of Muslim internet 
users and the extent of culturally relevant content available. Moreover, the 
diffusion of digital information technologies has had an impact on cultural 
production and consumption overall. Over time, how do the new and tradi-
tional technologies of cultural consumption and production compare across 
countries? Recall that  Figures  0.1   and   0.2  , in the Introduction, give the basic 
diffusion trends for specifi c media and technology. 

 The number of internet hosts has also been on the rise, but, as shown 
above, in the global context the proportion of internet hosts connected to the 
internet from Muslim countries is low: 10 percent of the global internet user 
population is Muslim, while just over 3 percent of the world’s internet hosts 
are registered at the top-level domain name of a Muslim country. These com-
parative trends reveal that television and radio are the most widely diffused 
media for consuming culture, and consumption-only cultural media and 
webpages are the most widely diffusing medium for producing and con-
suming culture. Books and internet hosts are similar in that they are con-
tainers for cultural content. They are also fundamentally different in that 
readers cannot produce cultural content in book form, whereas internet 
users can produce cultural content for internet hosts. Is there a better way of 
comparing these two particular tools for cultural content? 

 If we assume that a web page or website hosted in a Muslim country has 
cultural content relevant to that country’s population, we can estimate the 
quick growth in Muslim culture online through counts of top-level domain 
names. While there is relatively reliable information on the number of hosts 
connected to the internet, book production is diffi cult to track over time. 
Even this patchy data reveals something about the ways in which the inter-
net has become an important means of cultural production in many devel-
oping countries and, in particular, developing Muslim countries. 

  Figure  6.1   presents two important trends: the number of literate adults 
for every new book title produced, and the number of internet users for 
every internet host.   4    This fi gure provides more comparative context for the 
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cultural production trends in  Table  6.1  —the consumption and production of 
content online is not just rising, but outpacing that of book production. 
Books and websites are similar in that there is no minimum or maximum 
length; they can be hundreds of pages or a few pages. Books, once published, 
can circulate widely, while consuming cultural content online requires inter-
net skills, infrastructure, and electrical power. Today, there roughly 140 
literate Muslim adults for every new book published in countries with large 

    Figure 6.1  Cultural Production and Consumption in Muslim Countries, 1995–2008  

   Sources and Notes:  Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources. Data on 
literate adults from the World Resources Institute, annual book production from 
UNESCO, internet users from the ITU and Internet World Statistics, and internet hosts 
from the World Resources Institute and Internet Software Consortium (World Bank 
2008; World Resources Institute 2007;  ITU  2006  ; Internet Software Consortium 2007; 
 UNESCO  2007  ; Internet World Statistics 2007. In 2005, I used Zook’s adjustment to the 
count of internet hosts, which refl ects the geographic dispersion of domain names 
ending in *.com, *.net, and *.org (Zook, 2006). Annual book  production provided by 
UNESCO includes data for the years 1997, 2000, and 2003. Between 1990 and 1995, 
average is only reported in years for which there is complete data on at least 5 Muslim 
countries. The WRI provides a literacy rate for the period 2000–2004, which was 
extended for 2005 and 2006, and the previous years of literacy rates were imputed 
using the best available data from the World Development Indicators. The WRI provides 
counts of internet hosts from 1990–2004, 2005 was taken from Zook, and 2006, 2007, 
and 2008 taken from the Internet World Statistics. Data for internet users was taken 
from the WDI for 1990–2005, and 2006, 2007, and 2008 taken from the Internet World 
Statistics.     
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Muslim communities, and almost 6,000 Muslim internet users for every 
internet host maintained in the Muslim world. This fi gure reveals both the 
high demand and weak domestic infrastructure for cultural content online. 
The booming numbers of new internet users means that demand for digital 
cultural content is high, but new users in Muslim countries must be pro-
ducing and consuming cultural content that resides on hosts in other coun-
tries. This high demand also helps explain the booming numbers of new 
hosts being connected in many Muslim countries—people are eager to have 
their own cultural content online. This demand is more intense than the 
demand for cultural content in book form; this helps explain why the rate of 
hosts being connected to the internet is so much higher than the rate of book 
production in Muslim countries.  

 The internet has grown so quickly in Muslim countries that the ratio of 
internet users for every internet host must be presented on a logarithmic 
scale. Instead of presenting the number of hosts or internet users per capita, 
this fi gure can be said to present the ratio of people who use the internet to 
the amount of cultural content available for them online. In absolute num-
bers, there are more books produced each year than internet hosts. On 
average, 52 million new books have been produced annually in recent years 
in Muslim countries, while 2 million new servers have annually been 
connected to the internet. 

 There are a few people reading lots of books, and lots of internet users 
visiting relatively few websites. In certain Muslim countries, book produc-
tion has remained stagnant or even declined over time, but with rising book 
production in a few key countries such as Egypt, Turkey, and Malaysia, total 
book production has grown modestly each year. There are two caveats to the 
generalizations possible from this data. First, it is still based on cultural pro-
duction and consumption fi gures for units of nation-states. We must assume 
that the connectedness rate for cultural subgroups is the same as for whole 
countries. This is not ideal, given that in some countries Muslim commu-
nities are ruling elites, and in others they are impoverished minorities. 
However, in the absence of more adequate survey data, this assumption 
needs to be tolerated. Second, we have to assume that the books published in 
these countries are written in the languages read by much of the population. 
In some countries, texts may be printed for Arabic readers, even though 
most of those readers are in other countries. 

 Together, these fi gures reveal how important the internet has become as 
a conduit for cultural content in Muslim communities. In many countries a 
signifi cant amount of bandwidth carries cultural content in the form of 
Hollywood and Bollywood movies, networked video games, and pornog-
raphy. Young people in particular make and exchange music that refl ects the 
latest hip hop sounds but also carries political messages ( Drissel  2007  ). 
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In what sense does the changing media infrastructure have an impact on 
political culture? As argued in previous chapters, many of these new web-
pages also host content that is only implicitly political: blogs for young 
Muslim men and women, newsfeeds, and Western cultural content. This 
content may seem innocuous to us, but it is political—indeed politicized—by 
the social elites who try to manage cultural production through censorship. 
One way to assess the importance of political culture online is by tracking 
the kinds of censorship that elites attempt. In surprising ways, censorship is 
not just the use of fi rewalls to block overt political content critical of auto-
cratic rule. Several countries, such as China and Cuba, censor only overt 
political content. But many Muslim countries, even those that are not consti-
tutional monarchies or Islamic republics, use censorship to police the bound-
aries of cultural norms, terms of cultural interaction. What are the primary 
domains of political culture and identity formation that ruling elites work 
most diligently to manage?  

    MANAGING CULTURAL PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 
THROUGH CENSORSHIP   

 The power of political elites in many Muslim countries lies in their ability to 
manage how their citizens develop political identities. Twenty years ago, rul-
ing elites managed identity formation through tight regulation of television, 
radio, and fi lm production. Dictators in Central Asia used this media control, 
for example, to present themselves as benevolent father fi gures who staved 
off post-Soviet chaos and preserved national values. In constitutional mon-
archies and Islamic republics, social elites use the media to preserve the 
tenets of Islam they value most, and to interpret Islamic edicts in ways that 
justify the concentration of power. For example, while Sudanese offi cials 
may be concerned about the ways that opposition groups use the internet to 
publish their propaganda and organize their movements, religious leaders 
worry about the spiritual pollution from Western political culture that might 
spoil young Sudanese minds. Mohamed Salih Hassan, a Sudanese imam of 
the powerful Ansar Muslim sect, expressed this viewpoint succinctly, saying 
that “the Muslim people should respect the faith, and not allow such 
information to reach their families. If an uncontrollable system like the 
internet is introduced in society, it will be very diffi cult for us to preach the 
Kingdom of Allah.” ( Global Internet Liberty Campaign Newsletter  1998  ). 

 Online censorship has effectively politicized several sets of cultural prac-
tices. For example, the Syrian government has attempted to block in-country 
access to the social networking website Facebook and the blogging applica-
tion Blogger. Doing so enrages users, generates some international press 
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 coverage, and transforms the online social networking software used by high 
school students and the most innocuous blogs into resistant political 
culture. 

 What are the domains of political culture that social elites most aggres-
sively guard? Evidence suggests that censorship tools are used to manage 
two sensitive aspects of political culture: discussion about the politics of 
gender; and political identity formation. In these domains of political life, 
social elites use the state apparatus to help enforce political and social norms. 
Among the most sensitive topics are the role of women in public and private 
life, the opportunities given them both in the political and economic realm, 
and the circumstances in which they can and should encounter men. Ruling 
elites also use censorship and telecommunications policy to help promulgate 
an international Muslim identity based on shared grievances and transna-
tional cultural affi nities, while at the same time providing interpretations of 
sacred texts, sympathetic to their needs. 

    Learning about the Politics of Gender   

 ICTs mediate gender politics in unexpected ways. In the political economy of 
media, women are playing more dynamic roles in television and fi lm both in 
front of and behind the camera. But women have, in the opinion of some 
observers, aggressively invaded the new public space created by digital 
media ( Mernissi  2004  ). First and foremost, digital media are allowing citi-
zens to learn about the status of women and gender relations in other coun-
tries. Second, they also allow both men and women to debate specifi c gender 
issues relevant in their own cultures ( Stowasser  2001  ). Third, the arrival of 
new ICTs in many Muslim communities and households has become an 
occasion for renegotiating and restructuring gender relationships. Political 
elites in some countries restrict internet access to prevent such cultural 
learning, debate, and renegotiations. 

 Men and women use the internet, sometimes through anonymizing appli-
cations, to discuss gender politics. In Iran, for example, blogs are often used 
to debate—sometimes hotly—the role of women in society, especially in 
Islamic republics. Some of the most popular bloggers live not in Iran but in 
Toronto and Los Angeles, though their readership and impact is certainly in 
Iran ( Slavin  2005  ;  Alexanian  2006  ).   5    Several studies of the Iranian blogging 
community suggest that a surprising number of them are women, and within 
Iran, “coffee-nets” have allowed young men and women to interact in ways 
not possible in everyday public places where the sexes must remain  separated 
( Rahimi  2003  ). 

 Cybercafés have become new social centers where young men and women 
interact ( Wheeler  2001  ,   2004  ). Observers have found that some cybercafés 
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are masculine spaces that are inhospitable if not inaccessible to women, 
including several observed in Lagos, Nigeria ( Griswold, McDonnell, and 
McDonnell  2006  ). In more traditional Muslim communities, cybercafé inter-
actions are limited and may end at sundown when young women in Dar es 
Salaam, Baku, and Dushanbe must be at home. Nonetheless, this increased 
interaction between young men and women in the cybercafés is just as 
important as the internet itself for increasing the frequency with which men 
and women converse ( al-Saggaf  2004  ). In Uganda, less than 20 percent of 
cybercafé users reported doing commercial transactions of some kind. 
Cybercafés are used as meeting places, as places of shelter and safety, as well 
as for training women to use ICTs ( Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu  2003  ). 

 Within households, women often report being allowed less time online 
than male family members. For women offi ce workers, reports one Sudanese 
woman, the workplace becomes part of the ICT solution. “Even if their fam-
ilies refuse it, they can ask for a line and put it in their place of work where 
they can share the information after working” ( IPS/Misa  1998  ). Research on 
the impact of ICTs in schools has also found that boys and girls benefi t in 
different ways. A survey of schools in Senegal, Mozambique, and Mauritania 
found that boys are usually given the most exposure to ICTs in the school-
room. But when girls and boys have equal exposure, girls actually benefi ted 
more than boys in terms of academic outcomes, self-esteem, and communi-
cation skills ( Gadio  2001  ). Even considering prohibitive costs and irregular 
connectivity, benefi ts accrue differently to boys and girls because they use 
the internet for different purposes. In a qualitative follow-up study in the 
same countries, researchers found that when girls can get online, “they tend 
to look for information on issues that are culturally sensitive, such as repro-
ductive health and sexuality. Girls are interested in information which 
enables them to control their bodies and to avoid problems such as unwanted 
pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases. They are interested in 
educational activities whereas boys prefer looking at pictures and listening 
to music” ( Gadio  2001  , 18). 

 The arrival of ICTs often becomes an occasion for conversing about and 
even negotiating gender. Development practitioners fi nd that community 
conversations about technology access invariably introduces gender as a 
social construct, not a biological one, giving parents, teachers, and community 
leaders the opportunity to discuss how traditional beliefs and practices con-
stitute a barrier to girls’ education ( Gadio  2001  ). These institutional barriers 
are not vague cultural precepts that discourage girls from learning to use 
new information technologies. In the context of ICT diffusion in schools, 
researchers have found that poverty in Africa means that girls’ education 
cannot be considered important in poor families. Early marriage and pre-
defi ned work domains (usually not related to ICTs) mean that young women 
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do not encounter ICTs early on. The lack of cultural role models—women 
who are bright and successful in science and technology-related fi elds, the 
absence of female community leaders in policy and planning circles, and the 
lack of incentives to keep girls in school—all play a part in discouraging girls 
from enrolling in IT training programs ( Sylla  2002  ). In many Muslim cities, 
regardless of how safe they feel, most girls must be home by sunset. The 
cybercafés are taken over by young boys playing video games and watching 
movies. 

 The projects that allow young women to encounter the internet are 
diverse. The Senegalese government has sponsored a multimedia caravan: 
vans equipped with laptop computers, a digital radio station, power genera-
tors, sound systems, chairs, and tents. A small bus runs behind this van for 
the 30 people who maintain the equipment, set up demonstrations, and 
teach visitors. The government has a program to give rural women who grow 
staple crops information about daily market prices over mobile phones. 
There are community resource centers in poor districts of Dakar managed 
by young people trained to help even the illiterate to use ICTs ( Sylla  2002  ). 

 The introduction of new ICTs is not simply providing the opportunity to 
redress gender disparities in developing communities; it is providing a 
platform for learning about gender politics. Three factors impede learning 
about gender politics in Muslim countries. First, new internet users rarely 
have the ability to conduct sophisticated searches and critically assess the 
content they fi nd. This comes with practice, along with coaching from friends 
and family. Second, political elites in some countries actively work to dis-
courage state programs from providing women with ICT training and access, 
or actively block listservs, blogs, and chat rooms where young Muslims can 
have some discourse on gender issues. Third, government regulators estab-
lish content fi lters that block websites they judge to be antithetical to the 
established edicts of gender relations in their country or according to their 
interpretation of Islam.  

    Online Information about Islam and Other Muslim Cultures   

 In the late 1990s several Islamic states embraced the internet, treating it as 
another way to promote particular approaches to the Islamic faith, Muslim 
identity and spiritual iconography. Radical Islamic organizations, whether 
state-entrenched or opposition social movements, competed to display and 
defi ne spiritual iconography online. For example, the Saui Arabia Ministry 
of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da’wa and Guidance reserved for its own 
use the domain name islam.org.sa.   6    This URL was used as the exclusive 
source for streaming prayers from Medina and Mecca online. This Saudi 
ministry and others have actively used the internet to promote Wahhabist 
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Islam. Similarly, in Iran’s spiritual city of Qom, students at the theological 
seminary were taught internet skills; then they scanned theological texts for 
items suitable for distribution online ( Peterson  1996  ;  Johari  2002  ). In coun-
tries with large Muslim populations, national libraries were quickly tasked 
with digitizing treasured documents, organizing photographic collection of 
spiritual sites, and creating multimedia presentations that link local Islamic 
narratives to transnational histories. One reason to do this was to create 
online resources for youth, as a Mauritanian student reports:

  By using the Internet we can communicate in Arabic, French, English and 
other languages. Now, we even can study the Koran in-depth and learn more 
about Islam and how it is practiced in various Muslim communities. The 
Internet has been a powerful communication tool between children of our age 
living in other places and us. We communicate with them freely about our 
common teen issues without barriers. We do not know or see each other but 
the connection makes us very close. I like that!! ( Gadio  2001  , 24)   

 Other scholars have hypothesized that satellite news broadcasts have helped 
to create a transnational Muslim identity through the mass communication 
of relevant news. However this student suggests that a transnational Muslim 
identity for contemporary youth may be constructed online, through more 
personal interactions, unmediated by news organizations. Internet users in 
advanced democracies are a youthful group, but the average internet user in 
the Muslim developing world is even younger. 

 Several scholars have tracked the importance of satellite television broad-
casts in creating a transnational Muslim identity. Soap operas, news pro-
grams, and religious content have made it possible for disparate Muslim 
communities, especially those whose mother tongue is not Arabic, to ima-
gine a global spiritual community. Even diaspora communities in cities such 
as London, New York, and Toronto have used satellite and cable television 
broadcast systems to create programming for both their diaspora and their 
homeland, and to consume programming emanating from their homeland. 
The collective identity of political culture is fashioned by the linkages 
 between diasporic Muslims and the homeland, and linkages between Muslim 
cultures. 

 Many countries have allotted signifi cant support for online libraries. 
Only a few years ago, the majority of public and university libraries had 
paltry ICT resources. Today, in countries as diverse as Turkey, Egypt, 
Pakistan, and Malaysia, national libraries have built web-based collections 
of books, rare manuscripts, theses, journal articles, audio presentations, 
and 3-D images of Islamic artifacts ( Poynder  2004  ;  Hamid Saeed  2000  ). 
These online portals to digital artifacts help provide a comprehensive and 
reliable source of information on the local history of Islam, often in a range 
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of formats and languages. Although these sites claim to exist to help the 
world better understand Islam, the primary users are scholars, educators, 
and schoolchildren who explore the content, exchange ideas, and debate 
Koranic interpretation. 

 The internet is also used to maintain connections with diaspora commu-
nities; family members overseas have become a major news source, forward-
ing newsletters, clips of stories, links to blogs, funding for civic groups and 
social movements, and information about the technical opportunities to 
subvert state censorship. In important ways, the Persian, Jordanian, and 
Turkish diasporas have been able to participate seriously in domestic politics 
in ways that make possible democratic entrenchment or transition. At the 
very least, the new capacity of democratic advocacy groups that are based 
in the West has allowed them to increase engagement with like-minded 
groups in-country. 

 Differences in language, geography, history, and economic wealth con-
tribute to the wide ranging quality of life across Muslim communities. Yet 
today, what little sense of collective identity that exists is a sense of shared 
grievances. This collective identity and shared grievances have developed 
signifi cantly online, and in some cases produce subcultures of terrorists and 
jihadis, but more often produce subcultures of secular activism. The plight 
of Palestinians, once an important issue for primarily political leaders in the 
Arab League, is now followed by Muslims around the world. The security 
situation in Iraq and Afghanistan, and international relations with Iran, lead 
the headlines of news content online and offl ine.  

    Censoring and Surveilling Political Culture Online   

 Not all social elites are happy to have citizens developing political identities 
online, and the primary means of obstructing and managing contemporary 
identity formation—especially for youth—is through internet censorship. 
Political elites have several means of cultural management through online 
censorship: encouraging self-censorship among internet users; regulating 
and taxing commercial internet service providers; and setting national 
technical standards. Through intimidation, most authoritarian regimes cre-
ate a signifi cant amount of self-censorship among their citizens. Some gov-
ernments advertise the fact that they keep electronic logs of internet use by 
citizens, claiming to only act on the most excessive cases of pornography or 
gambling. Knowing that their government may be watching creates an 
information environment in which Saudis, Iranians, and Uzbeks restrict 
their online activities or confi ne their internet activities according to where 
they suspect the state has less oversight, strategically choosing computers 
that may provide some anonymity. One strategy is to use shared computers 
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in public settings such as cybercafés or libraries where individual activities 
are hard to trace electronically, while another is to use personal computers 
at home where government informants cannot see what is on the screen. 

 The regulation of ISPs is another organizational form of censorship. ISPs 
are commonly contracted to help the state preserve moral order, which is 
often defi ned by political elites and implicitly means preserving the existing 
political order. Most governments do not design their own software for regu-
lating the internet. Instead, ISPs are required to use a national proxy server 
through which commercial fi ltering software can operate.   7    In some coun-
tries, such as Saudi Arabia, users are invited to suggest new sites for blocking 
and to request that sites be unblocked. Additionally, internet access can be 
restricted by means of infrastructural and technical standards. Contracted 
ISPs are often assigned limits on the number of modems and ports they can 
operate; the fi ltering software itself can slow down connection speeds. 
Internet access can be restricted through economic policies: mandated pric-
ing strategies create an information infrastructure that is barely accessible 
even to the upper middle class. In countries where many people have inter-
net access, the fastest connections, in private homes, belong to social elites. 

 With patience and perseverance, internet users in Muslim countries can 
often work around the fi ltering mechanisms set up by the state. Across these 
countries, however, there is a pattern to how successful these workarounds 
are: internet users in democracies have more opportunities to learn about 
workarounds than their counterparts in constitutional monarchies, who in 
turn have more opportunity to develop workarounds than users in autoc-
racies. Most of the Islamic democracies have made largely symbolic attempts 
at censorship. Some will censor violent Islamic opposition groups that 
threaten a secular government, but rarely will such censorship extend to 
blocking the anonymizing services and other internet tools that some inter-
net users learn about from friends and family. Most of the constitutional 
monarchies and Islamic republics have well-funded government agencies to 
maintain a list of banned websites, and to invent new ways to censor internet 
use. By comparison, authoritarian regimes are effective censors not because 
of well-funded government agencies, but because of poorly funded public 
infrastructure that prevents fast internet connections. In these regimes, 
streaming news from the BBC, CNN, or Al Jazeera strains the local information 
infrastructure. 

 Censorship is not simply a problem of government agencies trying to con-
trol online information; it is a complex activity that often involves the direct 
participation of U.S. based fi rms, telecommunications policy makers from 
international agencies, cultural elites, and even foreign governments. Just as 
the nation-state can manage the physical holdings of its libraries and limit 
access to books, articles, and other cultural content, the states can manage 
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the multiple choke points and fi ltering options of the information networks. 
There are mandatory points of passage in networks; the packets of information 
transit through the nodes operated by local internet service providers, 
regional internet exchange points, and the multinational fi rms who lease ser-
vices through their undersea trunk cables and satellites. It is at these 
mandatory points of passage that states block access to information. 

 Certainly the state can control cultural consumption online through tech-
nology and spectrum licensing, ownership of the telecommunications pro-
vider and internet exchange points, pricing structures, and the political 
application of security and decency laws. In many Muslim countries, blog-
gers, list owners, website managers, and ISPs are themselves responsible for 
ensuring that their content does not violate such laws. This is an exception-
ally diffi cult task for those who produce cultural content online and those 
who own the communications infrastructure through which the digital 
content passes, because censorship efforts in most countries are erratic. 
Ruling elites developed national security and decency standards to help 
them regulate cultural content that was more materially sited within a fi xed 
in territory and not easily reproduced and recirculated. Many of the people 
who produce cultural content online are subject to the same content rules, 
but these rules are irregularly applied. Today, cultural content is digital, 
reproducible over a global network, and consumable over mobile phones, 
computers, radio, and television. Thus, to assist the political elites in cultural 
management, the state has had to co-opt ISPs and website managers or 
threaten criminal prosecution to producers and consumers alike.   8    

 There is a wide range of censorship strategies among Islamic nations. For 
example, Iran more aggressively blocks access to Farsi-language content than 
English content. When 371 major news and information websites were tested 
for accessibility, 80 percent of the Farsi websites were blocked, but only 
45 percent of the English, suggesting that the Iranian regime is less concerned 
with the impact of internationally produced English-language political 
content than it is with locally produced Farsi-language political content 
( Diebert  2008  ). Ethiopia, Pakistan, Syria, and Uzbekistan have similar strat-
egies for obstructing access to locally produced content while leaving access 
to international websites fairly unrestricted. In contrast, Oman, Sudan, 
Yemen, and the United Arab Emirates are more concerned with limiting 
access to international websites ( Faris and Villeneuve  2007  ). Only recently 
has the Yemeni government begun making opposition news sites inacces-
sible to local users, doing so under the guise of preventing terrorism. The 
cybercafé has become an important social institution in its own right, worthy 
of targeting by Islamic extremists. In December 2007, police in Tehran 
warned 170 cybercafés that they ran the risk of being closed down. 
Subsequently the police closed 24 cafes and arrested 23 people for “immoral 
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behavior.” Eleven arrested were women, with two charged for publishing 
false information, disturbing public opinion, and publicity against the Islamic 
republic. 

 It is diffi cult to know the extent of censorship in Muslim countries: How 
many megabytes of content are banned? How many URLs and search results 
are restricted? How many people locate the information they want despite 
state attempts at censorship? Do the restrictions target Islamic fundamental-
ists and democrats equally? In 2002, only a few countries were known to 
have sophisticated internet censorship systems, including Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, although the most effi cient censorship state was probably China. But 
by 2000, at least 11 Muslim countries had different levels of censorship of 
content about politics, social issues, and international security, or censorship 
that prevented the use of internet tools such as search engines and software 
download sites.   9    By 2008, 20 of the 29 Muslim countries studied had selective, 
substantial, or pervasive fi lters for this kind of content ( Diebert  2008  ). 

 One of the most thorough investigative projects, the OpenNet Initiative 
( www.opennet.net ), found that in these countries, fi ltering initially dealt with 
pornographic websites and sexually explicit content, and then was extended to 
forms of political culture online. This mission creep sometimes occured slowly, 
as government offi cials learned to use their censorship systems, but it occurred 
suddenly during unexpected domestic or international security incidents. For 
example, Pakistan began by fi ltering only websites that contained imagery 
offensive to Islam, but now targets political content, such as websites related to 
the Balochistan independence movement or Facebook pages connected to 
“Everybody Draw Mohammad Day”. Some countries, such as Singapore, only 
deny access to pornographic websites, although the government maintains 
strict controls over traditional media, has heavy penalties for libel, and com-
plex ways of regulating journalists. In contrast, several Gulf States such as 
Bahrain, Jordan, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates block 
access to the entire Israeli (*.il) domain. Others, such as Iran, Syria, Pakistan, 
Tunisia, and Uzbekistan, block entire services, such as YouTube, Skype, and 
Google Maps. Several types of censorship restrict what we in the West can 
learn about Muslim politics, and what people in Muslim countries are able to 
learn about their own political lives. The production and consumption of 
political culture online can be limited by governments, but the involvement of 
Western fi rms and governments also supports these management practices.  

    The Market for Censorship Services   

 Many private fi rms are eager to sell fi ltering services to governments, and 
authoritarian governments are not the only ones subscribing to these  services. 
In fact, only a few governments in the Muslim world have the capacity to 
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build and manage their own surveillance and censorship systems. They block 
access to a set list of URLs, or scan content for a set list of keywords. In either 
case, a signifi cant number of government offi cials are needed to maintain 
up-to-date and accurate lists of banned URLs or targeted keywords. 

 As Diebert rightly points out, California’s Silicon Valley designed not only 
innovations for information sharing, but also the innovations needed for 
restricting the fl ow of information (2008). Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, 
Sudan, Tunisia, and the United Arab Emirates use the fi rm Secure Computing, 
Yemen uses Websense, and Singapore has SurfControl. In the West, corpo-
rate customers use these software applications to prevent employees from 
gambling or viewing pornography at work. But just as public sector clients 
can choose to block access to categories of websites that promote vice, they 
can also choose to block several categories of political content. Websense 
offers the option to barricade advocacy group websites, which they defi ne as 
“sites that promote change or reform in public policy, public opinion, social 
practice, economic activities, and relationships.” It is diffi cult to know how 
much research either the commercial fi rms or the public offi cials put into 
coding websites according to this defi nition, or to the category “militancy or 
extremist groups,” formally defi ned as “sites that offer information about or 
promote or are sponsored by groups advocating antigovernment beliefs or 
action” (Websense 2007). The contracting fi rm does an initial search for web-
sites that fi t these defi nitions, and then government customers can add and 
delete URLs as needed. 

 Using commercial fi ltering software actually affords government censors 
some fl exibility in dealing with public controversy over what gets censored. 
Some governments are overt about their censorship strategies, while others 
are more reticent. Internet censors in both Saudi Arabia and the United 
Arab Emirates publish reports on their activities; when users try to view a 
blocked URL, they fi nd a page divulging that the content has been blocked. 
In contrast, Tunisia has been very reluctant to reveal details of its internet 
censorship programs; blocked websites appear, within Tunisia, as “not 
found.” Uzbekistan uses error pages that claim, falsely, that a blocked web-
site has pornographic content or that redirects users to a “similar” website 
with false or misleading information.  

    Censorship by Non-Muslim Governments   

 Sometimes government policies in Western countries have a direct impact 
on the kind of information tools available in Muslim countries. There are 
several good examples of how U.S. government censorship infl uences what 
we know about the Islamic cultures, what émigrés can learn about Muslim 
politics, and what people in other countries can learn about offi cial U.S. 
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government positions on political and security issues. For example, U.S. trade 
restrictions on the sale or export of some types of digital content have pre-
vented the use of detailed maps by people in other countries. Aid workers in 
Sudan cannot use Google maps to study the region, because the company’s 
fi ltering service identifi es the computer’s IP address, locates the computer in 
the Sudan, and denies access to maps of the region ( Diebert  2008  ;  Geens 
 2007  ). 

 In December 2003 the  Washington Post  reported that the White House 
had edited a published press release from earlier in the year. The title 
“President Bush Announces Combat Operations in Iraq Have Ended” was 
changed to “Bush Announces  Major  Combat Operations in Iraq Have Ended” 
(emphasis added) ( Milbank  2003  ;  Milbank and Graham  2003  ). The ability of 
Western politicians and government leaders to edit their public statements 
allows them signifi cant power to shape perceptions of what was said, by 
whom, and when. In October 2003 it was discovered that the White House 
had added the word “Iraq” to a long list of excluded search terms, effectively 
preventing search engines such as Google and Yahoo from archiving a 
signifi cant amount of content about the security situation in Iraq for about 
six months.   10    During the George W. Bush presidency, the White House regu-
larly used a “robot.txt” fi le to manage how search engines catalogued content 
on  www.whitehouse.gov . The search engine used by staff within the White 
House to search the site’s contents was not subject to these search restric-
tions. This meant that outsiders were able to search and view only approved 
documents ( Elmer  2008  ). 

 Those are only three examples of how foreign governments can shape 
what people in other countries can learn about life in the Muslim commu-
nities of the developing world using digital media. Editing press releases that 
have already been “published” and using robot exclusion protocols have a 
direct effect on the ability to archive online content and create a public 
record of political life. Indeed, these examples reveal that the censorship of 
political content about life in Islamic countries is not only something that 
Islamic governments impose on their citizens. It is also something that non-
Islamic countries implement to prevent their citizens from learning about 
life in the Islamic world. More broadly, these examples reveal how malleable 
the digital public record really is.  

    Accidental and Self-Censorship   

 Software-based censorship is never perfect. Governments who attempt to 
fi lter information coming into the country often unwittingly exclude content 
that has no political implications. Tunisia used commercial fi ltering software 
from the United States, “Smartfi lter,” to block access to streaming  pornography, 
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and inadvertently blocked the website DailyMotion and satirical videos about 
the government’s human rights abuses. When this was discovered, the fi l-
tering service was able to adjust its settings to correct for this misclassifi cation 
(Opennet.net 2006). 

 In many Muslim countries, censorship systems take both a legal and a 
technical form: codes of social conduct govern what citizens use their com-
puters for; software code governs what websites, tools, and type of content 
can fl ow through ISPs and internet exchange points ( Gomez  2002  ). In  several 
countries, the general political climate discourages casual exploration of the 
internet. In some countries, users at home or in cybercafés feel safe enough 
to look for content that challenges political or cultural norms, but in more 
autocratic countries this sense of exploration simply is not pervasive. The 
general political environment of repression, censorship, and surveillance felt 
across many domains of social life actually brings about a signifi cant amount 
of self-censorship, even when there are no specifi c state-sponsored tech-
niques for monitoring or blocking in place. There is signifi cant statistical evi-
dence that the authoritarian character of a regime suppresses internet use 
( Milner  2006  ;  Howard and Mazaheri  2009  ).   

    CONCLUSION: THE POLITICS OF IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 
AND COLLECTIVE ACTION   

 Even though the data presented at the beginning of this chapter is based on 
estimates of adult technology use in average households, internet users 
themselves are younger, on average, than internet non-users. This cohort 
effect is even more evident in Muslim countries. In 2005, 75 percent of inter-
net users in Iran were between 21 and 32 years old; 14 percent of these were 
online approximately 40 hours a week ( Slavin  2005  ). Hossein Derakhshan 
reported that a nationwide poll in Iran showed that among various media, 
people have the most trust in information found online.   11    Given this youth-
ful cohort of internet users, ruling elites consider the management of online 
cultural production and consumption an urgent priority. Given the proclivity 
of radical students to use mobile phones and the internet to organize civil 
disobedience, it is no wonder that some of the toughest dictators have come 
to fear their young, literate, and tech-savvy citizenry. 

 New ICTs have signifi cantly increased the capacity of state bureaucracies, 
political parties, civic groups and journalists to organize and project their 
ideological perspectives to the domestic and international arenas. Such tech-
nologies are also part of the tool kit that political elites have for managing the 
fl ow of information and constructing political opinion. Several infl uential 
groups of libertarian technologists in the West work actively to monitor and 
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    Transition    
  Albania  �  □  
  Algeria  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Bahrain  ●  �  ○  �  �  ○  
  Bosnia  ●  □  
  Comoros  �  
  Djibouti  �  
  Egypt  �  �  �  �  �  �  
  Georgia  ●  □  
  Ghana  �  □  
  Indonesia  ●  □  
  Kenya  �  □  
  Kuwait  ●  ●  ○  ○  ●  
  Kyrgyzstan  ●  �  �  �  �  
  Lebanon  ●  �  �  �  �  
  Liberia  �  
  Macedonia  ●  □  
  Maldives  ●  
  Mauritania  �  
  Montenegro  
  Niger  �  
  Nigeria  �  □  
  Senegal  �  
  Sierra Leone  �  
  Suriname  �  
  Tanzania  �  □  
  Uganda  �  □  

    Entrenchment    

  Bangladesh  �  �  
  Benin  �  
  Bulgaria  ●  □  
  Cyprus  ●  □  
  Guinea-Bissau  
  India  ●  �  �  �  ○  ○  
  Israel  ●  □  �  �  �  �  
  Malawi  �  □  
  Malaysia  ●  □  �  �  �  �  
  Mali  �  □  
  Mauritius  ●  □  
  Mozambique  �  □  
  Turkey  ●  �  



    Authoritarian    

  Azerbaijan  �  �  �  ○  �  �  
  Brunei  ●  
  Cameroon  �  
  CAR  �  
  Chad  �  �  
  Eritrea  �  
  Ethiopia  �  □  ○  �  ○  ○  
  Gambia  �  □  
  Guinea  �  
  Iran  �  ●  ●  �  ●  
  Jordan  �  �  �  ○  �  �  
  Kazakhstan  ●  �  ○  �  �  
  Libya  �  �  �  �  �  
  Morocco  ●  �  �  �  ○  ○  
  Oman  ●  ●  �  �  �  
  Pakistan  ●  □  �  ○  ●  ○  
  Qatar  �  ●  ○  ○  ●  
  Russia  ●  �  
  Saudi Arabia  �  ●  �  ○  �  
  Singapore  ●  �  ○  �  �  �  
  Sudan  �  ●  �  �  �  
  Syria  �  ○  ●  ○  �  
  Tajikistan  �  �  �  ○  �  �  
  Togo  �  
  Tunisia  �  �  ●  ●  ○  �  
  Turkmenistan  �  
  UAE  ●  �  ●  ○  ○  �  
  Uzbekistan  �  �  ○  �  �  ○  
  Yemen  �  ●  ○  ○  �  

    Crisis    

  Afghanistan  �  �  �  �  �  
  Burkina Faso  �  
  Iraq  �  �  �  �  �  
  Ivory Coast  �  
  Somalia  
  West Bank & Gaza  �  �  �  �  
  Western Sahara  

   Sources : Based on author’s calculations from multiple sources: Opennet.net 2008; Internet 
Software Consortium 2007;  World Bank  2008  ; Privacy International and the GreenNet 
Educational Trust 2003.  

   Notes : Digital cultural production relative to internet user population is calculated as the natural 
log of the ratio of two ratios: the ratio of top level domain named internet hosts in a country to 
the total number of top level domain names across all 75 countries in 2007; the ratio of internet 
users in a country to the total number of internet users across all 75 countries in 2007. Cultural 
production online is indicated as relatively small (�), medium (�), or large (●). Internet use is 
indicated as being unrestricted (□) monitored (�), or restricted (�) in 2005. Filtering of inter-
net tools, or of political social, or security/confl ict content indicated selective (○), substantial 
(�) or pervasive (●) in 2007. If no fi ltering was found this too is indicated (�).   
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undermine the censorship activities of the more authoritarian Muslim states. 
In both the strong and emerging democracies, many political leaders have 
concluded that the economic value of an information-rich economy and 
investment in a domestic high-tech sector is worth the risk of an inform-
ation-rich political life. 

 Yet it is not clear that elites are able to fully manage cultural production 
online, and in every authoritarian regime there are examples of how the 
internet is used by people whose small acts of making home movies, posting 
pictures to the web, or chatting with friends overseas become politicized by 
a regime’s censorship strategy. In times of crisis, the new media skills that 
people develop become useful for more explicit political ends such as passing 
on news and political jokes. For example, when the Azeri national news will 
not cover student protests, images taken by mobile phone get posted on 
YouTube and circulated among networks of friends. More recently young 
Azeris have recorded the video stream of nightly news broadcasts from the 
offi cial news agency, but posted the broadcasts online with an audio overlay 
of news that the students consider to be real. In this way, a few creative 
cyberactivists appropriate the images of prominent Azeri journalists—the 
offi cial voices of the state—for use in the production of alternative political 
culture.  

  Table  6.1   reveals that the regimes most concerned with managing cultural 
production online are the constitutional monarchies, dictatorships, and 
Islamic republics. To comparatively measure digital cultural production 
relative to internet user population, an index is computed using the 
mathematical expressions described in the introduction. This indicator is 
the natural log of the ratio of two ratios: the ratio of top level domain named 
internet hosts in a country to the total number of top level domain names 
across all 75 countries in 2007; the ratio of internet users in a country to the 
total number of internet users across all 75 countries in 2007. Using such an 
index—rather than a simple count of hosts per capita—allows for a weighting 
of a particular country’s number of hosts by the size of its internet user base 
and relative to other countries with large Muslim communities. Cultural pro-
duction online is indicated as relatively small, medium, or large, and reveals 
that comparatively speaking, most of the countries where civil society is pro-
ducing relatively large volumes of digital content have become more 
democratic. Monitoring or restricting internet access can clearly constrain 
civil society online, with clear implications for political parties, journalists, 
and civil society actors. Moreover, fi ltering internet tools like search engines 
or fi ltering specifi c kinds of content related to politics, society, or confl ict 
appears to be an activity of those regimes where social elites are working 
hard to constrain cultural production and consumption online. This table 
allows for a comparison of content production online across all countries, 
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measured in the number of internet hosts per 10,000 internet users in 2007. 
This proxy measure should be interpreted carefully. Countries with very few 
of their own internet hosts may still have a large civil society online, contrib-
uting videos to YouTube, writing blog posts, or generating other digital 
content that actually gets hosted by servers in the West. 

 Censorship policies play a complex role in political transitions and regime 
durability. In some authoritarian regimes, ruling elites set censorship pol-
icies, and this may help prevent a democratic transition. In other authori-
tarian regimes, not setting a censorship policy may contribute to a democratic 
transition. While the censorship policies of all 75 countries are not known, 
many of the countries that had some form of content fi ltering experienced 
little regime change. 

 New ICTs have presented a dilemma for government policy makers and 
clerics who have well-developed systems of rules for censoring culture when 
culture takes the form of movies, TV programs, magazines, and newspapers. 
Perhaps because mass media cultural content is so closely regulated, people in 
these countries turn to digital media with enthusiasm. Pirated movies and 
songs are a growing part of many people’s cultural diet. Producing cultural 
content—videos made by mobile-phone camera, audio mash-ups of copyrighted 
songs from the West—becomes a deeply political act in regimes that work to 
suppress independent cultural production. In this way, telecommunications 
policy in some countries politicizes the activities of people who produce and 
consume culture with consumer electronics. 

 These media systems are crucial to maintaining ideological hegemony, 
and the cost of producing these tangible media are high and the costs of 
destroying them low. In many Muslim countries, censorship is not simply 
about protecting political elites, it is about managing cultural production 
and consumption. The rules and tools of newspaper and television censor-
ship do not easily apply to digital content. That ruling elites and autocratic 
states work so hard to manage gender politics and identity formation online 
suggests that digital media are a genuine challenge to the traditional prac-
tices of cultural production, consumption, and management.         
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          Conclusion: Information Technology 
and Democratic Islam   

   Power has been traditionally linked to the state’s tangible ability to control 
military and media resources. Herein lays the most important transforma-
tion in the organization of power through political communication: the last 
decade has seen the diffusion and distribution of an information infrastruc-
ture that is not controlled by individual states, changes in the opportunity 
structures through which government bureaucracies, journalists, political 
parties and civic groups serve publics, and alterations in the system by which 
political culture is produced and consumed. In many countries with large 
Muslim populations, television and radio long supported the political com-
munications of ruling elites. In contrast, software and hardware applications 
raise the number of people actively communicating with one another, close 
cultural distances and diversify the topics of conversation, and facilitate col-
lectivities not centered on national identity and not easily policed by the 
state. That mobile phones and the internet help political parties compete, 
journalists investigate, and civic groups organize is a result of technology 
diffusion. Yet looking across a large number of cases, it appears that state 
investment in information infrastructure, even to improve its own bureau-
cratic capacity, may also be one of the key ingredients for contemporary 
democratization. In spite of the fact that ICTs had an observable role in 
democratization over the last 15 years in specifi c cases, we know compara-
tively little about these roles. Looking across multiple countries, when do 
ICTs matter in democratization? Understanding the causal conditions for 
contemporary democratic transition and entrenchment is one of the most 
important tasks facing scholars of international studies. 

 Qualitative comparative study reveals that many of the democratic 
regimes with large Muslim communities became more durable through the 
diffusion of new information technologies. Other regimes experienced a 
rapid democratic transition, with signifi cant improvements in democratic 
practices in short periods of time. A few regimes became interesting hybrid 
states, when authoritarian governments became less so through ICTs that 
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brought accountability to lower levels of government or when emerging 
democracies used ICTs as part of new censorship strategies. Yet how can the 
full set of causal explanations for these outcomes be summarized in mean-
ingful ways? Which countries really became more democratically durable 
than others? Which regimes experienced a democratic transition, and what 
kinds of hybrids regimes did they become? 

 Each chapter in this book has analyzed components of an overall argument 
about the ways in which ICTs can support both democratic institutions that are 
already in place and the construction of new practices in political communica-
tion. Each chapter began with the best instances of how wired governments, 
political parties online, journalists equipped with new media technologies, and 
tech-savvy civic groups have had an impact on political transitions within 
particular countries. Then each chapter considered countries in a comparative 
perspective. An important part of that process involved understanding exam-
ples in which democratic transitions occurred in countries where ICTs did not 
have much of a role, and examples in which the absence of ICTs may have had a 
role in the rise of authoritarianism. Rather than treating nations as stable cases, 
free of historical context, and modeling relationships between independent var-
iables, this argument used a signifi cant amount of qualitative and comparative 
evidence and a method for simplifying complex trends to reveal the development 
of contemporary Muslim media systems. 

 Some states have actively developed e-government programs that increase 
the range of services offered to citizens, and invested in information infrastruc-
ture so that branches of government work more effectively and effi ciently. 
Outcomes of wiring up the nation-state have included greater fl ows of interna-
tional remittances, the development of domestic ICT industries, and improved 
capacity of state agencies to serve the public. Some of this improved capacity 
has very direct implications for democracy: state offi cials become better at col-
lecting and counting votes during elections; legislators become better at writing 
effective laws and justice offi cials become better at enforcing them; and 
government censors become better equipped to prevent citizens from con-
suming unfavorable political or cultural content. Some of this improved capacity 
has more indirect implications for democracy: revenue authorities become 
better at collecting taxes, managing state budgets and personnel resources, and 
uncovering corruption. Many other kinds of government agencies develop 
online portals that help the public understand how their government works, 
and archives that help entrepreneurs, students, and journalists fi nd the 
information they need. Perhaps most important, states that invested in public 
telecommunications infrastructure also created the fundamental informational 
architecture for political parties, journalists, and civil society groups. 

 Many political parties have developed online portals for their members, 
not simply for propaganda purposes, but also for enabling party organizations 
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to become more competitive. Party competition is one of the key democratic 
practices, and increasingly, the internet and mobile phones are part of the 
communications network that parties use to marshal supporters to vote,  
 volunteer, and contribute funds. Recent experience with elections in Turkey, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Indonesia demonstrates how important 
digital technologies are in opening up political contests. Mainstream parties 
are better able to read and respond to public opinion, and the digital political 
communication strategies of mainstream parties activate large networks of 
voters Activating these networks has allowed mainstream parties to trounce 
extremist Islamist parties on election day. In countries where political parties 
are illegal, the internet is actually  more  important, because it provides the 
only infrastructure for political communication. The most wired political 
parties develop complex multimedia content that is not just designed to 
appeal to domestic voters, but is meant to be accessible to international 
observers, whether foreign journalists and diplomats or diaspora commu-
nities. Political parties that do not take advantage of internet infrastructure 
do not just appear less “modern” in the domestic political discourse, but they 
miss out on strategic opportunities that other political parties exploit. 

 Both the work of journalism and the organization of journalists signifi -
cantly changed over the last decade. In dictatorships, Islamic republics, and 
constitutional monarchies, independent journalism is a serious challenge to 
state-dominated news media. Journalists use the internet to fi le stories for 
foreign news agencies, to fact-check stories before reporting them domesti-
cally, and to appeal for international help when persecuted by government 
agents. News consumers rely on the internet to corroborate what they hear 
from offi cial government news agencies; in many emerging democracies and 
less authoritarian regimes, the international news websites are an important 
source of content. Digital information infrastructure permits greater 
circulation of stories, and creates alternative sources of news and perspec-
tive during times of political and military crisis. Citizen-journalists who do 
not feel their story is being suitably told are now doing their own digital sto-
rytelling. These patterns of political expression and learning are fundamental 
to developing democratic discourses. 

 ICTs have also had a role in supporting the fl ourishing population of civil 
society groups. Some civil society groups within established democracies 
have become very active organizations for mobilizes public engagement and 
others remained small nonpartisan political actors working on public policy 
recommendations. NGOs sometimes even offer ISP services to citizens, and 
telecommunications policy has become a domain in which civil society 
groups are active. There is a growing variety of faith-based charities, unions, 
and public interest groups operating in many Muslim countries. Some are 
linked to groups in the West, using the internet to build bridges with affi nity 
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groups in neighboring countries, sharing strategies for improving service 
delivery and engaging with government offi cials, and reaching out to the 
news media. Many of these civil society groups are not avowedly political, 
but they are important for democracy because they are a form of social orga-
nization that is outside the direct management of the state. ICTs have enabled 
this independence. 

 When civil society groups act, they do not just conceive of what democratic 
discourse should be, they defi ne and follow—as much as possible—plans of 
action. Increasingly, the strategic action plans of civil society groups are 
predicated on the use of new media. Information technologies are not only 
important because some civil society actors wish it would be so, but because 
their media outreach strategies, membership drives, fund-raising, and ser-
vice delivery are ever more contingent on effective use of such technologies. 
Moreover, social movement leaders have rapidly adapted their tactics based 
on new information supplies and online strategizing in moments of crisis. 

 Many countries that were already well along the path to democratization 
have experienced democratic entrenchment, in which ICTs helped deepen 
democratic practices and solidify democratic institutions. In a few countries, 
ICTs have allowed for more effective dictatorships, while in still others the 
absence of such technologies has allowed for greater repression. Given all of 
the intriguing stories, particular country experiences, and democratic out-
comes analyzed in previous chapters, what is the best way of adding it all up, 
assessing the trends, and drawing conclusions that advance our under-
standing of the contemporary recipe for democratization? 

 The goal of this concluding chapter is to identify the recipes for democra-
tization, with particular attention to how information technologies serve as 
ingredients—or in combinations and permutations of ingredients. This will 
allow for conclusions about the ways in which ICTs have been suffi cient or 
necessary causes of democratic transitions in 75 countries with signifi cant 
Muslim populations, between 1994 and 2010.  

    A TECHNOLOGICAL THEORY OF DEMOCRACY   

 The qualitative, empirical evidence reviewed lends itself to a set-theoretic 
argument, because the evidence revealed that many of the countries expe-
riencing high levels of ICT diffusion have almost all experienced signifi cant 
changes in their systems of political communication. The claim is based on 
the parsimoniously summarized relations between properties and cases, 
rather than modest correlations between technology diffusion and democ-
ratization. Examining cases with the same causal conditions to see if they 
also share the democratization outcome is appropriate for identifying 
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suffi cient conditions, and suffi cient conditions often appear as combina-
tions of conditions. Identifying the causal conditions shared by cases that 
have democratized is appropriate for identifying the necessary conditions 
of democratization. It other words, if information technologies are a suffi ci-
ent cause of democratization, then the presence of information technol-
ogies implies the presence of democratization (though democratization 
does not imply the presence of information technologies). If information 
technologies are a necessary cause of democratization, then the presence of 
democratization implies the presence of information technologies (though 
information technologies do not imply that democratization will occur). 

 It is likely that there are several recipes for contemporary democratization, 
and many possible ingredients and combinations of ingredients. One way to 
assemble the accumulated country experience is by comparing the recent his-
tories of countries that share the common outcome of a signifi cant period of 
democratic transition or entrenchment. Analyzing the relationships in this 
set-theoretic manner exposes the key ingredients for democratization. 
Moreover, treating the institutional outcomes as fuzzy sets avoids selecting 
cases on the outcome because countries will actually vary in their degree of 
membership in the set displaying democratic transition or entrenchment. 

 A set-theoretic argument assembles the empirical evidence to show the 
ways that democratic transitions or entrenchment has been the outcome of 
technology diffusion. Fuzzy set theory allows for gradations of membership 
in the set of countries that had a democratic transition, or the set of coun-
tries in which information technologies have diffused. This set-theoretic 
approach generates valid general knowledge based on our direct observation 
of many country cases, explicates the different conditions that enable or 
constrain political outcomes, and identifi es the common ingredients of the 
various contemporary recipes for democratization.   1    The chapters on states, 
parties, journalists, civic groups, and cultural elites demonstrated the explicit 
connections between information technologies and democracy building in 
countries with large Muslim communities. Set theory allows us to examine 
cases with the same causal conditions to see if they also share the same out-
come. More important, if we assume that there is not just one recipe for 
contemporary democratization, but several, we can use fuzzy set analysis to 
identify combinations of causal conditions that share the same outcome. 

    Infrastructural and Contextual Conditions   

 Several contextual factors might exacerbate or mitigate the causal role of 
particular aspects of technology diffusion, and reducing the set of causal 
attributes to a few important ones must also respect the signifi cant diversity 
among these countries. The cases that appear as examples in previous chapters 
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differ in important ways, yet there may still be causal patterns and shared 
attributes that explain membership in the set of countries that have democ-
ratized. Along with the impact of technology diffusion on the system of 
political communication involving states, journalists, political parties, civil 
society groups, and cultural elites, additionalcontextual conditions should 
also be evaluated on a case by case basis:

    • average incomes within the country (measured as GDP per capita, 
adjusted for purchasing power parity);  

  • how equitably economic wealth is distributed across the population 
(measured as gini coeffi cients for income distribution);  

  • average levels of education (measured as the gross percentage of the 
population enrolled in secondary school);  

  • how important fuel exports are to the national economy (measured as 
the percentage of merchandise exports consisting of fuel);  

  • the size of the Muslim community in each country (measured as the 
percentage of the total population practicing Islam);  

  • the size of each country’s population.     

 In each case, data is used for 2010 or the best available year. If the data taken 
from large datasets were incomplete, supplementary data from secondary 
sources were sought. Patching by hand signifi cantly reduced the number of 
missing cases. 

 Education and economic wealth—especially inequities in the distribu-
tion of wealth—can play signifi cant causal roles in social unrest. Wealth 
disparities can be exploited by political leaders during elections. In regimes 
where political parties cannot work to improve the quality of life for their 
membership, such disparities can be the motivation for social rebellion. 
Poverty is most likely to motivate people to rebel when there is also a per-
ception of relative deprivation, with an enormous gulf between rich and 
poor that seems insurmountable to the poor. Concomitantly, countries in 
which most of the population is well off may be less likely to experience 
radical, violent democratization movements. In countries where the 
population is literate and well educated, citizens are likely to have a better 
understanding of the causes and consequences of their poverty, and some 
awareness of political alternatives that might be available. Authoritarian 
regimes can collapse when social elites defect from supporting the auto-
crat, so the population’s ability to evaluate the risks and benefi ts of sup-
porting a dictator a pursuing such alternatives is key. While many of the 
oil-rich states in the Gulf region have signifi cant economic wealth, about 
two out of fi ve people in the region live on $2 or less a day. Among the ten 
wealthiest heads of state around the world, seven are the heads of state of 
poor Arab countries ( Talbi and Spencer  2000  ). 
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 Another sizeable group of Muslim countries are unique in that they are 
economically dependent on oil and natural gas exports. This attribute has 
several implications for a path to democracy ( Weiffen  2008  ). Many of the 
oil-rich Muslim countries are constitutional monarchies and somewhat 
authoritarian regimes where the ruling elites are also extended family mem-
bers. Fuel-dependent economies that may appear to be wealthy in terms of 
GDP per capita may have a skewed distribution of such wealth, since the 
benefi ts of oil revenues often accrue to ruling families. Moreover, oil wealth 
can bring independence from the multilateral lending institutions. Accepting 
loans from the international community often means that the benefi ciary 
statemust agree to international demands for political accountability. 
Consequently, ruling elites may have fewer funds to use in co-opting client 
groups and maintaining patronage networks. So agreeing to loan conditions 
risks domestic destabilization, and having oil revenues can mean fi nancial 
independence from the multilateral lending community. 

 Some of these 75 countries are culturally homogenous, others have 
signifi cant diversity. For many countries in North Africa and the Gulf, 
Muslims make up the bulk of the population, and diversity lies in the 
aspects of Islamic faith practiced. Outside of this region, Muslim commu-
nities are often large but one of several minorities within a nation-state. 
For countries where a large majority of the population is Muslim—especially 
those where the majority of Muslims are of the same sect—political 
discourse is very different from that in countries where Muslims are in the 
minority. Political conversations in countries such as Kuwait and Iran are 
organized around madrassa schools and  diwaniyya  clubs, and can involve 
much of the (usually male) population in traditional discursive contexts. 
In countries such as Nigeria and Malaysia, Muslim community leaders 
must negotiate pacts with the leaders of other ethnic and religious groups 
to compose a domestic political agenda of shared goals. In countries such 
as Georgia and Uganda, where Muslim communities are relatively small, 
the leaders of these communities have a diffi cult time shaping the national 
political agenda. Sometimes aggrieved populations are attracted to vio-
lence as a means of achieving political aims. But it can also mean that 
minority groups benefi t through democratic practices that accommodate 
political representation and give them access to state resources. Theologists 
and Islamists might argue that some interpretations of Islam might be 
more amenable to participation in democratic discourse than others, but 
this possibility is not tested here. 

 Population size varies greatly across the Muslim world, making for very 
different domestic political environments. Countries such as India and 
Indonesia are among the most populous in the world, and countries such as 
Djibouti and Qatar have barely a million inhabitants. In large countries, 
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 governments have many more client groups, larger populations of urban 
intellectual elites, and larger populations of poor in urban slums. The 
physical distances separating citizens and resources across the subcontinent 
of India and the islands of Indonesia are a signifi cant logistical challenge for 
state administration. Running an election in these countries is an organiza-
tional triumph. Complex humanitarian disasters in Bangladesh and Ethiopia 
have an impact on tens of millions of people, and the sheer numbers of poor, 
dispossessed people can be a source of political instability. In small states the 
political dynamics are different: elite circles are dense and in close physical 
proximity, ruling families have social networks that can include most of the 
political interests and client groups in a national community. The resources 
of the state may be more modest but easier to distribute in patronage net-
works and co-option strategies. 

 Several additional factors are worth considering, but were rarely found in 
the causal recipe for democratization for more then a few cases. For example, 
membership in the core community of nations and integration with the global 
economy may have an impact on the pace of democratization. Globalization 
has the effect of drawing some authoritarian regimes into a community of 
democratic regimes, and research has suggested that such contact often results 
in institutional isomorphism among state agencies as government offi cials 
share norms and learn public policy solutions from each other ( Henisz, Zelner, 
and Guillen  2005  ;  Haas  1990  ). However, in working toward solution sets for 
explaining transition or entrenchment, the amount of foreign direct investment 
and the percent of national income deriving from trade were rarely relevant. 
This should not be interpreted as evidence that integration with the global 
economy does not result in democratic transitions, only that there is not strong 
set-theoretic evidence either way. Large countries often also have a “youth 
bulge,” with signifi cant numbers of people under the age of 15 who must be 
accommodated in schools and the labor force. If they are not accommodated, 
cohorts of disaffected youth can cause trouble for a regime. This variable was 
tested, however, and consistently dropped out of the reduced causal sets as a 
factor that neither contributed to nor detracted from membership in the set of 
countries that democratized. 

 In addition, membership in the set of post-Soviet and Warsaw Pact coun-
tries was tested as a possible causal connection to democratization. All of the 
countries studied here share some Islamic cultural history and have important 
Muslim communities today. Thirteen of these countries also share a recent 
history of association with Russia, either through the Warsaw Pact or through 
membership in the Soviet Union. This shared history is an important aspect of 
the democratization path in several respects. In these countries, religion was 
formally illegal, and in several of them Islam practices were violently repressed 
by the state. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, these states were left with 
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strong dictators and a state apparatus ill-equipped to accommodate the inter-
ests of Muslim communities. Today, the strongest, most authoritarian dictators 
run countries that are in the set of post-Soviet regimes. Many of these coun-
tries are also among the most culturally isolated from the West. Not only do 
they have large Muslim populations slowly adapting to new domestic political 
conditions, they have the weakest information infrastructure. For these reasons, 
being fully in the set of post-Soviet countries is not a very plausible explanation 
for democratic entrenchment. By contrast, full non-membership in this set 
might contribute democratic entrenchment. However, this attribute rarely 
appeared in any of the solution sets, and when it did appear, its causal effect 
was unidirectional: being a member of this category negatively contributed to 
membership in the set of transition or entrenchment countries; not being a 
member was neither a negative nor positive contributor. In the fi nal analysis, 
membership in this set did not need to be tested.  

    Political Outcomes   

 The previous chapters advanced the argument that in many countries, 
e-government, wired political parties, digital journalism, and online 
civic groups have brought about democratic transitions or entrench-
ment. Many of the states that invested in information technologies have 
become better equipped to serve citizens. Such information technol-
ogies are now the fundamental infrastructure for party competition and 
contemporary journalism. The important impact of new media journal-
ism has been to allow for cultural connections between cultural dias-
poras and homelands, spiritual connections between religious leaders 
and the faithful, and political connections between communities with 
similar grievances. In particular, pan-Arab news media has helped cre-
ate a wide news audience, mediated by satellite broadcasts that particular 
states are often unable to effectively regulate. Mobile phones and the 
internet have quickly become the fundamental infrastructure for civil 
society, giving nonprofit groups and clubs of all kinds a system of com-
munication independent of the state. This very information infrastruc-
ture, however, has been effectively used by some states to manage the 
production and consumption of political culture, making ruling elites 
better censors. So in evaluating the causal conditions of regime change, 
this study of countries with large Muslim communities has revealed four 
plausible conditions that have had positive causal roles in democratic 
transition and entrenchment, and one plausible condition that has had 
negative consequences for democratic institutions and practices. 

 The recipe for contemporary democratization increasingly probably invol-
ves some combination of ingredients regarding the information  infrastructure 
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used by states, political parties, journalists and civil society. Additionally, impor-
tant contextual factors need to be evaluated in assessing the most prominent 
and parsimonious recipes for contemporary democracy. 

 Each case of democratization has unique features that are not shared by 
any other case. Since the goal of this book is to understand the role of ICT 
diffusion in democratization, any general conclusions must apply to as many 
cases of democratization as possible, and should be contextualized with 
other plausible, relevant causes of democratization that might be shared 
across the set of cases. For example, Bosnia’s path to democracy has involved 
signifi cant investment from the international community, both in the form 
of direct fi nancial aid and armed security personnel to help maintain peace. 
A few other Muslim countries have had similar levels of support, but not 
many. Iraq and Afghanistan are receiving international support for 
democratic governance, but not at the same levels of investment. Montenegro 
has also benefi ted from the largesse of regional governments, but only 
became an independent democracy after a successful referendum and 
withdrawing from Serbia. While all the details of particular paths to democ-
racy are important parts of each case history, it is likely that the contextual 
factors identifi ed above are the most important in most cases.  

    Institutional Consequences   

 Democratic outcomes can take several forms. If a country is somewhat 
authoritarian, it can experience a democratic transition where there are 
marked improvements in regime transparency over a relatively short period 
of time. If a country is already somewhat democratic, it can experience the 
entrenchment of those political practices as each election produces legiti-
mate leaders. Membership in both outcome categories can be defi ned by 
countries that have experienced a major political transformation toward 
open political institutions, fair elections, and the protection of civil liberties. 
Recall from the introduction that the basis for deciding what counts as a 
major democratic transition is a three-point, positive change on the Polity IV 
scale of democratic institutions. With some adjustments to this scoring 
system for particular countries, and the addition of observations since the 
dataset was completed, it is possible to describe different levels of member-
ship in the overall set of countries that have experienced a democratic 
transition since 1994. For full membership in the set of countries experi-
encing democratic entrenchment, countries must have become stronger, 
more practiced democracies in recent years. Countries such as Turkey, 
Bulgaria, and India are examples of such countries and are full members of 
the set. At the threshold of full membership in this theoretical set is a group 
of countries that are fully transitioned though young democracies, and 
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 countries that are entrenched authoritarian regimes are out of this set. 
Emerging democracies have experienced a very signifi cant leap out of author-
itarianism only in recent years. Then there is a group of countries that are 
mostly in the set of countries that have experienced a democratic transition—
countries such as Georgia, Bangladesh, and Malaysia are increasingly durable 
democracies that are still developing their open and transparent political 
practices and have low but positive scores on the Polity IV index. Just barely 
in this set are countries such as Algeria and Singapore, which have a few 
democratic institutions, but because of a political transition in recent years 
have at least moved out of the authoritarian side of most indices. 

 There are other countries that, to different degrees, do not belong in the 
set of countries that have experienced a major democratic transition. Egypt 
and Uganda, for example, have experienced a major three-point transition 
toward democracy, but for the most part these countries just became less 
authoritarian. Thus, they are more out of the set than in it. Countries such as 
Morocco and Yemen are mostly out of the set, because while they may have 
become less authoritarian, they did so only through modest political transi-
tions, perhaps moving up only one or two points toward the democratic end 
of the scale. At the threshold for full non-membership in the set of countries 
that have democratized are cases with only a few hopeful signs of political 
transition. For the most part these countries have been consistently authori-
tarian and have shown no movement toward systematic democratic practices. 
Many Gulf and North African countries are at the threshold of full exclusion 
from the set, countries such as Kuwait and Tunisia. Fully excluded countries 
include many states in crisis, such as Iraq and Afghanistan, countries that 
have become more authoritarian over time, such as Azerbaijan, and countries 
that are well entrenched authoritarian regimes, such as Saudi Arabia.  

  Figure  7.1   presents the relationships between important infrastructural and 
causal conditions, the primary political outcomes, and observed institutional 
consequences. Policy reforms in the telecommunications sector, including 
explicit digital development policies, privacy policies, and public spectrum 
allocation policies set the conditions. For many states, the political outcomes 
include cash fl ow from remittances, economic growth in the domestic ICT 
industries, and improving administrative capacity for government agencies. 
Digital technologies allow political party leaders to reach out to voters, dias-
pora communities, and citizens in countries where voting is not allowed. 
Outcomes can include improved fund-raising, rising administrative capacity 
for the party bureaucracy, the ability to effi ciently target campaign messages 
or activate party members, and less vulnerability to state interference with the 
political communication. For journalists, ICTs provide additional outlets for 
individual writers, additional sourcing, and the opportunity to develop profes-
sionally. The observed outcomes of ICT use by journalists include greater 
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 publication reach and better research tools. As with political parties and jour-
nalists, civil society groups that build or take advantage of infrastructural con-
ditions often see valuable outcomes: the ability to organize independently of 
the state, make international linkages with affi nity groups, bridge and bond 
with other groups, raise funds to support the services they provide, and acti-
vate members in times of crisis. For ruling elites, the condition of information 
infrastructure can provide them with the technical capacity to monitor and 
restrict political culture online and administrative control over informational 
choke points in digital networks. But such infrastructure also supports new 
systems of producing and consuming political culture. So while one outcome 
can include more effective censorship, it often includes debate over the inter-
pretation of Islamic texts, the formation of new and individuated political 
identity online (especially among youth), and the active deliberation of gender 
roles and pan-Islamic identity ( Anderson  2003  ).  

    Recipes for Contemporary Democratization   

  Table  7.1   identifi es the simplifi ed solution sets for the conditions that have 
proven to be suffi cient causes of either a democratic transition or entrench-
ment among countries with large Muslim populations since 1994. Certainly, 
there are more complex formulations of conditions that would also explain 
democratization, and each case could be described with a unique combination 
of causal factors. The combinations reported here are not the only plausible 
ones, but they do cover the widest spectrum of Muslim experience around 
the developing world, and the cases are largely consistent with causal condi-
tions for democratic outcomes. Coverage refers to the percentage of cases 
explained by that recipe. Consistency refers to the degree to which cases 
adhere to a particular causal recipe.  Appendix  A   offers a detailed technical 
discussion of the fuzzy set analysis, along with more complete details about 
all parsimonious solution sets and notes on the more complex solution sets. 

 The combinations of suffi cient causes are chosen for having the best and 
second-best coverage of all the parsimonious solutions. Having determined 
which causes are suffi cient, the causes were tested both on their own and in 
combination to measure the degree to which they also serve as necessary 
conditions for transition or entrenchment.  Table  7.1   presents two of the best 
necessary causes or combinations of causes: one is chosen for having the 
highest degree of coverage, and one is chosen for having the highest degree 
of consistency. As might be expected, a solitary necessary cause covers lots of 
cases but with low consistency, while combinations of necessary causes 
describe fewer cases with greater consistency. 

 Across both kinds of democratic outcomes, information technologies are 
an important ingredient. For states to have become more democratic they 
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often have to experience technology diffusion that affects political actors, 
particularly civil society groups and state bureaucracies. Technology use by 
journalists, civil society groups, and state censors is relevant for other solu-
tion sets, but these seem less prominent across all the cases. Indeed, the con-
textual factors also have prominence in some of the minor solution sets and 
a few combinations of necessary and suffi cient conditions have nothing to do 
with technology diffusion. But most of the solutions with good coverage and 
consistency demonstrate that an active online civil society and good state 
information infrastructure in small countries with well educated popula-
tions has resulted in democratic transitions. These causal recipes chosen for 
their high levels of case coverage and consistency.  

 The two most prominent and parsimonious suffi cient causes of democratic 
transition share one ingredient—having a comparatively active online civil 
society. Having such an active online civil society, along with having a com-
paratively small population or a comparatively well-educated population, 
proves to represent almost two-thirds of the cases studied. Testing all three 
suffi cient causes for their possible role as a necessary cause reveals that hav-
ing a comparatively small population is the solitary cause with the greatest 
case coverage, while all three causes in combination explain 68 percent of 
the cases with 91 percent consistency. On its own, having a large civil society 
may not be the active ingredient, because education dropped out of many 
causal recipes. It is the relatively large internet and mobile phone user base—
a wired civil society—that consistently serves as a causal condition across 
multiple democratization recipes. 

 Having a state with a well-developed information infrastructure and an 
economy not dominated by fuel exports is a suffi cient cause of democratic 
entrenchment. The second best set of suffi cient causes is having a 
 comparatively well-educated population and an economy not dominated by 
fuel exports. Thus, the two most prominent and parsimonious suffi cient 
causes of democratic entrenchment include one solution set that involves 
state information infrastructure, and one that involves no technology diffu-
sion factors. Both solution sets have a common ingredient—having an 
economy that is comparatively not dominated by fuel exports. Testing all 
three suffi cient causes for their possible role as a necessary cause reveals 
that having an economy not dominated by fuel exports is the solitary 
condition with the greatest case coverage, while all three causes in 
combination explain 54 percent of the cases with 96 percent consistency. 

 Set relations in social research have three analytical advantages over 
 correlational treatments: set relations involve explicitly causal connections 
between social phenomena, they are fundamentally asymmetric, and they 
can have signifi cant explanatory power despite weak correlations ( Ragin 
 2009  ). Among the countries with large Muslim communities, those with a 
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rapidly expanding information infrastructure experienced either democratic 
transitions or entrenchment. This conclusion makes an explicit link through 
which technology diffusion can contribute to democratization.  

     Transitions to Democracy—or Regime Hybridity    

 Democratic transitions are not always successful, and a set-theoretic per-
spective allows us to learn from the partial successes. A growing number of 
Muslims living around the developing world inhabit a new kind of media 
environment, and are subjects of a new system of political communication. 
Many have been relieved from a situation in which they mostly consumed 
news and political culture over information and communication technol-
ogies owned by the state, and are now in a situation where they have signifi -
cantly more choices to make as consumers and can even become producers 
of political culture. Information infrastructure  is  politics, and culture is the 
battleground for the future of democratic Islam. Moreover, this research sug-
gests that the way to support democratic Islam is through open information 
infrastructure. Many of the regimes that were already somewhat democratic 
became more so through the diffusion of information technologies. Other 
regimes transitioned to democracy rapidly, in part because information tech-
nologies supported the work of investigative journalists, political parties, 
and civic groups. 

 Some regimes, however, did experience democratic improvements in 
specifi c political practices and institutions, but all in all just became less 
authoritarian. For example, technology diffusion has had identifi able conse-
quences for systems of political communication in Bahrain and Egypt, but 
these countries are not fully in the set of countries that transitioned to 
democracy. Obvious members of this group include Georgia, Indonesia, and 
Tanzania. But rather than concluding that Bahrain and Egypt just became 
less authoritarian through technology diffusion, it might be more nuanced 
to conclude that information technologies have increased the hybrid nature 
of those regimes. So while Egypt remains under a fairly strong dictator at the 
executive level and political parties do not openly compete for elected offi ce, 
the vibrant blogging community there has greatly improved the level of 
conversation in the country and helped social movement leaders score some 
notable political victories. These online citizens will make future elections 
highly contested. In Bahrain, the concessions to political transparency have 
been very modest. Yet a vibrant public sphere for that country has formed 
online, and while virtual, its existence has had real-world consequences for 
the system of political communication in that country. 

 There is easy evidence that the internet has been a tool for recruiting 
young disaffected Muslims for extremist causes, and this book has sought to 
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organize the compelling evidence that the internet is more broadly and 
effectively the tool for civic Islam. Indeed, some conservative analysts are 
beginning to identify the negative consequences of overreacting to the few 
cases of online radicalization, and to argue for public policy initiatives to 
strengthen the information infrastructure and online presence of main-
stream and open Muslim communities ( Stevens and Neumann  2009  ).  

     Consequences for Foreign Policy    

 The conclusions reached here lend themselves to some practical foreign 
policy objectives. First, countries that want to encourage democratization 
elsewhere must more actively discourage the export of censorship software. 
The experience of countries with ruling Islamic elites has been that the state 
begins censoring pornographic websites with the pretense of protecting 
cultural values, and expands to political content whenever it faces a political 
or security-related crisis. As the cost of commercial censorship drops and 
services expand, it is safe to predict that more states ruled by cultural elites 
will be among the best customers of censorship software. 

 Second, the international lending community must be more willing to 
fi nance the construction of public information infrastructure in developing 
nations. Such infrastructure not only supports the work of the state, but has 
observed implications for political parties, journalists, and civic groups. 
Allowing, and indeed encouraging, the development of applications and 
content for democratic discourse will not only counteract the reach and 
appeal of Islamic fundamentalists online, but it will create the opportunity 
for citizens to imagine democratic variations that are best suited to their 
needs—and less authoritarian overall. Debates over telecommunications 
reform over the last two decades have been dominated by efforts to privatize 
existing information infrastructure and develop new infrastructure within 
the marketplace. Many Muslim countries have retained close state control of 
this infrastructure primarily out of the fear of surrendering a tool for propa-
ganda and moral control. Censorship aside, looking across the 75 countries, 
there are some important lessons for why public investment in information 
infrastructure has positive outcomes. Telecommunications policies that are 
well articulated, while at the same time receptive to innovation from the 
commercial services sector, have the effect of creating an environment of 
stability and certainty for the private sector. Countries where the national 
infrastructure saw signifi cant public investment and where commercial ISPs 
were founded and managed by local entrepreneurs seem to have the health-
iest internet access markets ( Wilson  2004  ;  Howard and Mazaheri  2009  ). 

 Third, as Muslim media systems are dynamically evolving, this may be the 
moment to encourage internet use among civic actors (including journalists 
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and political parties). Supporting an information infrastructure for civil Islam 
is likely to undermine the appeal of fundamentalist discourse. Countries such 
as Turkey and Indonesia are good examples of the way democratic gover-
nance and accessible information infrastructure may help combat Islamic 
fundamentalism it ways that secular authoritarianism does not. In both coun-
tries, radical Islamists compete for electoral offi ce alongside more secular 
candidates, but rarely have fundamentalists received more than a fi fth of the 
popular vote in recent years, even in the regions in which they are most con-
centrated. And almost all of the cases in this study have peripheral regions in 
which violent, fundamentalist political movements fester. Elections—even 
rigged ones—will have signifi cant implications on the future of Chechnya, 
Dagestan, Ingushetia, Darfur, and Mindinao. Information and communica-
tion technologies have had a demonstrable role in changing the opportunity 
structures for political communication in large nations; they may also con-
tribute to localized institution-building as well. The formal democratic insti-
tution of voting does not replace informal political relations, it builds upon 
them. So even in countries where elections are rigged, strengthening the com-
munication networks among non-state actors builds upon the political 
capacity of those actors. Satellite television still delivers much of the political 
content consumed by voters, but increasingly the competition for popular 
opinion occurs over mobile phone networks and the internet.   

    THE CONTEMPORARY RECIPES FOR DEMOCRATIZATION   

 Comparative analysis demonstrates that having an active online civil society 
is both a necessary and suffi cient cause of transitions out of authoritarianism. 
Moreover, having a state with a well-developed information  infrastructure 
proves to be both a necessary and suffi cient cause of institutional entrench-
ment in countries that were already somewhat democratic. The causal role of 
technology diffusion operates in conjunction with two additional contextual 
factors. Democratic transitions of countries with large Muslim communities 
have often, over the last 15 years, also been an artifact of how large and well-
educated the population is. Institutional entrenchment in countries that 
already have some democratic processes is an artifact of how well-educated 
the population is and how dependent the economy is on fuel exports. 

 In recent years, wired states, parties, journalists, and civic groups have 
contributed to the spread of democracy in countries that were not very 
democratic, and improved the durability of regimes that were emerging 
democracies. Based on the evidence offered in the previous chapters, it is 
safe to assert that there is a close causal connection between information 
infrastructure and contemporary democratization, and that the set of 
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countries with lots of ICTs constitutes a subset of the set of democracies. 
There are countries with few ICTs that also display democratic features, 
so there are certainly other paths to democracy. Yet this does not under-
mine the claim that technology diffusion has political outcomes, including 
wired political parties, a wired state, journalists with internet access, and 
a large online civil society. Nor does it undermine the claim that changing 
systems of political communication have consequences for the institu-
tions of democratic or authoritarian power. 

 Some of these wired Muslim polities are also among the set of countries 
that experienced a democratic transition in recent years. In some cases, the 
transition was “completed” in a way that satisfi es political pundits: a full and 
fair set of national elections with a nonviolent change in executive authority. 
In other cases, the transition was toward some hybrid status: modest steps 
toward democratization symbolized by the legalization of political parties, or 
the involvement of more client groups in political decision making, or the 
relaxation of authoritarian controls. In other cases, the transition has been 
slight, and better described as “liberalization” than democratization. A few 
countries became more authoritarian, and a few had multiple, complex tran-
sitions, becoming less authoritarian through a transition to a hybrid regime 
in which a few political actors are able to operate much as their peers in 
other more fully democratic countries operate. 

 A crucial failing of much work on technology diffusion and democratization has 
been in the way that the potential for democratic uses of information technol-
ogies are described as if such uses are real and consistent across the  contemporary 
operation of actors in systems of political communication. In contrast, the 
 arguments made here emphasize the observed outcomes for political actors 
and both democratic and authoritarian uses of information technologies. 

 Information technologies matter inasmuch as they reinforce—and redi-
rect—local variations in political practices. What does the evidence presented 
in previous chapters teach us about political change in Muslim countries 
since the arrival of information and communication technologies? First, 
there is signifi cant evidence of “modularity” in political action: successful 
internet or mobile phone activation strategies in one country are tested—
when the opportunity arises—in other countries. In this study, signifi cant 
demonstration effects of the use of ICTs in democratization are evident, and 
steps toward or away from democratic practices have been incremental. 
Rather than trying to explain the role of ICTs in signifi cant democratic revo-
lution and upheaval, it would be more useful to offer a causal explanation of 
the role of information technologies in incremental change in multiple fac-
ets of political life. Information and communication technologies are the 
infrastructure for transposing democratic ideals from community to 
community. They support the process of learning new approaches to political 
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representation, of trying out new organizational strategies, and of cogni-
tively extending the possibilities and prospects for political transformation 
from one context to another. 

 ICTs reduce uncertainty, whether among elites deciding to back authori-
tarian dictators or democratic activists, or parties forming coalitions, or jour-
nalists corroborating stories. ICTs introduce new information to the calculus 
that citizens aspiring for democracy use in deciding whether to contest a 
shady election or join a political group not sanctioned by the state. More 
than that, ICTs structure the demand and supply of information. ICTs pro-
vide new channels for mediating political discourse, drawing in community 
members from elite groups, distant diaspora communities, and impoverished 
locals. By introducing new information and channels for mediation, states, 
parties, civic groups, journalists, and citizens in Islamic countries are able to 
learn about past patterns of behavior of the other actors. 

 ICTs allow states to collectively manage resources, people, and confl ict. 
One of the great paradoxes of international relations is that organizations 
for the collective management of conflict only fail when members 
behave in such a fashion as to impede the realization of rules of conduct 
enshrined in their charters ( Haas  1987  ). In important ways, the same can be 
said for the behavior of actors within a system of political communication. 
When actors misbehave, they are by defi nition not following the norms, 
rules, and patterns of behavior expected of them by other political actors. In 
this way, ICTs have already had an important, demonstrable impact on the 
capacity of the state to manage its affairs and conduct its business in an open 
or exposed manner. Similarly, ICTs have already had an important, demon-
strable impact on the ability of civil society groups to monitor what their 
state is doing, to compete with radical groups for members, and to offer 
social services independent of the state. Overall, ICTs improve the 
administrative capacity of the state, and improve the capacity of civil society 
groups to be independent of the state. 

 Regular communication ties between family and friends, and between 
home and diaspora, means that the community is resilient in times of 
political and military crisis. New media technologies like the internet and 
mobile phones affect how individuals decide to participate or not partici-
pate in democratic actions. For individuals with internet access and reg-
ular connection to family and friends over mobile phones, the social risks 
of nonparticipation approaches that of participation. News groups, text 
messages from friends in plight, digital videos with cultural content 
unavailable on broadcast media—all keep a supply of information open and 
direct. In the past, collective action was hampered by the fact that Muslim 
communities did not always have good information about what was hap-
pening across their neighborhoods and regions. Now the infrastructure for 
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relaying that information is solid, decentralized, and in important ways, 
out of state control. 

 The new information and communication technologies have allowed for 
different capacities and constraints in social movement organizing. The 
organizers of collective action in developing countries often faced a simple 
and central communication challenge: radio and television stations were 
easy for the state to seize and blow up; newspapers and magazines could be 
starved of paper and ink in times of crisis. Certainly the power can be cut and 
mobile phone towers turned off, but with so much of the cyber infrastruc-
ture residing outside of many Muslim countries, it is impossible for a state to 
take action against the online democratic activists in a diaspora. Democratic 
activists in a diaspora used to only be able to raise funds and send resources 
home to family and opposition leaders; today the diaspora is capable of 
running its own very effective propaganda campaigns, producing cultural 
content for people in the home country, and strengthening private connec-
tions between family and friends. 

 ICTs enable states to participate better in international relations, and 
enable communities to participate in intercultural learning. Secular Islam is 
alive and well, and online. In the context of the Islamic world, many ideo-
logues and entrepreneurs have taken to the internet. With media systems so 
tightly controlled, either by authoritarian governments or powerful fi rms, 
people hungry for more fl exible and interactive communications tool have 
turned to new ICTs. Movies, television, and news had an important role in 
shaping democratic values in the West. In many Muslim countries, it is ICTs 
such as satellite television, video games, the internet, and mobile phones 
that have this role, particularly for youth. Such technologies are not simply 
media for propaganda, but the infrastructure for political culture itself. 
Already these new informational linkages between Muslim countries have 
done much to mediate a transnational Islam based on shared grievances. 

 The subtitle of this book is a reference to Barrington Moore’s  The Social 
Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy.  In it, Moore argued that the strongest 
democratic institutions of the twentieth century resulted from the most 
violent civil wars of the previous centuries. His is a story involving centuries 
of time, a comparative method, and does not suppose a singular path to 
democracy. The analysis here is also comparative, and though it has a shorter 
time frame, it demonstrates the digital origins of contemporary dictatorships 
and democracies. In many of the countries studied here, systems of political 
communication have evolved to the point where civic discourse no longer 
has to be copresent with the organizations of the state, or even sited in 
political territories. 

 Countries where civil society and journalists made active use of the new 
information technologies subsequently experienced a radical democratic 
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transition or signifi cant solidifi cation in their democratic institutions. While 
there certainly are examples of how ICTs are used to facilitate graft, there 
are far more examples of how ICTs are used to catch graft. While there cer-
tainly are examples of how states use ICTs to control information and manip-
ulate the public, there are far more examples of how ICTs are used by the 
public to get around the informational controls set up by states. Citizens of 
the countries studied here are no longer just consumers of political content, 
they manage the means of cultural production through consumer elec-
tronics. There are several recipes for democratic transition and entrench-
ment, and it is best to think of such political change in terms of evolution 
rather than revolution. It is clear that, increasingly, the route to democrati-
zation is a digital one.           
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       Appendix A:  Countries in This Study   

  The full dataset of all variables in the causal recipes described in the 
Conclusion is available at  www.pitpi.org , as are the technical scripts for 
secondary solution sets not described here, the calibration points for specifi c 
membership sets. The fuzzy sets analyzed here were composed from the 
data presented in the chapters in the book, and replication data is available 
on the website. For more on fuzzy set calibrations see the codebook for the 
fs/QCA 2.0 software and  Ragin ( 2009 ) . 

 Preparing data for treatment as fuzzy set required several steps. First, 
I computed indices for causal attributes analyzed in each chapter, and then I 
computed the indices for additional context variables often recommended 
by the literature on democratization in the developing world. Then I cali-
brated the indices, a process that evens out the distribution of cases between 
the thresholds for full inclusion in each set, full exclusion from the set, and 
the crossover point at which cases go from being partially in the set to being 
partially out of the set. 

    FUZZY CALIBRATIONS   

 Calibrating the fuzzy set membership of a group of countries requires judg-
ments for the threshold of full membership in the set, full exclusion from the 
set, and the transition midpoint at which a country is neither in nor out of 
the set. For example, among the 75 countries there are a few very populated 
countries and many countries with a small population. Figure A.1 reveals a 
skewed curve that comes from organizing countries by population. India is at 
the top of this set, and obviously helps defi ne the category of “populated 
country.” In fact, India has such a large population that if the set were left 
uncalibrated, Indonesia and Pakistan would be barely in the set, and most of 
the countries would be fully out of the set. Yet the important attribute is that 
some countries are comparatively more populated than others, so calibra-
tion makes the differences between the populous countries more comparable 
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to those between smaller countries. The very populated countries still defi ne 
the set by being almost full members, while the rest of the cases get indexed 
by their degrees of membership in the set. In this case, the threshold value 
for full membership in the set of populated countries is established just 
below the actual population of India. At the lowest points in the curve are 
countries such as the Maldives, Brunei, Western Sahara, and Suriname, and 
these are defi nitely not very populated countries. So the threshold for full 
exclusion is set at 470,000 people because these countries have even smaller 
populations than that. The crossover threshold has been set at 7 million 
 people, which roughly splits countries into two groups. Since Tajikistan and 
Bulgaria have slightly larger populations, these two countries are just barely 
in the category of “populated country.” The recalibration around these 
thresholds allows for fuzzy set values that more meaningfully reveal the 
degree to which each country can be included in the theoretical set of popu-
lated countries.  

    Figure A.1 Membership in the Set of Populated Countries: Uncalibrated

 Source : World Bank, 2010.        
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    Calibrating the Infrastructural Conditions   

 For membership in the category of countries with well-developed state 
information infrastructure, the threshold for full membership is defi ned as 
improvement in government communications infrastructure, with points 
allotted for the number of telecommunications sector reforms, whether or 
not the state had a privacy policy, whether or not the state had a public spec-
trum allocation policy, the number of executive agencies with internet por-
tals, and the e-government score determined by  West  (2008)  . Tanzania and 
Jordan are full members of this category. The threshold for full non-mem-
bership excludes the West Bank and Western Sahara from the category. The 
transition point barely excludes Montenegro and barely admits Oman to the 
category. 

 For membership in the category of countries that experienced signifi cant 
improvements in the information infrastructure of political parties, with 
points allotted for having a high ratio of political parties with internet  portals, 
whether those political parties maintained their information  infrastructure 

Figure A.2 Membership in the Set of Populated Countries: Calibrated

Source: See Figure A.1.
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in-country, and the gigabytes of content found at party websites. Turkey and 
Bulgaria are full members of this set, while the threshold for full non-mem-
bership effectively excludes a number of countries where political parties 
are effectively banned. The transition is defi ned at a point that barely 
excludes Togo, and barely admits Bosnia to the category. 

 For membership in the category of countries that experienced signifi cant 
improvements in the information infrastructure of news media, the threshold 
for full membership is set to include Pakistan, Russia, and India, based on 
the number of online news websites serving people in each country. The 
threshold for full non-membership excludes Guinea-Bissau and the Ivory 
Coast. The transition is defi ned by Tanzania, which is barely out of the set, 
and Libya, which is barely in the set of countries that experienced signifi cant 
improvements in digital news media. 

 For membership in the category of countries that experienced signifi cant 
improvements in the information infrastructure of civil society, the full 
membership is defi ned by Singapore and Israel, based on a technology distri-
bution index described in the Introduction and  Chapter  5  . Non-membership 
is defi ned by Iraq and Liberia, while Togo is barely out of the set and Pakistan 
barely in the set. 

 For membership in the set of countries using ICTs to censor political 
content and manage cultural identity, a variety of sources on censorship 
were consulted. The well-respected sources on censorship, even when assem-
bled together, provided comparative information on only two-thirds of the 
cases. So to help determine membership in the set of countries that censor 
their population’s internet use, some general information about press cen-
sorship was taken from a Reporters Without Borders index. Still, the 
 membership values for the majority of cases are heavily weighted by data 
specifi cally about internet freedoms. Iran and Turkmenistan defi ne full 
membership, while Israel, Cyprus, Ghana, and Mali defi ne non-membership. 
Sierra Leone is barely excluded from the category, while Afghanistan is 
barely in the category of countries that use ICTs for censorship.  

    Calibrating Contextual Conditions   

 For membership in the category of wealthy countries, the threshold for full 
membership is set to include the UAE and Qatar, where the average annual 
income was US$50,000 in 2008. Liberia, Guinea-Bissau, and Somalia defi ne 
full non-membership in the category of wealthy countries, because in these 
countries the average annual income is below US$500. The transition is 
defi ned by Cameroon and Yemen, where average annual income is just over 
US$2,000 a year, and these countries are barely admitted to the category of 
wealthy countries. 
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 For membership in the category of countries with income inequalities, 
the threshold for full membership is set to include Bosnia, the Central 
African Republic, and Sierra Leone, where the gini coeffi cient is above 0.56. 
Albania, Cyprus, Montenegro, and Ethiopia defi ne full non-membership in 
the category of countries with income inequalities, because in these coun-
tries the gini coeffi cient is below 0.30. The transition is defi ned by Mauritania 
and Malawi, where the gini coeffi cient is just over 0.39, and these countries 
are barely admitted to the category of countries with income inequalities. 

 For membership in the category of countries with an educated population, 
the threshold for full membership is set to include Bahrain, Uzbekistan, 
Qatar, and Bulgaria, where close to 100 percent of the population has com-
pleted secondary education. Niger, Guinea-Bissau, Somalia, Liberia, and 
Western Sahara defi ne full non-membership in the category of countries 
with an educated population because less than 11 percent of the population 
has completed secondary education. The transition is at the 50 percent mark, 
with Ghana just outside the category and Tanzania barely in the category. 

 For membership in the category of countries where fuel exports are an 
important part of the economy, Algeria and Nigeria defi ne the set because 
fuel exports are almost 100 percent of the merchandise exports for these 
countries. Full non-membership is defi ned by Ethiopia and Malawi, and the 
transition to partial membership is marked by Gambia and Somalia. The 
former is barely excluded from the set, while the later is barely included. 

 For membership in the category of Muslim countries, the threshold for 
full membership is set to include the 11 countries where more than 98 per-
cent of the population self-identifi es as being practicing Muslims. Full non-
membership is defi ned by countries such as Georgia and Kenya, where 
Muslims make up less than 20 percent of the population. The transition is 
defi ned by Albania and the Sudan, countries that are barely in the set because 
just over 70 percent of the population are practicing Muslims. 

 As described in the example above, the threshold for full membership in 
the set of populated countries is defi ned by India, easily the largest country 
in the set. Full non-membership is defi ned by countries such as the Maldives 
and Brunei, where there are fewer than 500,000 people. The transition is 
defi ned by Tajikistan and Bulgaria, countries that are barely in the set with a 
population of just over 7 million.  

    Calibrating Institutional Outcomes   

 The Polity IV index provides a good starting point for comparing democrati-
zation trends. The original dataset extends to 2007, and the author has made 
some adjustments to the original dataset and has extended coverage to 2008. 
The size of the Muslim community is based on the proportion of the 
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population practicing Islam, according to the World Bank World Development 
Indicators. The size of the Muslim community in each country is judged as a 
small minority if it is between 10 and 49 percent (•), majority if it is between 
50 and 89 percent (�) and a totality if it is more than 90 percent (�) of the 
total. Information and communication technology distribution is based on 
an index of the distribution of information technology resources, weighted 
by economy size, as described in the introduction. Index values were 
computed using data from the World Bank World Development Indicators 
for mobile phones, internet users, internet hosts, personal computers, inter-
net bandwidth, and internet subscribers, and then averaged. Technology dif-
fusion is judged as slow (�) if the country is in the bottom third of the index, 
medium (�) if the country is in the middle third of the index, or rapid (�) 
if it is in the top third of the index. 

 Multiple sources were used to inform the decisions on if and when a 
Muslim country experienced a political transition, whether the transition 
was for better or worse, and how the degree of shift might compare to other 
countries. The primary source was the Polity IV dataset, which tracks regime 
change up to 2007 and includes most of the states with large Muslim com-
munities. The dataset ranks countries on a 21-point index from -10 (com-
pletely authoritarian) to +10 (completely democratic), with a 0 score 
representing neither an authoritarian nor democratic regime, but a chaotic 
state of transition usually involving war, anarchy, or state collapse. The 
index itself has several components, including assessments of the competi-
tiveness of political participation, the openness and competitiveness of 
executive recruitment, and the constraints on the chief executive, whether 
president, prime minister, or monarch ( Marshall and Jaggers  2008  ). Working 
from this index, countries that experienced a democratic transition are 
those for which experts fi nd a 3-point transition toward the positive 
democratic end of the scale. Countries that experienced one or two points 
of improvement, if they already ranked as strong democracies, are catego-
rized as experiencing entrenchment. The remaining countries are ones that 
continued to be ruled by authoritarian regimes, or experienced only tempo-
rary regime transitions. Crisis states include those embroiled in the chaos of 
war, invasion, or state failure. While interesting examples from these states 
are presented in chapters on specifi c types of political actors, these states 
are ultimately dropped from fuzzy set analysis. Additional sources, regional 
experts, and fi eldwork allow for rankings to be updated to 2008 and for 
some adjustments to the Polity IV rankings. These adjustments are described 
in the tables below. 

 Thirteen countries experienced democratic entrenchment, and steadily 
received a democracy score of 6 or higher over the period of study. A 
country is consistently somewhat democratic if it received a score of bet-
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     Table A.1:  Proportion of Population Practicing Islam, Rate of ICT Diffusion, 
and Countries Experiencing a Democratic Transition   

   Country    Muslim 
Population  

  Rate of 
Technology 
Diffusion  

  Transition Years, Magnitude and Notes 
on Author Adjustments to Polity IV 
Ranking   

  Albania  �    2001–2005; 4 points.  
  Algeria  ●    1994–2004; 9 points.  
  Bahrain  ●    1992–2002; 3 points.  
  Bosnia  �    2006–2008; 6 points. Bosnia has become 

more democratic, with recent elections, 
signifi cant reduction in EU troop 
presence, and the changing mission of 
these troops from peacekeeping to civil 
policing.  

  Comoros  ●    2003–2006; 5 points.  
  Djibouti  ●    1998–1999; 8 points.  
  Egypt  ●    2004–2005; 3 points. Transitioned from 

being authoritarian to being only 
somewhat authoritarian, but in 
author’s judgment still a democratic 
transition.  

  Georgia  �    1994–2004; 3 points.  
  Ghana  �    2000–2004; 6 points.  
  Indonesia  �    1998–1999; 11 points.  
  Kenya  �    2001–2002; 10 points.  
  Kuwait  �    2006–2008; 4 points.  
  Kyrgyzstan  �    2004–2006; 7 points.  
  Lebanon  �    2004–2008; 7 points. Lebanon has been 

plagued by violence, war, and foreign 
interference. Between 2005–2006 
there were signs of democratic 
stability, then in 2007 more political 
violence, and in 2008 a successful 
round of elections.  

  Liberia  �    2002–2006; 6 points.  
  Macedonia  �    2001–2002; 3 points.  

(continued )

ween 1 and 5 over the period of study. A country is consistently authori-
tarian if it was steadily scored between -6 and -10. A country is consistently 
somewhat authoritarian if it received a score of between -1 and -5. A 
country is a crisis state if it suffered from an extended period of lawless-
ness, civil war, foreign invasion, or other form of state collapse. Territories 
with unresolved status, Western Sahara, the West Bank, and Gaza strip, are 
included as crisis states.     
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   Country    Muslim 
Population  

  Rate of 
Technology 
Diffusion  

  Transition Years, Magnitude and Notes 
on Author Adjustments to Polity IV 
Ranking   

  Maldives  ●    2005–2008; 5 points. Transitioned from 
being authoritarian to being only 
somewhat authoritarian, but in 
author’s judgment still a democratic 
transition. Maldives has long been a 
dictatorship, but has recently transi-
tioned to being less authoritarian with 
the legalizing of political parties and 
the drafting of a constitutional 
document.  

  Mauritania  ●    2004–2006; 3 points. Transitioned from 
being authoritarian to being only 
somewhat authoritarian, but in 
author’s judgment still a democratic 
transition.  

  Montenegro  �    2006–2008; 4 points. Montenegro, in 
recent years, has appealed for 
independence from Serbia, held a 
referendum and chose independence, 
and successfully elected a head of 
state.  

  Niger  ●    1998–1999; 11 points.  
  Nigeria  �    1997–1999; 10 points.  
  Senegal  ●    1999–2000; 9 points.  
  Sierra Leone  �    2000–2002; 5 points.  
  Suriname  �    2005–2008; 3 points. Suriname has been 

governed by a coalition of political 
parties since 1991, and the coalition 
expanded in 2005.  

  Tanzania  �    1999–2005; 3 points. Tanzania has become 
more democratic, with the two-term 
president not challenging the constitu-
tional ban on a third term, and 2005 
elections being judged by international 
observers as having some cases of 
intimidation and logical irregularities, 
but on the whole free and fair.  

  Uganda  �    2004–2005; 3 points. Transitioned from 
being authoritarian to being only 
somewhat authoritarian, but in 
author’s judgment still a democratic 
transition.  

Table A.1: Continued
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     Table A.2:  Proportion of Population Practicing Islam, Degree of ICT Diffusion, 
and Countries Experiencing Democratic Entrenchment   

   Country    Muslim 
Population  

  Technology 
Diffusion  

  Democracy Status   

  Bangladesh  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Benin  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Bulgaria  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Cyprus  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Guinea-Bissau  �    Had a non-linear transition: 

Guinea-Bissau was slightly 
democratic until 2002 when it 
became slightly authoritarianism 
for two years (-6), then returned 
to be a stronger democracy (+7).  

  India  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Israel  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Malawi  �    Had a non-linear transition: Malawi 

has been democratic, but briefl y 
became somewhat democratic 
between 2001–4 (-2), after which 
it returned 
to being more democratic (+2).  

  Malaysia  �    Consistently somewhat democratic. 
Even though Malaysia does not 
rank as a strong democracy up to 
2007, successful elections in 2008 
are evidence of democratic 
entrenchment (+2).  

  Mali  ●    Consistently democratic.  
  Mauritius  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Mozambique  �    Consistently democratic.  
  Turkey  ●    Consistently democratic.  
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     Table A.3:  Proportion of Population Practicing Islam, Degree of ICT Diffusion, 
and Countries That Remained Authoritarian   

   Country    Muslim 
Population  

  Technology 
Diffusion  

  Authoritarian Status   

  Azerbaijan  ●    Became more authoritarian.  
  Brunei  �    Consistently authoritarian. Brunei is 

consistently authoritarian, run as a 
constitutional monarchy with some 
recent improvements, but not 
enough to call a transition.  

  Cameroon  �    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
  CAR  �    Became more authoritarian.  
  Chad  �    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
  Eritrea  �    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Ethiopia  �    Remained authoritarian. Consistently 

scored +1 in Polity IV over the 
period of study, but in author’s 
judgment this country is not in the 
set of transition or entrenchment 
countries.  

  Gambia  ●    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Guinea  �    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
  Iran  ●    Had a non-linear transition: Iran 

became slightly less authoritarian in 
1996–1997 (+3) but returned to 
authoritarianism in 2004 (-3).  

  Jordan  ●   
 Consistently somewhat 

authoritarian.  
  Kazakhstan  �    Became more authoritarian.  
  Libya  ●    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Morocco  ●    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Oman  ●    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Pakistan  ●    Became more authoritarian.  
  Qatar  �    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Russia  �    Experienced a +3 point transition 

towards democracy according to 
Polity IV, but in author’s judgment 
this country is not in the set of 
transition or entrenchment 
countries. Russia has had diffi culty 
with executive turnover and has 
developed a strong presidentialist 
regime.  

  Saudi Arabia  ●    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Singapore  �    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
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  Sudan  �    Experienced a +3 point transition 
towards democracy according to 
Polity IV, but in author’s judgment 
this country is not in the set of 
transition or entrenchment 
countries.  

  Syria  ●    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Tajikistan  ●    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
  Togo  �    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
  Tunisia  ●    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  
  Turkmenistan  �    Consistently authoritarian.  
  UAE  �    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Uzbekistan  �    Consistently authoritarian.  
  Yemen  ●    Consistently somewhat authoritarian.  

     Table A.4:  Proportion of Population Practicing Islam, Degree of ICT Diffusion, and 
Countries Experiencing an Extended Period of Interruption from Foreign Powers, 
Interregnum, or Anarchy   

   Country    Muslim 
Population  

  Technology 
Diffusion  

  Crisis Status   

  Afghanistan  ●    
  Burkina Faso  �    Had a non-linear transition: Burkina 

Faso became slightly democratic 
1999–2001 but returned to chaos 
in 2002.  

  Iraq  ●    
  Ivory Coast  �    Had a non-linear transition: Ivory 

Coast became a slight democracy 
between 1998–2001 (+10), but has 
been in anarchy since 2002.  

  Somalia  ●    
  West Bank  �    
  Western Sahara  ●    

 For membership in the category of countries that had experienced 
entrenchment, the threshold for full membership is defi ned as an 11-point 
improvement in democratic institutions during the period of transition, 
which uses Indonesia and Niger to defi ne full membership in the category. 
The threshold for full non-membership is defi ned by Pakistan and the 
Central African Republic, which experienced a -13 and -6 drop in their 
democracy score over the study period. Many other countries had a  consistent 
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regime with no transition in either direction. The transition point between 
categories was set at a 1-point improvement, which barely excludes Guinea-
Bissau and barely admits Oman into the category. 

 For membership in the category of countries that had experienced 
democratic entrenchment, the threshold for full membership is defi ned as at 
least 36 years of durability as a democratic regime, which sets Malaysia, 
Mauritius, India and Israel as full members of the category. The threshold 
for full non-membership is defi ned as at least 50 years of durability as an 
authoritarian regime, which includes Oman, Libya, and Saudi Arabia. The 
transition point between categories was set at one year as a democratic 
regime, which barely excludes Pakistan and barely admits the Comoros into 
the category. 

 Several other kinds of calibrations and manipulations help get the data 
into shape for fuzzy set analysis. For example, the fuzzy category of coun-
tries experiencing a democratic transition includes 34 countries that, relying 
on Polity IV data alone, are neither in nor out of the set. Both Yemen and 
Turkey are neither in nor out of this category, but for different reasons, so it 
makes sense to adjust the membership values of each so that they “lean” in a 
sensible direction. Thus Turkey was recoded to be barely in the set of coun-
tries experiencing a democratic transition, and Yemen recoded to be barely 
out of the set. 

 Western Sahara and the Palestinian Territories of the West Bank and Gaza 
are treated as countries in some datasets but not others. Given their 
prominent role in international Islamic politics, they are treated as units of 
analysis here. Since data on these two units of analysis are patchy, the fuzzy 
set variables were patched with additional sources, or by hand with 
information about neighboring countries. Depending on the variable, 
Mauritania was often a reference point for the Western Sahara, while Egypt 
or Lebanon served as reference points for the West Bank and Gaza. For 
example, the fuzzy set of countries with large online civil societies had 
missing data in these instances, so given the author’s knowledge of these 
cases, Western Sahara was coded as having a slightly smaller online civil 
society than Mauritania, and the West Bank and Gaza was graded with a 
slightly larger online civil society than Egypt. Since the crisis states are 
unlikely to teach us much about the recipe for democratization, they have 
been removed from the analysis.   

    SELECTING CAUSAL SETS   

 As in all social science, the researcher must make diffi cult decisions about 
what to include in a causal explanation that covers most of the cases and for 
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which most of the cases are consistent. The fs/QCA program renders com-
plex, parsimonious, and intermediate solutions. In the concluding chapter, 
the parsimonious solutions were presented because they reveal which condi-
tions are essential to distinguishing between the positive and negative cases 
of democratic transition. Parsimonious solutions tend to sacrifi ce some set-
theoretic consistency and include cases with missing data, but yield better 
case coverage overall. However, only the West Bank and Western Sahara were 
missing data, and these cases were dropped in the fi nal analysis. Moreover, 
the consistency cutoff was set to be relatively high. The complex solutions 
provide a more complete account of the causal mechanisms behind democ-
ratization, but supplement without contradicting the key fi ndings. For these 
reasons, the parsimonious explanations are offered in the conclusion. 

 Removing the crisis states left 68 countries in the comparison set. With 12 
causal variables, there are 4,096 possible combinations of ingredients for the 
democratization recipe. However, only a much smaller number of these 
combinations actually describe real cases; a few combinations explain many 
cases, some combinations only explain one unique case, most combinations 
have no real examples. So fs/QCA identifi es a series of minimal solutions. 
If two solutions differ in only one causal condition but have the same out-
come, then the causal condition that distinguishes the two solutions can be 
removed to create a simple, combined expression. The concluding chapter 
discusses the most prominent causal recipes for democratic transition as 
determined by the number of cases covered and the degree to which cases 
are consistent with the solutions. 

 For the suffi cient causes of institutional change, cases are noted if they 
have greater than 0.5 membership in the outcome for that specifi c causal 
confi guration. This may mean that some of the noted cases are not fully con-
sistent with other causal conditions. Some cases can be explained by several 
recipes, so the countries that best fi t with membership in the outcome are 
listed in descending order of fi t. Since these set relations are fuzzy, there are 
additional cases that would be explained, though perhaps with less consis-
tency. The noted cases have the same causal conditions and also share, to 
varying degrees, membership in the outcome. The necessary conditions are 
shared by the cases that have democratized. 

    The Solution Sets for Suffi cient Causes   

 The solution set for suffi cient causes of democratic transition had a consis-
tency cutoff of 90 percent, meaning that cases with full membership in the 
outcome had to be at least 90 percent consistent. There were 41 causal com-
binations containing real cases of democratic transition.  Table  7.1   presents 
the two parsimonious solutions with the highest case coverage, though there 
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were 38 parsimonious solutions all in all that covered 96 percent of the cases 
with 69 percent consistency. 

 The solution set for suffi cient causes of democratic entrenchment had a 
consistency cutoff of 95 percent. There were 41 parsimonious causal combi-
nations containing real cases of democratic entrenchment.  Table  7.1   presents 
the two parsimonious solutions with the highest case coverage, though there 
were 28 solutions all in all that covered 82 percent of the cases with 77  percent 
consistency. 

 Membership in the outcome of democratic transition caused by having a 
comparatively active online civil society with a comparatively small 
population includes the following countries, in order of consistency (with 
consistency and coverage for each case in brackets): Brunei (0.95, 0.75), 
Cyprus (0.95, 0.5), Mozambique (0.93, 0.75), Bahrain (0.89, 0.69), Kuwait 
(0.89, 0.75), Mauritania (0.88, 0.5), Pakistan (0.87, 0.39), Lebanon (0.83, 
0.85), Maldives (0.81, 0.69), Niger (0.8, 0.54), Turkey (0.79, 0.39), Bosnia 
(0.78, 0.85), Sierra Leone (0.78, 0.5), Georgia (0.77, 0.69), Sudan (0.69, 0.69), 
Kyrgyzstan (0.67, 0.89), Jordan (0.65, 0.5), Israel (0.62, 0.54), Albania (0.62, 
0.75), and Djibouti (0.52, 0.91). Membership in the outcome of democratic 
transition caused by having a comparatively active online civil society with a 
comparatively well-educated population includes: Sierra Leone (0.94, 0.5), 
Brunei (0.94, 0.75), Bulgaria (0.94, 0.5), Cyprus (0.93, 0.5), Turkey (0.92, 
0.39), Israel (0.92, 0.54), Kuwait (0.9, 0.75), Bahrain (0.89, 0.69), Mozambique 
(0.88, 0.75), Mauritania (0.88, 0.5), Pakistan (0.87, 0.39), Qatar (0.87, 0.62), 
Lebanon (0.85, 0.85), Tunisia (0.84, 0.5), Bosnia (0.83, 0.85), Georgia (0.81, 
0.69), Maldives (0.81, 0.69), Russia (0.81, 0.39), Niger (0.8, 0.54), and 
Kazakhstan (0.76, 0.16). 

 Membership in the outcome of democratic entrenchment caused by hav-
ing a state with comparatively well-developed information infrastructure 
and an economy not dominated by imports includes: Jordan (0.93, 0.25), 
Mauritania (0.93, 0.9), Tajikistan (0.93, 0.66), Malawi (0.9, 0.67), Bangladesh 
(0.83, 0.7), Liberia (0.68, 0.51), and Ethiopia (0.53, 0.66). 

 Membership in the outcome of democratic entrenchment caused by hav-
ing a state with a comparatively well-educated population and an economy 
not dominated by fuel exports includes: Israel (0.92, 0.96), Jordan (0.9, 0.25), 
Mauritania (0.9, 0.9), and Lebanon (0.85, 0.53).  

    The Solution Sets of Necessary Causes   

 The two solution sets for the suffi cient causes of democratic transition each 
suggest three variables that should be tested for their possible role as 
necessary causes. Indeed, each of the causes appear in many of the other 
solution sets not presented here, so these are certainly among the most 
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important ingredients for democratization. For each institutional outcome—
transition or entrenchment—the candidates were tested on their own, in 
pairs, and all together. The necessary causes with the greatest case coverage 
were ones that had little to do with information technology diffusion, though 
the factors that did concern technology diffusion had only slightly lower 
levels of case coverage. Putting all three causes together yielded a necessary 
combination of causes with excellent consistency and some sacrifi ce in 
coverage. 

 Whereas the best two suffi cient causes were selected on the basis of case 
coverage, the necessary conditions were chosen in a different way. It is 
important to distinguish between trivial and non-trivial necessary causes, 
because a solitary condition may appear in almost all causal recipes, whether 
or not these cases display democratic outcomes. Indeed, every one of the 
causal conditions could be tested for necessity, but the most theoretically 
useful ones have high case coverage, may also double as suffi cient condi-
tions, and in combination with other conditions have good consistency. For 
example, a well-educated population may be a necessary condition for 
democratization, but if well-educated populations are always present then 
the absence of an educated population will never be found to constrain 
democratic outcomes. Alone it is a somewhat trivial fi nding. But in 
combination with other necessary causes, the cases that exhibit democratic 
outcomes have much greater consistency. It turns out that having an active 
online civil society and a small, well-educated population is a non-trivial 
causal condition for democratic transitions. Moreover, having a well-devel-
oped state information infrastructure, an economy not dominated by fuel 
exports, and a relatively well-educated population is a non-trivial necessary 
cause of democratic entrenchment. Rather than list all seven causes and 
causal combinations, the conclusion highlights the necessary causes with the 
greatest coverage and greatest consistency.              
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     Appendix B:  Annotated References   

  This appendix offers reference annotations, organized by country as well as 
the four major profi les of political actors used in the book: states, political 
parties, journalists, and civic groups. I have added a “general” category to 
catch other kinds of political and internet themes. The “general” category 
includes items on censorship, the digital divide, diasporic activities online, 
and the political implications of other ICTS such as video games, digital art, 
and online humor. The items below represent the material covered in 
research for the comparisons made in this book. The list therefore would not 
be useful for other aspects of Muslim media systems, such as television, 
radio, and newspapers, that are not covered here. 

 This collection of references covers research published up to 2009 in 
major peer review journals and books (both authored and edited). There are 
a growing number of graduate dissertations on single countries, a plethora 
of long form journalism in newspapers and magazines, and much published 
on telecommunications by such industries in each country. Many of 
these kinds of reports are “grey literature” items and are archived at  www
.wiareport.org.              
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     Notes   

     INTRODUCTION   

    1.  The number of Muslim households is estimated using the percentage of the 
population that is Muslim in each of the countries in this study and the number of 
households in each country. The indicators for radio and television sets are the per-
centages of households equipped with at least one of these. The indicators for 
personal computers, home satellites, mobile phones, and internet users are given as 
a rate of penetration per 100 households. The number of countries with complete 
data varies from indicator to indicator; averages are always computed from the coun-
tries with available data; since 2000 the majority of countries analyzed in this study 
report this data. Because of the nature of the data, these three ways of presenting the 
trends are necessary, as they are slightly different. For example, the graph allows the 
reader to say that by 2000, fully 69 percent of Islamic households in the developing 
world had a television. In 2000, the ratio of internet users to households was 9 to 100, 
but that does not strictly mean that 9 percent of Islamic households in the developing 
world had an internet user in the household. However, informational resources such 
as mobile phones, the internet, and computers are collective resources, so such an 
can person his sonemeaning. Thus, it is conceptually reasonable to estimate that 9 
percent of Islamic households in the developing world had an internet user in the 
household.  

   2.  See  Karatzogianni ( 2006 ) , 98–108, for the “panic school” on cyber-terrorism.    

    CHAPTER 1   

    1.  Author’s calculations using data on 73 Muslim countries and 124 non-Muslim 
developing countries in 2000 and 2010, from the World Development Indicators 
(2010) and  Internet World Statistics ( 2010 ) .  

   2.  For example, Kenya’s internet user base increased from under 100,000 peo-
ple in 2000 to 3.4 million by 2010. This could be expressed as a growth of 3,360 
percent, a compound annual growth rate of 42 percent, or a doubling time of 26 
months. The latter two fi gures are more intuitively useful, especially in a compar-
ative context.  

   3.  Author’s calculations, based on data from  Internet World Statistics ( 2010 )  and 
the United Nations Population Revision (2005). There are several reasons why this is 
a rough estimate only. First, the country-specifi c estimates of internet use come from 
national ISPs who sometimes report their known subscriber base, sometimes report 
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an estimate of the number of people in households that subscribe to services, and 
sometimes report an estimate of the number of users in cybercafés and other public 
internet access points. Second, it is unlikely that the distribution of internet users 
among the national population is the same as the distribution of internet users among 
Muslim subgroups. There are several countries in which Muslims are a small wealthy 
elite, many of whom would have regular internet access; there are several countries 
in which Muslims are a poor subpopulation, for whom internet access is not avail-
able, or even a priority.  

   4.  One estimate is that as much as 80 percent of internet access in Arab countries 
takes place in such internet access points ( Wheeler  2008  ).  

   5.  Etta and Parvyn-Wamahiu point out that these “places” have a wide range of 
names: telecenter, telecottage, telekiosk, teleboutique, phone shop, infocenter, tele-
haus, telestugen, digital clubhouse, cabinas publicas, multipurpose access center, 
community technology center, multipurpose community telecenter, community 
access center, multipurpose community center, community media center, community 
learning center, community multimedia center, electronic village hall, tele-village or 
cybercafé.  

   6.  Polity IV data has been critiqued for having a minimalist defi nition of democ-
racy that undervalues participation, being a composite index of several redundant 
indicators, and a questionable aggregation procedure (see Munck and Verkuilen 
2002). It remains, however, a well-considered and respected index in comparison to 
some of the alternatives, and it has been kept up to date. Thus, this dataset is only the 
basis for comparative set descriptions, and where needed the author made correc-
tions and additions, describing these decisions in the chapters ahead.    

    CHAPTER 2   

    1.  Indeed, making it diffi cult to discover what a government’s reforms have been 
and what kinds of internet privacy policies or restrictions are in place is also evidence 
of a government’s lack of interest in disseminating such information.  

   2.  Traceroute was used to identify the path of packets from a Seattle-based inter-
net query to a host server with content. Traceroute results require some interpreta-
tion. First, the path of packets will be different with every query, though on average 
the number of hops is fairly consistent. In cases where the fi nal destination host com-
puter was the United States, we assume that if the website is that of a wealthy OECD 
country, that the country is paying for additional mirror services to help handle the 
internet queries. In cases where the fi nal destination host computer for a poor 
country website was in the United States, we assume that the poor country has no 
domestic infrastructure and has paid for commercial services within the United 
States.  

   3.  Emerging democracies with large Muslim communities include: Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea, 
Kyrgyzstan, Liberia, Macedonia, Malaysia, Maldives, Montenegro, Niger, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Suriname, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, 
Uganda, and Yemen.  

   4.  Dictatorships with large Muslim communities include: Azerbaijan, Egypt, Eritrea, 
Kazakhstan, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.  
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   5.  Crisis states with large Muslim communities include: Afghanistan, Burkina 
Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Iraq, Malawi, Somalia, the West Bank and Gaza, 
and Western Sahara.  

   6.  The developed world includes: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, South 
Korea, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United States.    

    CHAPTER 3   

    1.  This conservative estimate is taken by subtracting the number of Islamic fun-
damentalist parties and parties of unknown ideology from the total number of parties 
in 2008.    

    CHAPTER 4   

    1.  Wheeler (2009) offers good examples of what the Egyptian blogosphere pro-
vides by way of critique. Egyptian blogger Abdul-Moneim Mahmud reports “arbi-
trary arrests and acts of torture by the [Egyptian state] security services” as a way to 
criticize the excesses of state coercion ( http://www.ana-ikhwan.blogspot.com ). 
Similarly, Egyptian Abdel Kareem Nabil Suleiman has used his blog to “condemn the 
government’s authoritarian excesses” ( http://www.karam903.blogspot.com ). Both 
have been arrested for their critical posts. Another Egyptian blogger explains the 
importance of blogs: “It’s really different to read a piece of news, opinion, or thought 
on a weblog than on a ‘traditional’ news site. The difference I guess is that they mostly 
refl ect personal opinions, provide lots of freedom for everyone to voice their opinion, 
and to hear opinions and news those are not channeled through mainstream media. 
They also allow for contribution where everyone is actually contributing to the news 
delivery” (From Cairo With Love, “The Blogging Effect,” February 11, 2005 ( http://
fromcairo.blogspot.com/2005/02/blogging-effect.html ), accessed April 22, 2007. As 
cited in Wheeler in Howard and Chadwick.  

   2.  To identify online news sites for these countries, a base list was compiled from 
onlinenewspapers.com, national online newspaper listings at Wikipedia, and an 
internet search. Links were checked to verify that the site was still valid. Thus “online 
newspapers” are updated with content every few days, as opposed to “online maga-
zines” that see longer articles, but less regular posting.  

   3.  The Pew Global Values study consistently report high levels of trust in online 
news sources. However, there is certainly variation among countries. In the Central 
Asian countries of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, surveys by the 
Central Asia and ICT Project fi nd that Russian language media, national televised media, 
and print media trump internet sources for trustworthiness ( CAICT Project  2006  ).    

    CHAPTER 5   

    1.  Small-sized online civil societies are countries where between 0 and 0.18 per-
cent of the population are online in 2007, medium-sized online civil societies are 
those where between 0.19 and 8 percent of the population are online, and large-sized 
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civil societies are those where between 9 and 60 percent of the population are 
online.  

   2.  In Figure 5.1, the relative growth rate of civil society online is determined by 
tertiles. Between 2000 and 2007, slow-growth online civil societies are countries with 
annual growth rates between 8 and 27 percent each year, medium-growth online civil 
societies are countries with annual growth rates between 28 and 42 percent each 
year, and rapid-growth online civil societies are countries with annual growth rates 
between 43 and 125 percent each year.  

   3.  Based on author’s calculations from data available in  World Bank  2001.   
Countries in this estimate include Algeria, Djibouti, Egypt, Arab Republic of Iran, 
Islamic Republic of Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, 
Republic of Yemen, and the West Bank and Gaza.  

   4.  See Cavelty 2007, footnote 2 for examples of such media coverage in the United 
States.  

   5.  While Islamic scholars debate online, there is some evidence that scholarly pub-
lishing in other research domains has been slow to take to the internet ( Nasser and 
Abouchedid  2001  ). Arab and Lebanese journal editors have been accused of assessing 
articles for publication based on patron relations, and the fi nancial constraints of 
many universities prevent much institutional support for journal publishing. Arabic 
journals have limited international circulation, so many Arab scholars seek publica-
tion in Western journals, and in some countries secret police oversight effectively dis-
courages and certainly self-censors publishing in the social sciences. These should be 
reasons that academic discourse would take to the internet in a big way, but there is 
little evidence that this has happened, and many Arab researchers have held negative 
attitudes toward digital scholarship ( Nasser and Abouchedid  2001  ).  

   6.  In August 2000, Saudi Arabia disappeared from the internet for 17 hours 
because of a coordinated DOS attack; in February 2001, connectivity over two days 
was severely hampered by further attacks.  

   7.  Many governments are still threatened by hactivists, preferring to call their 
work cyber dissidence. See  Karatzogianni ( 2006 ) , 145–149, on the ways governments 
in the Muslim world crack down on cyber dissidence.  

   8.  Even one of Al-Qaeda’s Arabic Web sites, alneda.com, has been found hosted 
on servers in Malaysia, Texas, and Michigan ( Kelley  2002  ).  

   9.  Iran is an interesting case because it is one of the most wired of Muslim coun-
tries, has a well-organized and articulate democratic movement, yet no democratic 
revolution appears in sight. If new information technologies have a role in democra-
tization elsewhere, why not Iran? Indeed, much of the research on ICTs and politics 
in Iran fail to demonstrate much in the way of democratic outcomes, preferring to 
say instead that the internet is important for providing rhetorical space for dissent. In 
many authoritarian states political parties are simply outlawed, while in others they 
are tolerated but must take the label of an “organization” or “social movement.” One 
of the opposition organizations in Iran, the Mojahedin-e Khalq Organization, is a 
socialist group considered by some to support terrorist activities, but which has effec-
tively used ICTs within Iran in its campaign against the country’s Islamic regime. The 
organization has long maintained a web presence, and in the late 1990s was success-
fully beaming critical satellite programming into Iran using an Israeli satellite system 
( Goodman et al.  1998  ).  
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   10.  See  http://www.opennetinitiative.net/special/kg/.   
   11.  Examples include  Buzzell  2005  ;  Pax  2006  ;  Riverbend  2006 ,  2005  ;  Alavi  2005  .  
   12.  Terrorist groups often use the internet to claim responsibility for an attack, 

communicate to members, or otherwise publicize their activities to journalists. It is 
rare for reporters in the West to be handed recordings of beheadings, hostage foot-
age, or training camp activity: usually these are found online by experts who surveille 
terrorist websites. Many of the groups conducting terrorist campaigns are very media 
conscious, and they respond quickly online when they want to dispute a claim made 
in or by the Western media. For example, on June 7 2006 the U.S. military claimed 
that it had killed the leader of Al-Qaeda in Iraq, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, and terrorist 
websites confi rmed this quickly by posting eulogies praising his achievements. 
Indeed, the fact that some terrorists groups do use the internet to communicate 
makes it easier to track their activities. Several for-profi t and nonprofi t organizations 
watch terrorist chat rooms, website, and listserv traffi c 24 hours a day. Examples 
include the Terrorism Research Center ( www.terrorism.com ), the Search for 
International Terrorist Entities (SITE) Institute ( www.siteinstitute.org ), the Project 
for the Research of Islamist Movements ( www.e-prism.org ), and Global Terror Alert 
( www.globalterroralert.com ). Conducting so much business online makes it possible 
to do some fairly comprehensive counter-terrorist measures. Several fi rms translate 
Arabic and Muslim media by collecting information online and distributing transla-
tions the same way. Analysts will gain access to terrorist websites by posing as 
sympathetic activists, and then sharing jihadist declarations and chat that is intended 
for a closed social circle over listservs of counterterrorism security analysts. Civil 
society and counterterrorism strategists to deliberate and work out their interpreta-
tions through blogs. Examples include Juan Cole’s Informed Comment, Marc Lynch’s 
Abu Aardvark, Martin Kramer’s On the Middle East, Tony Badran’s The Syria Monitor, 
and Jashua M.Landis’ Syria Comment. Many of these specialized bloggers are not 
widely read in the West, but are an important resource for both journalists and secu-
rity analysts. As with any blogging community, these experts often disagree with 
each other’s commentary, but the internet makes it possible to share insight and, on 
occasion, reach points of useful consensus.    

    CHAPTER 6   

    1.  For more information on linguistic diversity online, see the FUNREDES 
project,  http://funredes.org/lc.   

   2.  A notable exception is emerging in the fi eld of the social studies of science and 
technology, which takes as its foci the co-constitution of cultural forms, material 
objects, and political culture. See also Zarubavel’s study (1992) of how information 
about the New World was diffused by early mapmakers.  

   3.  In 2007, 2.47 percent of the world’s internet hosts were located in Muslim 
countries. Adjusting for geographic dispersion of top-level domain names that are 
not country-specifi c—websites ending in *.com, *.net, or *.org that might actually be 
registered in a Muslim country—puts the proportion of the world’s hosts within 
Muslim countries at 2.39 percent in 2005.  

   4.  The data points are the averages among the pool of countries that had 
data available that year. If a country was missing data in a particular year, and a 
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reasonable imputation from the previous or subsequent year could not be made, 
the country was dropped from the average. Data is patchy in earlier years, espe-
cially for trends such as book production and literacy. So the average levels of 
cultural production and consumption in the early years involves six countries 
with significant Muslim populations. In the case of book production, this is a 
problem of missing data and not much can be done. In the case of internet host 
production, many Muslim countries did not even have domain names until the 
mid-1990s, so cases are not really missing and the average rate of internet users 
per host is based on those countries with hosts. Beginning in 1998, this graphic 
represents the average levels of literature users per book produced across at 
least 22 Muslim countries and the average levels of internet hosts online across 
at least 50 Muslim countries.  

   5.  One of the most well-respected Farsi bloggers, Hoder.com, is maintained by 
Hussein Derakhshan, who writes from Toronto and asserts that there were 100,000 
Persian bloggers in 2005 ( Slavin  2005  ).  

   6.  One expert observed that “Saudi Arabia invests in the propaganda of the 
Saudi Arabian-style Islam, the Wahhabi-style Islam, much more than the whole 
Soviet Union for the whole Soviet history spent on the propaganda of the Communist 
ideology” ( Schwirtz  2007  ).  

   7.  In 1998 for Saudi Arabia this was proxy.isu.net.sa.  
   8.  Many authoritarian states simply do not have a legal regime capable of 

criminalizing the act of cyber-dissidence: trouble-making bloggers are simply 
jailed. The Arab states, however, do have these mechanisms, allowing for just 
enough transparency to observe the state in action. In Bahrain, Galal Olwi was 
arrested in March of 1997 and detained for 18 months, charged with supplying 
information via the internet to “The Bahrain Liberal Movement.” In Algeria, 
journalist Ahmed Fattani was arrested in October 2003 for “posting articles 
online” after the newspaper he edited,  Expression,  had been suspended. In Syria, 
Abdel Rahman Shagouri was arrested in February 2003 for emailing a newsletter 
Lavant News from the banned website  www.thisissyria.net . He is still being held 
on charges that he “endangered Syria’s reputation and security.” In Tunisia, jour-
nalist Zohair al-Yahyaoui was arrested in June 2004 and sentenced to 28 months 
in prison for “disseminating false news” on the internet through his website 
TUNISIANE ( Wheeler  2008  ).  

   9.  In 2000, these were Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Iran, Oman, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, 
the Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, the UAE, Uzbekistan, and Yemen.  

   10.  The original discovery is noted at  http://home.bway.net/keith/whrobots/ . 
Excluding directories from search engine crawlers is a useful way of avoiding the 
duplication or retrieval of multiple copies of the same content. Up to April 2003, 10 
instances of “Iraq” were excluded from search engines, and by October 2003, 754 
instances. The current list of White House directories excluded from external search 
engines is accessible at  http://www.whitehouse.gov/robots.txt.   

   11.  Derakhshan reported that 46 percent trust information from the internet, 44 
percent trust information from television and radio, 25 percent trust information from 
satellite channels, 23 percent trust newspapers, and 20 percent trust foreign-based 
radio.    
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    CONCLUSION   

    1.  As mentioned in the introduction, there is a signifi cant debate in the social sci-
ences over the value of qualitative, comparative, and quantitative research. The argu-
ments made here seek to contribute to the debate by offering an example of how set 
theory can be practically applied, but the nuances of the debate are not reproduced 
here. For the argument that qualitative and comparative methods work best when 
they adopt the correlational assumptions of quantitative research, see King et al. 
( King, Keohane, and Verba  1994  ). For full discussion of the value of set theory, see 
 Ragin ( 2009 ) .        
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